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ART FORMS

H

istory of Art is the history of artistic forms. They manifest themselves in architecture, sculpture and painting, or in combinations or extensions thereof. The
borderlines are sometimes fu:a:y, but this is not too important. The repertoire
of forms contained by a work of fine art is the same, regardless of which branch of fine
arts is involved.
Fine art forms communicate, i. e. they bear a message. They are not just any visual
forms, but forms with content. If there is a message, there must be a system of recognizable signs that we read in order to receive the message. In verbal arts things may appear simple and straightforward. We just have to learn how to read, meaning, we must
know the alphabet, a system of visual signs which make up a language and its written
communications. Or, if we listen (switching from eyes to ears) to the sounds the letters
stand for.
But letters and sounds do not by themselves make the communication an artistic one.
They are merely visual or audio signs which make it legible.
But, things are different in fine arts. There is nothing comparable to those little, most
often black marks, or to those short units of sound, which we recognize as basic bearers
of verbal communication. Yet, we are ''moved", "disturbed", "enraptured" by a work of
art, we "read it", "understand it", we "seek" its meaning, we "react" to it. We go through
a process of perceiving, taking in, and responding to a fine art stimulus. Thus, we have
read something.
This "something", to go back, is the form. As opposed to verbal arts, the form is not a
small unit, but, on the contrary, a major framework. Morphology of fine arts contains
just six such big words, or expressive categories, within which we have to look for specific manifestations in order to read the message. These six are: volume, space, line,
light, color and texture. Space, for example, is endless, but the various ways of modifying this "endlessness" is what provides signals for our reading. So we say that a work, an
artist, or a period prefers "visions of endless space", contains "limited but real space'',
"sees things in a flat manner", etc. Similar "readings'' can be extracted for any of the six
areas. f n reading how the six relate to each other we enter what in the verbal zone would
be called the "syntax", and what in the fine arts sphere we call ''composition". So we talk
of rhythm, repetition, symmetry, continuity, discontinuity, etc.
As opposed to the means of verbal communication, the world of images is less involved
with the problem of the variety of languages. The six broad categories are the same
everywhere and any time. What is "inside" them, however, differs, and so we speak of
the "formal language of the Baroque", of the "late Rembrandt", of "the Great Migration
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Period", meaning that the "Big Six" arc treated in a specific way, which is typical only,
or mostly, of the artistic manifestation we have in mind.
It is obvious that there are no fine arts, and no fine art content, without a visual form.
Hence our first sentence: History of Art is the history of artistic form. But, again we repeat, not any form. A newspaper picture of a judge pronouncing a sentence is in most
cases a document, an illustration. It complements a verbal document saying that such
and such action was completed by so and so at such and such lime. When Georges
Rouault paints his Three Judges what we have, without any verbal communication (or,
shall we even say, verbal interference), is "a critique of the society", "a deeply disturbing
sense of injustice", or some other expectoration of a learned critic, translated maybe by
a "Wow!" of an ''ordinary" viewer. This "Wow" is the exact measure of additional expressive value of the communication. It has touched our senses, our heart, our mind,
and made us react in a specific way.
Of course, it is difficult to speak of pure visuality or pure verbality. In case of fine arts
there is in very many cases this brief verbal statement - the Church of the Holy Ghost,
David, the Sunset..., the subject-matter, explaining "what", but having nothing to do
with "how". Subject-matter is not content, just a pretext to express it, to communicate
it. In case of verbal art, what we read or hear leads Lo creation of certain images in our
minds. In fine arts, the images arc there, and their taking in produces, if the content
has been successfully expressed, a verbal reaction, which, unless we are art critics or
historians, we need not express or explain. The above "Wow" is a legitimate verbalization of our fascination with a work of art, which has moved us by an expressive interplay of its form and content. Form has found an adequate content, content an adequate
form, we arc moved, we react. It is obvious to anybody who has ever looked at a picture or read a line of poetry that those reactions differ from person to person. A content called "Love" could be expressed by painting or sculpting an image of the loved
one, but also by a combination of non-figured forms or by a skyscraper. It could be expressed with equal intensity, with equal power of communication, by using the "language" of ancient or modern, of Roman or Japanese, art. The same is, of course, true of
verbal communkations. 1

So, there is the everyday documentary language, and Lhe other, poetic language. I will
use a poem by a Croatian poet, Miroslav Feldman, as an example, written while the
poet was watching one of those suicidal, useless infantry charges of the First World
War/
Charge of the Battalion BH3 Viewed from a "Sechsfacher"
Like a green rug strewn with poppy heads,
the red fezzes fly
the Monte Meleta's high
By a heavy wind blown,
by heavy scythes mown;
by black bumblebees swarmed,

by three-ribbed stingers stormed.
I might make an endless list of relevant literature, but l will resist the temptation. However, I
would recall how some 45 years ago as an English undergraduate I listened within two weeks to
a lecture by David Dait:hess and by Helen Gardner on the art of the art criticism. I quote from
memory their first sentences: "Criticism is a process of rational judgment conducted ill the spirit of cool contemplation", sai<l Daichess. "Art is a question of incoherent wonder", said Gardner.
Needless to say, both lectures were impressive, and extremely convincing. Sapienti sat!
Vlatko Pavletic, Zlatna knjiga hrvatskog pje.rni.frva, Zagreb, 1971, p 476 (Translated by V. Goss)
8
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The rug in the Bosnian lands
was woven by domestic hands.
Man, this is not a rug,
not a picture!

I have not aspired to reproduce the poetic quality of the poem, which is not within my power, but to retain as many images found in the original as possible, and,
which will soon appear to be very important, the visual outlay of the text. But let us
first try to figure out what is going on, and translate the poem into a "document".
Miroslav Feldman tells us that he is watching the charge of a military unit called the
8attalion No. 3 of Bosnia and Herzegovina, up a steep flank of the Monte MeleLa on
the Italian front during the WWI. fcldman, a fine, restrained poet and a first-class
Croatian intellectual, was drafted into the Austro-Hungarian artillery, and what he
describes is his viewing the charge - from a ''sechsfachcr" (I have no idea what this is,
probably some obsolete artillery item). And here is what he reports in plain language:
Soldiers from the Battalion BH3, good Muslims wearing red fezzes, charge up the sleep
green meadow of the Monte Meleta, and this may look to someone as a green-and-red
Bosnian rug (cilim). They move up heavily, mowed down by steady enemy fire. Such
cilims are made by native weavers in Bosnia. But we should not look at this as a rug or
a pidure, as it is indeed a slaughter.
If we now go back to my translation, inadequate as it may be, what do we find?
Jn the first two lines, the poet has turned the image of men wearing red fenes rushing into carnage, into an image of a green and red Bosnian cilim the Bosnian Muslims
have been making for centuries. It is a lovely image of a green field covered with poppy flowers. Then, those poppy flowers rise in the air! And we are well aware that they
don't fly, so we are warned that they are not poppy flowers after all. The name of the
mountain, so different from any Bosnian (Slavic) name, even today triggers off, even
among my generation, born during the WW2, the memories of the horrors of an epic
war fought in the Dolomites at altitudes of over 3.000 meters in a breathtaking landscape not for those suffering from vertigo.
The heavy wind of the second stanza introduces the dark tone (is it the heaviness of
their own charge, or of the enemy fire?), followed by a rather set image of a scythe, generally associated with death and dying. The black bumblebees arc, of course, bullets;
as well as the three-ribbed stingers.
From a visual pleasure of the first stanza, through the dark warning of the second and
third, we come to a sort of explanatory stanza. The rug was woven in "the proud Bosnia" ("Bosna ponosna", or "ponosna Bosna", in Croatian, a set phrase) which I tried to
render as "Bosnian lands", rather than saying plainly "Bosnia". So, the proud hands of
domesLic weavers, i. e. the native people, wove the rug, i. e. produced progeny, now sacrificed on the steep Dolomite slopes.
And then comes what makes this otherwise good, but not spectacular poem, truly
extraordinary. A sharp admonition by the poet to himself, that what he, in a sort of
dreamy aesthetic mood, is watching from the "sechsfacher", is not an image but harsh
reality. I do not know many such incredible shifts in poetry, as from formally very neat
rhymes and rhythms, the poet reverts to rather plain prose, endowing lines of essentially documentary language with a potent dramatic force! An admonition to us that
sometimes a very ordinary form may be packed with a most extraordinary content!
Even visually, the last line stands out by its shortness. An expert in verbal arts would
have probably found more points of interest. He may also disagree with my brief analysis or suggest additional and different readings. I myself would also like to comment
on one more point.
9
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Read carefully the first four lines. If a grade school student had written them, he would
have certainly gotten an F. The statement docs not make sense, and the grammar is
dubious at best. It is literally said that the red fezzes run up over a green meadow like
a green carpet covered by poppies! It is the carpet that really runs, ifwe read the lines
carefully word by word! A description of what the poet wanted to say could be: "Men
with red fozzes run up the steep green slope, which, therefore, appears like a green rug
covered by poppy flowers". The poet has taken a shortcut, left out what would logically
link together the image (green rug with red dots) and the action of the red fezzes. The
red fezzes do not run as a green rug, which is stationary, but they appear, in the act of
their running, as a green rug strewn with poppies! Strangely enough, ifwe repress the
grammarian in ourselves, and juM read the lines, this is exactly what we get. By using
a nonsensical, incomplete statement, the poet has achieved what he really wanted! He
has created an image, he has communicated.
Having usurped for a moment the role of a literary historian, let us come back to the
world of the visual arts. Could we do an analysis of this kind when reading a work of
fine arts? I propose as an example the etching by Miroslav Kraljevic, a Croatian artist
active around 1900 (fig 1). The print made in 1912 belongs to a group of fine, fast studies of the artist's late phase, just before his untimely death.
Kraljevic was born at Gospic in the Highlands, where his father served as a county
governor. The Kraljevics were an old Slavonian aristocratic family from the Pozega
area, the members of which, by that time, had turned from rural gentry into high government officials. Already in the high school in Gospic Kraljevic displayed interest
in painting, and following in the steps of the more ambitious among young Croatian
artists of the time he, by the way of the Munich Academy, eventually reached Paris;
from where, gravely ill, he returned via Poiega to Zagreb to die there of tuberculosis
in 1913. He was twenty eight.
The main goal of Croatian artists in Munich - in addition to Kraljevic primarily Racic,
Becic and Herman - was to disassociate themselves from provincial sentimentalism
and seek "pure painting." How much they succeeded in this is up to history to judge,
yet it is quite clear that they remained powerful artistic individuals in spite of Paris.
As opposed to his co-traveler Racic, a proletarian, Kraljevic was 100% an aristocrat,
haughty, untouchable and cynical, a painter avoiding emotions and sentimentalism,
and achieving effect through visual means, primarily powerful surfaces of thick paint
in subdued tonalities. Even when painting himself, one of his favorite subjects, he did
it par di.~tance, apparently with cool restraint and control. Cries, sighs, and even physical motions are not his domain. Thus it may come as a surprise that this print represents an act of violence - a fight.
We are immediately drawn to a large black sign which like a sharp letter "Z" penetrates
from the center into the right hand side of the picture. This black mass of sharp crisscrossed lines stands out of the whiteness of the paper reinforced by the light which
equally aggressively explodes from the lamp on the table.
Along the left edge we discover the second zone of interest: a rounded table with two
chairs with rounded seats and curving backrests - one dark and solid, the other lighted and lying dead on the floor - and a woman sitting in a like chair in the very corner
of the room. The disturbingly strong light reveals her front. She is holding her head
while screaming into the lamp, the light of which strikes by thin dark rays the very
center of the print, almost touching another actor - the pot in the hand of the attacker,
which may soon land on the head of the kneeling person clumsily defending himself.
But is this really so?
That pot almost exactly in the vertical center of the picture divides it into two vertical rectangles, while, at the same time, it stands at the bottom of the upper third of
the scene, the upper end of the Lower third being marked by the knees of the attacker,
particularly the left one aggressively penetrating the kneeling person's crutch. Should
JO
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we move that pol, the apparently firm yel delicate balance of the scene would go to
pieces. The position and the forcefulness of the black indicate that the pot is the key
aclor of the story.

1. Miroslav Kraljevic. The

Fight, Private Collection

in Croatia, 1912

The marked contradiction of the two key motifs - the sharp, letter-like form of the opponents and the roundness and the glaring light of the table might induce us to moralize: darkness-light, evil-good, man-woman. The overturned chair might be seen us the
fall of the good announcing a victory for evil on the right, edgy side.
Yet, beware!
The cause of any male fight is very often a woman, but do we indeed know that the attacker is trying to steal the other man's women·~ Isn't he, rather, defending the privacy of his home from an intruder? And what about alcohol? The object the attacker is
wielding is not a bottle, but a nicely rounded pot, held in a rather clumsy way to demonstrate the roundness of the wrist corresponding to the form of the pot. One may
even question whether this grip is strong enough to smash the pot against the skull of
the kneeling person. And that sole glass on the table could not make anybody drunk.
The woman's shriek is a tic, i. e., her motions and expression are a cliche of how to
act in "such a situation,'' which Lhe author deliberately treats as banal (and definitely
views with scorn). 'l'he pathetically raised right hand of the attacked fits the same pat11
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tern and so also docs the overturned chair, a traditional and worn out symbol of fall
and violence.
Let us not forget that the "light" side has its dark shadows, that the light does not shine
but stings, that the lower part of the woman's body is almost as dark as the fighting
figures themselves. One may say: light-dark, soft-sharp, female-male - all the same
and equally irrelevant.
In this context one should pay a special attention to the key participants - the pot and
the attacker. Along with the attacker's right arm and his left knee, and the lower part
of the woman's body underneath the table, the pot is visually the most solid section
of the print - a thick, dark, unbroken surface. The face of Lhe attacker receives some
light, illogically, as it should be in fact in the shadow, so we can even read some of its
expression - a quiet one, might we even say an expression of pleasure! We are seeing a
frozen combat, should we say a model, which never materialized, bearing all that banality Kraljevic the aristocrat despises and holds in disdain.
The elements of the picture arc merely a tool to represent an act which the author (the
cynic) sees as ridiculous, a somewhat disturbing indication of how Kraljevic experienced the world outside his own self. The alleged emotions are just a game and makebelicf. The human animal is cool, by the way, Kraljevic was extremely good painter of
animals, and loved painting them, just like our attacker who with a cold detachment
enjoys wielding his pot. A rather terrifying vision of the world, but also of the inner
world of the artist himself.
This is certainly just one way of reading this rich and multi-layered work. Somebody
scanning the image for actual information would immediately find Kraljevic at fault,
in the same way as somebody reading the opening lines of Feldman's poem would have
realized their nonsensicality. Art is created by individuals, interpreted by individuals,
and consumed by individuals. Individuality means that we are all different. If two people cannot agree whether aspirin is sour or bitter, or whether a certain shade of colour
is red or orange, it would be naive to expect that we would agree on interpretations of
complex images. There are no two art works exactly alike, they are all individual, interpreted by individuals, and, therefore, can never be totally figured out on some kind
of general, objective level. 3 But the richness of art lies in the ability to offer various
things to various people (and various generations). A work of art is never completed.
Physically, it can be rebuilt, repainted, re-carved. Something can be added Lo it, or subtracted from it. It changes its environment, and in the process, both the work and the
environment are changed. A work of art also changes spiritually, as each new group of
people, each generation, proposes new interpretations and discovers new meanings.
So, if a work of art can never be fully taken in, if it is interpreted by subjective individuals whose interpretation modes differ, could art history be a science?
Of course it cannot. Erwin Panofsky has remarked, and I fully agree with him, that art
history is a humanistic discipline, and that the role of the Humanities as opposed to
Sciences is to seek wisdom rather than knowledge.1 Taking Panofsky's statement one
step further, we may state that duty of each generation of art historians is to take care
of the world art heritage during their active lifetime, both in terms of its physical preservation, and of its interpretation; including taking care of the art of their own time.
Art historians, at least some of them, like to be seen as scientists. And, indeed, they
use some of the bona fide scientific methods in their research. They make hypotheses,
For radically opposed views on that issue I suggest Hans Sedlmayr, lJmjetnost i istina (in original, Kunst und Wahrheit, 1958), Croatian translation by D. "l'kalec, Zagreb, 2004, pp 137-188
(there is only one "correct" interpretation), and Oskar Batschmann, l/vod u po,,ijesnoumjetnicku
hermeneutiku, Croatian translation by M. Pelc, Zag1·eb, 2004, pp 128-131 (much doser to my
own interpretation of the matter).
I am of course referring to Panofsky's path finding article "The History of Art as a Humanistic
Discipline", in Erwin Panofaky, Meaning in the Visual Arts, Garden City, 1955, pp 1-25.
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they seek to support and prove them, they draw conclusions. They have to have acertain general framework in order to understand one another, and to be understood by
the public they are supposed to serve.
This framework, initially, but also essentially borrowed from natural sciences, is the
concept of style. However individuali7,ed as they may be, it has been noliced that certain groups of art works have some characteristics in common. There is a certain language of forms which is typical of a certain artist, certain time, certain part of the
world. This does not mean that, say "volume", as one of our major morphological categories could be present or absent - it is always there - but, lhat it is treated in a particular way common to a certain number of works.
A careful analysl of style would soon discover that language keeps changing constantly. The concept of style may be quite a useful research tool if it is accepted as such a
changing system of forms, rather than as something given once and for all within certain temporal or spatial boundaries. By accepting a dynamic concept of style we leave
the domain of form alone, and we begin to see style also as an incorporation of acertain world view, in a permanent flux, just like the life itself. Stylistic categories, those
which, technically, enable us to describe, classify and date works of art, should be seen
as platonic ideas (today we might say, models) reflected in the living art of their time.
These brief theoretical considerations have taken us, by a shortcut, to the corner issue of art history as science, and thal is indeed the concept of style. Much (everything
even?) has been done in art history in terms of style as a system of forms. What we
suggest here, and will continue to do so as we proceed, is a concept of style which also
has to do with content. And that content, in its most compact and distilled way, are
certain ''Greal Themes", or complexes thereof central to any period. 5
We learn in primary school that the slogan of the Antiquity, specifically Greek Antiquity, even more specifically of the Classical Greek Period of the s•h century BC, was
"The Man is the Measure of All Things" (Homo mensura). It sums up in a pure, distilled form, the humanistic nature of the Ancient civili1.ation, and helps us explain and
interpret the choice, the treatment, and the combination of visual forms in fine arls. lt
is the ultimate content of everylhing in the mainstream arts of the Mediterranean of
a certain period. It is also a useful tool in detecting and explaining non-mainstream
phenomena, as well as in fixing the boundaries between the Classical art, and the art
phenomena outside the area of the Classical art, or in documenting the changes within
the Classical art, as it gradually acquires new forms and a new content.
Hundreds of themes, great and insignificant, are generated under the key concept love, happiness, confidence, pride, sorrow, desperation - but all of them share the formal language set by the umbrella conlent. The latter, obviously, determines the elements of its visual manifestation, i.e. of style.
lam not pretending to be doing anything especially new. Maybe just restating the forgotten obvious. It has been described as the Zeitgeist, Formwillen, Kunstwollen, dialectic necessity. I am doing it because I think it is necessary to rediscover some lost, but
fundamental premises of our discipline. In lhe last half of the 20'h century the scope
of art history was enormously widened. Useful subject-matter studies were proliferated (iconography), the subject-matler was related to visual phenomena (iconology),
Here again an endless footnote would be in order. I will just remind the reader of the well-known,
a1td most valuable contributions by such scholars as Heinrich Wollflin, Henry Foci Ilion, or Lionello Venturi. A rece1ll thorough critique of the concept of style withi11 the framework of a
historical style of the Romanesque is Xavier Barra! and Altet, Contre l'art roman?, Paris, 2006.
My views have been mostly influenced by Venturi's careful and profound analysis of form and
content as in his History 4 Art Criticism, New York, 1964, and Paintings and Painters -How to
Look at a Picture: Giotto to Chagall, New York, 1945. Also very useful: Joshua Taylor, I.earning
to Look, Chicago, 1957, pp 4~-60 (chapter entitled "An Analysis of the Work of Art").
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the visual to cultural phenomena. We have sought to break borderlines between disciplines becoming interdisciplinary, cross-disciplinary, multi-disciplinary, all of which
is absolutely laudable. But, we have lost art history. We have become too dependent on
information outside art history (trying to increase our standing as scientists), forgetting that with interpreting artistic forms we contribute to that new multi-disciplinary
etc. world, and that it is no less important than exact reading of historical documents
by sophisticated linguistic or diplomatic insights, or exact reading and interpretation
of texts of Iiterary arts. In any historical analysis, an equal attention should be paid to
evidence provided by a work of art analyzed by an art historian as to any other. 6
History of Art has become too much fishing for a document that would solve problems
of either dating (when) or interpreting (why). My own experience has taught me not
to rely too much on historical documents which, in the period I am interested in, are
scarce, incomplete, illegible, ambiguous. 'two distinguished scholars would read and
interpret the same document in totally opposing ways. If you move a comma in a sentence, the entire meaning drastically changes. When in doubt, trust your own material! But first of all, learn how to read it. A work of art, and, yes, in the earlier medieval
art they are scarce, incomplete, difficult to reconstruct, ambiguous, can be an equally
good (or poor) evidence of a certain historical event. I truly support the inter-, cross-,
and the multi-, but within the ongoing information revolution, and realizing that we
know so little about art history, of our own neighborhoods, that we have been making
grand c:ondusions on the basis of who knows what (tiny) percentage of art heritage,
those multis and crosses are often nothing but a license for dilettantism. Our lives
are too short lo master our own little pockets of expertise in our own fields, let alone
outside them. The only true inter-multi-cross approa<.:h is team work. All we need is
enough knowledge of other disciplines to select good associates. 7
Last half of the century has seen some profound scholarly figures in art history who
were able to su<.:cessfully combine art historical information with that of other relevant disciplines. I would rnmment briefly on just one of them, Adolf Katzenellenbogen, whose work has had a deep impact on my own thinking.. What erudition, what
a great mind! But, also, what an EYE! Katzenellenbogen has magnificently enriched
our understanding of some of the finest among medieval art works, and demonstrated
how they interrelate with the great themes of the times, and how they promote them.
Hut, at the end of each brilliant discussion of evidence there is always the following
conclusion: "form and Meaning". Katznellenbogen was well-aware that he was applying a new method to an old customer, the artistic form. In doing so, he deepened and
enriched our understanding of individual monuments, of their groups, and of entire
periods. He never forgot that without a physical form there is no content, no communication, no expression, and that, in the end, the successful conveying of the message,
the foremost preoccupation of the sponsor, was due to an artist's capability to develope a form that would successfully c:onvey that mcssagc.R This also means that knowing forms may help us reconstruct contexts when other documentation is absent or
scarce. But pulling out a document from a Codex Diplomaticus, and a sacred text from
the Patrologia Latina, and slapping it all over our studies as a "safe" way of doing research, is not art history at all. lt is bad research work.
This book is not an enterprise in republishing of my texts written over more than
four decades, although parts of some works or complete works will reappear in it.
A careful rereading of the fundamental Panofsky article quoted above (note 5) should be repeatedly undertaken by every art historian.
A wonderful paper on that topic was given at the Conference 'TEuropa dellc caltcdrali" (Parma,
2006) by Werner Jacobsen, published under the same name in the proceedings. Parma, 2007, pp
11-1-14-5; also my article, "Monuments of Art History as Historical Documents", submitted for
the Prilozi instituta za arheologiju W07.
Paradigmatic in that sense is The Sculptural P,-ograms c!f Chartres Cathedral, New York, 1964.
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[ conceived of it as a summary of three areas of research which I have been closely studying during my career: Pre-Romanesque architecture, Romanesque sculpture,
and the earlier medieval art of Pannonia. Hence the sections: Southeastern Border of
Carolingian Architecture, Romanesque Sculpture as a Public Medium, and Pannonia
Romanica. As one cannot study Pre-Romanesque architecture without touching upon
sculpture and painting, or Romanesque sculpture, without a reference to architecture
and other arts, as in the case of Pannonia I have been interested in everything from
archeological material to monumental building, one might say that the book covers
the art of the Pre-Romanesque, Romanesque and the Early Gothic seen from a specific
angle, of someone who has been dealing mostly with the art of Central Mediterranean
and Central Eastern Europe. With a few notable exceptions, the central view of Europe's medieval art is, as everything else, worrisomely West centered. The same is true
oLut of the peripheral areas of Byzantine sphere, where that central view is predominantly Constantinopolitan. It seems that we, Scandinavians, Germans, Slavs, Hungarians, briefly, northern, central and eastern .Europeans, can write books and articles
over and over again, publish volumes and volumes of material, speak at conferences,
and yet, when a "great book" on the Medieval Art is written in the West, it is confined
to the Paris - Venice - Compostela triangle, and with the Rhine, Upper Danube and
the Adriatic as its eastern border. 9 This is not a question of language any more, as almost everything of consequence is published in some of the major languages. Rather, it
is an issue of intellectual inertia, of sticking to what is best known, and for what there
arc well-established canons of discourse. So, maybe it is time to say a few words on the
European art between c 800 and c 1200, from a point of view of an "outsider."
In doing so, this outsider will propose to review some universal great styles and themes
of western European medieval culture, or Western Christendom. The fact that they are
equally valid for a border area such as Central Eastern Europe, may be one of the most
interesting discoveries of my life-long research, although, to one who is more familiar with the material, this need not come as a surprise. Each key theme has, of course,
ramifications as it manifests itself through a number of lesser themes of, however, still
universal character, and is a{;companied by analogous multitude of ramifications in
the world of form. All politics may be local. but equally so, all politics has a common
core - a will to power; so, there arc local variants within a common European culture
of the centuries in questions as well. The fact that the extension and concept of Europe
varied widely from moment to moment states what should be well-known and obvious,
yet the Europe 800-1200 was larger than is nowadays usually believed, and the common characteristics are more remarkable than differences. A civilized member of the
society from the British Isles did not differ much in his thinking, when commissioning or building a church or a castle, from the one in the Carpathian basin, Scandinavia, the Baltic, or the Iberian Peninsula. They all shared a common Christian faith, a
"feudal" society, Latin language; spiritually, the majority was subject to Pope, and politically (at least in principle) to the Emperor. They dreamed of their own mountains,
rivers, and forests, but at least the outlines of their dreams were based on their common cultural experience.
The reader will discover that my arguments occasionally veer into textbook or even
confessional prose. In my opinion, one of the chief tasks of a scholar is to share his information, and show how a certain project was conducted or conclusion reached, including such elements as accident and luck, which may be of use, especially to younger
scholars. Research always involves human elements, and I do not believe that our texts
must be totally purged of them in order to be scholarly. Again, admitting what you
have learned from whom, and under what conditions, may be valuable to others. I do
not believe in "pure", cabinet-type scientific work. We do research so that the object of
Barra! an<l Allet's remarkable study (note 6) suffers from the same syndrome.
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our work, the monument, may be better known, better understood, more appreciated,
and better protected.
We are lucky that, as we keep on aging, we seem to acquire the wisdom invoked by
Panofsky. We tend to lose interest in contentious debates or fussing over details, and
get to love our discipline, and love and understand the object of our work - the art ever more and better. What I mean by "love" and "understand" is a highly personal experience, and J cannot communicate it verbally; though, I hope that many of my colleagues have shared it, as it has been, for me, extremely rewarding. I hope that the personal, diarist digressions in this text may help our younger colleagues reach that state
of satisfaction and serenity faster.
This book is not a testament. I hope I have at least ten more years of active primary
research in front of me, and I am looking forward to writing another book like this at
the end of that period.
To mention all the people I need tu thank for everything I have done, or wisely left undone, would mean constructing an endless list, which, though infinite, would never
be complete. I thank all of them. In particular I would like to name a few people who
have had a special impact on my scholarly life.
First of all, Professor Andre Mohorovicic of the School of Architecture in Zagreb,
whom I accompanied as a fourteen year old, along with my mother Professor Sena
Gvozdanovic-Sekulic, then a young Assistant Professor at the same School, on a research trip to Istria. It was shortly after the division of the peninsula, when half of the
population had left, and the memories of Zone A and Zone B, the VUJ(N)A, of the Allied occupation of certain areas were still fresh. There was practically no public transportation, and the private one was limited to a pair of feet; the roads, narrow and dusty
at the best of the times, were getting overgrown by the shrubbery, in townships and
villages there were often just a few old people, with a couple of skinny goats, speaking
Italian or Croatian I could not understand. Yet, on every hill there was a spire, and a
gray ring of walls; behind it, another ring of gray walls of homes, often without roofs
and falling into disrepair, huddled around the parish church. And inside of those often
miniature houses of the Lord, there was another world, singing with color and light, of
legends and stories, alive, serene, even when showing His Passion or the Grim Reaper
himself. From Plomin to Pican, from Pican to Gracisce, from Gracisce to Pazin, from
Pazin to Draguc... on the dusty roads of the summer 1956, knowing that behind another curve, another bend, another hill there is another oasis of beauty and happiness
- Beram, Nova Vas, Rakotole, Boljun, Motovun ... As we made our progress, Moho,
Professor Mohorovicic that is, and my mother, and another young scholar, today Professor Emeritus, Bruno Milic, measured, sketched, photographed; took notes; talked,
discussed, explained. Moho seemed to know every piece of stone, every fragment of
sculpture, every inch of wall-painting, although he may have never seen them before.
It was a world in which, obviously, he was at home, a world which warmly welcomed
him as its chronider. And so I developed a desire to become a chronicler of that world
as well. But, had there not been that Istrian trip with Professor Mohorovicic'.: (and it
was not the last one, we went there together several times, decades later), I may have
become a doctor, a lawyer, an agronomist, who knows! I also hope to have learned
from Moho how to approach art in its own setting, how to talk to those towers, interlaced pretzels, and the smiling rural youths pretending to be the Kings. And that
love for the object of our study comes first, and then the study itself, as another great
scholar, Paolo Verzone, so well said. 10 I have also learned that those studies must be
10
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Paolo Ver1.one, L'architettura religiosa dell'alto rnedio cvo nell'Jtalia Settentrionalre, Milano,
1942, p 3 ("... a me e parso tuttavia che le vecchie pietre, interrogate con spirito tl'amore, abbiano
risposto in modo assai chiaro").
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written as well as their objects deserve. My mother's role in that process should also
be recognized with gratitude.
With the same awe l must also name Professor Milan Prelog of the University of Zagreb, whom l tried to serve to the best of my modest abilities as his teaching assistant,
for me the most honorable post l have ever hel<l. I vividly remember him as my Master
Thesis mentor, which was the first one in a series on territorial organization he came
to supervise. We both took a risk as we had had no idea of how it might end. l still appreciate that, and I am still sorry that l could not produce what he wanted, and that
he could not sec things my way. The generation gap could not be overcome, but it did
not mar in any way his exemplary care and support, and the facl that, maybe even unknowingly, I learned an awful lot. I wonder how we would cooperate today, when there
is so much talk of Cultural Ecology and Cultural Landscape, something we in fact adumbrated several decades ago.
Next, I thank Professor Robert G. Calkins of Cornell University, who took a risk of
granting a penniless youth from some communist country in Southeastern Europe a
full fellowship. More precisely, it was a land which was, in a most frustrating manner,
and seemingly with no success, trying to become a country. I understand his disappointment when he did not manage to teach me the safe American ways of doing art
history, and I appreciate his willingness to let me do a Ph. D. thesis on the Pre-Romanesque architecture of that non-existing nation, in the course of which, thanks to
his advice (although he was an expert in late medieval book painting), I developed my
views on Croatian Westworks, which have served me well until today. A chance remark by Professor Calkins ("You should look at that book...") Launched in fact the other
major line of my life research. It was a remark on the fa<;ade sculpture of the Romanesque period. Had I listened to Mr. Calkins, my life in the Academia would have been
smoother and officially more successful, but certainly less rewarding.
I am also grateful to Professor Wayne Dynes, then of Hunter College in New York, for
his friendship and support, for our joint projects, of which at least one we carried out.
We were both risk-takers, and I am sorry that he suddenly, and apparently for ever,
disappeared from my life.
In 1977, a young scholar with an already huge block of scholarly work behind him, Professor Arturo Carlo Quintavalle, invited me to his first big Convegno at the University
of Parma. I am extremely happy and proud to have enjoyed his friendship and support
for decades, including his wi!Jingness to "readopt" me after my definile migration to
the European side of the Ocean in the year 2000. For the same courtesies I am also indebted to Professor Quintavallc's long term right hand, Professor Arturo Calzona.
It is wonderful to count among true friends of my life Professor Xavier Harral i Altet,
whom I have known since 1981. I am looking forward to many happy reunions all over
our united Europe, to which we both come as members of small nations with great
cultures - Catalonia and Croatia.
In 2001, the President of the University of Rijeka, Professor Danijel Rukavina, Member
of Croatian Academy, took a risk of asking me to come to Rijeka and help to form the
Department of Art History and an Art Academy. J took a risk and accepted his invitation, and so far, I believe, we were far more successful than expected.
Over the last few years I have met a number of Hungarian colleagues, who generously
shared their research with me, and whom I nowadays see as great personal friends. In
alphabetical order they are as follows: Zsombor Jekely, Pal Lovei, Alice Mezei, Ern6
Marosi, Bela Zsolt Szakacs, Imre Takacs, Sandor Toth. I am looking forward to our future research and other outings, whether on the North or the South of Drava.
One of the most rewarding sights of my life is to watch my young colleagues, my research fellows, Vjekoslav Jukic, Danko Dujmovic and Maja Cepetic, making initial
steps on their way toward, l trust, distinguished scholarly careers. And equally so, I
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relish in every intelligent remark, question or comment made by my students. If I were
to dedicate this book to any one, it should be to them, hoping that they may get to love
their profession, and the object of their research, sooner and faster than myself.
This manuscript was completed on July 1, 2007.
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s we all know, the names of medieval art styles are rather arbitrary. But, while we
more or less understand what we mean when we use the word ''Romanesque" or
"Gothic", there does not seem to be much agreement about the meaning and scope
of the term "Pre-Romanesque". ls there such a thing as a Pre-Romanesque style? Is there a
Pre-Romanesque Kunstwollen, some distinctive "Pre-Romanesque" concept of, say, architectural space and mass which would justify the use of the word "Pre-Romanesque'' as a
stylistic category covering all, or at least a considerable number of individual architectural
creations in the period "before the Romanesque"? Briefly, is there anything in terms of the
architectural essentials common to all those groups of''before-the-Romanesque-buildings":
Anglo-Saxon, Asturian, Carolingian, Early Croatian, Great Moravian, Mozarabic, Ottonian? And, if the Pre-Romanesque could be defined as a style, what are the distinguishing characteristics between "Pre-Romanesque" and "Romanesque" modes of expression?

A

And, please, why "Pre-Romanesque" at all, and not "Pre-Gothic", or "Pre-Baroque"'? Does
this mean that the Pre-Romanesque as a preparatory stage for the Romanesque never
reached the dignity of being a "style"? And if so, when this non-style begins, when does it
end? The scope of these lines is to try to suggest some possible answers to these questions,
concentrating on the examples of architecture of the Christian West between c 800 and
cl 100. Or, as the title of this volume may suggest, should not one view the period of the
"Pre-Romanesque" and "Romanesque" as one segment of our western experience?
But I am running ahead of myself. Why 800-1100? Why not, say, 300-1100, or 200-800?
Let us deal with the terms first. We all know that the last (semi)independent style after Roman Antiquity and before the Romanesque was "Early Christian". The name is dubious. If
there is ''early", is there a "mid" or "late Christian" style'? Does it mean that no succeeding
style could be indeed called "Christian"? ls it an abrupt break of the tradition ("Christian"
as opposed to "Pagan?")'? Does it mark a beginning of something ("Early")'? Paradoxically
we find that the period, as well as its art, is not infrequently referred to as "Late Antique",
"Late Antiquity". How can something be both "early" and "late"?
The ambiguities experienced by students must be based on ambiguities of facts. It is a fact
that from the 1sc through 3,d century AD the quality of life in the Roman Empire kept deteriorating. As it did so, the Homo mensura gradually measured less and less. 'l'he world
of the here and now being less satisfactory, credibility was gained by those who offered visions of another world, of the hereafter, a world of eternal bliss - a Civitas Dei, regardless
of what the name of the Divine Being was. The life turns into waiting for Redeemer who
would take all his faithful onto the sunny boat into the world of light and happiness. The
corporeal man, the measure of all things, conceived, of course, as an ideal, is replaced by
invisible spirit. As spirit is immeasurable, it certainly cannot be the measure of a world
which is no more than a pale reflection of the Divine Truth. But, what the ideologue had
21
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at his hand in order to present the new world to the faithful was the old world of classical,
human-centered forms. It gradually kept deteriorating in terms of craftsmanship, but it
still showed a real, material bulk in a real measurable space. To the Civitas Dei, this world
was useless.
The earliest Christians, gathering in the Catacombs, those of real, simple, and fervent
faith, whom every future reform movement would invoke as example, did use art to promote their ideas of Salvation of the Soul which should be the chief life-long preoccupation
of any citizen of the City of God. We all know that the Catacomb iconography presents
scenes of miraculous salvations (Noah, Iona, Daniel...) in order to convince the followers
that the same would happen to their souls. Those who commissioned the works were not
infrequently members of the higher society, men and women of means, able to attract decent artists. But they also must have clearly communicated what they expected, or, they
were lucky enough to find artists who themselves were members of the sect. So, while the
figured nature of the Catacomb painting remains unchallenged and formally on par to the
pagan products, two things stand out: the figures appear flatter, outlined by heavy lines,
the space is limited or it almost completely disappears. For the new central content of the
Civitas Dei there is nothing more repugnant than a reference to real volume and the real
space; this would have been returning to the world of the Homo mensuru! Nobody has seen
the City of God. Ergo, nobody can represent it; but as a world of the spirit, it certainly does
not share in the spatial characteristics of the world as we know it. Any art that aims at regions beyond our senses must first of all banish space or illusion thereof. We will have to
wait for more than a thousand years for the rebirth of the pictorial space. And when it reappeared, how many were able to recognize it!'?
We also know what happened to the pristine faithful and their artistic manifestations the
moment Christianity becomes a "religio licita" in 313, and then in 391-392 the only legal
religion of the now Christian Empire. The first great compromise was accomplished within the City of God, as it had become the Empire. One must give credit to both Christian
patrons and artists of the 4th and the 5•h centuries for, in spite of the new publicity and unlimited funds at hand, they in some crucial ways stuck to their guns. The splendid basilicas
remain the image of the City of God, with their relatively modest, boxlike and unadorned
exteriors and rich and resplendent interiors, an eloquent image of the body, which is just
flesh with the shining immortal soul. The artists did not get lured back into volumetric
sculpture, but expressed themselves in relatively low and painterly reliefs. Monumental
painting remained restrained in terms of volume and space. The City of God has become
an lmperium Chri.~tianum.
By tying its fortune to the Empire, Christianity lost its worldly base when in 476 the Western Empire collapsed. The collapse had been long coming ever since the first barbarian incursions of the Quadi and Marcommani of the 2"d century. By 476, many barbarian chieftains had held high positions within the Empire, especially within the army, which had become almost completely barbarized. For many years before 476 there were two distinctly
different ethnic groups within the Empire, with different cultural legacies, and, in spite of
missionary activities, of different faith, as most of the Germanic barbarians who settled
inside the Empire where Christians of the Arian heresy. The Ostrogoth rule in Italy, established by the end of the 5•h century, epitomizes the new situation - a true apartheid, legal,
cultural, religious, between the new rulers, and the ancient Roman stock. ls this the end
of the "Early Christian Art?"
Maybe, but then, what followed? We encounter two more fuzzy concepts: Art of the Migration Period, and Early Medieval Art. What they seem to cover is the art of the incoming
nations, from the fifth century when the dominant groups were Germanic (Ostrogoths,
Visigoths, franks, Vandals, Suevians, Herulians, Rugians, Burgundians, Heruscians, Gepidae, Langobards ...), to the new wave of intruders in the 7th century (Avars, Arabs, Slavs), to
the late comers, from the end of the 9,i. through the beginning of ll'h century - Hungarians, Norsemen, along with a renewed Arab pressure. Europe of the Early Middle Ages is
indeed a Europe of Invasions. Personally, I see the "Early Middle Ages" as a temporal cate22
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gory, so when we say "ear1y me d.1eva I art", we may l<now "when", bu t not '' w hat" ancl "how".
Still, there are books on "early medieval art" which go as far as the 12rh century!
With a failure of the last attempt at reviving a unified Christian Empire, Justinian's re-conquest, the end of the sixth century marked in the West (Eastern Empire would survive but
would go through its own ordeal for the next two centuries) the beginning of a long process of a struggle for survival of the Mediterranean civilization, something that in some
parts of Europe went on well into the 1 ]'h century. This survival could only be postulated
on conversion and acculturation of the new, mainly Germanic stock (and later also Slavic
and Asian), which to an old and tired domestic civilization could offer so much needed
new blood, but also its own, nomadic culture (that "Art of the Great Migrations"). The
Conversiu barbarorum (how neatly does the title of that well-know "Early Medieval" J2 11d
half of the 9,1i century/ document, Conversio Caranthanorum at Bagariorum sound in that
context!), becomes one of the main themes of the shaky City of God stripped of its imperial subsidies. Conversio barbarorum and Missio Christiana need not bear just religious
overtones. 'l'hey also mean conversion to the native, Mediterranean tradition, to lead to an
integration which was the major prerequisite for the Renovatio Imperii Romani, Imperii
Christiani, in itself a key prerequisite for a return to civilized life, organized society, and
the rule of law.
The return to a relatively safe ''City of God" was accomplished on Christmas Day 800 by
crowning a Frankish chieftain Carolus Emperor of the Romans, by the act of which F-'rankish barbarians were promoted to being "Romans". The themes which made it possible, the
already mentioned Evagelisatio/Conversio barbarorum - Missio Christiana arc now complemented by the theme the entire previous period had dreamt about - the theme of the
Renovatiu. Of course, the renewed Empire was not that of Augustus, or Trajan, or even the
frequently invoked Constantine. But this first reunification and re-emergence of structure
may be the point at which the "Early Middle Ages" (if we allow the application of this temporal category on the artistic language) end, and the "Pre-Romanesque" begins. Seen that
way, the Pre-Romanesque definitely acquires a more future-oriented sense - as a first stage
of a process which one can follow with some degree of consistency.
We have dealt so far with the dreams and nightmares of the native, "Roman", population without any attempt to identify what was going on the other, "Barbarian" side. What
I have attempted to do in the preceding lines is exactly what has been done by the scholars of ''The Early Middle Ages", by now for centuries, and was embodied in controversies
over "Orient oder Rom", and/or "Nord oder Rom", in which the "humanists", students of
the Mediterranean component have done a lot of outstanding work, and those representing the barbarian side ("Barbarian" is not a pejorative term) much less. The problem is that
very little is known about the monumental art of the barbarians. What we have is indeed
not enough: descriptions of Attila's palace in the upper Tisa area by Jordanes and Priscus, steles from Hornhausen and Scandinavia, the Viking architecture and shipbuilding
in wood. Very little has survived of art in wood, leather, bone, or doth, and our knowledge
is based mostly on tomb materials consisting of jewelry and ceramics. We actually know
nothing about huge Avar "hrings" from which Charlemagne allegedly took an infinitive
number of oxcarts of gold. We are not even sure where they stood!
Before I proceed I must briefly reminisce about an early event in my career. I was sorting
out slides with Professor Prclog for one of his not too frequent lectures on the Pre-Romanesque. This may seem odd, given the fact that Prelog wrote his dissertation on the
Pre-Romanesque Architecture in Dalmatia. But what he said to me at that point may explain his reluctance to lecture too much on the subject, and his decision to limit publication of his thesis to a few articles, the major one being the one entitled "Izmedu antike
i romanike" (Between the Antiquity and the Romanesque), still one of the key studies of
the topic.1
Milan Prclug, "L!.mcuu antikc i romanike", Peristil 1 (1954): 1-13.
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"You know", he said, "there is no European medievalist of note that did not try his hand at
wriling about the Pre-Romanesque first." Forty years later, it seems to me that my distinguished teacher wanted to somehow convey to me that the Pre-Romanesque, that period
between the Antiquity and the Romanesque, was 0.I(. for young, enterprising and adventurous spirits, but that, later on, we must prove our importance by dealing with more serious stuff.
Prelog's impression of the Pre-Romanesque was not bright. He saw the crude and irregular
Pre-Romanesque buildings {this is how we saw them then) as a "passive negation" of Antiquity, the true revival, an active negation, occurring during the Romanesque. It was an art
of survival. Also, for him, the interlace ornament was a debased version of Antique decorative motifs, having nothing to do with the barbarian arl. In the early sixties, when this
conversation occurred, memories of WW2 were still fresh. Mentioning the name of Josef
Strzygowski may have led to expulsion from the School of Arts and Sc.:iences.2
Today we know that lhose "crude" buildings were highly finished, that plaster was covering their "honestly coarse" walls; that they bore sophisticated decor in painting, sculpture,
and metalwork. To carve a good interlace relief is as hard as to carve a good work of figured sculpture. Just lry il! 3
But in some ways Prelog was absolutely right. And this refers exactly to the period before 800. The picture that emerges is one of scattered and far apart outbursts of creativity,
mostly of rather low-level craftsmanship, sometimes indeed reproducing the poorly understood "Roman" models in a debased manner.

If we take a look at Western Europe of the 6"', 7'h and the gth century (and if our dating is
correct), we seem to notice a stylistic mess without rhyme or reason. Whal do San Juan
de Banos, St. Jean in Poitiers, or the Tcmpietto l.angobardo in Cividale have in common!'?
They simply defy the scholar's urge to classify. Do they represent altempts by various barbarian nations under different skies to adopt some poorly understood ancient forms'? Or,
since there were too many monuments of the period that have disappeared, we cannot
make any connection between those that have survived? Let us take the baptistery of St
Jean at Poi tiers (fig 2) as an example. Basically, its bulk reminds us of the form of a classical temple, but the question is whether Pericles, or even Constantine, would have recogni:;;ed it as such? Even so, there are also flashes of breathtaking revivals, equally scattered
and apparently unrelated, sudden and surprising as the frescoes at Castelseprio (fig 3),
the decor of the Tempietto Langobardo in Cividale (fig '1,), the Coronation Gospels in Vienna (fig S). Unless we have some external evidence on how to date such works, the case
in question being, e.g. the Coronation Gospels, the most eminent scholars differ on their
origin and dates. Even in the case of the Coronation Gospels, lhe urtist(s) and their origin
remain a mystery. 4
Yet, there are unifying forces even in the Europe of Invasions. When Benedict of Nursia
(ca '1·80-545) went to Monte Cassino {c 520), and St Patrick to Ireland (ca 433), a new kind
of City of God was created. Far from the world, crowds, raging wars, aod waves of invaders, the monks, Benedicline and Irish, went to battle to preserve what could be saved from
the Ancient (Christian) tradition, and in the process, they brought the Gospel lo Northwestern and Central Europe. The fervent Irish saints had a kind of advantage over the Benedictines, in lhat their homeland had never been within the confines of the Empire. Their
tradition was dose to that of the new settlers of Europe, and the early arl of the Irish is a
Ibid, passim.
Vladimir P. Goss, Predromanii!ka arhitektum u Hrvatskoj- Pre-Romanesque Architecture in Croatia,
2006, pp I 54-155.
For basic information and illustrations, Magnu.~ Backes, and .Regine Dolling, Art of the Dark Ages,
New York, 1%9. pp 34, 35, 68, 104, 237.
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good example of how to achieve integration of the Roman and Barbarian traditions under
the aegis of Christianity (fig 6).5
Which brings us to the key issue: what is the barbarian culture, their art, dreams, aspirations, and great themes like? The "early medieval" barbarian melalwork from all over Europe, our main source of barbarian aesthetics, has certain common traits. It is based on a
Ibid, pp 48-53; also, Vencesla.~ Kruta et al eds., "/'he Celts, Milan, 1997, 6:B-654 ("'!'he l::arly Medieval
Celts"). In the introductory text to Medioevo: ii tempo degli antichi, A. C. Quintavallc, ed., Parma,
2006, entitled "Gli Antichi comme modello", pp 11-21, Arturo Carlo Quintavalle has dealt with "la
cittil ddl'uomo" i "citta di Dio" (p 13) in a manner similar Lo what we have proposed auovc

2. Poitiers, Baptistery of

St. Jean; 3. Castelseprio,
Flight into Egypt; 4. Cividale, Tempietto Langobardo, Female Martyrs,
late 8 11' ct.; 5. Vienna,
Schatzkammer, Coronation Gospels, Four Evangelists, c 800 (sketch by
Karina Sladovic, BFA)
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6. London, British Library, Lindisfarne Gospels, St. Matthew, c
700 (sketch by Karina
Sladovic. BFA); 7. London, British Museum,
purse lid from Sutton
Hoo, 7'h ct. (sketch by
Karina Sladovic. BFA);
8. Cividale, Cathedral,
Sigwald's panel, third
quarter of 8'h ct.
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concept of abstract forms put together by a decorative logic. This logic of frames dictates
adaptations and transformations of organic matter. The frame, the cadre rules supreme.
There is no space, no volume. Colors arc mostly limited to the three primaries - red, blue,
and yellow (gold). Figured scenes are subject to that logic, too. The unusual, frontal character pecked by two birds in a perfectly heraldic composition on the purse lid from Sulton
Hoo (7'" ct), may have been inspired by a Christian image of Daniel in the Lion's Den (fig
7). Just as the dolmen like Evangelists of the ~ook of Durrow {second half of the 7'11 ct), it is
a signal of a slow but ongoing integration.6 On a larger scale this may be suggested for the
carvings of the Altar of Ratchis (737-7'1·'1) {fig 8) and the Siguald panel (third quarter of the
grh century) at Cividale. But, what to say then of the serenely classical stucco martyrs of the
Tcmpietto Langobardo (762? - fig '1,), a stone's throw away?7
Another "Roman'' land, which, thanks to the Emperor in Constantinople, survived the barbarian invasions, was Dalmatia, more exactly a number of fortified cities and protected islands, everything that had remained of once prosperous and spacious province. Living in
a state of siege until the conversion of the newly arrived Croats and related Slavic tribes
(to be accomplished by the 9'11 century, but certainly in progress since the settlement's
earliest beginnings at the start of the 7'h), the Dalmatia's building activities were mostly
limited to rebuilding on a reduced scale, patching up, and adaptations. This process was
described very well by Tomislav Marasovic, Radoslav Buzancic, Igor Fiskovic, and Andre
Mohorovicic, talking about adaptations (Germans have a good term for lhis - "Notkirche")
in Split - adaptation of Diocletian's Mausoleum and some other buildings and areas of the
Palace into Christian churches (a fine example is St. Andrew de Fenestris, fig 9, in Osor the chapel within the rnmplex of St. Peter), and on the South Dalmatian islands (Majsan). ~
Ba<.:kes and Dolling, op. cit.., pp 16, 32, 33, 49.
Mario Brnzzi, and Amelio Tagliaferri, Arte l.anw1barda - /,a scultura.figurativa su mannu e su meta/lo, Civi<lalc, 1961, pp 27-36. Mario Bruzzi, Cate Cal<lcrini, and Mario Rotili, Arte Langobarda, Milano. 1980. pp 7-35.
Go.~.~. op. cit., pp oo, 129-132; Andre Mohorovicic, "l:'l'cglc<l i anali:ta novootkrivcnih objekata historijskc arhitckture na podrucju grnda Osora", Bulletin /AZU 6 (1955): 12-13; Igor Fiskovic, "Biljeske o
starnkrscanskim i ranosrednjovjekovnim spomenicima otoka Sipana", Ptilozi puvijesti umjetnusti u
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What is true of architecture is also valid for sculpture. A number of relief carvings have
been identified in Zadar and other Dalmatian cities, datable to the 7th and the s•h centuries,
and based on the ancient decorative repertoire in a process of decomposition and debasement, and accompanied by a radical deterioration of technique (fragments from the Cathedral of Zadar, the arch next to Split Baptistery, the arch from Sucurac, fragments from
St. Martha at Bijaci) (figs 10, 11, 12). Building activity seems to revive in the course of the
SL" century, the strongest evidence being found in Zadar, where the churches of St. Yid and
St. Donat probably date from before 800. St. Donat's initial phase {a free-standing rotunda)
is nowadays dated to mid-81h century on the basis of carbon tests. And the testing material was provided by seven wooden beams discovered during the restoration works in the
seventies (figs 13-16). The beams bear decorative forms similar to those of contemporary
stone pieces from St. Donat, showing that at least at some spots the carving in wood and
in stone did not differ. Zadar was the capital of Byzantine Dalmatia, and the "humanists"
of Zadar were as good at wood-carving as the "barbarians" at Osebcrg!9

9. Split, St. Andrew
de Fenestris, 7-8"' ct.;
10. Bijaci, St. Martha,
arch of a choir screen,
7-8'~ ct.; 11. Bijaci, St.
Martha, panel from a
choir screen, 7-S'h ct.; 12.
Split, Cathedral, arch of a
choir screen, g,h ct.

The case of Dalmatia demonstrated how the Conver.~io was crucial for the survival and
renewal of life in a "Roman" land. The need for that Conversio necessitated maintaining
one's own spiritual and material tradition, even in an inexpert and debased form. Did the
newcomers have any "great theme" of their own? No doubt they had their Cities of Gods,
Dalmaciji 18 (197): 5-29; idem, "Srednjovjekovna preure<lenja ranokr§canskih svetista u dubrovackom
kraju", in Arheoloska istraiivanja u J)uhrovniku i dubrovackom podrucju, Zagreb; .HAD, I9il8, pp
189-208; Radoslav Buzancic, Crkva Sv. Andrije «de Jenestris" u odaji careva stana, Split, 2004; Tomislav Marasovic, Graditeljstvo starohl'vatskog doba u Dalrnaciji, Split, J994, pp 44-51.
Miho Barada, "Nadvratnik scdmog stoljeca iz Kastel Sucurca", Vjesnik za atheologiju i historiju dalmatinsku 18-21 (19:{7-40): 401-4·18; Ljubo Karaman, "O pocec:ima srednjovjekovnog Splita", Vjesnik
hrvatskog arheoloskog drustva n.s.18-'.ll (1937-4000: 4·19-!J:36; idem. "O spomenicima 7. i 8. stoljeca u
Dalmaciji i o pokrstenju Hrvata", ibid, 22-23 (1941-42): n-113; lvo Petricioli, ''Spomcnici skulpture 6.
- 8. sloljcca u '.ladrn", Diadora 1 (1960): 175-195, idem, "Ranosrednjovjekovni natpisi iz Zadra", ibid
2 (1962): 251-270; Pavusa Vciic, Crkva Sv. Donata - Sv. Trojst11a u Zadm, Zagreb, 1985. For .~culpture
in particular, Zeljko Ra panic, Predromanicko doba u J)almaciji, Split, 1987. A brief summary of the
problem: Vladimir P. Goss, "Josef Strzygowski and Early Medieval Arlin Croatia", Acta historiae ar·
tlum 57 (2006): 335-343, especially pp 341-342.
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13. Zadar, St. Donat, mid811' ct., and c 800; 14. Zadar, Archeological Museum, beam from St. Donat, mid-8 1h ct.; 15. Zadar,
Archeological Museum,
beams from St. Donat,
motifs; 16. Zadar, St. Donat, beam, mid-8'h ct.
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their Walhallas, which is the final goal of a warrior's life. Their metalwork would indicate
that their great dream was in fact a world of order. Could it be related to an inclination
of that warrior to settle, to take and possess the land he had conquered? As some members of his nations had been integrated into the (collapsing) Roman system, he had some
idea where he was going, and what and whose land he was going to take. Did he develop a
theme of successive inheriting, of renovation·~ Theodoric certainly craved legitimacy, and
emulated Roman rulers. But he wanted to be a ruler of the Goths and of the Romans, not
of the Goths and Romans together. Apartheid is a poor road to integration; it could possibly be verbalized as "we want the land, and we want it for ourselves", "we arc successors
to the Romans, but we stay true to ourselves". Such attitudes definitely limit the prospects
of cultural or, for that matter, any integration. As if everybody groped to define their own
Civitas Dei - the former subjects of the Empire who had lost their Empire wanted it back;
the monks, stuck to the their own, and stayed away from the world of matter; the barbarians craved the Roman land while unwilling to become "Romans" themselves'! Maybe this
phenomenon by itself accounts for some of the apparent fragmentation of the "Early Medieval" culture. The Renovatio becomes a possibility only when an accommodation occurs
between the most prominent surviving clement of the ancient Mediterranean tradition,
Christianity, and the strongest political power among the barbarian nations, the Franks.
The City of God finds a new protector in things terrestrial, and a new Walhalla offers itself
to the integrated barbarians. The Civitas Dei is again lmperium Christianum, and Charles
- Charlemagne - is hailed as a New David, a New Constantine. A new order becomes a
possibility, and nobody seems to have been bothered by the fact that the new Civitas Dci
had few characteristics of the old. By the way, did anyone remember the old one?
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As t he New Order spreads throughout Western Christendom, it naturally attracts more
and more followers. The independent, semi-independent petty rulers at the outskirts of
Europe (on the British isles, the Iberian PeniJ1sula, Central and Sou theastern Europe), or
those under protection of the Carolingia.n power, adopt the ways of the Center. The second European integration of the Carolingians (if we postulate Rome as the first, a lbeit the
Celtic Europe also displayed a high degree of integration) would leave a powerful impact,
to be felt centuries after Charlemagne's death, for example, in the practice of constructing
rotundas and westworks in Central and Eastern Central Europe; 10 there was a joint all-European substratum, but its manifestations widely differed, and it was soon tu be questioned. Yet, the Pre-Pre-Romanesque, that apparently chaotic state uf affairs of the 6 1\ 7'\
and gth century was over. With the year 800, the Pre-Romanesque was born. Pre-Pre-Romanesque is not a good term, and one should seek a better one, but it describes the situation quite well.
We will address an obvious question uf what is Pre-Romanesque and what is Carolingian
in due course, but allow me to make another autobiographic digression first.

J do not think that 40 years ago, or anytime later, l cherished any hopes of becoming "a European art historian of note". However, l was certainly attracted to the Pre-Romanesque.
Croatia has preserved a great number of Pre-Romanesque sites, even complete buildings
in reasonably good shape. Forty years ago, our lists contained some 50 to 60 monuments.
Nowadays, there are well over 300. The Pre-Romanesque in Croatia was certainly one
of the vents for frustrated nationalism, but it also held a "modernist" romantic appeal
through its apparently "honestly crude forms", "simple pristine masonry", "creative irregularities" (all common set phrases, used even today).
I wrote my first hook on the Pre-Romanesque in Croatia at 26, and it was published by the
Association uf Croatian Architects in 1969. 11 Looking at the little book today, it appears as
a decent compilation and a source of substantial, basic information available al the time.
To this I appended a brief, 14 page overview of what I believed to be some key aesthetic
principles of the material under discussion. A few months later I published a more elaborate version in the Association's journal, Arhitektura.12 In a way, I expressed my views of
some formal aspects to make up for what l then perceived to be a lack uf any chance to
make a "real research" contribution to the matter. Few years later I realized that I hit upon
something which made such a scholarly contribution not unlikely prospect.
What I noticed is something that will be discussed at some length on the ensuing pages, as
well in my article "ls there a Pre-Romanesque Style in Architecture", published in l982.l3
Briefly, I noticed that the buildings I analyzed consistently displayed a lack of correspondence in the organization of the interior and exterior. This observation was to become a few
years later one of the corner stones of my Ph.D. thesis ("Pre-Romanesque and Early Romanesque Architecture in Croatia", Cornell University, 1972).
So, is there a Pre-Romanesque Style in Architecture?
In an enquiry such as we are proposing here, the first question of "What is the Romanesque?" naturally arises. The research of a number of outstanding scholars in the field
indicates that the Romanesque can be characterized as a style uf clarity and rational organi7.alion of structure, a style in which the exterior logically echoes the interior, the spaLo

11

11

13

Andka Merhautova-Livorova, fin/ache mitteleuropaische Rundkirchen, Prague, 1970; Veronica Gervers Molnar, A klizepkori Magyarorszrig rotondai, Budapest, 1972; idem, "The Roma1,csquc Church at
Karcsa, Gesta 7 (196/l): %-47; and more recently Sandor 'l'oth, "Hatkarejos Rotundaink", in Medieval El:clesia.sticat Architecture in 'fran.~ylvania, Satu Mare. 2004, pp 7-60; ~ela Szolt Szakacs, "Western Complexes of the Hungarian Churches of the Early XI Century". Hortus arti1,1.m medicvatium :{
(1997): 149-163.
Vladimir Gvozdanovic, Stt1rohrvatska arhitektura, Zagreb, 1969.
Ibid, pp '.:\7-:>l; Vladimir Gvozdanovic, "O 11ckim ohlikovnim principima starohrvalsl<c arhitekture",
Arhitektura 99-100 (1969); S 1-56.
Vladimir P. Go.~.~. "ls there a Pre-Romanesque Style in Architecture", Peristil 25 (1982): '.B-51.
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tial units being dearly projected on and reflected by the organization of both the interior
and exterior wall surfaces. The interior supports correspond to the exterior ones, and the
whole system of individualized supports tightly binds the building elements in a vertical
sense, from the ground to the roof. Since the logic of the system is deliberately underlined
by both the architectural members and extra-architectural decoration, one is also justified
to talk about clarity of exposition, meaning, the way in which the architect communicates
his concepts to his public. Definitions of the Romanesque emphasizing the points brought
up in the few preceding lines have been forwarded by scholars such as Baum, Beckwith,
Brehier, Clapham, Conant, De Trnchis, Dyggve, Enlart, Focillion, Francastcl, Frankl, Pevsner, Puig i Cadafalch, Saal man, Salet, and they have also found their way into such popular handbooks as McGrawHill Dictionary ofArchitecture, or Helen Gardner's Art Through
the Ages. If one adopts the position just stated as a starting point, one may, as a working
hypothesis, postulate that the Pre-Romanesque architecture will not display the logic and
clarity we attributed to the Romanesque as its essential characteristics. Let us try to find
out if a brief consideration of some among the Pre-Romanesque monuments may substantiate such a postulation. 14
I should like to select, as the first object of our analysis, the church of St. Peter at Omis,
Dalmatia (c 1050-75), a late Pre-Romanesque building from the body of material I have
been intensely studying for decades (figs 17, 18). The building was known to Jose Puig i
Cadafalch, who considered it an offshoot of the "First Romanesque Art". 15 A superficial
examination of the exterior, characterized by the arched corbel tables, seems to confirm
Puig i Cadafakh's classification. But an analysis of the interior, combined with an effort
to relate it to the exterior, runs into a number of difficulties. The exterior of the aisless
building grows toward the angular turret with a pyramidal roof, which acts as the centrali:dng element of the entire architectural mass. The rectangular apse, just barely projecting, does not create any sense of longitudinal orientation. The five double headed arches
on the lateral facades emphasize the vertical growth of the mass directing one's attention
to the turret. The organization of the interior is flatly in contradiction with that of the exterior. The dome, hidden within the turret, is too small to be readily noticeable. The space
is oriented longitudinally by the semicircular apsidal niche accompanied by two smaller
semicircular recessions.
The individual units of the interior do not correspond to the individual units of the exterior. The angular turret encases a dome, the rectangular projection at the eastern end, a
14

15
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The bulk of the existing literature on the Romane.~que makes it impossible to collect all the definitions of the style. The broad definition proposed was arrived at through the observation of the
Pre-Romanesque and Romanesque in the course of the author's own research, generously complemented by the ideas of outstanding scholar.~ in the field. See spedfa;ally: Julius Baum, Romanesque Architecture in France, London, 1928, pp 23-24; John Beckwith, Early Medieval Art, l.on<lon, 1%4, p 153; Louis Brehier, J,e style roman, Paris, 191·1. p 40; .Alfred W. Clapham, Romanesque
Architecture in Western Europe, Oxfor<l, 1936, p 2:1; Kenneth J. Conant, Carolingian and Romanesque Architecture, Harmondsworth 1959, pp 11, 28-29, 10, 42-45, 57-59, 67; Ejnar Dyggvc, llistory ofSalonitan Christianity, Oslo, 1951, pp 133, 136-137; Camille 1::nlart, Manuel d'archeologie
fram;aise, 3 vols., Paris, 1902, l, p 199; Henry 1-'oc:illion, Art ofthe West in the Middle Ages, 2 vols,
London, 1963, 1, p 62 ff; Pierre Francastel, L'humanism roman, Rodez, 1942, p 104 ff; Paul frank!,
Gothic Architecture, Harmon<lsworth, 196:1, pp 11, 13; Hans£. Kubach, Romanesque Architecture,
New York, 1975, pp 11, 15; Nicolaus Pcvsnei:, An Outline of European Architecture, Harmondsworth, 1963, pp 56-57; Jose Puig i Cadafalch, Le premier art roman, Paris, 1928, I, pp 62-63; Haward Saal man, Medieval Architecture, New York, 1962, p 30; also, '/'he Encyclopedia of World Art,
15 vols, New York, 1966, XU, p 319, an<l Helen Gardner, Art Through the Ages, New York, 5th ed.,
1970, p 303.
Although the investigation of a .stylistic relationship between the Romanesque and the Gothic is not
within the scope of this paper, one should be made aware of the fact that many of the characteristics
insi.~ted upon as Romanesque are found, or, in fact, fully blossom out in the Gothic. See Frankl, Gothic Architecture, p 66 ("Even when all the trace.~ of the Romanesque ha<l disappeared, the Gothic style
was still a descend a ill of the Romanesque. lt b a transformation of the historical sl ylc of totality into
a style of partiality.") Also, Francaslel, /.'humanism roman, p 2.1.1 ff.
Jose Puig i Cadafalch, I.a geograjia i els origens de/ primer art romanic, Barcelona, 19:{0, p 2:t
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rounded apse; the apsidal niches are completely invisible from the outside. Moreover, the
three-bay organization of the nave, shows no correspondence to the five unit organization
of the external wall surfaces. The interior and exterior seem to be clearly separated in the
mind of the architect. The reaction of an attentive visitor upon entering the church after
an analysis of the exterior is one of surprise. To sum up, one may say that the building under analysis is characterized by the following:

17. Omis, St. Peter
in Priko, late 11'h ct.;
18. Omis, St. Peter in
Priko, late ll'h ct., plan
and sections

1

Bi-axiality. Predominant role of the vertical axis in the formation of the mass as opposed to that of the longitudinal axis in the organization of space.
2 Lack of correspondence between the interior space organization and the arrangement
of the exterior wall surfaces.
3 Lack of correspondence between the form of spatial units and their exterior counterparts.
4 Presence of hidden spaces, the existence of which cannot be inferred through an analysis of the exterior.
Before any attempt is made to apply any of these four criteria to some other Pre-Romanesque buildings, it may be useful to note that some of them are found in the architecture
of the Eastern Christian world. Take, for example, the church of St. Hripsime (early 7•h
century) in Etchmiadzin, Armenia (fig 19). Judging from the exterior, there appears to be
a somewhat elongated inscribed cross solution. Nobody could envisage the maze of curvilinear space units within lhis, rather simple, boxlike mass. 16 The interior could be described, essentially, as a tetraconch with additional niches, inserted in between the conchs
and square chambers in between the arms of the cross. The eastern termination wall is
flat. Within this flat termination wall, the Armenian architect often conceals a complete
tripartite sanctuary in no way indicated from the exterior. Although one may claim that
the triangular niches on the exterior walls of Armenian churches indicate, to some extent,
the interior organization, this effect is diminished, if not completely conlradicted, by a
purely decorative use of blind arches which do not correspond to the interior space units
or the interior supporls (Marmashen; Cathedral at Ani, both c 1000, and numerous other
cxamples).17 Another characteristic worth noting, and St. Hripsime is a perfect example
16

17

Sirarpic Der Nersessian, The Armenians, New York, 1970, p 100. Also. foci Ilion, The Art of the West,
l, pp 69-70.
Der Nersessian, The Armenians, figs 11, 19, 20, 21, 25; even in more continuous, quasi-basilican solu·
tions, theni arc screened-off space.~. e.g. cathedrals at Talish, Mren. Talin, Ani, church at Marmashen
(figs 13-15, 21, 25). Spatial discontinuity as a characteristic of the Western Pre-Romanesque has been
emphasized by Kubach, Romanesque Architecture, p 14.
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Naturally, it would be idealistic to expect the five categories, arrived at
so far through our analysis, to appear in every Pre-Romanesque building. But we will try to demonstrate that those features are found in a
considerable number of architectural works in the West between the
eighth and the twelfth century. Let us first return to the starting point
of our investigation: monuments of early Croatian architecture.

As a counterpart of the Armenian hidden sanctuary, one may list the
hidden westwork (or a western annex) of a number of early Croatian
churches. The use of a western annex containing often a mausoleum
and/or gallel'y - the latter reserved for the ruler or another person of
distinction - spread in the Eastern Adriatic most likely in connection
with the Frankish ovedordship (c 800 - c 870).' 9 Later, we will deal with
that phenomenon in detail. A good example is the hidden western annex of the church of
SS Mary and Stephen on the Island in Solin (Salona, before 976), in ruins, but relatively
easy to reconstrnct (fig 20). The church consists of an aisled nave which probably carried a

*

1

1
•

Most of these characteri.~tic.~ seem lo be detectable in the architecture of late Antiquity. A hricflool<
at the matel'ials collected in Andre Grabar's Martyrium, 2 vols, Paris, 1942-1944, l, figs 13, 16, 28.
29, 31.18, 51, 65, 66, 71, 72, 74, 77, 7ll, ll4, 96, 97. 99. showing mostly pagan and Early Christian structures, would suffice. It has bee11 noticed by Der Nersessian that some of the complex Armenian solutions derive from this type of architecture. The nature of the sim ilar.ities and/or differences between
this architecture and the Christian ar·chitecture of both the East and the West during the Early Middle Ages seems to be wor.th further study. Although it is not possible to enter here into this vast area
of enquiry. it seems that the aesthetic principles of the architecture of late Antiquity, Eastern Christian world, and the Pre-Romanesque West have a lot in common, and that the precise nature of this
phenomenon may be worth a thorough recomideration.
Although it appears that the westwork .~hould not be seen as a Kaiserkirche, at least not from the outset, the terrestrial ruler soon found its way into the iconography of the westwork. As demonstrated
hy Ca1'ol Hcil;1,, the westwurk seems to have been originally reserved for the liturgy commemorating
the Savior and His Resurrection. 'l'hc model lhat inspired the juxtaposition of a westwork (essentially
a centralized structure) and a longitudinal church body, seems to have hcen lhe complex at the Holy
Sepulcher in Jerusalem. See Carol Heitz, Les recherches sur les rapports entre ['architecture et la liturgie l'e.poque carolinJ(ienne, Paris, .1963, pp 77 ff, 91 ff, 106 ff, 121 ff.
As opposed to this lhesis, a number of German scholars maintain that lhe weslwurk is primarily a
l(aiscrkirche, so that the frequent dedication of the weslwork tu the Savior should be explained as a
consequence of the merging of the cull of the Savior with the imperial cult. The two theses arc nut
mutually exclusive. Hell.!. allows fur the role of the ruler in the west work iconography but considers
il lo be of secondary importance, whereas the German lhesis recognizes the importance of the liturgy of the Savior, emphasizing that the glorifi<.;ation of the Redeemer is inseparably inter·twined with
the imperial cult. Sec ill partirnlar Alois Fuchs, "[nstehung and Zwcckbeslimmung der \Vestwerke",
Wes~falische Zcitschrift 100 (1950), pp 227, 25~-255, 259-274; Also, Fuchs. ''Zur Problem der Wcstwerke", in Karolingische und Ottonische Kunst, ed. Andreas Alfoldi et al, Wiesbaden, I%7, pp 109-117.
Heitz's rea.~oning seems tu be valid and applicable primarily to the central lands of the Carolingian
Empire. In the borderlands of the western world, seco11<lar.y ramifications seem to have heen quite
prominent. Thus the westwork (or a western massive) was reserved for a person of dislim;tion; it
served as a burial chamber, or as a real fortress defending the entrance lo the church. For further discussion of this problem, with additional literature, sec Vladimir Gvuzdanuvic, "A Note on lwo Early
Croatian Royal Mausolea", Peristil 18-19 (l975-1976), pp 5-10.
The westwork will be a frequent visitor on the later pages of this book, where it will be discussed in
mo(e detail with additional references. Let me just add that l share Lobbeday's distinction hetween
"westwork" and "westhau", although. of course. I was unaware"of it when writi11g in 1982. Sec Uwe
Lobheday, "l)ie Bcitrag von Curvey zur Geschichte der Weslbauten und Westwerke", Hortus artium
medievalium 8 (2002): 83-9/l.
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of it, is the narrowness of passages between the space units, or briefly,
spatial discontinuity, which is another, fifth, characteristic shared by
the architecture of Eastern Christianity and that of the Pre-Romanesque West. 18 If someone would like to call this "mechanical formalism", or "an abstract intellectual game", I invite them to take a look at
a few thousand buildings between, roughly, 800 and 1200, and see for
themselves.

\.

19. Etchmiadzin, St. Hripsime, early 7'h ct.
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20. Solin, SS Mary and
0

10 Ill

Stephen, before 976, re·
construction

dome on its only square bay, most likely, in harmony with the local tradition, and encased
within a square turret. The rounded apse was equally hidden within a rectilinear mass.
There arc two western annexes: a tripartite exonarthex, accommodating the entrance to
the church, and the stairway to the gallery, and an aisled endonarthex, originally supporting a gallery and serving as the mausoleum of Queen Jelena (died in 976). Although one is
obviously confronted with three distinct spatial units, the lateral walls display an uninterrupted Ii nc of pilaster-strips, indicating that the building most likely appeared as one solid
block covered by a uniform gable roof, the only projection being the tunet containing the
dome, and the apse. 20 Another, better preserved, example seems to confirm our hypothesis about the "hidden'' character of Lhe western annex of St. Mary's. The Savior's Church
at Cctina in the Dalmatian Highlands (late 9,h ct) is an aisless building with a trefoil chevet, a two story gallery and a tall, five-story, tapering tower in front of it. The westwork,
inserted in between the nave and the tower, is not distinguishable from the outside, and
it shared with the nave, judging from the traces which still remain, a common gable roof
(figs 21-24).
One may argue that the characteristics resembling those found in the works of the Eastern
Christian architecture are to be expected in the buildings at the outskirts of the western
world. Could one establish the presence of similar characteristics in some other Pre-Romanesque families?
A group of small-scale buildings found in the canton of Graubllnden in Switzerland, and
dating mostly from the 8'h or 9th century, is characterized by a rectangular boxlike nave
accompanied, at its eastern end, by three apses. From the exterior, the building presents
itself as an aisled structure, whereas, upon entering, one finds oneself in a simple oblong
boxlike space (St. Martin and St. Mary at Dissentis; St. John at Mi.istair; St. Martin at Zillis; St. Martin at Pleiv; St. Peter at Mistail). Moreover, the whole tripartite sanctuary can be
imbedded within the straight termination wall (St. Agatha at Dissentis, poi;sibly )0th or ll'h
century), resembling Armenian hidden sanctuaries. A similar form is found again within
the Adriatic area, in Istria, and the Istrian examples have been pointed out as the link between the Eastern Mediterranean and the Central Alps. 21 We will pay more allention to
those "Istrian boxes" later on (fig 25).
A number of features we have described so far can be found in Mozarabic architecture.
A horse-shoe apse within a rectilinear shell appears at San Cebrian de Mazote (913), San
Miguel de Escalada (913), Santiago <le Pefialba (9:H), Santa Maria de Melque (before 9'.12)
and San Miguel de Celanova (IO'h century). A dome within a squarish mass is found at Main
').I

...

Gvozdanovic, "A note an Two Early Croalian Royal Mausolea", pp 5-rn.
Louis Grodecky, /)\rchitecture Ottonienne, Paris, 1958, pp 156-157, fig 56; for the role of the Adriatic
in the transmission of the form, see Branko Marusic, "Dva spomenika srednjevjekovne arhitekturc u
Guranu kod Vodnjana", Staruhr11atska prosvjeta, 3,• ser., 8-9 (196:1): pp l21-150; also, Ante Sonje, Bizant i crklleno graditeljstvo u /stri, Rijeka, 1981.
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21. Cetina, Savior's
Church, 9u·,1101" ct., view
from the south; 22. Cetina, Savior's Church,
9u•110 111 ct., plan and section; 23. Cetina, Savior's Church, 9 1"/l0 1h
ct.. interior toward the
west; 24. Cetina, Savior's
Church, 9'h/101" ct., interior toward the east
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zote, Penalba, Melquc, Cclanova an<l San Tomas de las Ollas (first half of the J01h ccntu ry).
Actually, a whole triconch is hidden within the rectangular eastern end of Mazote. In addition, spatial discontinuity, the use of relatively narrow passages, is one of the standing
characteristics of Mozarabic architccture. 22 Some of these characteristics are Lraceable to
On Mozarabic architedure in general, see Jose Fernamks Arr.nas, Mozarahic Architecture, Greenwich, 1972. with excellent photographs and drawings of the buildings mentionr.d in our discussion.
For the influence of Mozarabic liturgy on some archilcctural aspects that interest u~ here, especially
on spatial discontinuity, sec Arenas, Mozarabic Architec:ture, p 220 ff, r.specially pp 2•15-216, 265-266.
Also, Puig i Cadafakh, le premier art roman, pp 56-67; the author compares the r·clation.~hip between
the architectme of the Pre-Romanesque \Xfest and that of lhe Ori~nt, to that between the Muzarabir.,

The Southea.~tern Border ofCarolingian Architecture

the Visigothic period, for example, the hidden apse
of San frutuoso de Montelius (c 670), or the discontinuity in the spatial arrangement of San Pedro
de la Nave (c 687-701) and San Pedro de la Mata (c
672-680), but they seem to become more prominent in the Mozarabic architecture. 2 ~

•
•

Due to an overall simplicity - most of the examples being aisless, longitudinal buildings - few
of our characteristics will be found in the monuments of Anglo-Saxon architecture. Yet, in the
case of more complex buildings, either with lateral
porches or transeptal (Bradford-an-Avon,<.: 650700; SS Peter and Paul, c 600-650, and St. Pancras,
c 600-650 at Canterbury; Deerhurst, c 600-800
and later; Reculver, c 650-700 and later; Ramsey, c
950-1000; Stow, c 950-1000 and later), one seems
justified to talk about spatial discontinuity, while
in the case of the buildings decorated externally
with thin strips of masonry, one finds little, if any,
wrrespondence between this fine graphic, wall
surface decor and the interior organization of the
building (Barnack, c 950-1000; Barton-on-Humber, c 950-1000; Corhampton, c 950-1000; Earl's
Barton, c 950-1000; Sompting, c 1050-1100; Woolbeding, c 950-1100)/'1

0
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One may again object that so far we have only used examples from the outskirts of Europe.
Could our reasoning be successfully applied to the central lands of the Pre-Romanesque
Europe, the core of the Carolingian and Ottonian Empire'?

I

-
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25. Guran, St. Sime-

on, 6thJ7th ct., rebuilt
8'"/9'h ct.

On one hand, as we will try to demonstrate in a moment, Carolingian and Ottonian architecture seem to signify a step toward the "Romanesque clarity" and "structurali1.ation'',
but on the other, one cannot disregard the fact that there also appear features common
to other Pre-Romanesque groups and monuments, The centralized buildings, such as the
Palatine Chapel in Aachen (796-804,) display the bi-axiality, the longitudinal axis being
emphasized by the grouping of the units along the horizontal line: westwork - centralized
core - sanctuary. Also, in a number of the rotundas, there is an obvious disparity between
the form of the mass and space. A rounded mass at Wiirzburg (8th or early 12•h century), an
elliptical one in Deutz (1002-1019), and a polygonal one in Mctlach (987-993) contain each
a space conceived as a series of projections jutting out from the central core. 2" One should
also list such cases as a half octagon placed within the westwork in Essen (1039-1051), the
apse hidden within the westwork in Mittelzell (wcstwork's date: 1030-1048), or the apsidioles imbedded within the termination wall in Helmstedt (mid-11 'h century?) and Deventer
(1027-1040). 26 In each of these cases the Carolingian or Ottonian architect seems to operate within the framework of Pre-Romanesque aesthetics.
Still, we believe it is possible to demonstrate that the Carolingian, and subsequently, Ottonian architects did contribute to a more "rational" presentation of an architectural

3
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,.s
26

Ambrosian, nallican on one hand and oriental liturgies on the other. See also Louis M. 0. Duchesne,
Christian Worship, trans. M. L. McClure., Lor1<lon, 1931, p 93. How liturgical requirements necessitated, and resulted in, better visibility has been discussed by Heitz, /,es recherches, pp 176-177, 205.
Pedr.o de Palo!, and Max Hirmer, Early Medieval Art i11 Spain, New York, 1967, p 14 ff, figs 4, 5, 6.
Harold M, an<l Joan Taylor, Anglo-Saxon Architecture, 2 vols, Cambridge, 1965, I, pp 13-.14, 86-89,
91-9'.{, 134-143, 146-148, 193-209; II, 503-509, 520-522, 584-59:t also, l. pp 43-47. 52-57, 176-179,
222-226; !I, 558-562, 684-685.
Grodecky, L'Architecture Ottonienne, pp 164-167. Note also the elliptical, more. longitudinal plan of
the church at Deutz.
Grodecky, L'Architecture Ottonienne, pp 60 ·62, 91, 109, 142.
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program. As an early example one can
list the church of St. Riquier in Centula (799) (fig 26). 'fhe architect seems
to distinguish between three units,
two transepts of equal size crowned
by spires, and a simple boxlike nave
in between. The spires are meant to
emphasize Lhe importance of the
units they crown: the entrance to the
{R-C-0("~ ~~:- church and the access to the sanctuary. The fact that the transepts-tow. -- .~
ers are of an equal size and form may
lead the viewer into a confusion, as
one may assume that they have the
same function or meaning within
the architectural program, allhough,
the ninth-century visitors probably
knew that the two towers actually belong to two different churches: the
church of the Savior (the westwork),
and the church of St. Riquier (the easl
transept). 27 One may claim that St. Riquier and related structures display the characteristic of bi-axiality, or more precisely, bi-polarity, since the longitudinal axis is directed toward the two opposing foci al the eastern and
western end of the building. Although the effect is ambiguous and, as already stated, may
confuse the viewer, it cannot be denied that the architect was quite successful in analyzing
the whole and isolating the units of various function and importance by using specific forms.
...

26. Centula, St. Riqui-

er, 799 (sketch by Karina
Sladovic, BFA)

~

.&..•
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This bi-polarity, found also in the churches with opposing apses, continues into Ottonian
architectme. 28 But, in addition to the initial analysis of the whole, the Ottonian architect introduces an analysis within the units. The space of the nave is rhythmically broken into repeated units by an alternation of square and rounded supports (the ABAB rhythm at Gernrode, c 965, and Susteren, c 1050; the AHBABB at St. Michael in Hildesheim, 1001-1021,
figs 27, 28, and Mersburg, before 1021).29 The allernation - take, for example, St. Michael
- signals the idea of compartmentalization of the nave into space units, or bays, announcing thus the ''Romanesque" characteristic of addition of spatial units.~0 However, whereas
the units are quite evident in the ground plan, they arc much less so in elevation, or in the
exterior, as no attempt was made to project the space organi7.ation on the exterior wall
surfaces. A similar lack of correspondence can be observed in Nivelles in Belgium (10001040) where the division of the nave into two units is not at all marked on the fa~ades. 31
Still, this would indicate that the Pre-Romanesque could indeed be innovative and future-oriented. Buildings such as SL Michael in .Hildesheim seem to mark a turning point.
In order to make a progress toward a new style, the architect should begin to make distinctions between the poles, both in terms of their form and size, and to relate the exterior to
interior. The ambiguous western apse disappears, and the vertical expansion of lhe western end by the means of towers is contrasted to a horizontal expansion of the eastern end
17
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For a detailed discussion of the significance of the organization of St. Ri4uicr, see Heitz, Les recherches, pp 2)-28, 78 ff. For possible new developmcnL.s concerning Centula (a rounded buildi11g al the
west fa,;:ade) see Jcan-Picrl'e Caillet, "Le massif occidental en Ncustrie: le point sur les caracteres et la
mr.sure des apports carolingiens", Hortus atrium medievaJium 8(2002): 7.1-82.
The bi-polarity i.~ noticeable and the effect remains amhiguous, even though the accenls n,ay be of a
somewhat different shape and size. A .~imilar phenomenon is fou11d in Mozarabic architecture, e.g. at
Mazote and Penalba.
Gro<let:ky, L'Architecture Ottonienne, pp 2t, 81 ff, 96, 196.
Paul Frankl, Die fruhmittelaltm-liche und Romanische Baukunst, Potsdam, 1926, pp 74, 97.117.
Grodccky, !.'Architecture Ottonienne, pp 56-58.
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18

by the means of ambulatory and radiating chapels. The High Gothic solutions represent

this model at the stage of its full perfection, whereas in the Romanesque, even fully developed Romanesque, there is still a fairly strong emphasis on the vertical grouping around
the crossing, the western vertical being somewhat restricted (Conques, Notre-Dame du
Port at Clermont-Ferrand) or completely rejected (the original form of Cluny III). 32

27. Hildesheim, St.
Michael. c 1000-1033;
28. Hildesheim, St.
Michael, c 1000-1033,
plan and section

Ottonian architecture is not the only group within which one finds the signs of a new style.
The area of the "First Romanesque Art" of the Lombard-Catalan type should also be thoroughly reexamined. In spite of the noticeable tenden<.:y to articulate the walls by the means
of pilaster-strips, blind arches, or arched corbel tables, a more careful analysis reveals that
only in case of some major monuments, decor is related to the structure of the building
(San Vicente de Cardona, 1020-38; Ovarra, Bosost, Verdun, all eleventh century - in Catalonia; San Ambrogio in Milano, ninth, and eleventh and twelfth century; Rivolta d'Adda, c
1099?, San Salvatore in Capo di Ponte in Lombardy)33 (figs 29, 30). In rural or modest buildings, one rarely finds the correspondence between the interior and exterior before 1100.
Could the growing tendency toward the correspondence be related to the appearance of
vaults? The external decoration does first appear on those parts of the building which
contain vaults. Before anywhere else, the strips and arches appear on the apse, the thickening of the wall resulting in pilaster-strips revealing that there is a special structural
clement to be found inside, and also indicating, by their position on the wall, the radial
dispersion of the thrust of the apsidal scmi-dome.31 Slowly, and seemingly with many in.u

l1

~-•

Cluny Ul is a fine example of a grand, style-setting monument which still fails, in some ways, to set
the style. lts western foc;ade is clearly a refcrern,;e to an Early Christian basilica ("mo,·e Romano"), ab·
solutely appropriale in a central building of reformed Christendom. Ycl, lalcr, a western annex was
ad<led; a wn<.:ession to the popular rage for western Lowers and annexes1 See Kenneth J. Conant,
Cluny, Macon, 1968, and, for a different view Fram,:ois Sa let, "Cluny", in Encyclopedia dell'tlrt medi·
evale, Angiola Maria Romanini, ed., 12 vols, Milano, 1991-2002, vol. 5, 1994, pp 130-135 with extensive bibliography.
Puig i Cadafalch, Le premier art roman, pp 76-77, 78, 80, 86; Conant, Carolingian and Romanesque
Architecture, pp 242-21!1·. 249; Arthur K. Parter, Lomhard Architecture, 4 vols, New Haven, 1917, Il, p
532 ff; UI, p 325 ff; Focillion, Art ofthe West, I, p 29, has notit:ed that a number of the "First Romanesque" huildings failed to be truly Romanesque in terms of their struc:ture.
San Vicenzo in Prato in Milan, Agliate, Burga I, Estamariu. St Cecilia de Monsenat, to list only a few
examples. See Puig i Cadafalch, Le premier art roman, pp 10, 12, 13; Conant, Carolingian and Roman·
esque Architectu,·e, figs 28 A, B; 29 B.
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29. San Salvatore in Capo
di Ponte, c 1100; 30. San
Vicente de Cardona,
1020-38, plan

JO

consistencies, this system of wall articulation is then introduced to other fac;ades. 35 But
it seems that rather lhan insisting on the vault as a decisive factor, one should place an
emphasis on the internal compartmentalization as a guide toward the relating of the exterior and interior. The church in Montbui (c 1032) in Catalonia, covered by a continuous
barrel vault, displays no decoration on its lateral facades. ~6 The intro<luct ion of transverse
ardtes, defining the interior units, or bays with more precision, leads gradually toward a
more and more exact projection of the space units on the wall surfaces, a process to be
completed successfully by the end of the eleventh century. A general hesitation wilhin
the "First Romanesque Art" is underlined hy the survival of such ''Pre-Romanesque" features as opposed apses (Burga I, W"' to 12"' century), or, especially in Catalonia, of complex plans such as triconchs (Brull, c 1047; Gallifa, J 1th and I2'h century; Fabregues, late
I l'h century; Mantmajor, firsl quarter of the 12'h century; Ponts, early 12th century; Tavernolles, c 1069; there are even some late 12'" century examples such as Cellers, Erill la Val,
and Porquieres), polyconchs (Villanova, late 11th century), cruciform solutians (Salem, last
third of the 11 "' century; Lleri<la Sant Ruf, c 1052; Sant Pau de Camp in Barcelona, c 1127)
or centralized buildings of rather grotesque plans (Planes - of uncertain date - a combination of a rotunda and a triangular plan, fig 31) or displaying the "Pre-Romanesque"
lack of correspondence (Cervera, late ll1h century, rotunda with quatrefoil interior). ~7 The
I I"' century art should therefore be described as truly transitional, and the admixture of
an earlier style exists side by side with the elements of a new one, which was to come to a
full bloom around the year llOO.
Rearing in mind this chronological co-exislence of the Pre-Romanesque and Romanesque
aesthetics in the 1P1' century, one may legitimately ask the following question: Could one
look back lo the time before the beginning of the 1111, century in search for anticipations of
the Romanesque style, and, conversely, look further into the 12"' century, searching for the
survivals of the Pre-Romanesque? The answer in both cases seems to be affirmalive.
"
,(·
'·

Tables in Puig i Cadafakh. Le premier a,·t mrnan, pp 53, 73, 77, 100, 112.
On Sa.nta. fvlaria de Tol.~a de Montbui. sec Edual'<lO Junyent, Cu.t:alogne Romane, 2 vols, La Pierre-qui-Yin•, 1960, l, p48 ff",
Jumyent, Cata/ogne Romane. I, pp 32, 3,1-, 35, 36.
'.{9, :)9; II, 28·29, Jl-32, 47 ff; Jose Puig i Cadafakh,
L'l\rquitectu.ra rorr1tmi1:a a Cataluny(t, Barcelona. 1911, pp 318, 321.-324; Marcel Durliat, Roussi/lion
Roman, La Pierre-qui-Vire, 1958, pp 24·25.
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31. Church at Planes, 11'11

or 12'h ct.

In the 9'11 century in Asturias, some of the buildings of the "Estilo Ramirense" (843-850)
display characteristics which enable one Lo classify them as almost completely Romanesque. 38 Some of Lhese characteristics seem to have been present in Asturias at an even
earlier date and are adumbrated by San Jullian de los Prados in Oviedo (812-842) in
terms of correspondence, though still tentative, of inner and outer supports on the chcvet, and on the side walls of the nave. In the case of Santa Maria de Naranco (dedicated
in 848) (figs 32 - 34), the correspondence is perfect for all practical purposes. Here the
space units correspond to the interior wall surface and vault units, defined by transverse
arches and twisted columns of the wall arcades. Then, the interior units are also reflected in the organization of the exterior wall surfaces, defined by projecLing buttresses. The
only ''not-yet-truly-Romanesque'' feature within this otherwise perfectly logical structure
is the absence of a direct structural and visual continuity between the attached columns
of the wall arcade and the transverse arches of the vaults.
Similar concern for correspondence is displayed by the remains of the church of San
Miguel de Lillo (848); the buttresses tend to correspond (but not perfectly) to the interior supports, and the bays to the units of the sic.le wall surfaces. The third building often considered as "Ramirense", Santa Christina de Lena, is less successful io relating the
buttresses to the interior organization, and it also "relapses" into the Pre-Romanesque
in terms of a more obvious spatial discontinuity. 39 This may indeed be an argument for
a suspected later date of the church, since other post-Ramirense buildings of Asturias,
such as San Salvador de Valdedios (c 89J), San Salvador de Priesca (c 921), and related
monuments, announce a similar tendency of reverting to the Pre-Romanesque aesthetics. At Valdedios (fig 21), there is no correspondence between the arrangement of the inlA

:,~

AIready noled by Conant, Carolingian and Romanesque Architedure, p ,12 ff.
On all these buildings see Conant, Carolingian and Romane.~que Architecture, pp 42-45. More recently, Lorenzo Arias P:framo, Prerrorntlnico Asturiano, Gijon, 1999. I believe that it is absolutely legitimate to raise the issue of wooden models for buildings such as Santa Maria de Naranco. A wooden
building consists of a series of"frames" c:arrying the roof, and .~pringing f'r·om uprighl suppor.ls, thus
dividing the space inlo bays, and the wall surfaces into corresponding wall surfaces. See the reconstruction of the plan and section of the church at Breberen (9 11 ' ct.) in \\'la It her Zimmermann, "1-:cdesia lignca cl ligncis Labulis fabricala", Honner Jahrbiicher des Rheinischen Landes museums in Bonn,
158 (1958): 114-153, fig 1.
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32. Oviedo, Santa Maria de Naranco, c 848;
33. Oviedo, Santa Maria de Naranco, c 848, interior; 34. Oviedo, Santa Maria de Naranco, c
848, plan

ner space and Lhe exterior wall surfaces, in addition to which, there is also a "hidden"
western annex. 411
The early precudty of the "Ramirense" group can be only rarely seen in buildings of other
Pre-Romanesque schools. Among the Mozarabic buildings one should isolate Santa Maria de Bamba in terms of correspondence between the bays and the exterior wall surfaces
(a somewhat similar foaturc is displayed by the side walls of Santiago de Pefialba), and the
eleventh century church of SS Peter and Moses in Solin in Croatia (c 1070) (fig 35)." The
ruins of this large aisled church, with a somewhat narrower westwork, display a perfect
correspondence between the bays, which are also defined by pilaster-strips. In the interior, one can easily imagine transverse arches which bring about even more perfect and
more precise definition of the bays, although there is no direct evidence that the building
was vaulted. The hidden sanctuary, consisting of a square apse and rounded apsidioles, all
imbedded into the straight termination wall, is, however, still a Pre-Romanesque feature.
There is another early Croatian building which may be mentioned here - the chapel of St.
Nicholas on the Island of Lopud (c llOO). This church belongs to the same type as St. Peter
at Omis, the building with which we have initiated our discussion. However, what makes
it unique among some thirty sister monuments is the fact that the tripartite organization
of the nave (with the dome on top of the central bay) corresponds to an equally tripartite
organization of the lateral fa<;ades. The church of St. Peter in Dubrovnik, another later ll1h
century domed, but also aisled structure, follows the principle of correspondence, too. Yet,
in those cases we arc still dealing with domes and apses hiding within rectangular masses.42
Larger Croatian later 11'h century buildings either show no correspondence between the
exterior and the interior, e.g. St. John at Biograd (around 1060), where there is no interior counterpart for the rich articulation of the fa<;ades (and also a hidden western annex)
(fig 35), or follow the type of early Christian basilica without any articulation of the exterior walls (St. Peter at Supetarska Draga on Rab - figs 36, 37, St. Martin at Sveti Lovrec
Pazenaticki in !stria - fig 38). It is also worth noting that some small scale Croatian early
Romanesque buildings recall the complexity of the Catalan examples. Such are trichoncs
of St. Nicholas in Nin (fig 39), St. l(rscvan on the Island of Krk, and St. Donat on Krk which
is a strange combination of a square chamber with lateral apses and a square sanctuary
and entrance bay. Hy details and masonry, these buildings show familiarity with Roman•0

"
42

IJ,O

On Sall Salvador de Valdedios and other buildings of the period of Alfonso II (866-91()), see A. Bonet
Conea, Spanish Pre-Romanesque Architecture, Greenwich, J967, pp 174-21 1.
Arenas, Mozarabic Architecture, pp 84, 110; Dyggve, History, p 133.
Tomislav Marasovic, Graditeljstvo starohrvr.i.t:skog doba u Dalmaciji, Split, 1994, p RS, 217.
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esque practices. St. Nkholas and St. Krsevan have their central bay covered by a heavy
rib vault, the like of which was constructed for the second story chapel in the tower of St.
Mary in Zadar, the first truly mature Romanesque building in Croatia (c 1105, fig 40). 43
Keeping in mind what we have said about the analytical tendencies in Ottonian an.:hitecturc, one may conclude that the "Romanesque'' characteristics exist simultaneously with
the "Pre-Romanesque" ones, and in some cases can be traced as far back as the 9t1> century.
The frequency increases throughout the 1111' century and the Romanesque becomes a fully
formed style around 1100, with such buildings as Cluny Jll, St. Sernin in Toulouse, Santiago de Compostela, San Ambrogio in Milano (figs 41, 42}.

35. Solin, SS Peter and
Moses, c 1070 (right); St.
John, Biograd, c 1070
(left), plans; 36. Supetar·
ska Draga, St. Peter, before 1060 (left), Nin, St.
Mary, 11'h ct. and earlier (right), plans; 37. Sup-

etarska Draga, St. Peter,
before 1060

One should be guarded against proclaiming this a final, definite victory of the Romanesque style. After the year 1100, the majority of key, style-promoting monuments, and
the buildings depending on them, display Romanesque characteristics as we have <lefined
them above. Hut there are still a number offine monuments, or entire groups, which could
not be considered totally Romanesque. Those monuments or groups, which are often left
out by the mainstream of the research in the art of the eleventh and twelfth century, or are
just briefly commented upon, deserve special attention. They represent deviations from
what is considered the standard model, and may illustrate some specific cultural situation
within a certain milieu. This area of the "Anti-Romanesque" seems to be a fertile field for
future research, and here we shall just try to sketch a few lines of such an enquiry.
As an obvious example of the Pre-Romanesque tradition one may list the popularity of the
bi-polar model (Worms, Maria Laach) and of some complex, primarily polyconch plans
(the Cologne group) in the Imperial Germany. Another group of triconchs is found in the
French Southwest (Aubiac and Gueyze in the late 11'1' century; St. Martin-de-Londres and
n

Vladimir P. Goss, Pre-Romanesque Architecture in Croatia, Zagreb, 2006, pp 189-201.
41
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38. Sv. Lovrec Pazenaticki, St. Martin, 11•• ct.
,rnd earlier; 39. Nin, St.
Nicholas, 11 1~ ct.; 40. Zadar, St. Mary, tower,
1105-1'1

Tourtoirac in the early 12.U' century; Montmoreau and St. Macairc in the later 12'1, century;
Montagrier, Romanesque building of undetermined date; we have already seen the popularity of that type of solution in Catalonia). The same area also displays an interest in some
other "strange forms": plans, witness the octagon-octaconch of St. Michel d'Entraygucs (c
1137), or the Greek cross churches at lv1agnac-sur-Touvre (12'1' cenlury) and 1'vlainfonds
(1160-1180)."• One should abo nole Lhe stubborn persistence of the rotunda church in
Eastern Central Europe, specifically in the Romanesque Hungary (eighty or so examples,
some of which display the absence of correspondence between Lhe interior and exterior;
recently a number of similar structures have been identified in the medieval Slavonia, at
the southern rim of the Pan non ian basin in Croatia; e. g. Gojlo (fig 11,3), Orljavac, Hrestovac,
Dolac, Samarica, Brekinjska, Zrinski Topolovac:, etc:.), and, at yet another en<l of the west•1

42

On Worms and Laach, Frankl, fruhrniltela/t1,rlid111 ,.mrl UosncmiscJrn Baukunst, pp 189 ff, 2·19, 270. On
the Culog,11c group. ihid, pp 89 ff, :269--:271. On Southwestern rrancc, or OcdL;,11i~. )ac:qut~s llrosse et al,
ed.~., Dictionnaire des eglise~ (fo f-'ram11, '.i vnls, Paris, 1966, II, pp :l C 152; III, 3 B 10-11, 3 P. 155-J:'.>6,
3 II l(i6, '.l 1179, :l B 10'.I, :1 C 106-107. 3 C 96-97, 3 C 93-94·, 3 C 182-18'.l. Also, Jean George, Les eglises
de I'ranc:e - Chn.ran.te, P;1ris, 19'.B, p 1:.0.
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41. Toulouse, St. Sernin,

c 1100; 42. Cluny. southern transept, c 1100

ern world, in Scandinavia.45 They may be related to the old Carolingian practices, the Palatine Chapel of Aachen, standing at the beginning of the line, but it is highly questionable
l01h and 13•h centuries. On Scan<linavia, Aron Andersson, The Art of Scandinavia, 2 vols, London,
1970, II, pp 141-14,7. Dr. Gervers-Molnar has drawn my attention to the fact that the rotunda form
is so frequent in Eastern Central Europe lhal il shoul<l be considered the regular form of Romanesque architectural expression. She has also pointed out that my definition of the Romanesque is
rather narrow, with which I absolutely agree. The fact. however, remains lhal in the countries such
as France, where buildings dose in form to my "ideal model" occur with a high degree of frequency,
the other forms, such as rotunda, represent an accident rather than a rule, I am in no way claiming
thal my system is perfccl, but to me it appears well-adapted to a seeing of style as a flux and not as a
system of unchangeable points, as a means of searching for an essence rather than listing in a way of
a biologist some typical characteristics which may be, in facl, unrclate<l, 01· irrelevant to the essence
of the whole.
In the fall of2007 the Croatian quarterly maga~.ine Kvartat published a "review" of my 2006 book on
the Pre-Romanesque Architecture in Croatia by a certain M. Skoblar (Magdalena Skoblar, "Joi; jednom o predromanickoj arhitekluri u Hrvalskoj", Kvartal IV/3 (2007): 25-28). In a poorly argued and
very selective review the author questions my distinction between the Pre-Romanesque and the Romanesque (calling it, without any explanation, ''Winckelmannian"). Aside the fact that I wonder if
she has ever read any work hy Jochann Joachim Winc:kelmann, and that I consider this a compliment,
I want to reiterate that my system is based on empirical observation, and unless someone can show
that the huildings it is based on do noL look as they do. Island by my conclusions. Also, each period
has its own modes of expressing the basic concept the arti.~t has about the self and the world. Kandinsky would have been impossible in the 9•h century. So also the architects of the Pre-Romanesque
and the Romanesque have the right to express their concepts, feelings, and visions ("the intangible.~
of history", as wisely said by Ernst Kitzinger), and they can express them only through form, i. e. the
architecture they produce. Unless we deal with such phenomena we remain on the level of descriptive
positivism, which is, unfortunately, what much of art history has come down to. My concept of style
is not formalist, but embodies co11tent ("me:ming", "embodies meaning", etc.), leading eventually to
placing the work of art within its material and spiritual (cultural) c:ontext. I also repeat that my "tool"
must be applied with a high degree of flexibility, and for me it primarily measures a change, as I see
a style as a dynamic. and not a stalic category. May I jusl add that in a rccenl article two leading experts on the Romanesque in Croatia, Miljenko Jurkovic and Nikolina Marakovic, explicitly rely on my
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43. Gojlo, Holy Spirit, Romanesque and later

whether a 12'h or 13'h century builder of a rolun<la deep in Slavonian jungles was aware of
the augusl precedent.
Sometimes, some buildings which appear to be "perfectly Romanesque", are indeed not.
The fine twelve units arcade on the exterior wall of the church of St. Krsevan in Zadar (c
1175), Croatia (fig 44), is in no way related to the seven bay organization of the interior,
Lhus showing the persistence of Pre-Romanesque aesthetics in the mind of Croatian Romanesque architects.16

1
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sys Lem in establishing, in my opinion very .~uccessfully, the f'ir.~t layer of Lhe Romanesque in Croatia.
It is worth noting that their analysis of the key building. SS Peter and Moses at Solin, is almost
verhatim the same as mine published in an article in the same volume. Of c:ou,·se, the condusions
have been reached independently, but rely on the same melhod. (Miljenko Jurkovic, and Nikolina
Marakovic, "La na.~c:ita dcl primo rom:mico in Croatia nel contesto delle grandi riformc ccclcsiaslichc <lei sewlo XI", in Arturo Calzona et al, eds., lmmagine e ideologia. Studi in ,more di Arturo Carlo Quintavalle, Parma, 2007, p 96-102, cspe<.:ially p 96, 98-99, notes 2 and ll (references to my works); and Vladimir Goss, "What Josef Strzygowski did not Know;" ibid, p 583-593,
especially p 587 (SS Peter and Moses). On p Sll4-!ill!i I prcse11l a brief overview of my ''system."
It has also been successfully used by other leading Croatian early medievalists, such as Igor fiskovic
and 'l'omislav Marasovic, in reference to the Pre-Romanesque architecture in Southern Dalmatia, and
its usefulness is again pointed out by Marasovic in a review of my 2006 book (Tomislav Marasovic,
"Hrvatska predromanit"ka arhitektura - nova knjiga Vladimira Gossa'', Starohrvatska prosvjeta 3,d scr.
:n (2006): 283-285.
We will deal with some other "gems" of M.s Slwhhw's "review" later, and I also plan to use it as a basis
of an independent study.
Hnally, I believe that my conclusions follow the sprit of the modes of discourse of the lime they deal
with. specifically, "realia in rebus". Art histo,·y is nol a natural s<.:ience with a built-in potential for discoveries of new stars or new parlicles, or of new applications, but a humanistic discipline in which the
wise proposals of our, even distant, forerunners need not he .~uhjec:t to obsolesc:encc, an<l reje<.:tion in
a mad search for ''novelty."
C:iril lvekovi<', Samostan i crkva Sv. Krsevana u Zadru, Zagreb, 1931. Another peripheral country, this
Lime of the Byzantine sphere, should be at least briefly mentionr.d here. 'l'his is Serbia. Numerous Serbian 1211 ' and 1:~"· century building.~ display a keen interest in "Romanesque" decorative motifs. I lowever, in mosl of the cases there is very little correspondence between the form of interior spaces and
exterior mass. For example, in the ca.~e of the c:hurch at Sopobrni (c 1235) an inscribed cross spatial
solution is hidden within what appears to be an aisled bailican shell! In a paper given at the Annual
Mcdings of the Society of the Architectural Historians in San Antonio, April 1978, Professor Slobodan Curcic has applied a .~yste.m somcwhal similar lo mine in assessing the amount of the Roman-
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44. Zadar, St. Krsevan,

late 12'11 ct.

This conservatism may be due to the peripheral position of the country (Pannonian basin,
Scandinavia), or to a desire to perpeluate a cerlain distinguished local tradition, such as
the imperial tradition in Germany. However, in case of South-Western France. Occitania, it
seems that a certain apparenl formal conservatism was closely intertwined, paradoxically,
with another aspect - openness to a foreign culture. 'l'hus, some extraordinary forms crealed in the Soulh-West may be seen in a strange way as motivated both by "conservatism''
and cosmopolitanism. However, what was "cosmopolitan'' in the 12•h century, need not be
recogni:ted as such by more recent (19'" century and onward) criticism. Artists do look
over their shoulders to see what other artists do, and they have always been jealous of their
originality and inventiveness. If the tradition they pursue is good, or it may be improved by
a look at somebody else's art, why substantially change it? And loday's cultural backwaters
may have once been great creative centers. This is exactly the case of Occitania, the great
land of the Troubadours of the 12'h century, bul a conquered, exhausted province one hundred years later, receptive to imposed foreign models.
\Xi'ithin this context we should briefly comment on one characteristic Occitan creation: the
"domed churches of Aquitaine".
The absence of any considerable number of aisled buildings in the architecture of the
French South-West was noticed long ago:17 The traditional aisless churches, sometimes
of remarkable dimensions, started to be covered, at least in a number of cases, by a series of domes around the year HOO. Within the group of c 80 domed churches, one can
easily identify the major, style-forming monuments and a mass of essentially modest, rural buildings vulgarizing the forms of the great models.'1s The cruciform, five-domed St.
Front in Perigueux apart (c 1120), it seems justified to speak basically about two groups.
One centers around the Cathedrals of Cahors (c l100-ll25) and Perigueux (c 1100 and

·1'

18

esqllc influence in Serbian medieval churches. J am still g1:alcfol Lo l'r.ofcssor Cur.cic for his readiness
to compare his notes with mine.
Eugene Lefevre-Pontali.~. "L' ec:ole du Perigo rd n'existe pas'', Bulletin Monumental 82 (192:{): 7-:15, e.~·
pccially pp 25-35.
Here is a brief list of the n\O.~t significant contributions to the study of the "domed churches of Aquitaine": Chai·ks de Vernci lh, .l.:Archilei:t1.mi hyzantine en Fraru:e, Paris, 18~ 1; Raymond Rey, /,a Cathedrale de Cahors, Paris, 1925; Joseph Roux, La basilique St. Tront de Perigueux, 1920, Marcel Aubert,
"Les eglise.~ romanr.s du Perigord", Congres Archeologique 90, 1927, pp :w2-401; some lucid remarks
have been made by francastel. L'Humanism roman, pp 35-36, 138-139, 176-178, 215.
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45. St. Front, Perigieux, c
1120, view; 46. St. Front,
Perigieux. c 1120, interi-

or; 47. St. Etienne, Perigieux, c 1120, interior, c
1100

later), another around the Cathedral uf Angouleme (c 1110-1130) (figs 45-48). In the case
of the first group (rural examples excepted), the domes were originally visible from the
outside.19 In the case of lhe second group, the domes were masked by a gable roof from the
outset.~0 The first group is "Romanesque" in the frankness with which it displays its unusual type of the nave vault and roof, bul the domes make the buildings appear exotic and
"un-Romanesque". In terms of a mechanical repetition of squarish, domed units, which,
as it were, could be multiplied ad infinitum, the buildings exude a strange, oriental flavor.
The use of straight lines, flat chevets, cubic masses and spaces (especially St. Etienne at
Perigueux; St. Avit Seignieur, early 12•h century; Tremolat, Cherval, Bourg-des-Maisons,
all 12'h century) (fig 49), the broad and tall pointed arches on the exterior walls (which appear also in churches covered by a more traditional barrel vault, e.g. St. Privat-des-Prcs,
first half of the J21h century, as well as in the domed churches, e. g. Cherval. Paussac,
Verteillac, Allemans, and numerous other twelfth century buildings in the vicinity of
Perigueux), reinforce this oriental effect. This orientalism is further emphasized by the
use of elements traditionally recognized as borrowed from the Muslim world - polylobed
arches and modillons-a-copaux.
In a number of cases the space is longitudinally oriented by an apse (Cahors), or an apse
accompanied by radiating chapels (Suillac, first half of the 12rh century), or by a square
mass larger in size than the other units (buth the original and definite from of St Etienne at
Perigueux). But in a number of buildings (St. Avit Seignieur, Cherval, Bourg-des-Maisons)
this sense of direction is for all practical purposes non-existent. And whereas the already
mentioned blind arches, often pointed, but also round headed, in many cases correspond
to the division of the interior space (Cherval, Paussac), this need not always be the case as
witnessed by the older of the two preserved bays of St. Etienne at Perigueux. Here the lateral fa<;:ades are decorated by two blind arches, each unrelated to the single, large wall arch
in the interior.~1
A different, seemingly less radical solution is offered by the Cathedral of Angouleme and
its progeny. Here the exotic elements, the domes, arc hidden underneath a continuous roof,
and the silhouette, with a transept and radiating chapels, is perfectly "Romanesque". The
fa<;:ade announces tu the visitor a tripartite, aisled interior. But upon entering the church,
one immediately notices the absence of any correspondence between the space and mass.
The interior is aisless, consisting of a series of square, cubic, domed bays. '('he same lack
49
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Le Marquis de la Fayolle, ''Eglise de Grand-Brassac", Congl'e.~ Al'cheologique :{O(l 927): 363-375.
Rene Crozet, "Remarques sur le repartition des egli.~e.~ a file des coupolcs", Cahie.rs de civilisation rnedievale 4 (1961): 175-178.
On the Romanesque architecture in Perigord in general. see Jean Secret. Perigord roman, La
Pierre-qui-Vire, J.968.
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of interest in correspondence is displayed by the architectural decoration of the lateral
fa<;ades. Whereas the position of the bays is indicated by projecting buttresses, the surface
in between the buttresses is decorated by two round headed arches, as opposed to a three
arch sequence in the interior.52 Similarly, in Fontevraud (dedicated in 1119), the side walls
buttresses of the monastery church announce some kind of alternating system, whereas,
in fact, one discovers an interior consisting of an aisless nave containing a series of cubic
domed bays (fig 50)."3

48. Cahors, cathedral.

12'h ct.; 49. Cherval, 12'1'

ct., interior

Even on the basis of such a brief discussion as ours, one may conclude that the ''.Anti-Romanesque" tendencies vie quite successfully with the Romanesque ones in the twelfth
century art of Occitania, and that some of the most typical and most attractive creations
of Aquitanian art signify a departure from Romanesque logic and clarity. In one respect.
however, the Occitan "irrationalism" seems to point toward the Gothic. In the domed
churches the thrust is naturally assumed by four supports in the corners of the bays. This
enabled the architect to open up the wall, as in Byzantine architecture (e.g. Hagia Sophia
and Hagia Eirene in Constantinople), into a series of windows. Romanesque architecture,
once the groin vault was perfected, developed essentially the same "four point" system,
and prepared the way for the elimination of the structural role of the wall in the Gothic period. Yet there is hardly any other early twelfth century vaulted church receiving as
much light as St. Front and his sister buildings, since the architect was able to open up almost the whole surface of the wall arches underneath the domes into windows which, in
51
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On Angouleme Cathedral, Charles Daras, 1\ngvumois rnm(ln, La Pierre-qui-Vire, 1961, pp 69-94.
On l-'onte.vraud, Pierre d'Erhecourt and Jean Porcher, Anjou roman, La Pierre-qui-Vire, 1959, pp
17-31.
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50. Angouleme, Cathedral, interior, c 1100-1130

addition, illuminate an aislcss, fairly unified space.54 Abbot Suger of St. Denis would certainly have commended the optical quality of the interiors of St. front or the Cathedral of
Angouleme. And after all, the tradition of domed, aisless churches survived directly into
the Angevin Gothic.
This chara<.:tcristic is most noticeable at St. Front at Perigueux, and the cathedrals al Pcrigueux (eastern
bay), Caho rs and Angouleme. Most of the l'Ural churches. however, do not take advantage of this feature.
There is usually just one sinall window per bay and the naves remain dark. Since some of the <lome5
seemed to have been covered by a roof from the outset, and others have only a few (up to four) small windows, the dome doe.~ not serve as a lantern. The light comes through the windows in the side walls and
enters the space obliquely, concentrating thus on the lower and intermediary liers of the interior space.
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At the end of our brief enquiry, it seems justified to suggest the following conclusions:
There seem to be architectural features which permit one to stylistically distinguish
between the Pre-Romanesque and Romanesque.
2 The features identified above are:
a, Hi-axiality or bi-polarity in the Pre-Romanesque as opposed to mono-axiality and
mono-polarity in the Romanesque.
b, Absence of correspondence between the organization of space and that of the exterior wall-surfaces.
c. Lack of correspondence in form bet ween the space units and their external shells.
d. Presence of hidden interior units undistinguishable from the outside.
e. Spatial discontinuity as opposed to spatial continuity.
3 Many of these characteristics are shared by all groups of Pre-Romanesque architecture
in the West, at least between the 3th and the 1) 111 century, and it seems justified to use
the term Pre-Romanesque Lo cover such seemingly disparate groups of architectural
monuments as Asturian, Mozarabic, Carolingian, Early Croatian, etc. It is worth noting that similar characteristics are found in the architecture of Eastern Christianity
and that one might speak about the ''orientalizing" character of the Pre-Romanesque.
Also, one may wish to investigate to what extent all those characteristics depend on certain Late Antique forms, be it in Eastern Christian or Pre-Romanesque architecture.
4

Romanesque architecture consistently displays characteristics opposite to those of the
Pre-Romanesque. The twelfth century deviations from the Romanesque model are
surely worth investigating in more detail.
5 Romanesque tendencies can be traced back to the ninth century. They grow in frequency throughout the eleventh century, gain supremacy around 1100, and continue into
the Gothic. One may actually maintain that the Romanesque achieves its total fulfillment in the absolute clarity of the High Gothic structure, the monoaxiality of the High
Gothic space and the supreme continuity of the Gothic interior. Numerous monuments
of the eleventh century ''First Romanesque Art" arc in fact still Pre-Romanesque. The
eleventh century is an age of transition.
6 The change from the Pre-Romanesque to Romanesque, from the Early to the High
Middle Ages, should be seen as a long process, lasting about three centuries, during
which period various, often different stylistic tendencies, currents and undercurrents
exist side by side. This provides additional argument in favor of viewing the time between 800 and 1200 as a single period.
The approach we are proposing here obviously means complication rather than simplification of an old problem. But, by making the picture more complex one also hopes to make
it richer, more truthful, less regular, and therefore, more human. Art, as life, is a complex
affair. What emerges is a picture of a slow, gradual and tortuous transition of the Western
Medieval World from its childhood to the age of youth and maturity.
The Pre-Romanesque continues some of the ways of Early Christianity. The disparity of
the interior and exterior continues the F.arly Christian theme of reserving the bliss of the
City of God for the interior of the building. Does it mean that the Pre-Romanesque architecture continues the ways of the Early Christianity? Yes and no. The interior and extedor remain worlds apart, but there are notable departures from the humility of the Early
Christians. The western massifs and towers, the doubling of transepts, the articulation of
the walls, indicates a growing awareness that the City of God exists and acts in this world
as it impacts its landscape. The tower docs not seem to have ever been sufficiently explained. It is not that Antiquity did not know both tower-like and centralized structures,
such as pyramids and 7,iggurats. But in that segment of Antiquity which is supposed to
have played the decisive role in the formation of the Medieval Europe, the religious building was a longitudinal box. If not, than it was a centralized domed building without any
special verticality. The dramatic configuration of Hagia Sophia, to be repeated on lesser
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scale by thousands of Eastern Christian churches, certainly had forerunners among Early
Christian and even Roman centralized structures.
Byzantium will never systematically relate the interior and the exterior the way the West
did, but, just like many Pre-Romanesque builders, it will admit that this world, the body,
the everyday reality, exists, and matters in our everyday progress toward the noble goal of
Salvation. The turris as it appears in the West around 800, whether as an expression of the
power of the celestial or terrestrial ruler, is something else. It appears suddenly and without obvious predecessors, unless in ard1itecture we know little about, that is, in buildings
in wood or some prehistoric antecedents. lf the genesis of the towers of Centula or Curvey is not clear, so much less is that of those in the borderlands - an issue which we will
revisit bclow.r.~
However, the changes undergone by the silhouette, and also by the exterior surfaces of
the walls of western buildings signalize a spirit which is far from humble. This is the spirit that would launch the Crusades, clear the swamps and woods spreading both the inner
and outer borders of Europe, the spirit of Sic and Non and of the first forms of dissent and
debate. Whereas one still should believe in order to understand, the world of the ratio is
called upon to do its share in bolstering the world of faith. A new cluster of themes would
open - of Passagium and Peregrinatio, as well as the siren song of the Materia Orienta/is.
This will be the central theme of the second part of this volume.
We have laid foundations for understanding the key features of the Pre-Romanesque and
the Romanesque, and now we arc ready to approach the key topic of this part of the book
- the southeastern border of Carolingian art.
A view from the Southeast, or briefly, from the borderlands of Europe, could be, in our
view, quite useful in a further clarification of what is ''Carolingian" and what "Pre-Romanesque". As I already said, it was my Ph.D. thesis at Cornell that provided the basis for my
analysis of Early Croalian westworks, which enabled me to isolate, among hundreds of
Pre-Romanesque buildings in Croatia, a small number of significant monuments linked
with the higher strata of the society which displayed solutions recalling, in principle, those
of the center of the renewed Western Empire.56 Since this was, in my opinion, the most important discovery of my doctoral work, I summed up that aspect of the pre-Romanesque in
Croatia, and submitted it as an article to the Cahiers Archeologique. Much to my surprise
and pleasure, it was accepted and publishedY Again, I must recall my first mentor, Professor Prelog, who said that publishing in the Cahiers Archeologique represents a badge of
honor for any early medievalist, which actually made me try hard and, much to my delight,
succeeded. For almost thirty years I basked in the glory of having published in the Cahiers
!\rcheologique. Even when Professor Barral i Altet asked me in 2005 if I could contribute
something to a gathering of early medievalist in Gent in May 2006, entitled ''Francia Media", I initially said "no". Then, I picked up my 1978 paper, and as I read it, question marks
started to multiply in my head. The outcome was "The Southeastern Border of Carolingian
Architecture Revisited". 'l'hc multiplication of question marks did not stop there. It continued through a discussion Professor Barral i Altet and myself had after the presentation
of my paper, as it will be described below. Let us first take a look at the thoughts expressed
in the original, with some necessary amendments made as time went by.
In order to discuss the frontiers of a certain style, first of all, one should define one's concept of the given style in, or close to, the center that generated it. A lengthy discussion of
,;;
s6
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For a very similar wnclusion wiLh whir.h 1 fully agree, Lobbedey, "Der Beitrag von Corvey zur Geschichte der Westbauen und Westwerke", p 83-98.
Vla<limir Gvozdanovic, "Pre-Romanesque and Early Romanesque J\rc:hitecture in Croatia", Ph.D.
Thesis, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y., 1972.
Vladimir Gvozdanovic, "The Southeastern Border of Carolingian Architcctur.c", Cahiers Archeo-

logiq1m; 27 (1978): 85-JOO.
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what Carolingian architecture is wou Id far surpass the scope of this study.';R Nevertheless,
a few criteria should be established, if une hopes that the reader might follow the thrust
of the argument. It seems to us that Carolingian architecture, as represented by its major
monuments, should be seen as both traditionalisl and innovative. It revived the form of the
Early Christian basilica with the western transept ("more romano") and the Early Christian (or Early Byzantine) centralized building.59 The popularity of the Palatine Chapel at
Aachen (796-804) in this latter area (fig 51) resulted in numerous imitations in centuries
to come, and, as already stated, the same model has been singled out as the source of the
surprising popularity of small-scale centralized buildings in hoth Pre-Romanesque and
Romanesque Eastern Europe (fig 4]).<>0
ln the area of innovation, the Carolingian architecl remodeled the old basilican scheme
by placing Lhe basilican nave in between two monumental accents - the westwork and the
eastern transept, both emphasized by a tower or a group of towers. St. Riquier in Centula
(799) (fig 26) is a fine example of such Carolingian bi-polar church. By monumentalization
of the western fa<;ade, Lhrough the introduction of the westwork, the Carolingian architect
has made an invaluable contribution to the history of medieval architecture, and the westwurk may be considered the most significant architectural innovation of the Carolingian
era. 61 We have lo insist on the west work, since, as we are going to demonslrnte it, it is the
appearance of the west work that will make it possible to establish what our imminent goal
is: the southeastern border of dissemination of Carolingian forms in architeclUre, as I experienced it when writing the 1978 article.
The area we are interested in is that of the Eastern Adriatic, in the period of lime from
ninth through eleventh century. Eastern Adriatic between c 800 and c 1100 means mostly the territory of the early medieval kingdom of Croatia (fig 52). The coastal zone in fact
wincided with the center uf the kingdom - the early medieval capitals of the country, the
cities of Nin, Biograd and Knin are at or close to the coast, and the royal domain stretched
throughout northern and central Dalmatia, around the cities of Zadar and Split, which in
the ninlh and tenth century still recognized the sovereignty of the Emperor in Cunstantinople.6·~
The Croatian rulers (dukes) recognized hankish overlurdship in a period of time between
c 800 and 925, the date of their conversion to Christianity by Frankish missionaries - and
c 870, when they assumed the royal title. The impact of Frankish civilization must have
been considerable. The Croatian court was organized along Frankish lines, with maior
domus, Croatian "ded", as its head, and missi dominici accomplished the King's commissions in the provinccs.63 Spurs and swords that were found in early Croatian tombs are either Frankish imports or local works imitaling Frankish models (fig 53). Judging from a
relief in the baptistery of Split, the King (fig 5'1·) wore a Frankish costume and a crown of
'~
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By "this" I mean, of course, my 1978 study, which I am here following with .~orne amendments, as I
believe il would be a useful step toward a faclual presentation of the monuments, helping, at the .~amc
lime, understand how my Lhinking developed in the years and decades that followed.
Richard Krauthcimer, Studies in Early Christian, lvledfoval, and Renaissance Ari:, New York, 1969, pp
203-256.
Note 10 above.
Note 19, above. A fine summary is presented hy Hans E. Kubach, Romane.~que Architecture, New
York, 1975, p 27 ff. Also, Krautheimcr, op. ell., pp 226-229. More recent Iitcrature will be duly quoted
as we progress with the present study.
However I reali'.l.c today that in its innovative spirit, lhc westwork is also "anti-Carolingian". It has
nothing to do with the RenovaLio allhough it can be plausibly argued thal il is a reference to the I loly
Sepulcher in Jerusalem. We have spoken briefly on the impact of the turris on the landscape of the
Carolingian Europe, and we will revert to it in some detail in a later chapter.
On the early history of the area: Na<la Klaic, Povijest Hrvata u ran om sred.njem vijeku, Zagreb, 1971.
Ferdo Sisic, Prcgled povijesti hrvatskog naroda, 3"1 cdilion, Zagreb, 1962, p Vil; the most recent
scholarly tool for the Carolingian presence in Croatia is, of course, the Calaloguc of the exhibition
The Croats and lhc Carolingians, i.e. Ante Milosevic., ed., Hrvati i Karolinzi, 2 vols, Split, 2000, especially vol. 1, passim.
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51. Aachen, Palatine
Chapel, c. 800, interior;

52. Croatian lands c. 800

52

Carolingian type. 61 In the sphere of intellectual life, one should mention the presence of the
famous Saxon theologian Gotschalk at the court of Duke Trpimir (845-864). It may have
been Gotschall< who persuaded the Duke to invite Benedictine monks to Croatia in 852.65
The architectural remains of the early Croatian period, c 800-c 1100, are surprisingly rich,
and nowadays (in 2007), there are more than three hundred registered buildings in various
state of preservation. A definite catalogue is just being prepared by Tomislav Marasovic.
These buildings have often been a subject of long and sometimes rather heated debates,
that have lasted for over 100 years, and there is still room for further studies in terms of
classification, history of development and Lhe relationship of early Croatian architecture
to other groups of early medieval monuments. However, a number of Lhings have been established with a considerable degree of accuracy. The majority, c 75% of the buildings are
rooted in local, Roman, Early Christian or Early Byzantine tradition. One finds within this
group various polyconchal, cruciform or rounded buildings, small-scale aisless buildings,
often vaulted and, sometimes, provided with a miniature dome (figs 17, 18, 55-61), buildings in the tradition of Early Christian basilica (figs 36-38). and, especially in Dalmatian
cities under Byzantine control, small-scale centralized buildings which could possibly be
explained as local variants of the contemporary Byzantine forms, such as the inscribed
cross church (fig 62).
A small group of eleventh century churches indicates a desire for a radical reinterpretation
of the tradition. These buildings, characterized by growing logic and clarity of structure,
M
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Hrvati iKarolinzi, vol. I, c.~pecially texts by Ante Milosevic and Zdjko Tomicic, pp !06-164; for the most
recent appraisals of the King's panel in Split, see Vladimir P. Goss, "Miles cnsifcr", Peristil 30 (1987):
15-27, and Igor Fiskovic, Reljef kralja Petra I<rdimira JV., Split, 2002, with all pertinent literature.
Lovre Katie. "Saksonac Got.~chalk na dvoru kneza Trpimira", Bogoslovska .~motra 22 (19:n): 1-28; Hrvati i Karotinzi, vol. 1, pp 293-295. The Croatian word "knez" is an equivalent of lhc OE cyning, OHG
hming. Goth. kuni, briefly "king", modern Croalian "kr·alj". See The Compact Edition of the Oxford
English Dictionary, Oxford, 1971, 2 vols, vol 1, p 7Qtl.; English Et.ymological l)ictionary (www.etymolione.com) lists also Slavi<.: equivalents - OCS kunegu, Russian knyaz, Cze<.:h knez. M. Skoblar. calls
me lo task. repeating the ordinary mistake made by S. Gunjai':a i Z. Rapanic (whom she quotes!), for
using the term "Royal Pre-Romanesque Group" in Pre-Romanesque an;hitcclurc in Croatia hefore the
Croatian rulers were "kings". Golschalk alrr.ady, and following him Katie, have correctly noticc<l lhat
"knc:i:" Trpimir wa.~ addressed by his subjects by a word sig11ifying royal dignity, i.e. "knez". We will
come back to the issue. Biased "reviewers" use anything when they have no real argumcnls, shooting
lhcmselves in the foot in the process.
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tendency for closer relating of the interior an<l exterior, spatial continuity and i111prove<l
masonry technique, can be seen as a local variant of the Early Romanesque architecture.
The main monument of this group, SS Peter and Moses at Solin, has been mentioned above
(fig 35).
Finally, there is still another small grollp of monuments, which, in our opinion, combine
the local lradition with the innovations that arc current in the contemporary architecture
of the Carolingian West. 6 &
The architects who lurned for inspiration in that direction seem to have been working
for the uppermost strata of the society. The result of Lheir endeavors was a selected group
of monuments, in most cases commissioned or built for the ruler himself, or the highest
among his officers, St. Martha at 8ijaci near Split was the court chapel of one of the royal
estates; the church al Crkvina in Biskupija near Knin a royal mausoleum; the aisled church
M

53. Split, Museum of
Croiltian Archeological Monuments. Spurs
from a princely tomb at
SS Mary and Stephen
in Biskupija, first half of
the 9ti, ct.; 54. Split, Baptistery, King's panel, 11 1 '
ct.{?)

The newest survey of studies on the Pre··Romane.~que. in Crn,llia r.an he found in my Pre-Romanesque
Architecture in Croatia (sr.r. nol.c '.1), pp 41-47; Tomislav .:vlarasovic is preparing a definitive cataioJUP
raisonne. In Lhe bibliography of my just mentioned book, the reader can find my r.arlir.r worh which,
as already stated, starting in 1969, led through my di.~scrLaLion al Con1ell University (1972) to this
classifkation. I ad mil I lrnvc 11cvcr had a par.linllar interest for the first group, which was a mistake..
I was led aslray by the traditional way of thinking, which I wholeheartedly accr.plcd in onlcr lu avoid
"wasting" time on that "cumbersome" and "old-f,1shioncd" .sLuff. The newc,t results in Croatian ethnology indical<~ Lhar c~xacLly this large group of small. unusual buildings. could be crucial for understanding the tradition the Croats may have brought along to f>annonia ,111d I.hr. Adriatic, wiLh endless
po.~.~ibilities for new e.xplanation.~ of I.hr. Prr.-Rornancsque and Romanesque in Central and Eastern
J-:urorc. I arn primarily referring to Vitomir Belaj's book, Hod krozgodinu, 2"'1 eel,, Zagre.h, 2007. For
example, Belaj describes (pp K·HN) early Slavic. and l~allo.~lavic s;i11cL11arics as polycunchal (uctaconr.hal or lr.s.~), a form LhaL was readily Lransfcrabk as all that took to construct a temporary sanctuary
was to mark its form on the ground. Let us recall here the. popularity of polyr.ondrnl (arul ccn\r.alized in ge.ne.ral) buildings in thr. Prr.-Romanr.squc in Crualia, as wdl as in the earliest architecture of
Northern, Central and Eastern Europe. More about it in studies that would follow.
c'''
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55. Churches of the
South Dalmatian type:
St. Peter, Omis; St. Elias,
Lopud; St. John, Lopud;
St. Nicholas, Lopud; St.
Andrew, Vrgada; St. Dimitri, Gabrili; St. Michael,
Ston; St. Thomas. Kuti; 56. Selca, St. Nicholas,
,ithct.; 57. Trogir, St. Barbara. 9'h/101h ct.; 58. Nin.
Holy Cross, c 800; 59.
Split. Holy Trinity, c 800;
60. Savar, St. Pelegrin,
9 1" ct.
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discovered in Biogra<l was most probably the cathedral of one of the favorite royal residences; the Savior's church at Cctina in the Dalmatian Highlands was commissioned by
Count Gastiha, royal administrator of the County of Celina; the aisled church al Zazvic
near Sibenik was probably in some way connected to the powerful Subic family; St. Cecilia at Biskupija near Knin, as well as the churches at Bukorovica Podvornice and Lopuska
glavica at the same place, may have also been in some way related to the dynasty, as they
stood at a place having manifold links with the royalty. The newly discovered church of St.
Mary in Blizna was a foundation of a "iupan" (count) Stephen (figs 21-211,, 63-66). 67
67

The first to recognize links between the Eastern A<lriali<: an<l lhc Carolingians was Ljubo Karaman (lz kolijevke hrvatske pro.stosti, Zagreb, 1930), suggesting Carolingian influen<:es on the Zaratine two-story rolun<la of St. Donal (pp :.9-62). St. Donat has heen shown, in the meantime, to originate from the second quarter of the 8'h century as a simple one-slory cil:cular building. It was rebuilt
around 800, and it is not unlikely that it owed its ninth century shape to what Bishop Donat, who as
a diplomat travcle<l bulh lo Aachen and Constantinople, saw during his mis.~ions, and incorporated
into the building to become the bishop's chapel within the cathedral complex. Sec Ycz.ic. Crkva Sv.
'J'rojstva (Sv. /)onata) u i'.adru, Zagreh, 198:'>.
The first scholar to signal Carolingian influence in a majo1· way was Tomislav Marasovic. "Carnlingian lnfluenr.es in Early Medieval Architecture in Dalmatia", Actes du XIXe Congres d'histoire de t'art,
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The earliest monument of the whole group is probably St. Martha in Bijaci (fig 65). The
duke had his court there already in 852, while the church itself is recorded in 892. It is reasonable to assume that the church existed in 852. The court must have existed at Bijaci
some time before 852, and the church may date back to the period of initial Christianizatiun around 800, since one may postulate that a ruler's estate would have had a church at
the earliest possible dale. 68

61. Rovanjska, St.
George, 9'h/1011' ct.;
62. Zadar, St. Lawrence,
101h/J1 1h ct.

The building, now in ruins, has been erected on the site of an Early Christian aisled church
with a rounded apse and a polygonal baptistery at the southern flank. The ninth century
church consists of an aisled nave with a rectangular apse and a bulky western tower. The
tower is accessible from the west and the south, the latter entrance possibly reserved for
the ruler, as the court itself may have been on that side. In addition, there was probably a
gallery on the second story reserved for the ruler and his retinuc.69
The nave was separated from the aisles by two pairs of rectangular piers, probably supporting a continuous barrel vault. It is indicated thal the vaults indeed existed, by crude,
but strong buttresses added at the southeastern and southwestern corner of the church in
the late Middle Ages to secure the vaulting construction which threatened to collapse; the
lack of any wall articulation seems to favor a continuous vaulting system. The thickness of

6

~

69

Paris, 1958, pp 117-121. l fully acknowledge my indehtedness as I developed his suggestions in my dissertation, and further on, until today. For fine contributions of Miljenko Jurkovic to the same topic
sec my 2006 book, bibliography, sub voce.
Marko Kostrencic, et al, eds, Codex Diplomaticus Regni Crot1tiae., Dalmatiae ac Slavoniae, Zagreb.
1968. fl() 4-6, 23-24.
On significance of westworks and western annexes, notes 19, and 6.1 above.
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63. Blizna, St. Mary, 9'h
ct.; 64. Biskupija: a) St.
Cecilia, b) Bukorovica
podvornice, c) Lopuska
glavica, all 9,h ct.

the walls (70 centimetel's for a fourteen meters long church) is another argument for the
existence of the vaults.
St. Martha displays certain local features, such as the archaic basilican plan with only one
apse, the predominance of the straight lines found surprisingly often in early Croatian
buildings (this feature will be discusse<l at more length latel'), and the use of piel's.7° Yet,
the columns of the earlier church must have been available on the spot, for their bases have
been discovered underneath the floor of the Pre-Romanesque building. The western tower,
although not in bond with the west fa<;:ade, is probably of the same date as the rest, as there
is no apparent difference in masonry.
Some of the clements present in Bijaci reappear, on a more monumental scale, in the
church in Crkvina in Biskupija, probably dedicated to St. Mary and St. Stephen (figs 53,
66).1 1 The excavations have revealed a complex consisting of an aisled church with a flat
chevet. This latest element was recently questioned, and a single semicircular apse was
suggcstcd.n However, it is hard to imagine that anything could be firmly concluded on
the basis of re-examination of a meager traces of architecture excavated twice before, the
first time in an amateur way more than a 100 years ago. The church body is preceded by
an aisled two-story western massif and a transversal porch. The group of buildings to the
north of the church, arranged around a rectangular courtyard, has been identified as a
monastery, and more recently, and quite convincingly, as a royal residence. 73 The westwork, surprisingly enough, is not in bond with the walls of the church, but with those of
the adjacent buildings. The masonry is the same, however, and one may assume that all the
parts came into being in a fairly dose succession.
'
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In 19781 was aware of 37 cases in which rectilinear shells hid curvilinear spaces. Today, that number
is at least three time.~ more. On Bijaci, as well as on most of the buildings to be analyzed next, .~ee catalogue entries in the Hrvati i Kurolinzi, vol. 2 (St. Ma1'lha, pp 179-J 90).
Stipe Gunjaca, ''Revizija iskopina u Biskupiji", Ljetopis Jugoslavcnske akademije 57 (1956): 9-50. Hrl'ati
i Karolinzi, vol. '../., pp 198··2:iY.
Ante Milosevic. "J)vori hrvalskih vladai·a na Crkvini u Biskupiji k,·aj Knina", ~bornik 'J'umislava
Marasovii:a, Ivo Babic, et al, eds, Split, 2002, pp 199-207.
Sec the previous note..
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The rooms on each side of the ground floor passage of the westwork served as funerary
chambers, containing sarcophagi reassembled from ancient fragments. A nobleman was
buried in the northern chamber, a lady in the southern one. Another distinguished burial
was discovered underneath the lady's sarcophagus, and another one at the western end of
the southern aisle. Each contained a body of a boy. The quality of the spurs, earrings, and
the scraps of clothing discovered within the tombs, indicates a very high, probably royal
status of their occupants. A coin of Basil has been allegedly found in the nobleman's sarcophagus, but it has been lost and it is not quite certain it really belonged to that ruler.
The Croatian rulers did not mint their own money, but used Byzantine coinage. The burial
would have occurred between 867 and 900, after which date the money of Basil I (867-886)
would have probably been considered obsolete. The second story of the wcstwork was accessible only from the monastery/royal residence by the means of a staircase. It may have
served as a ruler's gallery, as, according to Carolingian practice, the ruler may have used
some of the monastic premises as his quarters, or, more likely, it was the royal residence.
Since the walls between the funerary chambers and the passage are inordinately thick,
one is led to assume that they supported some kind of a roof pl'ojectiun above the central
part of the westwork. Judging from the amount of tufa recovered in the course of excavations, the ground floor of the west work, as the church itself, were vaulted.74 The vaults
would have been supported by rectangular piers, and the lack of any articulation favors a
continuous barrel-vault, possibly merging directly with the wall surfaces. There had probably been a uniform gable roof lying directly on the vaults, a practice well known from the
Mediterranean area. 75

65 . .Zazvic and St. Martha in Bijac'.i, 9'" ct.;
66. Biskupija, Crkvina, SS
Mary and Stephen, 9'" ct.

Once again, a blend of local and innovative elements could be noticed. 'f'he plan with a
flat('?) chevet is a local feature, but the complete vaulting of the church, and the developed
form of the westwork (or western annex), apparently combining the functions of a royal
lodge and a mausoleum, is innovative.
74

i,

.

On Crkvina and its tombs, Hrvati i Karolinzi, vol. 2, pp 198-239, with bibliography on each entry. See
also my 2006 book, pp 163-168..
A uniform gable roof lying directly on the vaults is a popular device in some Mcdilerrancan areas,
such as Catalonia, Rousillion, and Greece. For Catalonia, Puig i Cadafalch, Le premier art roman, p
67 ff. For Greece and Macedonia, Gabriel Millel, L'ecole grecque dans l'u.rchilecture byzantine, Paris,
I 916, p 40 ff.
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The choice of the Virgin and St. Stephen as the patrons of the royal mausoleum deserves a
comment. The Virgin is often associated with royal foundations, as witnessed by the dedication of the chapel in Aachen, or by Her prominent position in the Laucles Regiae. SL.
Stephen can also be considered a Saint of the court. His name appears in the l.audes; the
court, and coronation church of the Byzantine Emperors was dedicated to him, and the
greatest treasury of the Palatine Chapel was a relic of the Saint.76 Croatia, as already stated, recognized Frankish overlordship during the period from 800 to about 870, and had a
common border with the Byzantine enclaves in Dalmatia. Dedication of the royal mausoleum to the Virgin and St. Stephen, then, does not seem surprising at all.
Feeble traces of anolher, probably ninth century, church have been discovered in Koljani;
only the western portions of the buildings had been investigated before the site was submerged by an artificial lake. The church was apparently an aisled building, with extremely narrow aisles, the nave preceded by a bulky western tower. As in the case of Bijaci and
Crkvina, there is no articulation of the walls. 77
Another group of churches, best represented by Sl. Spas, the Savior's Church, in Cetina,
may be ascribed to the second half of the ninth or tenth century. St. Spas, the only at least
partially preserved building of the entire group under consideration, is an aisless structure with a trichonch presbytery (replaced in the Late Medieval period by a square chancel) and a two-story westwork preceded by a five-story, tapering tower (figs 21-24). The
presbytery was separaled from Lhe nave by a chuir-screen, the fragments uf which bear an
inscription corroborating the traditional dedication to Christ, and reveal the name of the
founder, Count Gastica (Gastiha) and his mother, Nemira, who built the church in honor
of the Savior.7R The church probably served as the religious center of the County of Cetina.
The huge later medieval necropolis around the church indkates that this was the central
burial place of the people of the County, both noble and common.
The church was vaulted; a fact confirmed by the presence of five pairs of strong, projecting, rounded buLLresses, and by the amount of the tufa, recovered in the course of the investigations (which sufficed to cover the whole floor of the church). The first pair of the
butlresses leans diagonally against the corners of the west work, the second reinforces the
wall separating the wcstwork from the nave, next, two pairs support the nave walls, while
the last one supports the lateral apses. There are also buttress-like thickenings between
the lateral apses and the main one.
The central ground floor chamber of the west work is covered by a groin vault, while the
lateral ones by barrel-vaults. More recently a tomb was discovered in the northern end of
the westwork ground floor. Funerary function is, of course, compatible with western massifs, and, as we will discuss it at more length below, Croatia was no exception.
The vaults support a gallery accessible by the means of a staircase approaching from the
north, and landing on a platform in front of the entrance on the west side of the second
story of the tower. The platform surmounted a porch which is now completely in ruins.
The slaircase issued from a building to the north of the church, the traces of which arc
so meager that its function and form could not be established. The gallery communicated
visually with the nave by the means of three round-headed openings, the central one taller
than the other two, and enframed by pilaster-strips.
This was possibly the place reserved for the Count when he participated in the services.
Both nave and the west work were covered by a uniform gable roof, and except for the tower, the westwork remained indistinguishable from the outside.
·,•
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One can quote from the laudes sung to Charlemagne at St. Riquicr, and recorded in lhc Gallican Psallcr from St. Riquicr (Paris, Bibi. Nat., Lal. 13159). See Heitz, Les recherches, p 158 ff. Also Ernst Kantorowicz, "Ivories and Litanies", Journal of tlte Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, S (1942): 65-81.
Frano Radie, "Ostanci sta,·oh,·atskc crkvc i g,·ohlja u Gornjim Koljanima", Starohrvatska prosvjeta, 5
(1900): 107-122; Hrvati i Karolinzi, vol. 2, 269-271.
Today, the date of c 900 is generally accepted, see Hrvati i Karolinzi. vol. 2, pp 248-251, including lhc
text of lhc inscriplion an<l bibliography.
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The date of the church is unfortunately unknown, but there is a series of indications helping to establish an approximate dating. The dedication to the Savior favors a ninth or tenth
century date, recalling the original or primary iconographic content of the westworks.7 9
The County of Cetina is known to have existed as an administrative unit in the tenth century, if not earlier.8u The plan of the church, with the triconch presbytery, can be explained
as a transitional form between the complex, centralized Pre-Romanesque solutions in general so popular with early Croatian architects, and larger, basilican structures to be discussed in a few moments. The nave of St. Savior is about two meters wider than the nave
of the church in Crkvina (Crkvina is only about twenty kilometers to the west of Cetina).
In Crkvina, the thrust of the nave vaults was compensated for by the aisles which acted
as buttresses. The function of the aisles, in case of St. Savior, is taken over by the rounded
buttresses. Structurally, St. Savior appears more daring. Also, in terms of the articulation
of masses, the Cetina church seems to be a departure from the simple, box-like form of
the ninth century buildings such as Crkvina or St. Martha in Bijaci. While in Crkvina the
only accent was the presumed projection above the roof of the west work, at Cetina a special attention was paid to the plastic emphasis of the two most important sections of the
church, the western end and the presbytery. The walls themselves have been articulated
by the rounded buttresses, which, at the same time, have the important structural role of
strengthening the walls and lending more support to the vaulting system. The external approach to the gallery is the one element that recalls Crkvina, whereas the earliest known
internal staircase appears in the western annex of St. Mary on the Island at Solin, completed not Jong before 976, and to be discussed later. All these arguments suggest that the
Savior's church may postdate Crkvina. Thus, its construction can probably be assigned to
the last decades of the ninth or the first decades of the tenth century.
The ruins of the church in Lopuska Glavica in Biskupija i;how a plan almost completely
analogous to that of St. Savior (Hg 64). It is an aisless church with a triconch presbytery.
There is a tower in front of the whole width of the western fa<;:ade, making it necessary to
reinforce the wei;tcrn part of the church by four pairs of rounded buttresses. There are no
diagonal buttresses, as at the Savior's, a structural archaism which may indicate a somewhat earlier date. 81 In terms of a fa<;ade-wide tower, Lopuska Glavica is recalled by the recently explored church of St. Mary at Blizna, another aisless building with rounded buttresses and a rounded apse, at the very edge of the Highlands above Trogir (fig 63). It is also
related to aristocracy, as fragments of its sculpture mention a "fopan" Stephen. Investigations are still in progress.Kl
Another church with rounded buttresses has been discovered at Bukorovica Podvornicc,
also at Biskupija (fig 64). It is known to have been an aisless building with a rounded apse,
but the form of the western end unfortunately remains unknown. However, here the eastern end recalls Blizna.8 ~ The nave was covered by vaults, the existence of which is suggested by pilasters on the internal faces of the walls apparently carrying transverse arches, and
the quantity of the tufa recovered during the excavations. The walls were reinforced from
without by rounded buttresses.
When I wrote the article I believed that the forms under consideration continued well into
the eleventh century when applied to a more monumental scale. This contention of mine
7
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See above notes 19 and 6l.
Conslanlinc Porphyrogcnitus, De administrandu imperio, Gyula Moravcsik. ed., R.J.H. Jenkins,
transl., Budapest, 194·9, pp 144-145.
Stipe Gunjai:a, "Starohrvat~ka crkva na l.opuskoj glavici u Biskupiji'', Staruhrvalska prusvjeta, 3,d ser.,
:1 (1954): 7-30; Hrvati i Karulinzi, vol. 2, p 210. In the light ofBelaj's work (note 66) one might consider
some other suggestions for the triconchal sanctuaries at Cetina and I.opu.~ka glavica.
I am indebted to Professor lvo Habic for drawing my allcnlion and, in fad, taking m<.: to the church
and to the investigator, Radoslav Bufancic, for additional information; see Radoslav Bufancic, "Nalaz
Gospine crkve iz starohrvatskog doba na grohlju sela Blirna Gornja", Vartal, 9 (2003): 7-9.
Stipe Gunjaca, "Cctvrla starohrvatska crkva u Biskupiji kod Knina i groblje oko nje", Staruhrvatska
prosvjeta, 3rd ser., 2 (1952): 57-80. Hrvati i Kamlinzi, vol. 2, p 198.
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has been questioned, including by myself. The idea that all of the churches with rounded
buttresses came into being in a rather close succession in the second half of the 9'1' and at
the beginning of the W'" century, seems to be a much better solution. R4 The buildings that
we have in mind are primarily lhe Cathedral of Biograd and St. Cecilia at Biskupija, both
aisled, triapsidal churches with a westwork or a western tower. and rounded buttresses. St.
Cecilia, now completely in ruins (fig 64), is the most interesting monument of the whole
group, and should be discussed first. It was a spacious aisled building, the nave being separated from the aisles by three pairs of cruciform piers. The church possessed a westwork
with a lower in front of it. There was an inner communication with the westwork gallery
managed in the southern chamber of the tripartite ground floor. The walls were strengthened by a series of rounded buttresses. Along the southern flank stood two annexes: an
open porch, and a small chapel with an apse pointing to the east.
The quantity of the tufa recovered on the site, as well as the thickness of the walls, indicates that the church was vaulted. In spite of the presence of cruciform piers, the church
was probably covered by barrel vaults on transverse arches, and since the unequal size of
the nave bays would not suit a groin vault solution.
The site was not even properly leveled. so one may conclude that the church was constructed in a hurry. The construction was probably started at the southeastern corner
where the buttress, perpendicular to the church wall, was expected to assume the thrust of
the apse vault only. By the time the northeastern corner was reached, the conception must
have changed. The buttress there is leaning diagonally against the corner, indicating that
by that time the architect had <lecided to cover the whole church with vaults. Maybe a new
man, better versed in engineering problems and of a more daring disposition, look over.
The wall was extended to as far as the third buttress from the east, at which point, with
the foundation of the easternmost pair of piers, it appeared necessary to insert an intermediary buttress not in bond with the wall. On the southern side, the wall may have already
been constructed beyond the third buttress, and when the vaulting was definitely decided
upon, the second and the third buttress (from the east) had to be added. Yet, very soon the
architect was commissioned to provide a lateral porch, so the rest of the buttresses on the
southern side were omitted, the annexes themselves acting as buttresses. The construction of the third buttress was interrupted, and the buttress was partly incorporated into
the apse of the chapel. The westwurk and the western lower, however, were built before the
lateral porch, as the western wall of the porch leans against the important buttress reinforcing the partition wall between the westwork and the church body.

The fragments of interlace sculpture disclose a rare technical perfection and uniformity
of sl yle, confirming that the church must have been erected in a relatively short period
of time. It has been shown rather convincingly that the sculpture dates from the later 9rh
century. 85
Equally monumental in size, but much less consistent in style, is the cathedral of the royal city of Biograd (fig 67). Some features, such as a reduced westwork consisting of only a
bulky western tower, may suggest that the church is derived from St. Cecilia, yet the absence of diagonal buttresses and the use of rounded piers (or columns), intermingled with
rectangular supports in an apparently irregular way, make it appear more archaic. Judging from the thickness of the walls, the close distance between the supports, and the presence of wall pilasters, the church was vaulted. The substitution of simple supports for the
84

85
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The crc<lil for this correction should be given primarily to Iva Petric.;ioli, Prilug diskusiji o starohrvatskim crkvama s obtim kontraforima, Zagrcb,1980, and "Crkva Sv. Spasa na vrelu Cetine", Stamhrvatska prosvjeta, :1"1 ser., 2'.2. (1995): 19-28), and Tomislav Marasovil, Graditeljstvo starohrvatskog doba,
pp 167-169.
Marasovic, previous note, p 193; Hrvati i Karulinzi. vol. 2, pp 241-244. Stipe (iunjaca, "Ostaci starohrvatskc crkvc Sv. Cec:ilije na Stupovima u Biskupiji kraj Knina", Staruhrvatska prosvjeta, 3,<1 scr., 5
(1956): 65-127. The plan of St. Cecilia with its heavy cruciform piers recalls some early Romanesque
vaulted churches in Catalonia, i.e. San Pere de Casscrcs (aboul 1010), Cohancr (after l069). or Mur
(after. 1069); sec Puig i Cadafalch, /,e premire art roman, p 74 ff.
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complex ones of St. Cecilia appears as an archaic feature, but one should not forget that
the building stood in a coastal city, and the
coast displayed a strong preference for simpler, columnar supports. On the other hand,
Biograd was the favorite royal residence, especially during the second half of the eleventh century, with close connections to Knin,
another royal city located in the Highlands
just five kilometers from Biskupija. It seems,
therefore, that the Cathedral of Biograd represents a modification of the Highlands type
under the influence of the architecture of the
coastal cities. The first recorded bishop of Biograd is Theodosius, mentioned in 1059-60;
today, the cathedral is also dated to c 900,
with a proviso that some scholars think that
the western tower may be an 11'1' century addition. The site was totally devastated long time ago, and there is little chance of finding
any additional evidence.80

••
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67. Biograd, Cathedral,
9'h ct.(?)

Another building, in the western Lowlands, almost exactly half-way bet ween Biograd and
Knin, seems lo reflect an influence of the Highlands architecture. It is the church at Zaivic
(fig 65), at the foot of the Hill of Bribir, the seat of the Subics, Counts of Bribir, one of the
most powerful families of the realm. The church consists of an aisled nave, a deep rounded
apse, and a westwork, the plan of which recalls St. Cecilia and St. Savior. From the relative
thi nncss of the walls and the absence of any consistent system of buttressing, one may deduce that the church was covered by a timber roof. The disposition of the piers as indicated
on the only plan ever made is at best strange, and it seems insufficient to carry any kind of
roof. One should probably imagine another pair of piers in bet ween the two marked on the
plan and some kind of wall projections at the entrance to the apse. The deep apse, paved by
opus signinum, recalls late Antique Adriatic practice, and it probably formed a part of an
Early Christian church. The fairly advanced masonry of the whole may suggest an eleventh
century date. One believes that the form of the church could be explained as a provincial,
less daring variant of the style radiating from the strong center al'Ound Knin. At the foot of
the Hill of Bribir, the seat of the Counts of Bribir, the church may have served as the central ecclesiastical structure of the county, like St. Savior at Cetina. The westwork gallery
may have been reserved for the Counts, members of the Subic family, while the tombs in
the ground floor indicate that it was also used as a mausoleum. A revison at Zazvic is more
than indicated, especially in the light of the fact that the fragments of interlace sculpture
seem to indicate an earlier, 9,h century, date. 87
Probably under the influence of the buildings just discussed, a western annex also appears
in a limited number of churches which otherwise do not have too much in common with
them. In the eleventh century, a complex, two-story westwork with a tower was added to
the cruciform church of St. Lawrence in Zadar, dating possibly from c 900, but the dates
of St. Lawrence and its parts were also questioned by more recent investigators who seem
to favor a later, l l 'h century date. In the same city one finds a tower attached lo the west
side of St. Mary (the "Stomorica" church), a hexachora constructed probably in the eleventh century.88 About the same time a westwork with a tower was added in front of the oc"
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Goss, Pre-Romanesque Architecture in Croatia, 2006, 179-180 for a brief summary of Lhe issues and
pertinent liLeralure. Also, Hrvati i Karolinzi, vol. 2, pp 195-196.
Goss, ibid, p 180. Hrvati i Karolinzi, vol. 2, p 354.
Kostrencic, Codex Diplomaticus, pp 25-28; lvo PeLJ'icioH, "Lik Zadra u srcdnjcm vijcku", Radovi Jugosl1mmske akademije u Zadru 11-12 (1965): 14,8; and. "Crkva Stomorica (Sv. Marije de Pusterla) u Za<lru'', Diadora 4 (1968): 247-270. Marasovic, (iraditeljstvo, p 196, 20!!-209.
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tachora at Oslje, dating probably from the tenth century.89 The church of the royal monastery of SS Peter and Moses at Solin, a building which otherwise, in terms of a rational
correspondence between the organization of space and mass, and arrangement of inner
and outer supports, displays early Romanesque characteristics, was also provided with a
western tower, the ground floor of which served as a mausoleum, and which most likely
contained a gallery on the second floor (figs 35, 62).Yo
Three more buildings which cannot be included into the group under consideration, but
which were all in one way or another linked to the ruling dynasty, were provided with
western annexes. The western massif of St. Mary and St. Stephen at Solin which acted as
royal mausolea will be discussed in detail below. Very similar to its endonarthex is the
western annex of the church of the royal monastery of St. John (around 1070) in Biograd
(figs 20, 35). The two churches have something else in common. Namely. the complex interior organization is in no way reflected by the position and form of the pilaster-strips
articulating the exterior walls. This is an indication that the annexes were covered by
the same roof as the nave, and that the buildings, from without, appeared as simple, solid
blocks. The annexes of this kind do not necessarily have to be explained as a reduction of
a Carolingian model, but rather as influenced by the Early Christian or Early Byzantine
tradition of porches or narthexes. The two-story western annex of St. Donat in Zadar (late
eight or early ninth century; the first phase of the building is nowadays convincingly dated
to c 750), distantly reminiscent of that of San Vitale in Ravenna, is another example of the
same kind (fig 13).91
One can argue that the idea of using a more monumental form of western annex, an idea
which we believe to be of Carolingian origin, was very carefully integrated with the local tradition, and that the forms such as the almost completely preserved westwork of the
Savior's Church at Cetina, or the analogous destroyed westwork of St. Cecilia in Biskupija
and the church at Za7.vic were arrived at by placing a tower in front of a two-story annex,
such as found at St. Mary at Solin. The two-story western annex was most probably indistinguishable from without, so the buildings with a "complete westwork", i.e. the two-story
annex plus the tower (Savior's Church at Cetina, St. Cecilia in Biskupija, church at Zaivic)
displayed the same silhouette as those provided with a tower only (St. Martha at Bijaci,
Cathedral of Biograd, churches al Koljani and Lopuska Glavica). But the west work with a
tower, even though the two-story part may have been totally integrated into the silhouette, hrought about a radical change of the silhouette itself. The church has become bi-polar and both poles have been plastically enriched; the western end by a tower, the eastern
by a trefoil (Cetina, Lopuska Glavica) or compact triapsidal chevet (St. Cecilia at Biskupija, Biograd Cathedral). As opposed to the stressing of the central part of the building by
a dome, a practice common to about fifty per cent of recorded early Croatian buildings,
the accent was placed on the functionally most important parts, the entrance fo:,:ade and
the sanctuary.
Another feature worth at least brief mention is the form of the buttresses (fig 22). Rounded buttresses are found in six of the buildings discussed above (Cetina; Lopuska Glavica,
Bukorovica Podvornice and St. Cecilia, all in Hiskupija; Biograd Cathedral; to which today
we must add also St. Mary at Blizna). Their role is twofold: to strengthen the walls, and to
break the monotony of the wall's blank uniform surfaces. The incentive for the use of buttresses may have come from the Salonitan Early Christian basilicas, such as those of St.
Domnios at Manastirine, or the Basilica ofl-'ive Martyrs at Kapljuc. However, in Salonitan
~9
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Mal'asovic, ibid, pp 196-198.
Most recently, Mate Zekan, "Krunidhena ba:dlika kralja Zvonimira SS Petra i Mojsija", Starohrvatska
prosvjel:a, 3,d sci:., 27 (2000): 219-260; also Goss, Pre-Romanesque A,·chtt:ecture in Croatia, 2006, pp
192-191.
On the 11 11' century hasil icas in Croatia, Miljcnko Jurkovic, "L'architecture du prcmkl' age roman en
Cl'Oatic", Hortus artium medievalium 6 (2000): 8:1-92. On St Donal sec note 67.
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architecture, the pilaster-strips, rectangular in form, had no structural function.92 The
rounded shape of the buttresses may instead have been suggested by the colonnades of engaged columns or semi-columns, as they appear in ancient pseudo-periptcral structures,
or which occur, more than once, within the Palace of Diocletian at SpliL.93 But, again in the
hands of early Croatian architects, an ancient decorative motif was turned into a structural one. The "Caves" or underground chambers of the Palace may have also served as a textbook for vaulting. In the eyes of Croatian rulers and their architects, it is easy to account
for the interest for the Palace of Diocletian. 'l'he Croatian King may have seen himself as a
lawful heir to the Emperor; thus, besides incorporating the clements of the contemporary
imperial architecture of the west, the royal architects may have been inspired by the forms
of the local, ancient imperial structures. Another different possibility is discussed below
under the heading of "What Josef Strzygovski did not know".
In spite of innovations it would be erroneous to consider the "royal" buildings Romanesque. As we have seen, most of the buildings discussed were vaulted but the interior and
exterior were not related and their supporting elements did not correspond. The architects
understood some structural problems; they were, for example, aware of the usefulness of
diagonal buttressing, but they failed to bind the buttresses and piers into a logical and indissoluble structural system. They only started to wrestle with the problems of plastic articulation of the body, and left at least a part of their westworks indistinguishable from
without. They also failed to develop any consistent system of wall decoration which would
have undedined and emphasized the main lines of architecture. We believe that the "royal"
building should be interpreted as an original, provincial version of Pre-Romanesque architecture inspired to a great extent by Carolingian models.
There is another work of art - a work of sculpture - which seems to confirm our thesis
that the East Adriatic coastland was receptive to western Carolingian and Ottonian models. This is the already mentioned relief from the baptistery of Split (fig 54). This is not the
place to reopen the long and often heated debate as to the subject of the work: King receiving homage of a vassal·~ Maicstas Domini? Parable of the Debtor? The fact that the King's
attendant used to "hold" a sword in his hands (traces of the weapon, obliterated at some
unknown point in the past, arc still visible) being, thus a sword-bearer, speaks strongly in
favor of the first interpretation, very ably argued for by Karaman half a century ago. The
analogies between the representation and the rulers' representations in Carolingian and
Ottonian art have been noticed before, and the point that the relief depends on a Carolinglan/Ottonian model remains, and, we believe, further supports the thesis of the openness
of the Early Medieval Croatia to Carolingian ideas. A reevaluation on a monumental scale
has been undertaken by Igor Fiskovic, who has reached a conclusion that the attendant
held a scroll, and was, consequently, a churchman, and that the date of the relief should be
around the middle of the 1i.th century. But, whether a sword or a scroll, a 9th or l 1'h century
date, the fact remains that the source of the representation is among imperial portraits of
the Carolingians or Ottooians?1
It may have become evident by now that the number of works we believe experienced an
influence of such ideas is rather limited. The buildings possibly affected by Carolingian influence account for about 5% of early Croatian recorded monumenls. It is noteworthy that
the "modern", western forms seem to have attracted the interest of only the higher classes, and that, provisionally at least, one may maintain that they resulted in a kind of court
art, in opposition to a more conservative attitude of the majority of early Croatian buildings, harking back to earlier, pre-Slavic, traditions of the country. And, exactly in opposi91
'
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On Early Christian basilicas in Sa Iona, Ejnar Dyggve, Jlisto1-y of Salonitan Christianity, Oslo, 1951,
chapter one through four.
This possibility was indicated by Tomislav Marasovic in his doctoral dissertation "Sr.slcrol isni lip u
ranosrednjovjekovnoj arhitekturi Dalmacije", :t.agreh Univcr.sily, 1958, I, p 48. I am also indebted to
Professor Rohcrl G. Calki11s, my advisor at Cornell University. for having drawn my attention to the
fact that the rounded form of the buttresses may have been inspired hy engaged columns.
Above note 64.
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tion to this prevalent traditionalism, the recognition of the fact that some among the most
important architectural monuments of the country bear marks of Carolingian influence
both widens and deepens our insight into the internal development of the art of the Eastern Adriatic and sheds more light on its international ties.
The corpus of early Croatian architecture before c 1100 shows co-existence of various currents and undercurrents which all have to be carefully studied if one is to obtain a more
exact and more truthful picture of the artistic developments in the Eastern Adriatic area
in the period before the Romanesque. And, if we may add, what was true of Croatia, was
true of most of Europe. And here is the confirmative value of a view from the Southeast,
which will be reaffirmed as we go on.
New suggestions, such as dating the entire group of the churches with rounded buttresses
to a few decades around 900, do not weaken the main thrust of my 1978 study. 'l'he great
exhibition, "The Croats and the Carolingians", held in Split in 2001, does not, either. Before
raising objections of my own, I need to say a few more words about an aspect and a monument already mentioned above. The aspect is the funerary function of the early Croatian
westworks and western annexes, the monument SS Mary and Stephen in Salona (fig 20).
Both items were the topic of my article "'two Early Croatian Royal Mausolea" (Peristil
18-19, 1975-76), thus before the study just presented above?• My most recent conclusions,
expressed in my 1996 book, and reiterated in 2006, are as follows:
Certain similarities with the South Dalmatian domed type - aisleless most often three-bay
churches with a dome within a square turret (see St. Peter at Priko at Omis with which we
have begun our analysis of differences between the Pre-Romanesque and the Romanesque,
figs 55, 56) - are revealed by a much larger building in Central Dalmatia, St. Stephen (or,
according to some, St. Mary) on the Island at Solin/Salona. The church was excavated and
studied by Bulic and Dyggve, and again by Rapanic and Jclovina in the seventies.96 Dyggve offered a reconstruction showing an aisled, four bay building, with an apse rounded
within and rectangular without, the bays being separated by square piers. The disposition
of the two easternmost pairs of piers indicates the presence of a dome, most likely encased
within a square turret. The exterior walls were decorated by pilaster strips. The silhouette
would have indeed recalled buildings of the South Dalmatian type. In front of that aisled
body there was an endo- and exonarthex. The two-story endonarthex served as a funerary chapel, and this is where the remains of the sarcophagus of Queen Jelena (died 976)
were found. The gallery of the endonarthex was accessible by means of a stairway in the
southern section of a tripartite, two story exonarthex, the central part of which provided
the main entrance to the church, and the northern section an access to a lateral annex.
Judging from the disposition of pilaster strips, evenly spread all along the walls, the entire
building probably appeared from the outsi<le as one solid block, covered hy one uniform
gable. A 13'1' century source (Thomas Archidiaconus, Hi.~toria Salonitana) credits Queen
Jelena with the construction of the churches of St. Mary and St. Stephen, the latter being
the mausoleum of Croatian Kings.~7 But a closer study of what is today the eastern wall
of the endonarthex discloses some striking elements. There is a trace of a stepped portal,
quite unique in early Croatian architecture. Pilasters on that wall show no decorative or
structural relationship to the endonarthex - they were parts of a decor of a free-standing
fac;:ade' So the western annexes were not unlikely additions made by the Queen, who may
have also restored the church; which must have been at least somewhat earlier, reconfirming that Pre-Romanesque architects were capable of fairly complex assignments at an early
95
9~
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Vladimir Gvozdanovic, "Two .F.arly Croatian Royal Mausolea", Peristil 18-19 (1975-1976): 5-JO.
f'ran Bulic, "lzvjestaj o crkvi Sv. Marijc od Otoka j nadgrohnom natpisu kraljice Jelene", Vjesnik Hr·
vatskog arheoloskog drustva, n.s. 14 (1901: 1-18; Dyggve, History of Salonitan Christianity, p 130ff;
Lovre Katie, "Zaduzbine hrvatskc kraljicc felene na Otoku u Solinu", Rad Jugoslavenske akademije 306
(1955): 187-219; Zeljko Rapanic, and Duje Jelovina, "Rcvizija istrazivanja i nova interpretacija arhitektonskih kompleksa na Otoku u Solinu", Vjcsnik za arheologiju i historiju dalmalinslw 70-71 (1977):
107-1%.
Thomas Archidiaconus, Historia Salonitana, ed. F. Racki, Zagreb, 1894. p 55.
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date. One is tempted to recall the example of the Queen's namesake, St. Helen, buried in a
mausoleum attached to the front of the Roman church of SS Pietro and Marcellino.9R
Until not long ago it was believed that another church, the ruins of which had been found a
few feet to the south, was "St. Stephen". Although the debate is still going on, it seems that
the meager traces found there date from a much later period. As we have shown, the other royal mausoleum, at Crkvina in Biskupija (fig 66), was almost certainly dedicated to SS
Mary and Stephen, and their choice of patrons of royal structure is anything but unusual.
The custom of using the areas in front or at the entrance of a sacred building for burials
was known to both Antiquity and the Middle Ages?1 In Christian architecture the practice may go back as far as Constantinian and Post-Constantinian times. 1110 In the period
chronologically closer to our examples one may point out the Asturian Pantheum.~ such
as Saintianes de Pravia (774-783) and the churches of the Savior and the Virgin at Oviedo (around 800). 'f'hese royal mausolea have been reconstructed as vaulted chambers at
the entrance to the church supporting a gallery. The custom was not unknown to Anglo-Saxon England. Thus, Abbot Aestermine had himself buried in the porch in front of
the church of Monkwearmouth (after 674). Burials in the area in front of the church were
also practiced in Grand Moravia, where the atl'ium-like western annex with a westernized
apse of the church at Sady is especially notcworthy.101
Within the lands that were to form the core of the Carolingian Empire one should recall
the example of Pepin the Short who ordered himself to be interred in front of the church
of St. Denis, the reason being his desire to be trodden upon by the faithful, thus expiating the harshness that his father, Charles Martel, displayed toward the Church. This decision was to some extent reversed by Charlemagne, who constructed a porch to provide
for a more monumental setting for his father's tomb.Hl2 The western apse of the church of
St. Cyriakus at Sulzburg served as the burial place of Count Birchtilo of Breisgau, who had
had the church constructed around 990-993. 103
No local Antique or Late Antique model of early Croatian mausolea has so far been discovered. Yet, one may, at this point, recall the Mausoleum of St Anastasius at Marusinac
at Solin (about 300), originally a free-standing building, later on attached to the atrium of
a basilica constructed around 425. 10'1
The annexes we have been discussing were hardly given any special exterior treatment.
The western annex of St. Mary at Solin, as already mentioned, was probably completely indistinguishable from the outside. This may again recall the Asturian examples. The
well preserved church of San Salvador de Valdedios (about 893) is provided by a tripartite two-story western annex, fairly similar to the presumed form of the exonarthex of St.
Mary on the Island. Yet, viewed from the outside, the church appears as a solid block. 105
More generally, one should also note the marked predilection for straight lines, right angles and rectangular projections, by both Spanish builders - Visigothic, Asturian and Mo~~
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Krautheimer, Studies, pp .11-32.
Grahar, Martyrium, part five passim.
Kr.authcimer, Studies, 27-34. St Helen's Mausoleum wa.~. as alr.ea<ly stated, attached to the front of the
basilica of SS Pietro and Marcellino; Constantine's Mausoleum, built probably by Constantius afler
359, may have stood in front of the Constantinopolitan church of the Apostles.
For Asturia see Jose Puig i Cadafolch, L'art wisigothique el ses survivances, Paris, 1961, 92 f; A. Bonet
Correa, Spanish Pre-Romanesque Art, Barcelona, 1968, 86f. For England, Taylor and 'l'aylor, Anglo-Saxon Architecture, 1963, vol. l, pp 443, 442-44:t For Moravia, Josef CibL1lka, ''J:an;hitecture de
h Grande-Moravie en !Xe siecle a lumiere des ,·cccnts dccouvcrtcs", L'information d'histoire de ['art
11 (1962): 1.:n.
Jean Hubert, L'art pre-roman, Paris, 1938, 19-20. Summer McK. Crosby, The Abbey ofSt Denis, 2 vols,
New Haven, 1942, vol. I, p 118 ff.
Backes and Dolling, 1\rt ofthe Dark Ages, p 169.
Dyggve, History, 78-79.
Bonet Correa, Spanish />re-Romanesque Art, 176 ffV. Lamperez i Romea, Historia de la Arquitectura
Cristiana Espagnola en la Edad Media, Madrid, 19:~o, pp 257-260.
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zai·ahic - and their Croatian colleagues. The same is lrue of numerous .A ngJo-Saxon examples and some of Grand M.oravian C11urchcs. 1<,r In early Crnatian architecture the apse
rounded both inside and out was reserved almost exclusively for cenlrnlized buildings and
larger basilicas.
i\ not her question which should be raised in connecLion with the concentration of the Roy-

al Buildings in the Highlands, especially in Biskupija is: what was indeed at Biskupijct°?
'!'his thorny problem has never been quite solved. The argurnents that Biskupija (the "Bishopric") was lhe site of the Cathedral of Knin, attractive as they are, are not conclusive.
There is little doubt that Biskupija was a royal estate throughout the Early Croatian period
(9-11' 11 c) (figs 64, 66). In the I l'h century it may have been the seal of lhe Croalinn Bishop.
It was referred to also as "Five Churches in Kosovo" (Kosovo, the Field of Blackbirds, being
the ancient name of the high land plateau in the midst of which sils Hiskupija), and indeed
:c,G ror Visigothi<.; examples (SanLa Cnmha de Bande, San Pedro de Nave) sec I.ampere;,: i Romea, His-

toria, pp 181-189. ror Asturian examples (Sanlianr:s de l'ravia, Santa Cristina de Lena, Santullano,
San Migur:I ck Lillo, San Salvador de Valdedios, San Salvador de Priesn1), ibid, pp :n1-:n4, '.{40-'.H7,
351-362, and Bond Corn:a, Spa,1ish I'm· Nonume.sque Art, pp 86-89, 102-108, 150-193, 202-209. For
Mozarahic churches (Santa Maria de Mck1uc, San /vi igur:I <fo Escalada, Santiago de Peria Iba, Santa
.M.ari.a de .Lebcna), l.ampr.rr.7. i Romea, Historia, pp 251-259, 263-268, 276-279. f'or a rnorr. up-to-chll:r.
view Arias Paramo. Prerromanico 1\sturiano, passim. for I.:ngland, Taylor, Anglo-Saxon Architecturr, vol. I, pp 49 ff, S2 ff, 86 ff (Barrow, Barton-on-Humber, Br,1clfordon-.A.von). For Moravia, Cihuka,
''J:an;hitccture", pp 5-.1.3 (Church at Modra, Churches No. 2a, 2b. 8 and 10 at Mikul<:ice, Chur(;h af
Vysoka Zahrada).
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five early Croatian (plus another Early Christian) churches were discovered there. 101 That
fifth, yet completely unknown building, underneath the much later orthodox church of
St. Trinity, is known to have been, according to an 18th century description, an octagonal
building thus not unlike the Cathedral of Split (fig 68). Was the ancient Diocletian's Mausoleum invoked here because the building was indeed linked to the Croatian Bishop, who
wanted to emulate his competitor, the Archbishop of Split, and his Cathedral? Or was it
invoked as a mausoleum of an ancient monarch, who may have been seen by Croatian rulers as their local predecessor?108 (figs 22, 64). These are merely hypotheses, voiced while
waiting for the church to be finally excavated.
A thought should be given also to the possible function of the churches at the Lopuska
Glavica and Bukorovica Podvornice. The church at the Lopuska Glavica, on the top of a
fairly steep and prominent hill, may have been a protective chapel built in honor of St.
Michael, guarding the entire area of Biskupija and its population, both royal and common. It should be noted that the famous shrine of St. Michael at Le Puy is, essentially,
a polyconchal structure, a feature not absent at the Lopuska Glavica. The church at the
Bukurovica Podvornice, may have been a private chapel of a nobleman's estate. StyJistically, these buildings and St. Cecilia make a group, leaving the fourth known church, at
Crkvina, an exception.
Some attractive, albeit risky, conclusions follow:
SS Mary and Stephen at Crkvina preceded the rest of the church buildings at Biskupija. l.t
was a monastic building (?) or a church of a ruler's estate, and a mausoleum to Duke Branimir and his family, or of one of his predecessors. When Branimir died without an heir
in 892, to be succeeded by a member of the main branch of the Trpimirovic family, Duke
Muncimir, the main branch took possession of Biskupija, and introduced a new style. As
the main branch had its seats around Split - at Bijaci, at Rizinice, at Solin - this seems
quite logical. The Lopuska Glavica church was added as a part of a typical medieval landscape scheme. And, given that the Crkvina building was associated with the previous rulers, and was a funerary church, there appeared a need to quickly build a larger building,
St. Cecilia at the Stupovi, as, so to say, an "ordinary" church for an outstanding congregation, with a westwork and a western tower indicating a frequent presence of the ruler
himsclf.109
It would be unprofitable to speculate too much about a totally unknown building, the one
at St. Trinity, but one should be reminded that the end of the ninth and the beginning of
the tenth century is a period of a struggle between the See of Split and the Croatian Bishops of Nin (from Theodosius to Grgur of Nin). Did the Croatian Bishop commission the
building and on purpose chose the form of the Cathedral of his opponent, in order to emphasize his own rights and power?110
I submitted the above as a set of working hypotheses in my 1996 book, and the hypothesis
already needs tu be seriously questioned. The churches with rounded buttresses have hecn
attributed to the reign of Duke Branimir, a "sign" of his coming to power. lt has been pointed out that we are dealing with a stylistically compact architectural phenomenon, occurring within a single generation of architects, i.e. several decades. The more archaic Crkvina would have been a mausoleum of an earlier ruler, and, as an important building was
thoroughly refurbished in the 11th century. 111 Be it as it may, Biskupija was a very important
princely seat, it contained a princely mausoleum, and much of the building went on under
Branimir who could be credited with the Stupovi, Lopuska Glavica and Bukurovica Pod101
108
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See notes 71-74 above.
Goss, Pre-Romanesque Architecture, 2006, p 176.
Ibid, pp 177-178.
Jbi<l, p 178,

u, Vladimir P. Goss, Pre-Romanesque Architecture in Croatia, Zagreb, 1996, pp 112-H'i:; also notes 84
and 8~ above.
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vornice. The late ninth and early tenth century also seems to be the most likely time for
the building of the octagonal "fifth church", reminiscent of the Cathedral of Split.11').
And now, let us revisit the Southeastern Border of Carolingian architecture in the context
of the Francia Media.
As already stated, when in 1978 I published my Cahiers archeologiques paper, 1 considered the matter mostly closed. It was evident that within the core of the Early Medieval
Croatian state, the Dalmatian Highlands around Knin, there existed a group of buildings
displaying some characteristics of the contemporary Carolingian architecture, indu<ling
one of the most innovative and impressive features of medieval architecture in general, the
westwork. The buildings could be related to the ruling family and the highest officials of
the state, and the best preserved example, the church at the source of the Cetina, even bore
a dedication to the Savior. Of course, my colleagues have made some useful amendments,
chronology has been refined, one more church was discovered in the Dalmatian Highlands
(St. Mary al Blizna, fig 63), and, right now, an impressive related building is being explored
at the other end of the counlry, at J.obor in Tranasmontane Croatia, to the northwest of
Zagreb (figs 69-72).m The magnificent exhibition "The Croats and the Carolingians" held
in Split in 2000, made amply manifest the Carolingian pl'esence in the entire ninth centuGoss. 2006, p 171!.
m Miljenko Jurkovic, "Crkvc s we.~twerkom na istocnoni Jadranu'', Prilozi povijesti umjetnosti u J)ulmaciji 26 (191!6-87): 61-86, and "L'cglisc e \'etat en Croatie au IXc sicclc - hi prohlem du massif occi<lcnlal Caroliogicn", I lnrtus artium medievalium. '.{ (I 997): 23-40; Tomislav Marasovic, "We.stwerk
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ry Croatia, from Slavonia, to Dubrovnik, to Dalmatia, to !stria, to Western Bosnia, in history, archeology, architecture, art, epigraphy, written documents. As I started preparing
my 2006 book on Croatian Pre-Romanesque architecture, it dawned upon me that in spite
of my own books and articles, in spite of fine efforts made by my colleagues, in spite of the
Croats and the Carolingians, there are quite a few points worthy of reconsidering.
The problem as I sec it is: whereas there is no doubt. that the above mentioned group of
monuments is rooted in Carolingian practices, we have no clear idea of how and from
where those impulses reached what in the ninth century was the extreme Southeast of the
Carolingian world. Who were transmitters, how did they communicate their ideas to the
local patrons and builders, and why those reacted the way they did?
The entire area settled by the Croats and related tribes, the land between the Drava and
Southern Dalmatia, and from !stria to Western Bosnia, was since the end of the 8'" through
the third quarter of the 9"' century politically dependent on Carolingian empire via Furlanian March, and the Patriarchate of Aquileia. As we have already seen, Croatian rulers,
first dukes, then, as of 925, kings, had their court arranged along the Carolingian lines, and
their political and administrative practices in many ways reflected those of their Carolingian overlords.114
Inscriptions and written sources bear witness to the presence of Frankish missionaries and
masons (Garibertus, Gumpcrtus, 'l'heudebertus, Hurocus, Carolus), even some fairly distinguished Carolingian intellectuals (Gotschall< the Saxon, 811,6-848).115
Today, four of the churches I considered in my 1978 article, at Bijaci, Koljani, Zazvic and
Cl'kvina in Biskupija, are dated toward the earlier years of the 9,1, century. Crkvina, in
Biskupija (''Villa regale") near Knin, dedicated to SS Mary and Stephen, was the mausoleum of a "dux gloriosus et praeclarus" buried in the western annex along with more
than a dozen other distinguished people. The earlier 9'h century dating, favored by recent researchers, is far from certain, but it is probably correct for St. Martha at Bijaci, and
the church at Koljani, while somewhat questionable for Crkvina, and the poorly known
church at Zaivic (figs 64-66).UG At Bijaci, where a curtis of Croatian dukes stood in the
first half of the 9rh century, we have epigraphic evidence of a Frankish (or Langobard) cleric, most likely a missionary, Gumpertus, and we can follow his progress from a "diaconus"
to "presbyter".U7 Thel'e must have been more such men, primarily clel'ics, who gave advice
to their new local patrons, while the masons probably came from Dalmatian cities.m Was
u hrvatskoj predl'omanici", in Miljenko Jurkovic, and Tugomir Luldic, eds., Radunje prvog hrvatskog
kultu.rnog pejsaia, 1996, pp 215-23(); Petricioli, note ll4 above.
w See note 62-64 ahove.
n; lfrvati i Karolinzi, vol. 1, pp 293-295 (Gotschalk), and the contribution hy Ve<lrana Dclonga, "Pismenost karolinskog doba i njeni hrvatski odjeci - lalinska epigraficka bastina u hrvatskim krajevima",
11

•
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pp:l.16-249.
I lrvati i Karolinzi, vol. 2, sub voce.

Ibid, sub voce.
The reader would have noticed ccrlain hesitancy on my part in using the terms "westwork" and
"weslcrn annex", which should be understandable given Lobheday\, in my opinion important, distinction between the westwork proper (e.g. Centula, Corvey), a complex multistory tower like structure often linked with the mosl powerful members of the society, and a "westbau" (western annex), a
variety of structures added to the western end of the church, often of funerary (memorial) function,
but in terms of both the form and cont1mt di fferenl from the typical west work model (Lobbedey, op.
cit.., p 92). Needless to say, distinguishing between the two is not always easy, but I would venture lo
suggest that in Croatia western massifs of St. Savior at Cetina, St. Cecilia at Hiskupija, and the church
at Zazvic (if confirmed hy a re-investigation) come closest to being true westworks (one might add,
should the current investigations confirm so, St. Mary Gorska at Lobor). Two later examples, St. Lawrence in Zadar, and the church at Oslje, have western massifs Lhat come close to the original model.
The hulky western tower of equally later SS Peter and Moses at Sulin (c 1070), could be seen as a sort
of"monumental reduction". Next, there are fairly complex western annexes that served as mausolca (a
function not absent from more "p,·oper" west works, such as at the Savior's church and Zazvic), e.g. at
Crkvina and Otok. Finally, there are western towers, possibly reductions of the original form; i .opuska
Glavica, Blizna, the Cathedral at Biograd, Koljani, Hijaci. The last mentioned church is an especially
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73. Zalavar, Pre-Romanesque church, 9'11 ct.

the famous Saxon Gotschalk, present at Trpimir's court 846-48, a perennial traveler from
one important Carolingian monastery to another - Corbie, Corvey, Hautvillers, Orbais,
among the transmitters of the idea'? [tis known that Gotschall< had some influence on the
Cyning, and he even tried to teach Trpimir the idea of predestination!LL9 An almost exceptional feature for the 9th century is a complete vaulting of rather spacious buildings, indkated by large quantities of the tufa stone found within ruins (in some cases enough to
cover the entire area of a building!).12°
While Frankish missionaries and missi dominici came to Croatia, Croatian early ninth
century dukes - Horna, later on Braslav, or their emissaries - in case of Ljudevit and Borna - went to the Imperial councils; so did the rulers of Lower Pannonia (incorporating also the Pannonian lands nowadays inhabited by the Croats) Pribina and Kotzil. This presence at the Carolingian state councils is espedally noticeable during the rule of Louis the
Pious and the rebellion of the above mentioned Ljudevit, and so the participants from the
Southeast had an ample opportunity to get to know, what was a proper church for a Carolingian ruler.m
The sernnd, more coherent group is today usually dated to the second half of the 9'11 century. The common feature of the buildings is rounded buttresses, complete vaulting, and a
western massif (figs 21-24, 66, 67). The western massif can be best studied at the only reasonably preserved building - Savior's Church at Cetina (figs 21-24). To repeat, it appears
as a reduction of "voll-westwerk" buildings built in Croatia between the 9rh and the ll'h
century. The most developed westworks, such as at Cetina, and St. Cecilia, were reflectdifficult prohlcm, as its presumed date would indicate a "reduction" before the presumed appearance
of the full west work model. One should recall that a village church with a tower and an "cmpora", reserved, but not always, for a person of distinction (Eigenkirche), continues in Croatia well into the 18'"

century.
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Note 115 above.
This is exactly why I was originally in favor of the ll'h century dates for such buildings as St. Cecilia
and the Cathedral of Biogl'a<l.
For documentation, Hrvati i Karolinzi, vol. 1, pp 2511-265.
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ed in the westwork of otherwise much more traditional church at
Zazvic. I would suggest that here we have a local style developing
on the basis of an earlier tradition, gradually absorbing Carolingian
practices, even after the Carolingian overlordship and Aquileian
preeminence was gone.
The third group is represented by the large ninth century church
being excavated at Lobor in Northwestern Croatia, to which, one
might add an apparently similar church at Zalavar-Receskut, the
seat of Slavic princes of Upper Pannonia, nowadays in Hungary
(figs 70-73). 122
The first preserved written document of a Croatian ruler, issued by
Duke Trpimir at Bijaci, is dated to the times of Lot hair, the King of
Franks, who ruled between 840 and 844. After the Verdun Treaty
and the division of the Empire, Lothair became the first ruler of
Francia Media. As Croatia was subject to the Patriarch of Aquileia, and the marchgraves of Furlania, one would expect impulses
to come from Northern ltaly.m But, where can we find the idea
of a Carolingian westwork in Northern Italy? Northern Italy certainly possesses architecture of Carolingian times, but without the
most prominent, innovative features. It fails as a possible source
of Croatian wcstworks. As stated above, in the architecture of the
Carolingian time and empire, essentially, we encounter three major forms. It is the west work (Ierusalem), the concept of opposed
apses with a western transept ("more romano"), and a monumental
rotunda (Ravenna, i. c. Constantinople). It is not really a neat classification, although, on
surface, it may appear to be so. Namely, let us ask ourselves what is really "Carolingian",
and what is "Pre-Romanesque", or, as it was lucidly identified decades ago, in 1937 by Paul
Zykan, as "anti-Carolingian''.m

If the key theme of the "Carolingian Revival" is harking back, i. e. "reviving" earlier styles
- Early Christian, Early Byzantine - then, the less innovative forms of Carolingian architecture are truly Carolingian (the monumental rotunda, the basilica with a western transept, or, "more romano" and "more constantinopolitano"). The innovative aspect of the
Carolingian architecture, the one which would have a profound impact on the architecture of the next half a millennium, the westwerk, the western massif, is in fact "anti-Car·
lolingian", or at least, "un-Carlolingian!" I do not question Carol Heitz's wonderful analysis of the westwork and his conclusions that the westwork is linked to the Holy Sepulcher ("more hierosolimitano"), yet the Holy Sepulcher was not a tower but a rotunda. The
westwerk, as Heitz correctly remarks, is a centralized structure, but what a difference between the turres of St Riquier at Centula and the Early Christian and Early Byzantine rotundas. Thus, the most innovative, the most revolutionary aspect of the architecture of the

74. Abbevile, Bibliotheque Municipale, Centula Gospels, St. Matthew,
c 800 (sketch by Karina

Sladovic, BFA)

m

Excavations at Lobor are far from being systcmatic.:ally published. For Lhc lime being, sec Krcsimir
1-'ilipcc, "Zastitno arheolosko istrazivanje oko svetista Majke Bozje Gorske u Laborn 2001", Obavijesti 31 (2002): 119-129. On Zalavar most re.cently, Maxim Mordovin, "The Building History of Zalavar-Receskut Church", Annual of Medieval Studies at CEU 12 (2006): 9-32.
m Hrvati i /(arolinzi, vol. l, pp 280-282.
124 Karl Ginhart, ed., Die Bildende Kunsl in Osterreich - Vorromaniche und Romanische Kunst, Wien,
19:17, pp 46-50; Zykan was, rightly, taken by a striking stylistic.: difference of frescoes al Mais and
Naturns, both daLahle around ilOO, and both in South Tyrol, yet the former representing the dassi<.:ist
"renovatio" trend, and the latter an abslracl, anti-classical style whic:h Paul L'.ykan related to the art of
the Celts and the Irish monks ("Es ist falsc.:h, hier von karolingisher Kunst zu rcckn, wir habcn cs mil
einer antikarolingischc1· Kunst 1.u tun", p 4/l).
Similarly, Mario Brazzi and Amelio Tagliafcl'i noliCt\ the pcrsislcncc in the l.angohard me.talwork of
a style "picnamentc 'harharico' e di emanazione strettamente 'longobarda'", whi<.:h is still "immune
dalla contaminazione c.:arolingia", i. c. the classical "renovatio" (Arte longobarda, vol. 2, La scultura
figumtiva su. metallo, p 44).
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Bale, Our Lady the Greater: 75. apsidal section, c
800; 76. aerial view; 77.
plan; 78. capital
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Carolingian period had nothing to do with the idea of Renovatio! As one writes these
words, one is immediately reminded that similar dichotomy rules the painting and sculpture of the Carolingian period - there arc obvious Renovatio pieces (The Coronation Gospels, the Charlemagne from Met'.l:), but even within the art of the Palatine School, the renovational models almost immediately gave way to a more structured, more planar, and more
decorative solutions. ls it an accident that the Centula Gospels are also linked to the place
with the probably first monumental Carolingian westwcrk church, St Riquier at Centula
(figs 5, 74)'~ Should we, therefore, now turn our contention about what is Carolingian and
what is not upside down? Lobbeday has demonstrated that the wcstwork had no identifiable antecedent. The same may be said of the Romanesque towers and campanili, as foreign
to classical architecture as the Carolingian turris. We will return to that issue in the last
section of this study. But, already at this point, I woul<l dare postulate that the "intellectuals" may have their visions but as soon as they turn into reality, the "people" do their best
to redirect them toward what the "people" know best: their own artistic "barbarian" tradition, although already "contaminated" by Carolingian or some other "renovational" trend.
Once that "contaminated" art assumes a monumental scale within a monumental architectural framework, the Romanesque will emerge from the Pre-Romanesque.
Let us return now to Francia Media. Its ltalian section could not provide a blueprint for
Croatian westworks, but it had an effect on lstria. Ever since the Carolingian conquest of
the peninsula (788), its western and central sections were a portion of the Italian kingdom,
subsequently of the Francia Media. What lstria shares with Northern Italy and the Alps is
a hall church with three apses, in lstria almost always hidden within a straight termination wall (fig 25). The appearance of this very frequent local type has been dated to anytime between c 700 and c 800. Be it as it may, one popular, albeit not spectacular architec7'2
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79. Zagreb, Archeological Museum, interlace
fragment from Sisak.

91hct.

tural form linked lo the Francia Media appears within one segment of our "Southeastern
border". 125 In Istria, with no kings, dukes or zupans, Carolingian architecture is represented by the hall-church, and some monumental three-apsidal basilican buildings such as
Our Lady the Grealer near Bale (figs 75-78).nG Although an Eigenkirche is recorded in the
9rh century, western towers of rather small size appear only by the 11 •h century. 127 Heavily
influenced by the great Late Antique and Early Byzantine local tradition, Istria would have
been a promised land of renovatio, unless we even choose Lo call it continuatio. 'l'here are
just a few axial bell-towers in Early Romanesque forms (e.g. St. Elias near Bale), recalling
the old Carolingian (or anti-Carolingian?) practices the presence of which may also be indicated by St. Mary at Lim. These practices may have been recalled also by the 1111> century
rebuilding of Our Lady the Greater near Bale (originally late 8lh ct.), when the western end
of the nave was redone as an enclosed porch with a tower on its southern side. This area
was used for burials. lnvesLigations by Ivan Matejcic, Miljenko Jurkovic, Pascale Chevalier,
and Jean-Pierre Caillet (continued by Ante Milosevic) also revealed a spacious monastic
building to the south of the church, which seems to have been, to a considerable extent,
constructed of wood. If the date of early 9th century is correct (and the current continuing
excavations may shed more light), this would he one of the earliesl Carolingian monasteries planned around a cloister court.' 28
125

Ante Sonje, Bizant i crkveno graditeljstvo u lstri, Rijcka, 1981, and Crkwma arhitektura zapadne Istre. Zagreb, 1Yil2; more recently, Mladcn Ancic, "U osvit novog doba - Karolinsko carstvo i njegov
jugoistocni obo<l", in Hrvati i Karotinzi, vol. l, pp 70-IO~, especially, pp 84-89, 98-99; and Miljenko
/urkovic, ''Arhitektura karolinskog doha", ihid, pp 164-189, especially, pp 167-174; also, vol. 2, calalogue entrie.~. pp 17-79.
126
Hrvati iKarulinzi, vol. 2, pp 16-26 with additional refe,·enr.c.s.
12
'
Ibid, vol. 1, pp 286-288; Goss, Pre-Romanesque An:hitecture, 2006. p 184; li;or Fiskovic, "Nova vidcnja
oko benediktinskog samoslana na Limu", lzdanja HAD 18 (1997): '.B5-251.
m Sec the previous note. Also, Miljenko Jurkovic, "Le complex rnonasliquc de S. Maria Alta pres de Bale
en lstrie (Croatie)", Comptes rendues, 1\cademie. des inscriptions et des belles-lettres, Juillr.t-Octobrc,
1999, pp 1003-1112.
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Like Italy, !stria possesses a layer of chronologically Carolingian buildings. They fall within the category of those that resurrect .Early Christian practices ("more romano"), or, like
the three-apsidal halls, stand as derivatives thereof.
This, however, is not all. Whereas the monumental 9•h century building being excavated
al Lobor bears no resemblance to anything in !stria or Northern Italy, its rich interlace or-

nament recovered in the excavation bears a dear resemblance, not to Dalmatian, but to
Northern Adriatic material, in particular that of Grado, nothing to be surprised al, as Patriarch fortunatus of Grado sent masons to help Ljudevit, a Slavic duke rebel (819-823),
fortify his strongholds, including possibly Sisak - the Roman Siscia, where Pre-Romanesque interlace fragments were found as weJI (figs 71, 72, 79)Y~ And, at Zalavar (fig 73),
which was under the church of Salzburg, not Aquileia, we find a building which seems
related to Lobur, where, along with the just mentioned stone church, traces of a smaller
Carolingian period church in wood were also found. They are according to the investigator, related to the Carolingian architecture in wood from Bavaria.' 311
In the rest of Croatia, which never belonged to Francia Media, a local type based on Carolingian period practices (western massifs) was formed by the second half of the 9'~ century,
on the basis of earlier experiments. These themselves were based on an interplay of what
was brought in by Frankish missionaries, what the rulers themselves learned about "rulers' churches", or what they and their companions saw by themselves, and on how all this
was absorbed by local tradition steeped in rich Ruman and Early Christian legacy. If we
compare the developed Croatian westwork of the later 9'h century, to anything within the
Empire we will find limited analogies, the closest being around Lhe very center of the Empire - at Steinbach or Inden, or, in a more monumental form, at Corvey, i. e. a fac;:ade with
an emphasis on a single powerful tower and a central protrusion.t3 1 Yet, in the first two
cases the vertical seems to have been limited, and the third is much more complex than
anything found in Croatia. This reinforces the idea that the Croatian dukes and their entourage visiting Carolingian state gatherings learned by autopsy what was "right" for them,
and continued doing the same after they severed all political ties wilh the Empire. The areas of Francia Media within their reach did not have much to offer in terms of architecture,
but there was no reason why they could not provide sculptors where Lhere was little local
talent or tradition as was the case in Continental Croatia. However, the Croatian tower
within the western massif is more "towerlike" than anything that we find in the West during the earlier stages of the 9'~ century!
Yet, there may be a hint at a solution. According to Lobbeday, reduced version of the westwork - a tower plus a gallery - seem to appear in Westphalia as early as around 900, the
earliest such datable example being San kt Walburga at Meschede (c 900). Here we indeed
find a tall tower in front of a facade of an aisled church having a gallery at its western end,
a solution strikingly similar to St. Savior, and, even more so, to the aisled St. Cecilia in
Biskupija.m
In summer 2006, a few weeks after J had started the work on this book, I revisited St. Savior on Cctina in the company of my dear colleague and friend, distinguished early medieval archeologist, Dr. Ante Milosevic. Walking around the church, bathed by warm summer
sun and offset against the rocky sides of the Dinara Mountain, and under the limpid blue
sky, we both mused over the question: is there anything analogous anywhere else in Europe'? The massive wall surfaces of the Savior's church recall Asturias. 'l'hc buttresses recall it as well, but in Asturias, as anywhere else, they are rectangular, as, for example, also
129

Hrvati i Karolinzi, vol. I, p 260. Andela Horvat, "O Sisku u starohrvatsko doba", Starohrvatska prosvjeta, 3"' ser, 3 (1951): 93-104.
13" Please .~ee note 122.
131 Yel even those, inasmuch as we can reconstruct them, were protrusions not extending above the Jim:
of the fac;ade, an exception being, of course, Corvcy. But how much "reducing" would have to be done
to get from Corvey to the Savior's church at Cetina!? Goss, Pre-Romanesque Architecture, 2006, fl
186 .
•~,. Uwe Lobbeday, \Vestphatie romane, La Pierre-qui-vire, 1999. pp 356-358.
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nearby, at the Roman buildings in Tillurium (Gardun/Trilj). And, Asturias has no towers!
Nor there are any local antique precedents! No wonder that one gets tempted to succumb
to quasi-mystic musings of Strzygovski about the "Nordic" - German/Slavic art and architecture in wood. Was the tower idea a reflection of a memory of some prehistoric menhir?
Was it a tower like erection on a tumulus, like the one which probably stood on top of the
macro-tumulus at Jalfabet in northwestern Croatia, which was transmitted through some
form in wood, or through some suspected Celtic practices in the Eastern Alps'? 13~
The pioneering works by Professor An<lrija Mohorovicic on the folk architecture on islands
of Losinj, Cres, Susak and Srakanc demonstrate that the Croats did bring some of their old
building practices to the new homeland. Mohorovicic was able to identify mono-cellular
Illyrian dwellings in dry wall technique, with a single opening - the door - and a hearth
in the right hand corner away from the door covered either by some light material - hides,
reed, branches - or by large stone slabs up to two meters in length (at Vaimine). This mono-cellular lllyrian type was taken over by the Croats, who densely immigrated to the islands around the year 1000, but they covered the space with a saddle-back roof resting on
two upright "stools" at the center of the side walls, and reaching up to the main longitudinal beam. This system was known to the Croats in their old country, as established by the
Early Slavic archeology. Mohorovicic has concluded that the Croats retained the typical
one-room dwelling similar to that of Lhe Illyrians, and they took over from them the technique of dry wall construction. The roofing, however, reflects the old Slavic practices. Such
mono-cellular huts with a saddle-back roof, covered by branches or reed, were still in use
on the islands half a century ago. The last to be decommissioned and turned into a storage
space was a home on the island Srakane Vele, abandoned in 1954 (fig 80). 131

~
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80. Srakane Vele, early
Croatian house

Encouraged by this, let us indeed take a careful look at the ideas of Josef Strzygovski. A
chance to do so presented itself as I received an invitation to the Josef Strzygovski conference at the Collegium Budapest in May 2005. The gathering was small and each invited
scholar had a task to deal with the impact of Josef Strzygovski in his/her area of specialization. It was not an attempt to either vindicate or condemn the controversial but certainly
important, and in many ways lucid scholar, but to reassess the usefulness of his work for
the scholars of today. The contributions ranged from utter rejection of Strzygovski's ideas
(the Copts), to a fairly favorable evaluations (Armenia). I poi ntcd out a number of features
of the Pre-Romanesque in Croatia which have never been truly explained, and suggested
that using some of Strzygovski's ideas might be a good starting point toward a reevaluation. I expanded the work in a study submitted for the Festschrft for the seventieth birthday of Arturo Carlo QuintavalleY5
A careful hindsight reading of Strzygowski's book on early Croatian art (Starohrvatska
umjetnost) reveals some interesting points. When Strzygowski was writing, he did not
know (nobody did) certain facts which, if applied with care and due restraint, may actum Gin hart, op. cit., pp 14-19; Peter von lfaldass, ct al, Romanische Baukunst in Osterreich, Vienna, 1962,
pp 6-7; Harry Kuhnel, ct al, Romanische Baukunst in Osterreich, Exhihition Catalogue, Kl'cms, Stadtgcmeinde Krems, 1964, pp 35-36, 2:i4-2:i5; Belaj's work opens new possibilities, first of all through his
analysis of Early Croatian home from White Croatia (lO'h ct.), a kind of a semi-burried structure with
an clcvatc<l wooden entranceway ("vefa"). The "vefa'' was "Perun's world", thus linked Lo a key God,
and, consequently, to higher members of the .~ociety. In Slovakian "vefa" means "tower'', "belltower",
such as occur in front of doY.cns of Slovak medieval churches. This, as well as some other possihilitie.~
indicated by Bclaj (note 66, pp 109-138), represent a real challenge for art historian Lo work on new
interpretations after a careful examination of Belaj's 111alcrial and its comparison with the materials
of Pre-Romanesque and Romanesque architecture.
,,, Andre Mohorovicic, "Analiza razvoja puckih nastanba na otocnoj .~kupini Crcs-1.o~inj", ljetopis Jugostavenske akademijc 60 (1955): :{87-:{99; "Razvoj nastanba i nasclja", in Otok Susak, Zagreb, 1957, pp
:~49-379; "RaY.voj urbanih cjclina, arhitektonske izgradnje i likovnog stvaralastva na tlu l.~tre u doha
srednjeg vijeka'', Ljetopis Jugoslavenske akademije 77 (197:~); 305-363. Mohorovicic's studies on Istra
and Kvarner were republished as Jstrian limes, 2. vols, Zagreb, 2001·.
t,~ Vladimir P. Goss, ''Josef Strzygowski and Early Medieval Art in Croatia", Acta historiae artium 47
(2006): 335-34:t and "What Josef Str7.ygowski did nol Know" (note 45 above).
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ally bolster some of his ideas; or he missed or misinterpreted some materials which were
already available at that time. So, what is what Josef Strzygowski did not know?
ls it possible to imagine Art History, in particular of the Mi<ldle Ages, without the great
figures of late 1911' and early 20 11' century, such as felix de Verneilh, Giovanni Rivoira,
Heinrich Wolfflin, Robert de Lasteyrie, Henry Focillion, Arthur Kingsley Porter, Emile
Male, Alois Riegl, Jose Puig i Cadafalch, Gabriel Millet. .. They have broadened our field
immensely, both materially, in terms of new discoveries, within Western Europe itself an<l
beyond, or intellectually, by offering brave new insights, theories, and methodologies. The
name of Josef Strzygowski also belongs to this shining Pleiade as one of its most controversial members. David Buxton, a great explorer of wooden churches of Eastern Europe, a
topic of keen interest to Strzygowski, has lucidly characterized the latter's position among
his colleagues and contemporaries. I quote: "Strzygowski's theories have provoked much
spirited opposition and acrimonious controversy, even if some of them have had an enduring influence... An admirer declared that in his chosen world of art history Strzygowski
had 'conquered the world'. Assuredly he had stirred up and stimulated, while at the same
time, he exasperated that world. And there is no doubt that in several fields uf enquiry, in·
eluding that of wooden architecture, his influence led for the first time to real appreciation
and serious research. l, too, owe him a debt." 136 It is indeed a pity that Strzygowski's own
intransigem;e bred resistance and rejection, and that his style was often obscure. He seems
to have been one of those brilliant people who see the point, and then are deeply surprised,
even woun<led, if the others do not.
However, Strzygowski was not a controversial figure just in terms of his scholarship. His
late days political leanings could be only described as openly pru-Nazi, something difficult
to understand to those who have read his hooks and remember the sympathy he had for
oppressed peoples such as Armenians, Croats or Finns, the warm feelings he had for the
art of the Slavs, at the time when few western European scholars considered writing about
that "lower race", his enormous contributions in just introducing to Europe the art of many
areas which would be today thought of as the "'l'hird World", accompanied by express rejection on racism and nationalism. It seems to me that Strzygowski wandered into Nazism
as a political expedience to secure his worldly position, while at the same time soiling his
soul. It should be a memento that art historians should do art, not politics.
These lines, of course, are not an apology of Strzygowski's political sins; neither are they
an attempt to resurrect his extreme theories. They, in fact, present an essay in reevaluating
some of his thoughts which practicing art historians may still find useful. I myself did so,
albeit somewhat tentatively. Nowadays, when a sober reexamination of Strzygowski's work
seems to be underway, one may be encouraged to speak more boldly. In doing so, I will almost exclusively use materials Strzygowski did not know, and which, strangely enough, bear
out his position better than those he used in his published works.
When the distinguished Croatian publisher Matica hrvatska brought out in 1927 Josef
Strzygowski's book Starohrvatska umjetno.~t, soon to be republished as Alt.~lavische Kunst,
(Augsburg, 1929), it was the first time that the art of the Pre-Romanesque period in Croatia
was presented to both the domestic and world public in a major way. Croatian general public rejoiced - Str.zygowski had declared the Croats to be "The Greeks among the Slavs" and the scholars were taken by surprise. Although the art of Dalmatian part of Croatia
from the period of the Native Dynasty (c 800-J 102) had been studied for over a half of a
century, a consistent survey was yet to appear.137
The response by a young scholar, Ljubo Kara man, himself a Viennese pupil, who would
later become a doyen of Croatian art studies, and dominate the field for half a century, in
his book lz kolijevke hrvatske proslosti /The Cradle of Croatian Past (19:{0), was a scathing
criticism of Strzygowski 's ideas. The Austrian scholar believed to have found in the "Early
llG
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David Buxton, Wooden Churches of Eastern Europe, 1981, p 37.
Josef Strzygowski, Starohrvatska umfetnost, Zagreb, 1927 (republished as Altslavisclte Kunst, Augsburg, 19:2.~). especially p 83 ff Goss, l're-l<omanesque Architecture, 2006, pp 41-SU.
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Croatian Art" a materialization of his great dream, a Nordic - Germanic and Slavic - art
in wood. That dream was a mere fiction. Strzygowsld's comparative material was of dubious validity, his ideas about timber structures the Croats would have constructed in their
old country merely guesswork. Moreover, Stn;ygowski paid no attention to local. pre-Slavic
tradition. 138

If you expect that Karaman in his own explanation would opt for "Rome", you would be
surprised. Karaman himself offered a strange solution: "Early Croatian art" was due neither to "Orient'' nor to "Rome", but to an independent development in a provincial setting. This primarily refers to the small-scale "free-form'' buildings, the fulcrum of Karaman's interest (figs 55-62). He considered larger buildings (figs 35-38) to be ofBenedictine
influence (and mostly of the 11'" century), whereas the rich Croatian interlace sculpture
would have been an import from Italy! It is indeed strange, but still rather humanist-orthodox. Kara man himself was a Dalmatian, a "Humanist", and his involvement with "Early
Croatian art" placed Croatian Pre-Romanesque within the sphere of Humanism, regard·
less of whether "Humanists" agreed with Karam an or not.'~ 9
Ejnar Dyggve and Milan Prelog confronted Karaman by emphasizing the "Rome" thesis. In
the History ofSalonitan Chri.~tianity (1950) Dyggve presented the final form of"Dyggve's
Parallels", on one side a plan of a late Antique, on the other, of a Pre-Romanesque building
intending to show how the Pre-Romanesque copied earlier local styles. Today, one could
write a valuable study on "What Dyggve did not know", since new research has shown that
most of Dyggve's plans were wrong, an<l Dyggve paid little attention to elevations of the
building. However, many newly discovered buildings would bear out the core of his argument. Prclog, my own highly respected teacher, gave Dyggve's mechanic thinking some
theoretical - Marxist - background by seeing Pre-Romanesque as a "passive negation of
Antiquity", a sort of a negative kunstwollen, which would be overcome by the "active negation", the Romanesque.110
In 1972, in my Ph.D. thesis al Cornell University, I proposed a tripartite solution which,
with some modifications, seems to be by now generally, albeit somewhat tacitly, accepted:
1 Traditional Pre-Romanesque group of mostly small buildings (Karaman's "free-forms",
which also constitute the backbone of Strzygowski's thesis, as well as those of Dyggve and
Prelog), which follow local pre-Slavic traditions; 2) Royal Pre-Romanesque group - essentially Croatian version of contemporary Carolingian architecture sponsored by the court
and high gentry; and, 3) Early-Romanesque group, a Croatian version of the "First Romanesque Art", in which forms of both groups undergo changes comparable to what was happening in Lombardy, the Alps, and Catalonia. With some useful amendments on groups 2
and 3, this is where the matter rests today. 141
In my earlier studies I noticed that there arc some aspects of the Pre-Romanesque art in
Croatia which had never been explained, and I thought that some of them might benefit
from Strzygowski's ideas. This is not the first time that I introduce ''the Str:t.ygowski factor". Already in 19721 noted that Croatian Pre-Romanesque architecture displays a strong
predilection for straight lines and square angles; and also a very pronounced will-to-vault.
Strzygowski did not particularly deal with the first phenomenon, although it may be an
argument for wooden ("Early Slavic") models for ''Early Croatian" buildings. Strzygowski
also noticed similarities between some Early Croatian buildings and those of Asia Minor.
Ba
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Karaman, Jz kolijevke, pp 9-58.
Ibid, pp 59-117.
Dyggve, History ofSalonitan Christianity, passim. Prelog, lzmedu antike i romanike, passim.
These thoughls were further developed in my books Early Croatian Architecture, London, 1987, and
Predromanicka arhitektura u Hrvatskoj - Pre-Romanesque Architecture in Croatia. l:agreh 1996, and
2006. I.o partic.ular, Jurkovic, "Crkve s westwcrkom na istocnom Jadrnnu", ''L'eglise et l'etat en Croalic
au IXeme siede - le problcme du massif occidental carolingien", and "J:architec.ture du premier 1\ge
roman en Croatie''. See above, note 66 (concerning the first group), and note 113. Bclaj's findings reinforce a number of intuitively correct but unsupported and exaggerated statements by Strzygowski.
Again, l will deal with that in a separate study.
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An entire book by Dr. Anle Sonje was dedicated to oriental sources of early medieval architecture of lstria.142
SLrzygowski ''sensed" very dearly the Oriental flavor of the Pre-Romanesque architecture of the Eastern Adriatic. He also was, in my opinion, right to introduce the factor of
architecture in wood. The latter feature was dramatically brought to light by a discovery
of seven wooden beams of the 8'h cenlury date at the church of St. Donat in Zadar, which,
by the way, show an ornamental style very close to that of the accompanying stone reliefs
(figs 14-16). The eight century "humanists" in the center of Byzantine province of Dalmatia were as proficient in carving wood as the "barbarians" of Oseberg! No won<ler that
the beams of St. Donat, a first rate, but "deviant" discovery, have been paid very little attention to. 14J Strzygowski toiled hard to link "Early Croatian" architecture to the features
of then known timber structures of the "North", and Karaman was essentially right by
claiming that Strzygowski did not prove anything, and that his comparative material was
irrelevant. Of course, the beams of St. Donat would have delighted Strzygowski and baffled Karaman.
Strzygowski would have also been delighted by a discovery of a large group of relatively small, aisleless churches in Southern Dalmatia, repeatedly and thoroughly studied by
Tomislav Marasovic'.:. Strzygowski did know the key monument of the group, the church of
St. Peter at Priko at Omis, but it did not seem lo have truly captured his interest and imagination. 144
The South Dalmatian group brings us back to the issue of straight lines and cubic masses. We are dealing here with a very large group of buildings mostly between the Cetina
River and the Gulf of Kotor, including the central and south Dalmatian islands (figs 17-18,
55-56). Their dates are uncertain, but some of them can be firmly dated to the ll'h century. Some of the buildings may be later, even considerably so, as dates, without accompanying sculpted or painted delail, are difficult to establish. The churches are 7-10 meters
long and four to five meters wide, aisle less, the nave being divided into three bays (in a few
cases more, but never more than five) separated by pilasters carrying transverse arches
supporting barrel, or, rarely, groin vaults. The wall surfaces bet ween the pilasters are articulated by blind arches, and, in some case, by additional semicircular niches. The naves
terminate in rounded apses (embedded into a rectangular mass), sometimes accompanied
by two tiny semicircular niches, a fake three-apsidal chcvct. 'l'he simplest form is an aisless building with no external decoration, then a building with external decor of pilaster-strips enframing blind arches, or, exceptionally standing by themselves. A small dome
within a square tuITct may be added to either of the two described types on top of the central bay. The buildings are duly "Pre-Romanesque" or "Orientalising" since rounded apses
and domes hide within straight chevets and square turrets of Croatian buildings, and the
organization of external wall-surface decoration docs not match the organization of the
interior space. 14r.
12
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Goss, f>l'edmmanicka arhitekturtt u Hrvats/wj, J.996, pp 14--16; Strzygowski, Starohrvatska umjetnost,
pp 44-46; So.ojc, Bizant i crkveno graditetjstvo u lstri.
Goss, Predromanil'ka arhitektura u Hrvatskoj, 1996, pp l 81-196, and Vladimir P. Goss. "The
Twelfth-Century Architecture of Aquilaine an<l the Cosmopolitan Character of Occitan Culture", Perisltl 22 (]979): 37-44. Veiic. Crkva Sv. Trojstva (Sv. Do11ata) u Zadru, pp 13-14; Goss,
Predromanicka arhitektura u Hrvatskoj, 1996, pp 44-46, 9:{-94.
Tomislav Marasovic, "Regionalni jufoodalmalinski lip u arhitckturi ranog srednjeg vijeka'·, in
Beritiiev zbornik, Dubrovnik 1960, pp 33-17; Graditeljstvo starohrvatskog doba u Dalmttciji, Split
1994, 160-166, to quote just the key references.
See the previous note. Also, Gos.~, J::arly Croatian 11.rchitecture, pp 56-61, with a number of comparisons listed in foolnolcs 92-94; Goss. P,·edromanicka arhitektura u Hrvatskoj, 1996, pp I02-.l 12. The
model for the group (in itself rather varied) has never heen definitely established. After the discoverie.~ underneath the present-day cathedral of Dubrovnik of a Pre-Romanesque domed basilica (see J.
Stofo:, "Prika:t nala:ta ispod katedrale i Buniceve poljane u Dubrovniku", in Arheoloska istraiivanja
u Dubrovniku i duhrovackom kraju, Zagreb, 1988, pp .l!;-38; Slosil dates that phase to c 1000) this
building was singled oul as a possible source of the popularity of the dome in Southern Dalmatia
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The dome, set above the central bay of the
nave, appears to be, in some cases, little more
than a big earthenware pot. Constructing
straight masses around rounded elements
was an additional expense - in both material
and time. So it was not accidental. The use of
fairly sophisticaled outsi<le decoration, and of
domes, was not accidental, either. Both had a
symbolic meaning identifying the building as
special - the House of the Lord. The straight
lines and masses may also be symbolic - an almost subconscious reminiscence of the architecture in wood. It should also be noted that
the churches of South Dalmatian type occur in
an area where Christianity was making a slow
progress, and where resistance to the ''new-fangled" forms would have been the strongest. 116
The dome within the turret is in some cases even "blind", so il is not used as a source
of light, but its function is purely symbolic.
Such a square structure, be it with a saddleback or pyramidal roof is fully consistent with
wooden architecture. Had Strzygowski known
the buildings of South Dalmatian type better, he would not have missed a striking similarity with the central roof element of Norwegian stave churches (fig 81), which Strzygowski abundantly quotes in his work, mainly as a source of some strange features of the
so-called ''Church in the Gradina" in Salona,
the remains of which, as we see lhem today,
may be due to a late, possibly even J6th_J7th
century remodeling. Or, in a less elevated fashion, acting as vents on Finnish summer cowsheds still constructed today. The concept is :...
widely accepted in the wooden architecture in Eastern Europe (Carpathian region) where
it appears within buildings obviously drawing upun both medieval and baroque traditions
of stone buildings (Shelestovo, 1777).M'

81. Borgund, stave
church, 12 11 ' ct.

A critic would quickly note that similar square turrets exist across the Adriatic, in Apulia.
To answer, one could say that rounded domes are not unknown in Dalmatia (although they
gain prominence in the Romanesque), and even more so in Apulia. The contacts between

'%
147

(Goss, Predromanicka arhitektura u Hrvutskoj, 1996, p 112). One should also note that some of the
buildings, those with rounded niches in lateral walls, recall the plans of Ancient memoriae rec:orded by Br.amantino and reproduced by Rivoira (G. T. Rivoira, Lombard Architectun), I,ondon. 1910, 2.
vols, vol. 1, fig 263, 264). These memoriae were multistory buildings and this fact may be reflected
by unusual height of St. Michael al .Slon, and the two-story disposition of St. Michael on the island of
M1·ka11. There arc only two buildings within the group that would sati.~fy ou1· "Romanesque" requirements - St. Nicholas on the island of Lopud and St. Nicholas in Prijcko in Dubrovnik (after recent
restorations). Both display cor.r.espondencc between the interior organization and that of the exterior
wall-surfaces. On St. Nicholas in Dubrovnik, Romana Menalo, Ranrw·ednjovjekovnu skulptura, Du·
brovnik, 2003, pp 14-16.
Klaic, Povijest I lrvuta u ranom srednjem vijeku, pp 212·220.
Strzygowski, Staruhrvat~-ka umjetnost, fig 44, pp 95--10:i; Armin Tuulse, Scandinavifl Romanica, Vienna, 1968, fig 6, 8. Buxton, op. cit., fig 4, 5. p 7, an<l fig 56, pp 32, 123. I am of course making no direcl links belwcen any of those examples and the domes of the South Dalmatian group, only pointing
out to compatibility with practices of huilding in wood.
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82. Mljet, St. Mary, 12'11 ct.

83. Molfetta, Cathedral,
,:,><h

ct.

the two sides of the Adriatic were daily, and the Slavs arc known to have tried to settle even
in Southern Italy. The Romanesque church of St. Mary on the Island of M !jct is fairly close
to the Apulian large square <lome model (figs 82, 83). Yel, Lhe dome in Apulia is always
more prominent, and does not have such an obvious "symbolic only" function as in Dalmatia, and the apse is rounded. Still, I do admit I would like to have a better understanding
of the relationship belween Lhe l wo phenomena.:'18
It is nol jusl Lhe small scale South Dalmatian group churches that show the predilection
for straight lines and cubic massing. This is also Lrue of larger, even key monuments of
the Kingdom - two royal mausolca and one coronation church (figs 20, 35, 66). The several times mentioned church of SS Mary and Stephen at Biskupija near Knin was an aisled
rectangular box wilh an equally rectangular aisled westwork or western annex somewhat
m See examples in Pina Belli d'Elia, A.lie sorgenti del Ronuuiico, Puglia XJ Sf<:olo, Exhibition Catalogue,
Bari, 197~, pp 2'.14 2:\6, 286 287; I would also like to expre~s my gratitude to Dr. Alexander Zah, for
our discus,iun al the Budapest. symposium, ,rnd his hook /,u.r ·1ypologie kirr.hlidw,· Ard1il1ilaur im
siidwe.stliclten l<feinasir!n, Maintal, 2003, which he must kindly S('nt to me, whncin thnc an- also
plans si rn ilar 1.0 1hosr: or SnuLh Dalrmll.i,111 churches (.~ee, e.g., fig 2/:-15, :18. ,l9; fig :li7).
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higher than the nave. Another dynastic mausoleum, most likely dedicated to the same
Saints, was constructed on the Island in Salona by Queen Jelena (before 976). The mausoleum section, as already discussed above, is a two-part western annex in front of an earlier
aisled church with a rounded apse embedded into a rectangular mass. The original portion
had four bays, the third, of a square plan, apparently carrying a dome. The outside walls
were decorated by pilaster strips not related to the interior dispoi;ition. There are, thus,
many clements which make the church appear as an aisled, enlarged version of the South
Dalmatian type, so it is not inappropriate to conclude that the dome, just like the apse,
was encased within a rectangular element (turret). Both churches are known only through
excavations. This is also the case of the third building, SS Peter and Moses in Salona, the
coronation church of King Dimitrije Zvonimir in 1076. This was an aisled building with
three-apsidal chevet embedded in a flat termination wall. There is a western tower in front
of this box. The exterior was decorated by pilaster strips perfectly related to the interior
disposition of columns dividing the bays. The building is the best example of incipient Romanesque in Croatia, yet it still displays the traditional liking for straight lines and boxlike
mctssing. Strz.ygowski did not know those buildings at all.11Y
One can quickly interject that boxlike buildings and embedded apses (or, even simply
subselia within boxlike structures) are a well-know feature of early medieval architecture in lstria, ever since the earliest Christian buildings in the complex of the future Basilica Euphrasiana in Poree. lstrian rural architecture carried on the tradition well into
the Gothic (fig 25). But the early medieval situation in lstria is quite different from that
of Dalmatia. Byzantine power, in particular in the lower part of the peninsula, continued
unchallenged through the end of the 8'h century. The tradition of the local Roman population held on to the practices of the Early Christian art of !stria. This meant, among other
things, an almost total absence of vaulting, with the exception of a few small centralized
structures. 1~0
The "Will to Vault" is exactly one of the typical features of the Pre-Romanesque architecture of Dalmatian coast. Nobody has ever fully accounted for that overwhelming tendency in Early Croatian architecture, for which there is little precedence in local church
building (figs 21-24·, M). Already in the 9u, century the Croats were both willing and able
to vault large basilican structures! AII the buildings we have just mentioned were vaulted
149

Goss. Predromanicka arhitekturu u Hrvat.skoj, 1996, pp 11-115, l:{O-H4, 148, 158-166. One should
recall that there is a group of Pre-Romanesque buildings in Dalmatian cities which share some characteristics (.straight lines, cubic massing) with the buildings on Croatian territory. SL. Lawrence in
Zadar, St. Nicholas in Split, and SL. Pctar in Dubrovnik are inscrihed cross buildings, the first with a
flat chevct, the other two with projecting externally squa1:e apse. St. Barbara in Trogir i.~ a small basilica with (once) a dome or a turret, and Sl. Euphemia in Split a small basilica with a rounded dome
and triple rounded chcvel. St. Nedeljka in Zadar is also a hasilican building with a straight chevet.
'f'he complex two-story west work with a tower of St. .l .awrem;e could be explained, in my opinion, as
influenced by the Royal Group of Croatian Pre-Romanesque architecture. Ot herwi sc. there are st ri king similarities between some of those buildings and the buildings belonging to ''L'architettura byzanlina" in Southern Italy. e.g. between the r.ruciform buildings and San Costanzo at Capri, Sl. Euphemia and San Giovanni al Mar.tin Gaeta, and St. Nedeljica and the equally destroyed church of the
Ottimati in Reggio Calabria. Presumed dates for both Italian and Dalmatian examples are mostly 10'"
and 11•h century. Goss, Early Croatian Archilr,cture, pp 67-70; Marasovic, Graditeljstvo stllrohrvatskog
doha u Dalmaciji, p 210 ff; Menalo. Ranosrednjovjekovna skulptura, pp il-10. l'or Southern Italy. Arnaldo Venditti, L'anhitettura byzantina nell'ltalia Medridionale, Naples, 1967, 2 vols, vol. 2, p 666 ff,
657 ff, and 874 ff. On Mljet, Josip Stosic, Posjet napuslenom samostanu, Zagreb, 1998. 'l'he key monument of early Romanesque in Dalmatia, SS Peter and Moses at Salona, also displays a ground plan
with a straight termination wall. In one of his last works Wladimiro Dorigo ("Territorio, insediamenti, communicazioni ai r.onfini dcJJa 'a Dco conscrvata Venetiarum provincial"', Medioevo mediterraneo: t'Occidente, Bisanzio e /'Islam, Arturo Carlo Quintavalle, ed., Pam1a, 2007, pp 569-578) presents
interesting examples of buildings the plan of which resembles SS Peter and Moses (San Marco di
Equilo, San MaJ'CO <li Torccllo, p 575, 577). confirming the latter's place within the Adriatic tradition.
Whereas the plans are almost identical, the articulation of the walls an<l stru<.:turalization encountered at SS Peter· and Moses is absent in the Venetian examples.
1~0 So11je, Bizant i crkveno graditeljstvo u lstri and, Crkvena arhitektura zupudne Istre.
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84. Velikci Mlaka, St. Bcirbara, c 1800; 85. Klostar,
Benedictine monastery,
11 11 ' ct., and earlier
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(with a possible exception of SS Peter and Moses), as well as almost all Pre-Romanesque
buildings in Croatia. The unvaulted nave reappears with early Romanesque basilicas of
the ll'h century, and is fully reasserted in the Romanesque. Whereas there are endless
examples of vaulted Roman buildings (thus technique and models were available), Early
Christian architectUl'e of Dalmatia, with exception of small centralized buildings, leaves
its edifices unvualted. It is remarkable how from the very beginning of their building activity, after the mass conversion traditionally seen as having occurred around 800, Croats
systematically vault both large and small-scale buildings. Art of building is not something learned overnight, and it is reasonable to expect that buildings of the first half of
the 9th century were executed by workshops from Dalmatian cities. Dalmatian masons
could build vaults over centralized buildings, as well as over longitudinal ones. Could
we possibly imagine Croatian rulers or noblemen acting as patrons, telling the masons
that were sent for from the cities, that they were not used to flat ceilings or open timberwork construction? Strzygowski goes at great length comparing Pre-Romanesque vaults
in Dalmatia to various wooden vaulting structures in Northeastern Europe. But the facts
may be much simpler.15'
What the Croats may have been used to, as well as other Slavs and many other peoples, on
a very prosaic and everyday scale, from the White Sea to the Central Alps, was a blockwork hut described so well by Buxton as a structure in which the roof and the vault are in
fact the same and consist of longitudinal beams sitting on ever shorter gable logs. Once
this basic mode is achieved, there is just one step away to sophisticated wooden vaults,
well-known from Central, .Eastern and Northern Europe. The basic model is universal,
and by the way of Scandinavia, it also reached North America as the famous American
''log cabin". However it is an intriguing thought that Strzygowski may have been right in
speculating that the Croats had an inbred predilection for ''vaults'' (fig 8<1·), he overcomplicated the issue.152
Again, one may counter that vaults are well-known in Byzantine sphere, in the Balkans, in
the Christian Near F.ast. It is as true as the statement that there are buildings very much
alike the South Dalmatian group - in Apulia, in the Balkans, on the Greek Islands, in Asia
•~1
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Goss, Predromanicka. arhite.kf,14rtl u Hrvutskoj, 1996, pp 115-117. Str:i;ygowski, Starohrvatska arhitektura, pp 103-108; Buxton, Wooden Churches, pp 5-7. 3~5-:{86, fig 1, 2, 4-8, 501; The prnblcm of I.mi an
vaults was for the firsl lime treated by Andre Mohorovicic, "Prohlem tipoloske klasifikacije objckala srcdnjovjekovne arhitekturc na podru<'ju Istre i Kvarnera'~ in Ljet.or,is JA'/.U 62 (1957): 504-508,
followed by a numher of other scholars, notably Igor 1-'iskovic and Ante Sonje. Sec Sonjc, Crkvena
arhitektura zapadne Istre, pp ~3-54, 87-B9, 113-115, and Anle Sonje, "Starohrvatska crkva Sv. Foske
kod l..minja u lstri", fleristit 30 (1987): 5-14. for• early medieval cemeteries sec Branko Marusic, l~tra i
sjevernoja.dranski prostor u ranom srednjem vijekH, Exhibition Catalogue, Pula, 1995. Fiskovic, "Nova
videnja".
Buxton, op. cit., pp 38:>--:~86.
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86. Zminj, St. Foska,
911'ct. (?)

Minor... Yes, there are! But try as we might, no one has been able to find a true likeness.
Nobody doubts the presence of Early Christian, Byzantine, Eastern Christian, etc., and
later imported Carolingian models in early medieval Eastern Adriatic. The new consumers had a possibility of choosing between models available. The consistency of their choice
(straight lines and cubic masses, vaults wherever possible) indicates, if I may suggest, acertain fairly strong taste, i. e. a tradition.
There are some examples which may further support such a statement. The two vaulted
churches in !stria, the Pre-Romanesque phase of the smaller church (St. Mary) of the monastery of St. Michael at the Lim Bay, and St. Foska near Zminj, seem to reinforce our suggestions (fig 85, 86). Both came into being toward the western end of the route the Croats
used when infiltrating [stria via the Northern Adriatic, that is, from the Plomin to the Lim
Bay. The transverse arches of the Lim church have now been shown to be a much later
reinforcement, while the vaults of St. Foska remain somewhat hypothetical. Yet, the two
structures arc quite unique within early medieval architecture of Istria which is, as we
have seen, arch-traditionalist and conservative. The fact that both at Lim and Zminj extensive cemeteries of Croatian-Dalmatian culture were found, gives the two churches an
additional "credibility". 1~3
The original portion of St. George in Ravanjska near Zadar (9 11'-101h ct.) (fig 61) represents
a small wonder of architecture. It is a tiny aisless building with a rounded apse, the nave of
which is covered by a huge dome stretched so as to cover the oblong room, a blatant case
of a will-to-vault something normally "unvaultable". Again, it is a pity that Strzygowski did
not know it! 15'1
However, there is also more conclusive evidence, which has been provided by a type of architecture not at all studied at the time of Str7,ygiwski's interest in the Pre-Romanesque in
Croatia. ft is secular building, more precisely, what one might call utilitarian, folk structures. Its discovery and interpretation is due to the efforts of practically one single scholar,
is, Please see note 152.
i;,

Goss, Predromanicka arhitektura u I lrvatskoj, pp 82-86. ln my opiltion, the Ravanjska church is related lo two churches on the Dugi Island, St. Pelegrin al Savar and St. Victor at Telasica (probably
9•h century), which represent a rare Pre-Romanesque architectural form inspired by the late Antique
tower like mcmol'iae, such as seen in Early Christian ivories representing the tomb of Christ. Ibid, p
82; also, Goss, Early Croatian Architecture, pp 49-50. Sec ivories from c 400 in Wolfgang F. Volbach,
Early Christian Art, New York, 1961, fig 92, 93.
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87. Velika Mlaka, parish
house

Andre Mohorovicic, and his work on the folk architecture on the Northern Adriatic Islands
(Cres-1.osinj-Susak-Srakane-Unije), which we have already mentioned as an introduction
to this segment (fig 80). If Croats could apply the memory of their old building tradition in
constructing everyday homes, why not exercise the same prerogative when involved in ecclesiastical architecture? This would be exactly that elusive "differentia specifica'' which
Sw~ygowski groped to identify. And it is quite real. This is what makes the Pre-Romanesque buildings in the Eastern Adriatic different from [stria, Southern or Northern Italy,
the Balkans, or elsewhere. Where else in the west can we find large vaulted buildings from
the 9"' century, such as St. Cecilia (35 x 13) and SS Mary and Stephen in Biskupija (32.60 x
13.20), or the Savior's Church at Cetina (21.50 x 8)'?1,;5
I would like to conclude by bringing up again yet another idiosyncrasy of "Early Croatian
architecture" - rounded buttresses. They appear, as we have seen, in a limited number of
mostly rather large churches in Dalmatian Highlands belonging to the "Royal Group", inspired by the features of the contemporary Carolingian architect ureY 6
Tai king of the only "Royal" building he knew, the Savior's church at Cetina, Strzygowski
was taken both by the fact that it was vaulLed, and that it had rounded bullresses. J-lc
left the matters at that. In my dissertation [ followed the idea of my advisor, Professor Robert G. Calkins, that such buttresses, unknown from any other Pre-Romanesque
school, may be a reference to colonnades of semi-columns attached to walls as they occur at several places within the Palace of Diocletian. I have stayed wilh that solution although it never quite saLisfied me. And r wonder if r may suggest a possibility that this
rare form may be another rudimentary memory of stabbau procedures, which. as we very
well know, reached as far as England {Greenstead, as pointed out both by Strzygowski
and Buxton)Y''
The Eastern Adriatic appears today as a land of the rock. However, the real deforestation star Led only in the 17'h century. The master of the wooden beams of St. Donat was
followed in the Romanesque period hy the doors by Anclrija Buvina (1214) and the backrests of the choir bench (early 13u, cenLury) of Split Cathedral. There are numerous examples of Gothic and Renaissance church furniture and sculpture in wood, to say nothing
'" Please see note 131.
Goss, Predmmanicka arhite.ktura. u Hrvatskoj, pp 127-·I S2.
157 Strzygowski, Starnhrvalska urnjetnost, p 42; Goss, Early Croatian Architecture, p 85; Strzygowski,
ihid, p 9:,-96; 13uxton, The Woodm Churches, p I.
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of Baroque altarpieces of Continental Croatia. Ivan
Mestrovic, the father of Croatian modern sculpture,
started out as a wood carver. Wood certainly played
an important role in both architecture and sculpture of the Croats after their migration to the South.
Unfortunately, early monuments, such as St. Donal's
beams, are extremely rare. Very few have been identified, or, maybe, more precisely, they have never been
looked for. 158
The situation should be radically different in Continental Croatia, but it is not so. Still in the 19th century, the Land between Sava and Drava rivers was 80%
forest. Today, there is only 18%, and it seems as if the
forest is everywhere! So, the good timber for building
and carving has always been available. We know from
records that as late as the 15'1' century, towns of Continental Croatia were almost 100% built of wood, with
the exception of some religious buildings and fortifications.1~9 Yet, there seem to be no extant example of
architecture in woo<l datable before the J7•h century.
Timber structures are, of course, constantly being rebuilt, as the wood rots and wears
out, and in the course of those rebuildings, new forms slowly and clandestinely seep
in (fig 87). One usually considers timber structures to be very conservative, and that it
usually preserves and repeats old forms, but I am unaware of any truly systematic attempt to confirm this. It is also the case of "not being looked for", even much more blatant than at the coast, as there have been very few attempls to look for anything earlier
than the 14"' century.

88. Lobor, St. Mary Gorska, position of the
wooden church, left of
the present day church

Of course, those who have looked, have found. The sensational discoveries by Kresimir
Filipec at Lobor, to the Northwest of Zagreb, during the last five years, have revealed,
we repeat, on a site inhabited since the Bronze Age, remains of a large Early Christian
basilica with a baptistery, a Pre-Romanesque 9th century aisled church with a westwork,
richly adorned by interlace reliefs, and, along with the latter, traces of a wooden aisless
church with a rectangular presbytery dating from the Carolingian period (fig 87). The
work is still in progress and it may take time before we have anything close to final reports, but the wooden church at Lobor is a clear indication that the wood as building
material for religious architecture appeared along with Christianity. However, the stone
church next to it shows that stone appeared as well. Who imitated whom, and in what
way?160
First of all, the story that Romanesque churches in Continental Croatia were all made of
wood is simply a myth. As we slowly match the remains with the sites recorded in written documents, we realize more and more, be it from remains, or from texts, that a great
number of village parish churches was made from stone or brick. I remember helping
my late mother, Professor Sena Gvozdanovic-Sekulic, work on the village of 'l'rg as a very
young student of Art History. All homes there were wonderful old wooden structures (today just a few have been left), but the Romanesque church in the middle of the village was
made of stone. This paradigm was repeated, I believe, in hundreds of cases. Even in the
Turopolje region, around the Zagreb Airport, traditionally, and still today, the haven of
i;s
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Vladimir Gvozdanovic, "Split Cathedral's Wooden Doors", Commcntal'i 29 (1978): 47-62. A fragment
published by Strzygowski in Starohrvatska umjetnost, p 155. fig 79, as in private r.ollection, is most
likely Romanesque (12-13'" century), and its Dalmatian provenance is uncertain.
Ivy Lentic Kugli, Varaidin, Zagreb, 1977, p 82.
Filipec, Zastitno iskopavanje oko svetista Majke Bozje u Loboru 2002, pp 119-129; also public lecture
"Arhcoloska i.~traiivanja oko svetista Majkc Boije Garske u Lohoru"', Dec. l, 2003; I am indebted to
Dr. Filipec for numerous verbal communications concerning the pl"ogrcss of his investigations.
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89. Kamesnica, St. An-

drew, 12'h (?)-14'h ct., Romanesque apse

wooden building, il appears that medieval parish churches were constructed in durable
materials, and later replaced by timber structures, once the old churches perished in the
Turkish raids of the 16c11 -17'~ century. 161
Strzygowski was familiar with some better known timber structures in Croatia, such as lhe
chun:h of St. Barbara in Velika Mlaka, across the Sava River to the South from Zagreb (l9'h
century, believed to follow "earlier forms") (fig 84). He was fascinated with wooden "vaulls"
(Velika Mlaka, Sedlarica). St. Barbara is an aisleless church, the nave terminating in a polygonal sanctuary of the same width as the nave. Now if we look at the basic typology of
the medieval longiludinal rural church in Continental Croatia, or elsewhere within the
Carpathian basin, we find the following: 1) Aisleless church with rounded apse. 2) Aisldess
dturch with a square choir (usually covered by barrel vault) and a rounded apse ("Zusammengest:;;ter Raum"). 3) Aislcless church with a narrower rectangular sanctuary. 4) Aisleless church with a narrower polygonal sanctuary (long or short). 5.) Aisleless church with
a polygonal sanctuary as wide as the nave.
I purposely did not speak of "Romanesque" or "Gothic". Of course, the buildings with a
polygonal sanctuary should be, in general, seen as Gothic, and those with rounded one, as
Romanesque. There are perfectly Romanesque buildings, e.g. All Saints at Bedenica, with
a polygonal sanctuary (the same happens also in Hungary); there are some churches with
elongated roun<le<l sanctuaries which some scholars experience as Gothic (Ratkovica). The
buildings with rectangular sanctuary have been seen as Romanesque and Gothic, with
an emphasis on the latler, bul il has been discovered recently that the "Gothic church''
at Kamcsnica had a rounded apse, and that, in fact, it was a regular small Romanesque
church to which a larger Gothic nave was added in a somewhat "anomalous" fashion (fig
89). A number ofrclated churches show similar ''anomalies", an indicalion Lhat a thorough
invesligation is in order.161
161
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Juraj Bclaj, "Arhcolo.sko naslijcdc vilc~kih n:dova na .~jevero:upadnom prostoru sredi!:nje I trvatske",
Zagreb 2001, MA Thesis, Zagreb University, pp 172-178. J\mong the carliesl dalablc wooden churches
in Turopolje is St. Martin at Stari Brod, dated by Ana Zaradija Kisto early 17'" century. Ana Zarndija
Kis. "Martinska tra<licija u Sisacko-moslavackoj fopan iji", Godifojak GMS '.{-4 (2002-2003): 188-190.
Strzygow.~ki, Staroltrvatska umjetnost, pp 75-77. There is no survey of Romanesque architedure in ConUncnlal Croalia. Herc arr. a fr.w titles whkh may serve to fill in the gap: Vladimir Gvozdanovic, "Crkva
Majke Bozje t1 Morovilu", Peristil 12-13 (1969-70): 15-22; "Vrijcdno~Li rom,mickc arhilcklurc u ko11liucntalnoj f lrvatskoj i kapela Sv. Marije u Bapskoj", Arhitektura 106 (1970): 64,-68; "Sv. Dimitrije u Brodskom
Drenovc:u", Vje.rnik A rheolofkog muzeja u Zagrebu, 3,J ser., S (1971): 211-222; "Crkva Sv. tlartola u Novim
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90. Morovic, Our Lady,

late 1311' ct.. example
of "Zusammengesetzter

Raum"
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91. Klenovec, St Vid,
W" ct.(?)

Building a rounded form is fully in the nature of stone or brick, but not of wood. As the
Carolingian wooden church at Lobor shows, the type with a rectangular sanctuary is, of
course, in the spirit of wood, as well as a polygonal sanctuary, especially if it grows straight
from the ends of longilu<linal walls and remains as wide as the nave. The "Gothic" churches of that kind that were built in brick or stone (e.g. al Crkvari) are indeed dose to the
wooden buildings. Which came first? What about buildings with polygonal sanctuaries
narrower lhan the nave? They may be seen as an extension of the ''Zusammengcsctztc
Raum" model (fig 90), and also close to the models in woo<l. Briefly, only the versions with
a rounded apse could be seen as purely ''in the spirit" of durable materials.H'~
Mikanovcima romanika izmectu Save i Drave i europska kultura", Pes•istil 46 (200:l): 5-12; "Sv. Marija u
Bapskoj - ponovo nakon lridc~cl i pct godina", Peristil 47 (2001): 5-H; Ana Azinovic, "Novo Mesto - kapela Sv. Petra", Obavijesti 34 (2002): 130-1'1·1; Vanda Karac, "Istrazivanje romanicke crkve Sv. Martina u
Dakovac:kim selc:ima~ Obavijesti 2:~ (I 991): :~7-40; "Roman icka sakralna MhiLcklura na podu<'ju Slavon ija, Haranjc i Zapa<lnog Srijcma'~ Obavijesti 23 (1991): 25-26; Andel a Horvat, "Prilog tipoloskoj klasifikaciji
romanickih crkava kontinentalne Hrvatske", Bulletin JAZll 4S-4<i (1984-8S): SY-89. l.elja Dohroni<'. Po

16'

stamrn /',,1ofl'.tvcu, /.agrcb, 1979, pp 14--.16; Ilona ValLcr, Arpad-kori tt!glatunplomok nyu.gt,l-duaantulon,
Budapest, 2001, plans 16. 79. Diana Yukic:evic-Samarzija. Sakralna goticka arhitektura u Slavoniji, Zagreb, 1986, pp I :n- I~:~; Lana Okrosa Ro1.ir., "Ostaci rom:rnir.kr. crkvr. u l<amr.snici", Cris :i (200'.~): 80-8:t
£. g. Srcdnji Lipovac and Zdend, Vukiccvic-Samarzija, op. cit., p 98, 111, 155; for the concept of
"Zti.~ammengesetzter Raum", Elimar Rogge, Einsschif}if!,e romaniscJ1e Kirchen in Friesland und iJsre
Gestaltu.ng. Oldenburg, 191,3, p 77 ff.
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92. Zagreb, Chapel of St.
Stephen, Pre-Romanesque capital, 1l'h ct.(?)

It seems to me that the issue of "priorities" cannot at this point be resolved. It is also
a question of what would be gained if it were resolved. Apparently, at the same time,
similar buildings were built both in wood and in durable materials. They had elements
that signalized that they were buildings of special function, such as the sanctuary (or
a tower, most often in front). Thus, if wood imitates rounded forms, as it does in case
of some Serbian and Rumanian churches, it is quite justified to speak of an influence
of durable material forms. However, when we find a very rare form of a pointed sanctuary as in Klenovec in Northwestern Croatia (fig 91), we can be quite sure that it is an
example of a transfer from wood to durable materials. In some cases, such as Turnisce
(Slovenia), the rounded apse was shaved so that it may appear polygonal, obviously an
attempt to turn a Romanesque building into a more modern, "Gothic" one. As opposed
to that, at Johi, again in Croatia, the inside of the apse is rounded and the outside an irregular polygon; it may be that in this modest rural church the architect tried to reconcile a "proper" Romanesque form of the interior, with the proper polygonal outside as
practiced by architecture in wood, certainly dominant in the Highlands region where
Johi is located.1M
If the reader is frustrated by all of this, I assure him that the writer is too. None of this
was known to Strzygowski, and none of this seems relevant for the issues that we have
considered. Continental Croatian Romanesque falls within the boundaries of typical medieval rural architecture forms. Within this world there is no overwhelming will-to-vault,
as the nave is almost always left unvaulted ("the Earth'', the place of the faithful), while
the choir is vaulted ("the vault or dome of Heaven" inhabited by the clergy). The nave was
probably covered by a flat painted tabulatum, but the earliest extant examples go back to
the 17h century. There are some nice examples of wooden vaulting, but even the wooden
61
' '
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For a variety of plans of wooden chu1·chcs of Eastern Europe sec Buxton, The Wooden Churches, fig
254 and 291 (square, polygonal and pointed sanctuaries), and 272 (rounded). On I<lenovec, Diana
Vukiccvic-Samarzija, Goticke crkve /-lrvatskog zagorja, Zagreb, 1993, p 154; Marijan Zadnikar, Romanska arhlteklura na Slovenskem, Ljubljana, 1959, pp 1'1:1-144; Horvat, "Prilog tipoloskoj klasifikadji
romanickih crkava kontinentalne Hrvatske", p 75.
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churches had the flat tabulatum over their naves. One might say, "The Humanists" have
spoiled the game by the time of the emergence of the Roma ncsquc. 16s
And this is exactly the point. Until very recently, we did not know anything about the
Pre-Romanesque architecture in Continental Croatia, except that it existed, and that at
least stone sculpture fragments datable before l 100 were preserved at Lobor, Sisak, and
Zagreb (figs 71, 72, 79, 92). With the new Lobor discovery, of both a stone and a timber 91h
century church, we may be at least one step closer toward a confirmation of the straight
lines and cubic massing issue. The wooden church was conceived as a combination of two
rectangular elements of different sizes. It is quite sure by now that the stone church had
apses embedded in a straight termination wall, but it is still not quite clear whether the
central apse projected beyond that line. If it did not, the church at Lobor would be fairly
similar, as already mentioned, to that of Zalavar/Receskut, of a similar date and built for a
Slavic prince of Lower Pannonia, as well as to the large coastal buildings with flat d1evet,
to which it is also close in size.166
The Lobor discovery may also be taken as a hint that our will-to-vault theory is within the
boundaries of the possible. The large church at Lobor, judging from powerful lateral buttresses, was vaulted. Thus, if the Romanesque shows no forms to help us resolve the issues,
the Pre-Romanesque of Continental Croatia, once its better known, might.
Hitler died sixty years ago, and by now the monster he created, as well as that of Stalin's
making, are dead and buried, and we may approach issues "suspidous" some decades ago
without any fear. In that context it is not only legitimate but necessary to reopen Strzygowski's great dilemma - Orient oder Rom - restated as "Orient oder Nord oder Rom'', or,
still better as "Orient+Nord+Rom". Whereas the "Humanist" side has been eloquently argued over and over again, we still seem to neglect the fact that the Europe, the reemerging
United Europe, as we know it today, as we live it today, is also a product of the "Barbarians".
In the areas where the "humanist" pressure was lesser - the world of the Vikings, the British Isles, the Early Slavic archeology of Eastern Central and Eastern Europe - that contribution has long ago been recognized and evaluated. It is ridiculous to daim that Visigoths,
Langobards, Franks or Croats left no imprint on the {;Ulture of the Latin lands in which
they had settled, that they {;ame to the world of the Mediterranean without any native tradition of their own, or that they immediately forgot it. Strzygowski intuitively sensed that
such a preconceived idea would be wrong. He tried to provide a scholarly framework for
what he realized with his mind's eye, and, there, he got lost in mysticism.167 What would
he have done if he had known what we know today!?
165
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E.g. at Lovrccan (1666) northwest of Zagreb. See Duro Szabo, llmjetnost u nasim ladanjskim crkvama, Zagreb, 1930, p 93.
See note 160 ahovc. Also, Vladimir P. Goss. "Moravia's History Reconsidered, Lhe Tomb ofS. Methodius and the Church of Our Lady at Morovic", Ea.st European Quarterly 16 (1980): 487-4-98, and
"Lobor-Klokoc-Morovic - prilog razmatranju karolin.~ke prisutnosti u predromanici kontinentalne
HrvaLskc", in Marasovicev zbornik, pp 194-198; lmre Takacs. ed., Paradisium Plantavit - Benedictine Monasteries in Medieval Hungary, Pannonhalma, 2001, Exhibition Catalogue, pp 21-35,

:n2.:n8.
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I lefl out a discussion of early medieval sculplure in lhe light of Strzygowski's ideas on purpose. It is
an extremely complex issue, and it requires cooperation with archeologists and ethnologists at least.
I .~ketched out some suggestions in my paper mentioned in the note ns. Howeve,·, I would like to
present one example of how two serious s1.:holars working independently on two different materials
can reach similar conclusions. In his paper entitled "Architettura e decorazione nell'eta Langobarda
alla luce dei riLrovamenti Lombardi", in /,a civiltu dei /.angobardi in 1-:uropa, Atti <lei convegno internazionale, Roma 1971 (published 1971), Adriano Peroni proposes to link the "forma alveolata" of
some of the capitals of the crypt of San Eusebio in Pavia (636-6S2) to wooden models (pp 342-:~43,
pl IV, figl). A similar wndusion about a similar motif of however much later (12'h ce11lury) dale was
reached by Ante Sonje (Crkvena arhitektura zapadne Istre, p 157, fig 97a, a fragment from Tar). I
quote: "This is Lhe way Romanesque sculpture develops under the influence of woodcutter's trade in
a rural setting". Some new possibilities are again open by Belaj's work (p 158).
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Without the barbarians we would not have had the New
Europe of the l l'h and the 12'1, centuries, we would not
have had "The Renaissance of the 12'" century". 168 Some
of them arrived to the vast areas of Europe even before
the Romans, e.g. the Celts; 10~ some arrived afterwards,
to demolish the Roman Empire, bringing to Europe not
just fresh blood, but an entire world of decorative expression of new animal, vegetal and geometric fantasy,
energetic and vital, subtle and rich. As demonstrated
by the art of the earliest Irish Christians, that rhapsody
of ornamental form could be married to Christianity,
a test case which proves valid for all such future marriages between the barbarian element and the Mediterranean tradition (fig 6). 170

93. Tournus, St. Philibert,

relief, 10-1211' ct.

The role the Irish played in evangelization of Western and Central Europe is well-known. But without
the Mediterranean tradition there would have been
no New Europe either. It provided the monumental
cadre for the display of the new fantasy; the basis for
the monumental architectural space and mass, which,
then, provided the room for display of new monumental sculpture, and the surface for new monumental
painting. This new figured art incorporated the tradition of the Antiquity, its dreams and nightmares,
sphinxes, sirens, and cyclops, as well as the Grendels,
fafners, Vcleses, and wolf heads of the newcomers;
and, eventually, also the lions and camels, Gilgameshes and Nimruds of both the contemporary and Ancient
Near East. But whereas it is relatively easy to recognize the Romanesque reincarnations
of the ancient aulas, basilicas or memorial buildings, what about those powerful verticals
such as the towers of Ravenna, of J>omposa, of the Lagoons? What about Glendalough?
What about the suspected Celtic tower-like structures which may have been reflected in
the earliest church buildings in the Eastern Alps?171 Early Christian basilica had no vertical. Whereas the vertical is incorporated within the Carolingian buildings, both at the
center and in some of the borderland areas (such as Croatia), even in Italy (and elsewhere
in the western and central Medilerranean) it appears along the buildings of the Pre-Romanesque, Early Romanesque and Romanesque periods in the form of a so-called "Lombard" campanile. We need more people like Strzygowski, Baltrusaitis or Buxton to lead
us into that world in which so much remains to be done. 172 With that in mind I would
dare to just touch upon a tricky issue of a southeastern border of Carolingian art in figured form.
Pre-Romanesque architecture of Carolingian period both at the center and in the borderlands, as well as Ottonian architecture and the First Romanesque of the ll'h century. provided little room for display of monumental fa<;ade sculpture. Obviously, the time for such
sculpture had not yet come. Otherwise, the architecture would have changed in order to
accommodate it, as it did around 1100. Sculpture is thus primarily reserved for interiors,
168

Char.Jes H. Haskins, The Renaissance of the Twelfth Century, Cambridge, 1927, especially pp 3-16
Catalogues of great cxhi!Jilions. such as Die Kelten in Mitteleuropa, Ludwig Pauli, ed., Salzburg, Aml
der Salzburger Landesregierung, 1980; or The Celts, Vcnccslas Kruta et al, eds., New York, 1997 (exhibition held at Palazzo Grassi, Venice, 1991), would suffice as intro<ludion.
170 The Celts, chapter "The Chri~lian Celts", p 6:n ff.
m See note 133.
m E. g. Jurgis Kallrusailis, formations, deformations: ta stylistique ornamentale dans la sculpture romane, Paris, 1931 (republished Paris, 1986).
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94. Mailes (Mais), S.
Benedetto, donor, c 800;
95. Pula, Archeological
Museum, frescoes from
St. Sophia in Dvigrad,
c800

as a decor of architectural members, primarily capitals, which vary from pure geometric,
cubic forms and often very accomplished renderings of Ancient models, to first attempts
to represent human or animal forms in very rudimentary forms (Dijon, Tournus, Cruas)
(fig ~H). ' 71
Thousands of fragments of interlace an<l related low relief ornaments have been preserved
from a vast area from Irel and to Transylvania, and fr.om Dalmatia to Scandinavia. They are
almost exclusively linked to church furniture and interior architectural members - capitals, choir-screens, ciboria, ambos, fonts.
Bul, along wilh lhem, we find, also in lhe inlefior of buildings, works in other materials,
which strikingly recall the ancient humanism, or the new growing desire for volume and
expression (lhe marlyr-sainls in stucco al the Tempietto at Civic.late, the bronze candlestick of Hildesheim, the wooden crucifix in Ringelheim or the Gero crucifix; and as a work
'' in bet ween" the interior and e.xlerior, the bronze doors of Hildesheim) (fig 4). 174
The large walls of Pre-Romanesque churches were ideal for display of paintings. Although
lhese have been scantily preserved in as much as most important monuments of lhe Empire arc concerned, even in relatively humble milieus they often display the same humanism as lhe works in stucco or bronze (Mailes, fig 94). There are even superb examples of
frescoes (Castelseprio) 17s comparable to the sudden and inexplicable appearance of the
masters of the Coronation Gospels (fig 5). However, works of anti-Carolingian character
can he found next door to Carolingian ones; as testified by frescoes at Naturno (or at Dvim 1-:. g. Xavier fhrral i Altet, Le paysaf!,e monumental en France 1wtour de l'an Mil, Paris, 1Wl7.
Backes and DOlling, op. t:il., 67-68, 194, 210-2.15.
i·:~ I hid, p YS, :t"l8. Also note 124.
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grad in lstria, fig 95), as opposed to those just mentioned at Malles.116 Exactly in the field
of miniature we can follow the vicissitudes of Carolingian and Ottonian painting, from the
serene classicism of the Coronation Gospels, through a nervous, frenzied decomposition
of the human figure in the Ebbo Gospels, or to its tying to the form and size of the pre-determined geometric cadre as in Centula and Ada Gospels involving a growing emphasize
on linearity and limitation of space and volume, to the fantastic geometric displays, such
as that mushroom-cloud born by St. Luke in the Gospels of Otto III, where a human figure
is truly integrated within a system of geometric frames, or more subtly, in the narrative
scenes of the same manuscript, where it is ruled by a logic of evident or implied geometric sdtemes in front of a monumentally flat background (figs 5, 74). 17' 'l'he frescoes at St.
George at Oberzell in Reichenau are a large-srnle transcription of that almost Romanesque
synthesis, almost we say, as the figure and action in a way still hold their own and do not
turn into structures composed of purified geometric shapes and patterns.17~
Let us now return to what we have in abundance, to interlace sculpture, omnipresent in
the Pre-Romanesque Europe, center and periphery, big and small, visually binding architectural members, surfaces, and spaces much in the same way as the metal cloisons act in
the making of a barbarian fibula. It is a sophisticated - anti-Carolingian - system displaying in the choice and application of decorative motifs a developed artistic sensitivity. It is
most instructive to take a closer look at one of the key elements of church furniture - the
choir-screen. The narrow clements of the relief, horizontal and vertical alike, are covered
by "dynamic" motifs. On the piers, there appear curvilinear or rectilinear tresses, intersecting circles or lozenges and interlocked rounded an<l square motifs. Along the opening, the edge of the pier may be marked by a zig-zag. Dynamic horizontal motifs run along
the upper edges of the choir-screen panels - circles linked by rounded knots, occasionally
housing beasts or flowers, interlocked "pretzels" or half-circles, or even small arcades enframing birds or animals. To the main field of the panel, the artists apply motifs of more
static nature, appropriate for larger surfaces. There. one may sec large circles connected by
rounded knots filled with rosettes and sometimes with stylized birds or beasts, interlocked
circles and lozenges or squares, squares linked up by knots and cont,1ining stylized vegetal
or animal motifs, crosses formed from interlace bands flanked by palmettes and standing
underneath an arcade. The same decorative repertoire was applied to sides of sarcophagi
(figs 72, 79, 96-99).
The beams and the gables of the choir-screen usually display three horizontal strips or
zones - the lowermost often reserved for a continuous inscription. In Croatia, fragments
of such choir-screen inscriptions represent the famous "archives in stone", having recorded an<l preserved names of Croatian rulers such as Trpimir, Branimir, Muncimir, and others. The central strip is decorated by such dynamic motifs as pretzels, semicircles, or even
small arcades possibly deriving from the classical egg-and-dart motif. The uppermost strip
most frequently bears a series of hooks, a derivative from another classical motif - that of
the running-dog. The hooks by their position and inclination lead the viewer's eye toward
the center of the choir-screen, the tip of the gable or the arch, bearing a cross. On the gable itself the strips separate, and the two lower ones follow the arch, while the hooks climb
along the rim of the gable. In the field in between generally there is a representation of a
cross flanked by two peacocks or some other animals.
A similar feeling for proper use of static and dynamic motifs guided the masters when decorating other pieces of church furniture. Door and window frames bear dynamic motifs
such as stylized scrollwork, and in that manner sculpture makes it first step toward the
exterior of the building. In the case of the transennae, the interlace runs around the openings forming itself into knots in between the lights. Ciboria share motifs and decorative
principles with choir-screen gables. Their arches are underlined by some smooth, dynamic
"
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See note 175.
Hackcs and Dolling, op. cit., pp 100, 101, 10'1·. 105.
Ibid, pp 155-156; I<url Marlin, Die Ottonische Wandbilder des St. Georgskirche Reichenau-Oberzetl,
Konstanz, 1961 (republished 1975).
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96. Split, Museum of
Croatia 11 Archeologica I
monuments, panel from
l<oljani, 9i1o ct.

97-99. Novigrad, Lapidariurn, fragments, c 800
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motif such as interlocking circles, while the straight upper end is enhanced by as many as
three zones of ornament, the uppermost usually being the hooks leading one's eye toward
the center. The two lower zones contain such motifs as interlocking circles, tiny arcades,
or even checker-board. The triangular surfaces between the arch and the rectilinear frame
are often inhabited by scrollwork or animals, the latter even in confronted pairs. The columns of the ciboria bear stylized Corinthian or Composite capitals (in Croatia, Ciborium
of Proconsul Grgur, 7,adar, c 1030; Ciborium from Crkvina in Biskupija, 11111 century) (fig
100-102). 179
But none of this interlace, and interlace related material, is Carolingian, although some of
it belongs to the Carolingian times. This is also true of the thousands of works and fragments of Pre-Romanesque sculpture preserved on the territory of Croatia, where, as in
architecture, output was enormous. It would be absurd to attribute all this to one single
source of inspiration, whether "humanist" or ''barbarian". 1~0 Strzygowski saw Pre-Romanesque sculpture in Croatia as "truly Nordic", i.e. predominantly geometric. This is also too
narrow a view but his ideas about wooden sources should be seriously reconsidered.m
The evidence of St. Donat would imply that the same artists could equally well work in
both media (figs 14-16), or side by side. In principle, it seems to me that artists well-versed
in antique motifs, preferring straight lines, compositional clarity, and distinctness of motifs, could be seen as stone cutters trained within the native, Dalmatian, "humanist" milieus (fig 96). They worked in Dalmatian cities a.,; well at the courts of Croatian rulers. 182
Less "dear" hands may indicate an artist trying to work in a foreign medium (St. Peter at
Brijuni, 71h/8'h ct?), or an artist having difficulties translating forms from one medium to
another (St. Martha at Bijaci near Trogir) (figs 10, 11, 103).183 However, there are even quality hands which prefer dense patterns, filling up the surface, emphasizing curvilinearity.
Those may be well-trained stone cutters with a parallel training or even original training as woodcutters (figs 104, 105). The "wood" type of stone sculpture seems to dominate Southern Dalmatian area, and is quite frequent in the early medieval Bosnia, thus,
areas where the progress of Christianity was slow. If Mestrovic could work in wood, clay,
marble, why not his forerunners who decorated royal foundations not far from his native
Otavice.' 84
There is still a vast area of inquiry in the Early Middle Ages, from Volkerwanderung to the
Romanesque, where the "humanist" side of the issue may have been presented most convincingly and conclusively, whereas the "barbarian" aspect has barely been touched upon.
As we here often deal with the world of reconstruction and conjectures, we could learn
very mm;h both from Strzygowski - how to use our creative imagination, and from the reaction against him - how to stay within the boundaries of sound scholarship.
Goss, f:a.rly CroaLia11. An:hitecture, pp 46-48.
As Karaman did, concerning it import (in both physical and spiritual sense) from Italy; Jz kolijevke, p
nff.
181
Strzygowski, Starohrvatska 1imjctnost, p l 5!l ff.
182
Vd.ic, Crkva Sv. Trujstva, pp 44-46, 93-94; Stn:ygowski (op. cit., fig 8, fig 23, fig 85) has noticed that
distinction and listed as such "clear" hands the masters of the pentagram panel from the Baptistery
of Split, and the works made for Croatian rulers, such as Duke Branimir's inscription from Mu<' (888).
Also, Goss, ''Josef Str:qgowski and Early Medieval Art in Croatia", pp 341-342; the "humanist" side
was ably argued by Rapanic, Predromanicko doba u Dalmaciji.
'"' On Brijuni, Vlasta Begovic-Dvor:zak and lvancica Schrunk, Brijuni, Zagreb, 2007; I am grateful to the
authors for the information, illustrations, and permission to reproduce them. On St. Martha. Ante
Milosevic, "Scultura ornamentale del Yll e VIll secolo nei Balcani Occidentali", Hortus artium medievalium 9 (200:~): ;~:,7-:{82, fig 24 c, d, e; also "Konnte die Kirche in Bilimi.~ce hy Zenica der Versammlungsort dcr 'Bosnischen Christen' des Jahres 1203 gcwcscn scin?", Starohrvatska prusvjeta, 3«i
ser., 30 (2003), 59-76.
1 1
~·
For the help in orienting myself in an area which is not mine, that of wooden folk sculpture and its
relation to stone, I owe gratitude to Ms lvanka lvkanec, Museum Advisor. Ethnographic Museum of
Zagreb. See also Milosevic's articles quoted in footnote Hn, and Mena lo, Ranosl'ednjevjekovna skulptura, p 74 (choir screen from Kolocep).
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100. Split, Museum of Croatian Archeological monuments, choir screen from Koljani, 9'11 ct.;101. Split, Museum of Croatian Archeological monuments, choir
screen gable from Bijaci, 9:h ct.; 102. Novigrad, Lapidarium, fragment of a ciborium, c 800; l03. Poree,
Euphrasiana, atrium, Pre-Romanesque fragment;
104. Dubrovnik, Archeological Museum, fragment
of ambo railing (?), 9'" ct.; 105. Dubrovnik. Archeological Museum, choir screen from Kolocep, ll'h ct.
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106. Klostar, detail of
frescoes, 11th ct.

The above mentioned King's panel in Split, 18~ whatever its date, is a certain indication that Carolingian/Ottonian models reached the southeastern borderlands of Carolingian world, although its style is
openly anti-Carolingian (fig 54). To study painting,
we must go to the extreme Northwest of the Adriatic, to !stria. Traces of frescoes, believed to be Carolingian, were discovered at St. Andrew on the Crveni
otok near Rovinj, and within the Pre-Romanesque
phase of St. Sophia in Dvigrad. At St. Andrew, Dr.
Fucic was able to sec, some four decades ago, the remains of an Ascension in the dome, and of a Crucifixion on the south wall. Softly curved fingers of
the crucified Christ led him to identify the frescoes
as Carolingian. 1~6 The presence of a Carolingian
workshop in !stria is confirmed by fragments Dr.
Marusic discovered in the late 8'11 century phase of
St. Sophia at Dvigrad. The fragments, nowadays at
the Museum of [stria in Pula, show possihly Holy Warriors. The figures feature oval heads,
cylindrical necks, and long pointed fingers. The lines are fine and precise. 'l'he only color
still extant is reddish brown in various intensities. The Dvigrad fragments appear as somewhat less primitive (less "anti-Carolingian"} relatives of St. Procolo at Naturno in Northern Italy (fig 95). 181
The key early fresco cycle in !stria is found in the larger, early Romanesque church of
St. Michael at Lim (mid uu, ct.), the apse and the triumphal arch of which were once
completely covered by paintings (fig 106). One can still sec the Trial and Stoning of St.
Stephen, a monastic saint and a holy bishop, and on the apex of the triumphal arch a
scene variously identified as Annunciation or the Sacrifice of Cain and Abel. The scenes
arc cnframed by meander, and the socle zone shows an illusionistically painted curtain.
One <.:an still make out the basic color scheme: brownish red, dark brown, blue, purplish
blue, ochre, and yellow. This scheme as well as the meander immediately brings to one's
mind the Ottonian frescoes at OberzeJI at Reichenau. So does the low relief and calm
firm silhouettes, yet the Lim work is less detailed and more restrained. In this l'espe<.:t I
find striking similarities with the frescoes at St. Mang at Fi.issen, and at 13ad Kreuzingen.
The metallic folds with pointed but not too sharp edges, oval heads, and low foreheads,
find analogies among the Ottonian manuscripts, even among such august books as the
Aachen Gospels of Otto JU.188
In spite of poor state of preservation, the Lim fresrnes represent a precious monument informing us about the presence of a high quality Ottonian workshop in Istria around the
middle of the l11h century, a workshop which, in our opinion, was famihar with the works
of such great centers as Reichenau. As there is no trace of local Byzantine tradition, they
mark a rapprochement with the modern style of the West.18~
Does viewing the Carolingian art from its Southeastern border help us understand it any
better? J believe so. First, there is the key question - what is "Pre-Romanesque", and what
is "Carolingian°(' Arc they the same? Are they the parallel or related phenomena'? This was
exactly the key issue of the debate between my respected friend, Xavier Barra! i Altet and
myself, after my presentation at the Francia Media gathering. Our dialogue lasted about 20
m Note 61· above.
Branko Fucic, lstarskefreske, Zagrch, 1963, p 12.
'"' Marusic, lstrtt i sjevernojad.ranski prostor, p 115; also note 124 above.
m fucic, op. cit., p 15; Vladimir P. Goss, "Carolingian and Ottonian Influences on the Monumental
Sculpture and Painting in the Eastcl'tl Adriatic",Journal ofCroatian Studies 22 (1981): 3-48, especially
pp 18-21, with additional bibliography in footnotes. Backes and Dolling, p I S8.
ta9 See the previous note.
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minutes, and I was left with a feeling that it was unfinished. Ever since, I have been thinking about it, fully conscious that I have been missing something, that something in my system of thinking was, to say the least, inconsistent. Having in the meantime considered the
concept of "anti-Carolingian", and having, than ks to the same paid more attention to the
issue of the tower, I may be now closer to rectifying what I have been intuitively suspecting
to be unfinished in the scheme of things I had been proposing for quite a while.
In my opinion "Pre-Romanesque" is a wider category which also includes "Carolingian''.
Carolingian and Ottonian architecture share with the other Pre-Romanesque "schools" the
five characteristics we have established above. Yet the buildings of the center stand apart
from those of the rim lands, and not just in terms of size and choice of building materials. In the rim lands, primarily in the Mediterranean zone which had retained the tradition of building in durable materials, it is the tradition of the Early Christian basilican and
centralized structures (often in debased forms) which dominated the architecture of the
Pre-Pre-Romanesque, and Pre-Romanesque periods, from the 6'h through the 101h century.
It is an art world which seeks to survive through the Conversio el evangelizatio barbarurum. In Croatia, with a very high number and a great variety of buildings of traditional
types, one can sense how the new converts were fed old forms along with the new faith,
and how they enthusiastically accepted them.
On the other hand, the art and architecture of the Carolingians is explicitly the art of the
Renovatio imperii Romani (Christiani). Carolingian architecture revives the idea of the
monumental rotunda - a form with somewhat limited future. By building "more romano"
it seeks to go back to the Constantinian models of basilican arrangement - but its key idea,
the double choirs, would have little reception outside the core of the Imperial lands where
it merges with another vision of bi-polar building, the church with a western and eastern
tower, and - thirdly, it creates a new basilican form with a powerful western massif, in
some cases balanced by a similar grouping at the eastern end of the building. This westwork and eastwork would prove crucial for the future of the European architecture. The
ultimate triumph of i;uch buildings as St. Riquier at Centula lies in the monumentalization
of the two key portions of the building: its entrance fac,:ade, literally its face, culminating
in the Gothic two story fa«;adcs, and its heart, the sanctuary where often multistory eastwerk with a crypt would also culminate in the High Gothic sanctuary which, with its semicircular ambulatory and contiguous radiating chapels, in fact constitutes a semi-rotunda,
shimmering with light in front of a pilgrim's eyes as he travels through the lofty, longitudinal nave. The southeastern border of Carolingian architecture is, I must admit, a sort of
misnomer. It is certainly a document of the presence of Carolingian art forms, but those in
fact arc not from the renovatio circle; they belong to the innovative, bold new trend within the architecture of the Carolingian times, and, in as far as one could conclude from the
material at hand, they demonstrate a higher degree of boldness in the borderlands than in
the center itself. This trend is, as already stated, future-oriented, Pre-Romanesque in the
best sense of the word when meaning "leading toward the Romanesque", while also being
"Pre-Romanesque" in terms of the characteristics we have presented at the beginning of
this chapter.
ln one thousand years we have made a trip from the real Jerusalem of Helena and Constantine, a basilica plus rotunda, to a New Jerusalem in the form of a basilica and rotunda,
and what a trip it was!
This New Jerusalem was not one of the humble, though. It boldly announces itself as a
City, the Fortress of the LQrd, and it will take time and Martin Luther to remind Europe
that only the Lord is a fortified city, not pieces of rock or brkk piled up by the hands of the
sinning mortals.
In the meantime, however, the tower, the western massif evidently fired up Lhe imagination
of both the Imperial and the borderland princes. In architecturally most interesting frontier areas, Asturias and Croatia, the result was an architecture, hard, massive and powerful; an architecture of early will-to-vault, which in itself led in Asturias to the first inklings of the Romanesque structuralization, while in Croatia, it led to vaulting rather large
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buildings while strictly staying within the Pre-Romanesque aesthetics. And then, toward
the end of the tenth century, in those same Mediterranean lands, from Dalmatia to Catalonia, there emerged a new art of sturdy buildings in durable materials, experimenting
both with vaulting and decorating of external faces of the walls - the first Romanesque of
the Mediterranean circle, a development apparently populist, harsh, and rustic, but at the
same time a laboratory of improved huilding techniques and growing realization that the
interior and exterior arc the two sides of the same coin, as it was clearly stated by a select
few among the most accomplished first Romanesque buildings.
But how do we reach that new architecture from the world of traditional Pre-Romanesque, or even from Asturian and Croatian best achievements'? We simply don't! The first
Romanesque swiped away the entire world of traditional forms. Jt, in fact, returns to the
simplicity of the basilican scheme, more romano, but within that scheme, it creates a new
structure as well as a new, structure-linked, decor. It does not need westworks, but it needs
a vertical - and so the "Lombard" campanile makes its triumphal appearance.
Meanwhile, in the North, within the core Imperial lands, the imperial architects have
boldly started to experiment with combinations of large, powerful, clearly defined geometric units of mass and space, and applied this type of analytical thinking also to the
ground plans, sketching out, by a system of alternating supports, the first lines of the bay
system; not yet fully applied to the elevation of the buildings or reflected on the facades.
This had also been stated by the best Pre-Romanesque buildings of the borderlands of
the 9th/J0t~ century. As the two trends merged under the aegis of both the Reform and
the Imperium, at the spot where such a merger was most likely to happen, the area beyond the Alps but also open to the Mediterranean, in an environment defined by a great
reformer of imperial lineage - St. Hugh - the birth of the Mature Romanesque was celebrated by the Cluny III.
Pre-Romanesque, be it "Carolingian" or "Borderland", is predominantly conservative even
when re-novative. It ceases to be so only when, in its own way, it comes to grips with redoing of the old, unavoidable, basilican model. The role of the barbarian architectural tradition (including the nations conquered by Rome long before the Great Migrations), or
of architecture in wood in general, still remains to be recognized. In doing so, architecture becomes one of the stronger voices of a new, confident Europe determined to lake
command of its destiny. The new Fortress of God in the form of a Romanesque church is
its visual correlative. It does not plead for a conversio, it does not promote a renovatio although it might pay a lip service to both; it announces new themes of peregrinatio, of
tramitu.~. of a new expansion which may be spiritual. but is also very much physical and
material. and it occurrs in the real, palpable space and time.
Architecture was able to "reform" itself exactly thanks to tradition. In case of figured arts,
especially of sculpture, there was little tradition to speak of. Monumental, figured, architectural sculpture practically disappeared with Early Christianity. Thus, in my opinion,
sculpture is indeed the area which was most open to the other tradition, of the new nations. What they had done in wood, metal, bone, or textiles, they enthusiastically applied
to their church decor once the last practitioners, decorateurs, of the ancient stonecutting
tradition taught them the basics of the trade. There was physically no room for monumental sculpture on the walls of either Carolingian or Pre-Romanesque buildings, nor in
those of the First Romanesque. Areas where more of the ancient tradition seems to have
survived, such as the art of stucco, were reserved for interiors and church furniture. In
monumental sculpture, there were apparently fewer "Greeks" which could touch off such
developments as the Coronation Gospels or Castelseprio.
However, the omnipresent art of interlace sculpture played a very important role. It set
up some key decorative parameters of clarity of composition, of rhythmical patterns, of
cooperation with architectural forms. Once the figure was reinvented, the rules applied
to interlace reliefs regulated the position of sculpture within an architecture which, with
its new sense of space and volume, was ready to accommodate it. No wonder some great
Romanesque sculpture complexes look like giant fibulae or reliquaries!
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107. Peroj, St. Foska, Ascension, c 1100

Painting as the key figured and narrative art of Early Christianity certainly had retained
more of the ancient splendor. But, even there, we noticed how quickly revivalist attempts
dissolve into flattening of forms, redm;tion of space and inscribing of silhouetted figures
within a predetermined system of decorative order. The figure itself becomes subject to
geometric logic. It is decomposed into ever simpler geometric forms, which, this analysis having been accomplished, are put together much in the same way in which synthetic
cubism would do it almost one thousand years later. Such a development was extremely
suitable for large expanses of unbroken Romanesque walls, in particular of the First Romanesque Art, as San Clemente at Tahull or, staying with the Southeast, St. Foska at Peroj
in !stria amply testifies (fig 107). 1~0
This new assertion of the figured image and the narrative is the key topic of the next
chapter.

190

On St. Foska, Fucic, op. cit., p 15; more recently, Ivan Matejcic, Sveta FoJka. Split, 2005.
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defon<led my doctoral Lhesis in May J.972. About the same time, after having written
more than one hundred applications, l got a job at the Dearborn campus of the University of Michigan. While the thesis was being typed - it was a pre-computer age of electric typewriters - to be submitted for scrutiny to the Thesis Secretary, for the first time in
three years, l had lime to look around and mayhc do something for myself.

I

As "doing something for myself" had already come to mean "doing something in /\rt I listory which is not a required everyday chore", I went to Dr. Calkins to quiz him a little
about my next steps in the world of the American Academe. A year or two ago, while
leafing through Gez.a de Francovich's monumental monograph of Benedetto Antelami
at the Fine Arts Library, I had noticed an Annunciation from the baptistery of Parma, in
which the Virgin's hand grows from her right shottlder in a strikingly awkward manner. De
Frankovich identified the reliefs as works of an individual sculptor adding to them another
relief, of an angel. The same funny hand appeared in the case of the Virgin in the Annunciation al Radovan's Portal at Trogir (figs 108-114). In the summer of the tumultuous 1971,
while collecting in Croatia materials for my lhesis, I spoke about the matter to Dr. Cvito
Fiskovic, who encouraged me to write a note for the Prilozi povijesti umjetnosti u Dalmaciji (it was published in the issue no. 19/1972). Dr. Fiskovic believed that my little discovery
indicated that Radovan may have been trained in the Parma workshop around 1200. 1
I wondered what my critical Mr. Calkins would say, but he rather quickly agreed. Of
course, as we turned the pages of Fiskovic's monograph on Radovan, Calkins noticed the
lunetle. He was electrified! "I-Icy, you may have something here ...", and lhen he added in a
much cooler tone: "Read Katenellenbogen's book on the sculptural programs of Chartres
Cathedral".

I had learned that most of the problems in American art history studies and research were
solved by reading anolher, and yet another, and yet another... book. Thinking was not
mentioned too often. So Calkins' proposal held little interest. Judging by the name of the
author, it would be another boring, sickly pedantic Germanic nuisance. Yel, l obediently
went to the Library, and checked the book out. I opened it, started to read, and could not
put it down! ll was all there - by now almost forty years of the second line of my lifelong
research.
In his brilliant analysis of the Lunette of the Nativity (fig 11 S), as it is well-known, Katz.enellenbogen explained the unusual program with the seven Liberal Arts and their practitionVladimir Gvozdanovic, "Prilog prohlemu skolovanja Majstora Radovana", Prilozi povijesti umjetnosti u Dalmaciji 19 (1972): 4·1-46. Gcza de Francovich, Benedetto Antelami, 2. vols, Milano,
1952, vol. l. p 263. Also, Arturo Carlo Quinlavallc, Romanico Padano Civilta d'Occidente, florence, 1969, p 29, 162.
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108. Parma, Baptistery, 12•h_13,h ct.; 109. Trogir, Cathedral, Ra
dovan's portal. c 1240 and later; 110. Trogir, Cathedral. Ra
dovan's portal, lunette, c 1240; 111. Parma. Baptistery. Virgin
12'11 -13 1h ct.; 112. Trogir, Cathedral, Radovan's portal, Virgin,
1240; 113. Parma, Baptistery, Angel, 1211 '-131" ct; 114. Trogir, Ca
thedral, Radovan's portal, Angel, c 124
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115. Chartres, Cathedral,
Royal Portal, Nativity,
c 1140

ers surrounding the image of the Virgin and the Child (Sedes Sapientiae), as a grand poster in stone refuting the tenels of dualist heretics. The axial organization (as l have already
stated, Katzenellenbogen never lost sight of the key role of lhe formal aspects of the work)
with Christ and His Mother appearing three times, on three levels, in the central axis, was
worked out probably in cooperation between the artist and the learned patron, one of the
great minds of the School of Chartres. The form and meaning together made the greatest
truths of Christian faith visually noticeable and public. Having this in mind, reading the
rest of the sculpture of the three portals was relatively easy.2
With both Katzenellenbogen and Radovan under my arm, I ran back to Calkins few days
later. Yes, in Trogir, Christ was represented four times in or very close to the central axis,
twice in the Junette :.... in the Nativity with his Mother, and in the Washing of the Child,
then in an Adoration of the Magi (in his Mother's lap, a profile Sedes Sapientiae) on the
inner archivolt, moved off center when the arch was enlarged. Moreover, there is a Crucifixion at the apex of the outer arch added decades later by an already Gothic master (fig
109). And, yes, in the meantime, I remembered the stories of the Zorobabel and Aristodios, artists of Zadar c 1200, dualist heretics who sought shelter in the heretic Bosnia. I also brought along Zvane Crnja's book Kulturna povijest Hrvatske (A History of Culture in
Croatia), containing an abjuration of three Bosnian heretics from the lS'h century. 3
Calkins was noticeably excited. "Adi", he said, "now you should put it into a conference paper". And so he told me about Kalamazoo. "An excellent spot to give your first paper", he
said. "I did mine there, too."
In the early seventies, the Conference of Medieval Studies at Kalamazoo was a rather poorly known but quietly growing thing. I had never heard of it before. The strange name did
not promise anything fashionable. Calkins gave me the name and the address of John Sommerfeldt, then Director of the Medieval Institute at the Western Michigan University at
Kalamazoo, taught me how to write a paper proposal, and off it went to that strange mediAdolf Katzcncllcnbogcn, The Sculptuml Pl·ograms of Chartres Cathedral, New York, 1964, especially, pp ~-49. Cvito Fiskovic, Radovan, Zagreb, 1968.
Zvane Crnja, Kulturnu. historija Hrvatske, Zagreb, 1964, pp 193-197.
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evalist haven with an American Indian name. Few weeks later, shortly before my migration
to Michigan, a letter came from Kalamazoo. My paper was accepted.
Around May l, 1973, I delivered to a group of some 25 people my first conference paper
ever "Master Radovan and the Lunette of Nativity at Trogir".
As the Kalamazoo "thing'' kept growing both in size and recognition, I kept coming back,
presenting a paper or chairing a session almost every year for a decade or so. With the next
Director of the Institute, late Professor Otto Gruendler, who also became one of my dearest friends, J co-chaired a rather powerful interdisciplinary body, ''The Michigan Consortium for Medieval and Early Modern Studies", under the aegis of which, and with ad<litional help from Professor Christine Verzar Bornstein, then of the University of Michigan,
we organized a truly grand international conforence "'l'he Meeting of Two Worlds: Cultural Exchange between the East and the West during the Period of the Crusades", to be
shared between the Western Michigan University and the University of Michigan in May
1981, bringing to the U.S. the likes of Sir Steven Runciman and Joshua Prawer. Kalamazoo
played an enormous role in my scholarly life, but let us go back to the beginning.
A few months after the meetings I received an invitation to submit the paper for publication. I duly did so, and my first "public medium" paper appeared in the Studies in Medieval
Culture, 8-9, 1976. I still see it as one of my best papers, and the cornerstone of everything
else I have done on the topic between 1972 and today. For me, il solved the problem. Everything else was just widening and deepening the idea. 4
There arc a few more things that this first paper brought about. As I needed photos of the
Parma sculptures for publication of the article, I wrote to Professor Quintavalle. A few
weeks later r received the photos with a very kind note. And, in a due course, I also received
an invitation to speak at Quintavalle's first great Convegno in Parma, "Romanico Mediopadano, strada, citta, ccdesia" in 1977. I also learned that one is never careful enough, as it
somehow happened that inscriptions from the Trogir portal were misprinted in the article,
an error which stuck with an unbelievable stubborness, and it took several publications to
finally correct it, for which I most humbly apologize to my readers.
In Parma, I was stunned that Quintavalle and his associates welcomed my ideas about Radovan's activity in Parma (by then I had ascribed the above mentioned three pieces directly
to Radovan; the vicissitudes of that attribution will be dealt with later}, and also by the fact
that a number of papers dealt with the issue of "public" impact of the Romanesque fa<;ade
sculpture, mostly within the context of anti-heretical propaganda, but also (Prof. Verzar
Bornstein) of the Investiture Contest. Speaking about the topic of the Romanesque Sculpture in Croatia, I applied, in a preliminary way, my ideas to 13uvina's Doors of Split Cathedral, as well as to the great Annunciation panel, today built into the lower of Lhe same Cathedral (figs 116-117). The panel attracted, if I may say so, passionate attention of another
great scholar who was to play a great role in encouraging me in my work and asking me
to pay a particular attention to the panel, Professor Otto von Simson.r. Briefly, having returned with a lot of good feeling, I proposed a paper for a session that Professor William
Clark, also a young scholar, from New York, organized for the College Art Association in
1978. The session was unusual. Bill invited a number of younger scholars to present, in five
minute mini-papers, the gist of their scholarly work. The title of my contribution was almost as lung as the paper itself: "Art as Human Experience: Remarks on the Rise of Momtmental Style in the Middle Ages", which now, as well as then, should provide an opportunity to go back to Kalamazoo 1973, and present the gist of my thinking.
I want to make it abundantly clear that I do not pretend to have discovered anything new.
I own the c.:oncept to Adolf Katz.enellenbogen; not just for the heresy issue, but also for the
Vladimir Gvozdanovic, "Master Radovan and the Lunette of the Nativity at Trogir", Studies in
Medieval Culture 8-9 (1976): 8~-98.
Vladimir Gvo:tdanovic, "Romanesque Sculpture in Eastern Adriatic: Retween the West and Ry1.antium", Conference Proceedings, "Romanico Me<liopa<lano", Parma 1977, pub!. Parma 1983,
pp 176-192.
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116. Split, Cathedral, Buvina's Doors, 1214

Crusades, as my thinking was again deeply influem;ed by the great scholar's discussion of
the tympanum of St. Madeleine at Vezeley in the context of pro-Crusading propaganda.6
Adolf Katzenellenbogen, "The Central Tympanum at Vezelay", Art Bulletin 26 (1944): 141-151.
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l just applied the method to some rather poorly
known artists and works in Southeastern Europe.

117. Split. Cathedral,
tower. Annunciation,

mid-13'" ct.

Secondly, as I was asked by Calkins as my advisot
to take a minor in Medieval History (which I did
not like, but for which I have been for decades profoundly grateful), in my first year at Cornell, I took
two basic introductory courses, to Early, and to Later Middle Ages. 'l'he course is not made by its material but the person who teaches it. It just happened
that the two courses were taught by two great
scholars, James Powell and Brian Tierney (who was
also a member of my graduate committee). I developed very good working relationship with both of
them and learned a lot. Tierney was at that time,
and probably in general, interested in a concept I
had never heard about, 'The Renaissance of the
121" Century", developed in the nineteen twenties
by the American historian Charles H. Haskins. Ever since the appearance of Haskins' thesis, scholars have been quarrelling over whether there was a Renaissance (or "renaissance",
or, maybe "Renascence" or "renascence") in the 12'h century, but regardless of that, Haskins
has shown in a nice interdisciplinary way and without claiming omniscience, that around
the year 1100 Europe embarked upon a period of vigorous and sustained growth in practically every aspect of human life and endeavor. In addition to valuable factual insights,
Haskins sensed and successfully painted something else - an image of an antithetical time,
of dashes and controversies, as opposed to internally rather plad<lly uniform society of the
Early Middle Ages, in which there was no dissent, no heresy to speak of.7 Even our friend
Gotschall< was just an individual deviant intellectual quarrelling or agreeing with half a
dozen other deviant or non-deviant intellectuals while traveling from one monastery with
a westwork to another. Early Middle Ages could not afford the luxury. At that time, the
people had their hands full trying to survive by taming, evangelizing, and converting the
barbarians, and later on, new waves of invaders.8
The High Middle Ages were a different story. We know today that the 111" and the 121"
centuries were in terms of climate one of the best periods of European history with an inueased number of sunny days; we know that the post-Carolingian time saw an increased
planting of beans and related legumes, accounting also for longer life expectancy. Longer
life meant more people, more people the need for more land, which in itself meant that
Europe went on a conquest, both internally by clearing woods and drying up marshes, and
externally - by liberating parts of the West occupied by the Muslims or the Greeks, and
by pushing the borders further east and north along with an intensified conversion of the
Slavs, Norsemen, Baits, and their neighbors. No doubt that the theme of the Fortress of
God, the City of God continued along with the just mentioned evangelization, but Haskins
has already demonstrated the confrontational nature of the time - Christian versus Infidel,
Pope versus Emperor, Orthodoxy against Heterodoxy, Colonist against Nature, Us against
Them. The lime of Abelard and HeloYse, St. Hugh and Sugcr, Guillaume Neuf and St. Bernard, a lime of Sic et Non. And yet, as it should be with the opposites, they complement
each other, from antithesis to synthesis; as also noted by Haskins, as well as by both his
Haskins, The Renaissance ofthe Twelfth Century, 1927. Among distinguished scholars who dealt
with the Haskins' challenge have been Erwin Panofsky, Herhert ). Muller, Marc Bloch, Eva Matthews Sanford, C. H. Mcilwain, Frederick B. Artz, C. S. Lewis, Etienne Gilson, R. W. Southern,
Dom David Knowles, ek. See also, C. Warren Hollister, ed., 'J'he ·rwelji;h Century Renaissance,
New York, 1969, especially pp 1-5.
Herbert J. Muller has noted that heresy (i.e. "dissent") makes ils appearance in the mature Middle Ages, as it is practically ahsent from the intellectually more "placid" early medieval period;
see Herbert J. Muller, 'J'he Use ofthe Past, New York, 1952, pp 14-9-155.
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followers and detractors. To culminate in a dilemma over the greatest pair of opposites body and soul, spirit and matter, Heaven and Earth, which is gradually overcome through
an awareness that the material world has also been created by God and thus could not be
aJI that evil, as brilliantly grasped by the grealesl dissenter of Lhe period, St. Francis.9

If the great theme of the year 1100 (or, lel us say, 1050-1150) is Sic et Non, the theme of the
1150-1250 is reconciliation of the opposites in the great summae in almost every area of
human spiritual, and not only spiritual activity (isn't the dash of Frederic II and a series of
greal Popes of the first half of the 13th century, just a question of two camps each claiming
the right to stand at the peak of a summa·~). To paraphrase Hans Sedlmayr (another great
scholar who I had the privilege of knowing), the Gothic technicians have created prerequisites for the Cathedral to become an image of the Kingdom of Heaven filled with supernaLUral light, a Temple of the Lord descending upon us, a crystal kingdom between the
Heaven and Earth,\(' and, at the same time, ifwe may add, an image of the real city, a real
communily, of ils confidence, pride and aspirations.
A Christian knight goes to Lhe Moorish Spain to liberate it from the Infidel. At first, in the
best tradition of the Sic et Non, it is a struggle to extinction. Then, this same knight brings
home all those Hraminondas, Guiburcs and their likes, as Zeus brought Europe from Phoenicia to Crete (the woman always stands in such situations for transfer of culture), brings
them over to Christianity and enjoys the fruits of the synthesis. No matter the real life may
be different. We are not dealing with the real life, but with something much more real and
powerful - one's dreams, aspirations, illusions, visions, hopes - embodied so well in the
tomb plaque from 1246 of Ernest of Gleichen, Count of Thuringia, who went on Crusade
in 1228, was captured by a Muslim lord, and escaped thanks to the lord's daughLer, whom,
of course, he took back home, where his Christian wife apparently happily accepted a new
competitor who had brought her husband back. They shared lheir Ernesl in life, and as the
tomb in Erfurt Cathedral bearing the images of Ernest and his mini-harem of two indicates, also in eternity. Se none vero, e hen trovato. But, I have veered into areas better described by those more competent than myself, so let us come back to art."

The new society of Sic and Non required an increased level of public information. This information had to be couched in a language understood by those addressed. It was the language of the spoken word (sermon), and of the graven image. The latter had an advantage
of permanency. As the relief of its fac;:ades grew, Lhe building physically gained room to
accommodate the story. This building had already linked together the two worlds, of the
interior and exterior, soul and body, both in terms of architectural practice and architectural vision. To announce a message loud and clear, urbi et orbi. the painted walls would
not have sufficed. They, as well as any other interior decor, could be a useful complement,
a memento to the congregation of the faithful, but on the fat;;ades, under the light of the
day, Lhe image spoke to Lhe Universe. Concentrated around the entranceways, impossible
to miss or disregard, it proclaimed, loud and clear, some messages important to the patron
and/or his spirilual and physical entourage. Always couched in the established language of
the faith, these images arc among themselves still strikingly differentY l.t is not unlikely
thal the fast passage from Early Romanesque lo Early Gothic happened in little more than
Vladimir P. Goss, the editor and co-author, and Christine Ver:tar Bornstein, a~suc. e<l., 'J'he
Meeting ,f Two Worlds - Cultural Exchange he tween East and West during the Period of the
Crusades. Kalamazoo, 1986, p 10; Hollister, op. cit., p 5. Also, Marc Bloch, Feudal Society, L. A.
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Manyun, transl., London, 1961, pp 69-71; Bryce Lyon, "The Medieval Real-Estate Developments
and Freedom", American Historical Review 68 (1957): 50-59, and Etienne Gilson, Helot'se and
Abelard, L. K. Shook, Lransl., Chicago, 1951, pp 114-127, 137.
Hans Sedlmayr, Llmjetnost i istina, p 306.
Vladimir P. Goss, "Editor's Preface", The Meeting of Two Worlds, pp 10-12. Idem. "Western Architecture and the World of Islam in the Twelfth Century", ibid, 361-376, especially p 361.
Vladimir P. Goss, "A rt and Politics in High Middle Ages - Her.esy, Investiture Struggle, Crusade", in La.rt et artistes au Moyen Age, Xavier Barra! i Altet, ed., 3. vols, Paris, 1986-1990, vol.
3. pp 525-545.
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half a century, as the patrons wanted, or were forced by developments, to keep asking for
new and specific solutions.
One such "situation" which necessitated new and special solution occurred in the first half
of the 13'" century in the Eastern Adriatic. "The Renaissance of the 12u, century" was a little bit late, but by c 1200 it bore fruit in terms of a more open society with its hallmark dissent demonstrated as heresyP Thanks to a number of circumstances described above,
the first monument r dealt with was Radovan's Portal dated to 12'1·0, and it was only a fow
years later that I went to the first monumental "public poster" of the Eastern Adriatic (i. e.,
the first one we know of), the wooden doors by Andrija Buvina for the Cathedral of Split
(1214). However, the methodology I developed and insights I gathered from Radovan's Portal were crucial for the understanding of Buvina's Doors. The matters that interested me
were seen in a clear light at Trogir, and I wonder if I would have ever noticed the anti-heretical, public aspects of Buvina's doors without having learned what to look for and how
from the Trogir Portal. And, the key methodological point in establishing a special, "public" or "propaganda" aspect of a work was the factor of uniqueness. In case of Trogir, it is
the Junette, the only Romanesque Junette having the Nativity as its central theme!'''
The only representation somewhat analogous to the Trogir lunette, as I stated in the conclusion to my 1976 article, appears within the tympanum of the Porta <lei Fiori of St. Mark's in
Venice ( 1230-1240), showing a reduced version of the scene, the child in the crib in the middle, flanked by the figures of Mary and Joseph, a scheme already well formed by the sixth century as witnessed by an ampulla of Monza. 1s The representation is iconic rather than dramatic, displaying very little of the complexity of the Trogir work All other major representations
of the Nativity in the twelfth and early thirteenth century seem to have chosen a different
scheme, established also by the sixth century as witnessed again by the ampullas of Monza,
reserving the major field, in case of monumental sculpture the lunette, for the scene of the
Adoration of the Magi, Nativity itself being relegated to the secondary field or the lintel.16
To the developed post-Iconoclast Hy7.antine formula Radovan added certain western motifs: the Magi wear crowns, a bed has replaced the mattress. 17 Radovan's greatest contribution consisted in his ability to adjust the complex iconographic subject-matter to the semicircular frame of the lunette without sacrificing the clarity of the story. The lunette is not
only easily readable in itself, but it forms a part of a consistent and systematic iconographic
program, which, although some changes may have occurred in the course of the execution,
seems to have been fairly faithfully adhered to by the masters who succeeded Radovan.
The lunette forms a unity with the two voussoir arches in the axial sense, the axis being
emphasized by the Child in the Nativity, the Virgin and Child in the Adoration of the Magi at the apex of the inner voussoir arch (moved slightly off center as a consequence of an
interpolation of two reliefs by another hand), and by the Crucifixion on the top, carved by
a rustic Gothic sculptor at the beginning of the fourteenth century (fig 109), If one relates
the subject-matter of the lunette to the figures of Adam and Eve at the jambs, the meaning of the whole becomes clear: the portal is a representation of the Fall, and of the Redemption through the Incarnation and Passion, thus recalling the idea and the message
of the early twelfth-century portals at Anzy-le-Duc and Neuilly-en-Donjon in Burgundy.1R
n

Vladimir P. Goss, "Renesansa 12. st. i Hrvatska", in press in the Dani Cvita Fiskoviia, 2003.

14

Gvozdanovic, "The Lunette of the Nativity", pp 92-96,
Ibid, p 94, footnotes 10 and 11.

15
16

Please see the previous note.

17

The entire contraption within which the Nativity is displayed was taken over. from the medieval
drama - the "Ordo Stellae" - with the curtains to be drawn aside to show an image of the Virgin
and Child. Hence also the iconic, stiff rendering of Radovan's Virgin; it is an image of an image,
as opposed to the images of "real" people elsewhere in the lunette. The matter was a topic of a
conference paper of mine at the "Per Raduanum" conference in Tro~ir in 1991, and it was published in the Conference Proceedings, See Vladimir P. Goss, "Master Radovan and the Drama of
Medieval Church", in Per Raduanum, I. Babic. ed., l'rogir, 1991, pp 131-136.
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What, however, makes Radovan's work outstanding is the rare clarity of organization and
of message, especially in terms of the upper (Redemption) sequence of the program. So, to
repeat, one is reminded of the organizational and ideological clarity of the Pol'lail Royal
of Chartres Cathedral, especially of the Incarnation tympanum, as interpreted by Adolf
Katzenellenbogen, where Christ and/or Virgin appear in the central position at each of
the three levels of the composition, the emphasis being on the dual nature of Christ and
his close relationship to the Virgin, the Theotokos (Adoration, Nativity), and on the presence of Christ's corpus verum in the Eucharist (Presentation) 19 (fig l lS). As stated above,
KatzeneUenbogen has indicated that the sculptural program at Chartres may be rnnsidered a monumental visual attempt at refutation of heretical teachings. 20 One is, I believe,
justified in seeking a similar key to answer the question: why is the Trogir lunette the only
real Nativity lunette of Romanesque art?

In Croatia, the first half of the thirteenth century was a period of fierce struggle between
the Catholic Church and various heretical movements, mostly stimulated by 8osnia. Visan
of Luka, Petar of Hum, and Matej Ninoslav, all noblemen of the highest rank and dty rectors of Split, metropolitan city of Croatia, were known as heretics. Bernard, archbishop
of Split during the first decades of the thirteenth century, fought the heresy with pen and
sword, but from a letter of Pope Gregory IX from 1240, we learn that the heretics had reduced the See of Split to such poverty that the Archbishop had to beg in order to survive.
Little is known about the doctrines of the local heresy except that it was ultimately connected to ancient Manichacisrn. The official church was very thorough in destroying the
heretical texts, and the reports about the heretical teaching are almost without an exception those compiled by the inquisitors. Rather unfortunately, the most comprehensive and
systematic lists of"errors" date from as late as the fifteenth century. The best source seems
to be the list composed in 1461 by Cardinal Juan Torquemada on the basis of the confessions of three Hosnian noblemen (Djuro Kacinic, Stojsan Tvrtkovic, and Radmil Vocinic)
who had come to Rome to renounce the heresy. There is another list. dating from the
14'h century, which I introduced in my later study of the Buvina doors. Eight out of fifty
statements listed in the 15'~ century document openly deny the possibility of Redemption through Incarnation and Passion, claiming that Christ was not born of a woman, that
Mary was an angel, that Christ did not suffer on the Cross, that every sin is mortal and
could be washed away only through a repeated Baptism which the heretics performed by
placing the Gospel on the chest of the baptized. Three statements reject Baptism by water,
claiming that St. John the Baptist is the darkest devil in hell.21
'l'he inscriptions on the lunette at Trogir seem to reinforce the visual anti-heretical statements of the sculpture. The one underneath the Virgin of the Nativity says: "lnstitis involvit Virgo qui crimina solvit", with an obvious emphasis on the role and importance of
the Virgin. The other inscription, on the conch the Child is about to be washed in, says:
"Vergitur in concha diluit qui scelera cuncta'', a text more suitable for the scene of the Baptism, and, in our opinion, a direct attempt to re-establish the belief in the cleansing property of waler and the validity of the Baptism by water. 22
The consistent anti-heretical program may have been conceived by a learned cleric, possibly Treguanus, bishop of Trogi r and native of Florence, mentioned in the dedicatory inscription of the Junette and known from other sources as a man of great learning and integrity and a staunch fighter against heresy. The example of Hugrin, archbishop of Split
(1244-12'18), who had spent twelve years at the University of Paris supported by his uncle,
Hugrin, archbishop of Kalocsa in 1-lungary, who provided his nephew with ''a complete Bible corpus with all the commentaries and glossae as used by the professors in the famous
19

!hid, loc. cit.
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Kat~cttellenbo<len, The Sculptural Programs, pp 11, 12, 76-77.
Gvozdanovic, The Lunette, p 96.
Ibid, toe. cit. I have already pointed out that the text in several of my articles was misprinted.
To avoid any recurring of that most embarrassing phenomenon, here I am quoting after Josip
Bclamaric, ''Portal Majstora Radovana", in Per Raduanum, pp 137-160, especially p 141.
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schools"'13 shows that there was no shortage of French-trained men in Lhe thirteenth-century Croatia.
Yet, it was the artist Radovan, in our opinion, responsible for the dear, visual representation of the complex iconographic subject-matter, and in planning the portal, he seems to
have followed the best compositional principles of French monumental sculpture. Would
the presence of a French-trained theologian suffice to account for the organizational and
ideological clarity of Radovan's art'? Or should one seriously consider the possibility of the
Master's trip to the building sites of the great cathedrals? Jean Richer has pointed out fairly
dose iconographic analogies between the allegories of the months in Amiens and Trogir.
In my 1976 article I concluded that the exact nature of Radovan's relationship to French art
is an important question, and that it should be reconsidered in the future. 21
This has, unfortunately, never happened. I have never found time to do a comprehensive
search for Radovan's hand on the great worksitcs of Northern France in the first decades
of the 13'" century. Yet, it is a search which should be undertaken, although it may yield
negative results. Exactly for this reason, we will probably never find a young and ambitious
scholar, looking for an exciling lopic for his or her doctoral thesis, to embrace this issue. It
is truly unfortunate that scholarship does not seem to appreciate studies ending up a blind
alley, as they may sometimes be more important for the general advancement of knowledge, then safe lists and catalogues.
Since my involvement with Radovan was not only of iconographic nature, a digression on
the issue of style is in order. As we have already shown, the Parma Annundation led me
to suggesting that Radovan was trained in Parma under Antelami around 1190-1200. By
the time I appeared in Parma in 1977, having made an outright attribution, I was frankly
quite stunned that Professor Quintavalle accepted it. In fact, he announced it coram publico while giving the Convegno a guided tour thorough IL Batti.~tero. Unfortunately, as far
as I know, this attribution of mine was never extensively discussed. The only scholar who,
as far as I know, rejected it was Wladimiro Dorigo in his magnificent book the Venezia
Romanica, while at the same time praising my article on possible Radovan's (and his followers') contribution to the central portal of San Marco, which I dealt with in an article
published in the Arte Veneta in 1980.25 Also recently, my Parma friends mildly questioned
my attribution, to again espouse it as Professor Cal1.ona attributed to Radovan the architectural idea of the Baptistery in a brilliant artide. 26 I am not writing these lines to either
strengthen my case, or apologize, but to highlight what seems to me one, or maybe rather,
two important methodological issues.
The first one is: do we recognize a work of an artist by a striking, unique, idiosyncratic
detail(s) - in Radovan's case the odd hand of the Virgin (albeit reinforced by general pose
and composition of the two figures, as well as the relationship between the bodies and the
drapery), or by something we may call "the general style", a coherent language of forms
which artist hangs on to from the beginning to the end, some modifications or variations
allowed. There are certainly artists who are quite consistent throughout their opus - c. g.
Raphael, or 'l'i ntorctto, but what about Picasso; or even Rembrandt?
I am more than ready to admit that my concept uf stylistic developments of artistic careers
was influenced by my first mentor, Professor Prelog, who, in explaining strange "inconsistencies" in the work of such Croatian artists as Blai Jurjev of Trogir - a Gothic paintz~
24
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Gvozdanovic, 'J'he Lunelte, p 96. Also, Milan lvanisevic, "Trogirski biskup Treguan Firentinac",
ibid, pp 263-266.
Gvo:tdanovic, The Lunette, pp 96-97. Jean Richer. "Les sculptures des mois aTrogir et a Ferrare",
Bulletin monumental 123 (1965): 23-35.
Wladimiro Dorigo, Venezia Romanica. 2 vols, Venice, 2003, vol. 1, p 222. Vladimir P. Goss,
"Parma-Venice-'l'rogir - Hypothetical Pc!'cgrinatlons of a 13u, Century Adriatic Sculptor", Arte
veneta 34 (1980): 26-40.
Arturo Calw11a, "I maestri campioncsi c la 'Lombardia': l'Architettura del Battlstero di Parma",
in Medioevo: arte lombarda, A. C. Quintavalle, ed., Parma, 2004, pp 367-387.
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er who relapses in a most strange way, in a signed work, into purely Byzantine formalism
of dubious order; or various turnarounds in the oeuvre of the great Renaissance sculptor,
Juraj Dalmatinac, Giorgio da Sebenico. Prelog believed that authors could bend their own
stylistic predilections when faced with a stubborn patron, or an overwhelming community
pressure. r still remember a friendly but heated debate I had with Professor Roberto Pane,
when I applied the same methodology to Francesco Laurana, particularly his Neapolitan
works. A leading Laurana scholar, Hanno Walter Kruft, never agreed with my ideas, and
came up with a Lauraoa oeuvre which seems to me overly purified and "even".17 The same
is true of my concept of Radovan. In my Venetian article, in which I was most generously
helped by (Roberto Pallucchini, Otto Demus, and Fulvio Zuliani), I proposed the following "peregrination" for the Trogir master: initially trained in Dalmatia; c 1200 joined the
Parma workshop where he worked under Antclami until c 1225, travelled to the Royal Domain, c 1225-30 (my favorite place for a search would be the northern portal of Chartres
Cathedral, but this is not more than a hunch); around 1230 he joined the workshop of San
Marco, where he stayed until the end of the decade, when he signed, in Trogir, the Junette
of the portal in 1240. He was an old man by now, and he either died around the dramatic
times of the Tartar Invasion of 12'1,2, or, realizing that the aftermath of lhat catastrophe
held liltle hope of major commissions, left never to return, I actually tended to see the alleged Radovan in Parma as a fresh, lyrical youth, and I saw his Trogir style as a somewhat
tired expression of an aging man. In Parma, he works on a fairly monumental scale, in
Trogir, he is painterly miniaturist; yet, he also carves the powerful and very monumental lions! 28 Needless to say, some of my Croatian colleagues, top experts like Professor Ivo
Babic, disagree, and see the Trogir as a masterpiece. 29 So, we have the second methodological issue: could an artists change so much, or, in fact, did he change so much. Professor
Babic has expanded Radovan's Venetian contribution to a fairly monumental group of the
Dream of Joseph, an idea which I see as plausible, but in general I am not at all sure about
Radovan's contribution in Venice. 30 The solution may be indeed found in the He-de-France,
and if we can convincingly identify his works there, than my view would be strengthened.
Jf not, I was wrong. What would my Parma colleagues say to all that now?. However, during my recent visit to Parma, I have noticed some capitals in the Cathedral nave which, so
help me God, seem to me as early works of Radovan, and of the Radovan that can be related to his later Trogir style (capitals of the pilaster 16, and maybe parts of pilaster 28 and
29, according to Quinatavlle's numerationW1 What an elusive character - whenever you
think you have pinned him down, he dissolves into vapors and mists,
But this just underlines the crux of the issue. Do medieval artists travel? If so, how much
and how far? l n Autun (fig 118), Gislebertus (if this is indeed the name of the artist) left a
considerable body of sculpture.32 It is not unlikely that he spent most of his life there, as
nobody, as far as I know, has attributed to the Master of the Autun Tympanum any other
1

Vladimir P. Goss, "l due rilievi di Pietro da Milano e di FranceM.:o Laurana nell'arco di Castelnuovo i11 Napoli", Napoli Nobilissima 20 (1981): 102-114; Hano Walter Kruft, Francesco Laurana, Ein Bildhauer der Fruhrenaissance, Munich, 1995. I abandoned my Laurana project more
than a quarter of a century ago as I felt that lam not able to fully understand Laurana's art after
his early phase to which I dedicated two articles. This was not a matter I could succ.:essfully deal
with at that time.
In the same way, inasmuch as I am very interested in Radovan (and some other Twgir portal
sculptors), I am not at all interested in the portal as we have it today, a11d I will never attempt a
reconstruclio11.
'-8
Goss, "Parma-Venice-Trogir", passim.
29
lvo Babic, "Skulpturah1a grupa san Sv. Josipa na glavnom portalu San Marca u Veneciji'', in Per
Raduanum, pp 107-114; also, Cvito Fiskovic, ''Radovanovo znacenje", ibid, pp 7-14, and Jusip
Belamaric, Studije iz srednjovjekovne i renesansne umjetnosti na Jadranu, Split, 2001, pp 59-63.
-~0
Note 29.
31 Arturo Carlo Quintavalle, La cattedrale di Parma, Parma, 1974, fig 462, 464-4·67.
2
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Linda Seidel, Legends in Limestone: Lazarus, Gizlebertus, and the Cathedral ofAutun, Chicago,
1999, p 78, suggests that the name was not that of an artist, but a local nobleman.
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118. Autun, St. Lazare, 1unette, c 1120-40

work. In that he would have been a great but local artist. The same seems true of some
other clearly identifiable leading artists of the key Romanesque sites: of Conques, of Vczelay, of Silos. The great master who did the tympanum at Cluny defining the Romanesque
style does not seem to be traceable anywhere else. Given the amount of sculpture done
for Cluny UJ, this does not seem to be a surprise. On the other hand, his style, which is a
pure poetry of clear form - analyzed, defined, purified - and then, after the analysis was
complete, used in building a new world of sacred, yet human-based geometry, is reflected,
in a less monumental, and more narrative, detailed, form at Autun and Vezelay (fig 119).
This digression on Cluny m in both sculptural and architectural terms is quite related to
the two themes I have tried to follow so far - the monumentalization of the old basilican
scheme in the Carolingian period (west work), and the appearance of monumental fa<,:ade
sculpture around lJOO. Cluny III defines the mature Romanesque architecture in terms
of perfect interrelationship between the interior and exterior, an equally perfect definition
of clearly conceived spaces and masses, and of a clear orientation of the building, from a
"more romano" western fac;ade which is nothing but a revival of the old basilican scheme,
to an enchanting eastern end which is actually a self-contained centralized structure.
Cluny III is a synthesis of the experiences of the "First Romanesque Art", its decor given
a new sense of projection and recession, of its expertise in vaulting, and of the experience
of putting together monumental and clearly defined spaces and masses of the Imperial architecture (fig 42, 120-122). It is, however, also a "Renaissance" of "Petrine" elements, as
its fa4yadc clearly shows, and thus not just a synthesis of formal or physical clements, but
also of the spiritual clements of the reform, both aspects occurring in a geographic and
spiritual framework most suitable to bring about such a synthesis. It is a model, quintessence - and as such unrepeatable, and, essentially, useless on a more "populist" level. And
wasn't the great "petropaulian" fac;ade later covered by a western annex, rejecting, in the
heart of hearts of the Reform, the architectural forms the Reform itself had mandated!'?
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119. Vezelay, St. Madeleine, lunette, c 1140
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Cluny Ill original version was just too austere, too perfect a solution. The populus wanted towers! 33
The story of the great tympanum is, in my opinion, quite the same. Here, a master of both
analytical and synthetic tremendous power, a master who builds his forms from wonderfully purified elements, austerely perfect, yet not losing the spirit of humanist serenity and
warmth, creates with a limited number of characters, a dear, simple, and for that clearness
and simplicity, powerful vision, an effective one-punch symbolic message. Again, populus
wanted the story. At Moissac, the tympanum is still restrained an<l the juicy detail of sin
and redemption is relegated to the lower section of the porch. Novelistic spirit freely steps
into the tympana at Autun and Vczelay, whereas Conques is already a soap-opera (figs
118, 119, 122, 123). The Master of Cluny would have been unwelcome at Conques, both
in terms of his story-telling and formal techniques. The public at Conques, a popular pilgrimage shrine, was different. Autun could accommodate, on a less severe level, the Cluny
style, and, to a lesser extant, Vezelay. It may sound harsh to call this a process of vulgarization, as the vulgarized monuments are still wonderful works of art, but this is what indeed we have here. In a way, by concentrating primarily on the formal aspects, we are back
to the contention that the great works of fa~ade sculpture were meant to communicate,
each in its own way taking into consideration the average consumer. Neither the master
of Conqucs would have had much public appeal in Cluny. And again, in my opinion, this
is what accounts also for the originality and variety we experience when confronting the
fac,:ade sculpture of the first decades of the 12"' century.
3
~

As background on Cluny, Kenneth
Macon, 1968.

J. Conant, Cluny: les eglises et la rnaison de chef d'ordrc,
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120. Cluny, view from entrance; 121. Cluny, interior; 122. Cluny, St. Peter
(fragment), early
12•h ct. (sketch by
Karina Sladovic, BFA);
123. Conques, Ste. Foy,
lunette, c 1130
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The above would plead for relatively limited mobility of the artist. Yet, in Lhe same first
half of the 12u, century, Niccolo did travel, and so did Benedetto Antclami around 1200.3 '1
ls this a sign of certain unificalion of both form and content, certain standardization of
taste of a mature style, or even, in case of Antelami, of importing and expanding some
popular foreign schemes? I would like to recall an example which always comes to my
mind when faced with the question "did they travel'?'' In 1160 the first Cartusian monas3'1

For a recent overviP.w, Arturo Carlo Quintavalle, "I tempi della scultura e le offidne <lei progettisti fra XI e XII sccolo in 'Lombardi a' e l'(kcidenle", in 1vledioe110: artc lomharda, pp 327-360.
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tery outside romance language area was founded in Zice in Slovenia. Its first prior was Beremundus, formerly the head of the monastery at Durbon in Province, who stayed in Zice
around ten years. The architect who built the upper and the lower church of Zice in southern French Romanesque was Aynardus, evidently a Provencal from Beremundus' entourage.% In our third part we will encounter similar questions when dealing with the art of
the Carpathian basin around 1200.
In the meantime, let us return to the Southeast. As I have already said, my next step in
pursuing the "public image" issue was Buvina's wooden doors for Split Cathedral. Initially,
I proposed my views at the already mentioned conference in Parma in 1977, and immedi,1tely afterwards, I wrote a study which I submitted to the Commentari. 36

If the uniqueness of Radovan's lunette signaled the need for a special interpretation, in
the case of Buvina, it was primarily the surprisingly extensive sequence of the Public Life
of Christ, including the scenes which olherwise appear with extreme rarity (figs 116, 124,
125).
But first, a few words on Dalmatia around 1200. The first half of the thirteenth century
was one of the golden periods of Croatian culture. After thirteen years of Byzantine occupation, in 1180, the Hungarian-Croatian Kings reestablished their rule over the coastal lands - Dalmatia and Croatia - with the exception of the city of Zadar and the Northern Adriatic Islands in the hands ofVcnctians.37 The coastland cities, busily trading with
their counterparts on the Italian side of the Adriatic and with their Balkanic hinterland,
experienced an unprecedented economic boom. This was also the age of such outstanding
men of letters as the archbishops of Split, Bernard of Pcrugia (1200-1218) and the already
mentioned Hugrin (1244-48), a Paris trained theologian born in C:az.ma in continental
Croatia, and Treguanus from Florence, bishop of Trogir (1206-1264). Their memory has
been preserved by their contemporary, Thomas Archidiaconus of Split (1200-1268), himself the mosl distinguished among Dalmatian proto-humanists.3 & In the first half of the
century, we find as rectors of the metropolitan city of Split the most distinguished among
Croatian and Bosnian noblemen: Domald, Count of Cetina (1209-1221), Peter, Duke of
Hum (1225-1227), Grgur, Count of Bribir (1227), Ivan, Count of Krk (1242-1243), Matej
Ninoslav, Viceroy of Bosnia (1244). But also, when dissatisfied with the locals, the cities
followed the Italian custom of importing the executive officers - podestas - from abroad.
Thus, in Split we find Gargano de Arscindis from Ancona (1239-1242) and Bernard from
Trieste (1243). 39
This period of relative peace and security stimulated the affirmation of the middle classes.
But with the prosperity, intellectual curiosity and cosmopolitanism and uninvited guest
crept in. Radiating from Italy and also from Bosnia in the Dalmatian hinterland, heresy
found numerous adherents among both the nobles and the city population.
As we have already seen, little is known for sure about the practices and teachings of the
Dalmatian heretics. Equally little is known about their relations to heretical movements
abroad, especially the schismatics or the "Bogumil" heretics in Bosnia.40 Sources are late
3

s On Zic:e, most recently, Natasa Golob, Srednjeve.W rokopisi iz Zicke kartuzije, Ljubljana, 2006,
Exhibition Catalogue, Narodna ga!P.rija, pp 11-18.
~6 Gvo:i:danovic, "Romanesque sculpture in Eastern Adriatic", pp 177-182; ibid, "Split Cathedral's
Wooden Doors", Commenlctri 28 (1978): 47-62.
7
~
Sisic, Pregled, pp 174-179.
38
Thomas Archidiaconus, Jlistoria Salonitana, Vladimir Rismondo, ed. and transl., Split, 1960,
pp 43-48, 101.
~9
Ibid, pp 51-59, 63-74, 88-89, 95-97.
40
On heretical and quasi-hc1·elical movements in Dalmatia and its Bosnian hinterland .~ee J.V.A.
Fine, The Bosnian Church: A New Interpretation, Boulder, 1975. Fine sought to provide a new
insight into the problems of "Bogumilism" and the "Bosnian Church". The taller, acmrding to
Fine, was 11ot heretical but an originally Catholic church in schism with Rome. He, however, ill
no way denies the presence of dualist heretics in the Balkans area.
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124. Split, Cathedral, Buvina's Doors, 1214, Wedding in Cana

and restricted mostly to the lists of errors noticed by the members of the official Catholic Church. Strangely enough, the local sources tell us little about the nature of the heresy. Even Thomas Archidiaconus docs not, although, we learn from his writings about a
fairly vigorous heretical activity in Zadar, Split, Trogir and elsewhcrc. 41 The scholars have,
correctly or incorrectly, assumed, on the basis of what we know about the medieval dualist heresies in France, Italy, Bulgaria, etc., that the Dalmatian heretics were dualist. Many
of the tenets of the medieval Manichees would thus, presumably, be found in Bosnia, and
consequently in the neighbouring Dalmatia, and they can indeed be deduced from the abjurations of Bosnian heretics compiled in the fourteenth and fifteenth century. The most
comprehensive list, as we have already mentioned, is the renunciation of errors made to
Cardinal Juan Torquemada by three Bosnian noblemen, Djuro Kacinic, Stojsan Tvrtkovic
and Radmil Vocinic in 1461.42 The errors found in the lists arc, so to speak, the stand41

•2
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Thomas, I listoria, 44, 46, 47, 53, 56, 57.
Fine, 'J'he Bosnian Church, chapter II, and 355-361; Crnja, Kulturna hiHtorija Hrvatske, pp
195-197; Gvozdanovic, "Masler Radovan and the l.unette of the Nativity in Trogir'', pp 85-98;
Dragulin Kniewald, "Vjerodostojnost latinskih isprava o bosanskim krstjanima", Rad Jugoslavenske akademije 280 (1949), pp 115-276, especially 122, 127 and 163 ff. In Kniewald's opinion the errors of the Bosnian heretics did not basically change between the l welfth century and
the year 1161. The shorter list of errors of c 1375 contains almost everything found in the longer
list of 146l. Kniewald's assertion that the Bosnian Church was <lualisl was challenged by Fine
who poinls out that the bulk of our information comes from the Inquisitorial sources and thus
reflects what the official chUI·ch believed to he the teac.:hings of lhe local heretics (or schismatics) on the basis of what it knew about heretics elsewhere. The fact however remait,s that, rightly
or wrongly, the official church in Dalmatia believed that the local heretics were dualists.
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ard ones attributed to the heterodox churches from
the Pyrenees to Constantinople. What provides, in
my opinioo, an additional argument in favor of the
hypothesis that Dalmatian heretics were dualist, is
the evidence furnished by some among the most important thirteenth century monuments of Dalmatian art, such as the wooden doors carved in 1214
for the Cathedral of Split by Master Andrija Buvina
during the reign of Archbishop Bernard, who most
likely commissioned the doors and who, in my opinion, was directly involved with designing their unusual program.
The monumental (5.30 m by 3.60 m) walnut doors
show 28 scenes from the life of Christ. On the left,
starting at the top, one finds the Infancy and the
public life of Christ; on the right, starting at the bottom, the preamble to the Passion, the Passion and
the Resurrection. The style of the doors, studied extensively by the late Dr. Ljubo Karaman, the most ardent student of the doors, is, in comparison with contemporary works in other western countries, archaic:13 The decorative
repertoire includes even such traditional motifs as interlaces. The figures are shown in low
relief, their proportions are often strange, treatments is linear, space is limited, landscape
mostly symbolic. On the other hand, one finds an interest and talent for lively narration
combined, but not always, with a desire for clarity of composition_ These characteristics,
together with the predominant linearism, may be due to Buvina's documented training as
a painter; most unfortunately, no paintings by his hand have been so far identified. He may
have drawn his inspiration from the illuminated codices in the treasury of the Cathedral
of Split, and we may come to understand his art better once we learn more about the development of book painting in the Eastern Adriatic.

125. Split, Cathedral,
Buvina's Doors, 1214,
Deposition

The iconography of the doors, the models of which were aptly described by Pietro Toesca as "svariati e anche Byzantini", is quite typical for a country at the very frontiel' of the
Western World. The iconography of the individual scenes was thoroughly studied by Karaman and we will not dwell too much upon the iconographic features of the individual
fields, but rather concentrate on the entire program and its meaning.'11
The program of the doors can be divided into four sections. It opens with the Infancy and
Youth of Christ represented by eight scenes from the Annunciation to Baptism. There follows a surprisingly extensive cycle of Christ's public activity and his miracles, again eight
scenes, from the Wedding at Cana to the scene of Christ Crying over Jerusalem. Next
come ten scenes of the Passion - the Entry into Jerusalem through the Entombment - and
finally two scenes signifying Christ's victory- the Descent into Limbo and Ascension. In
the Infancy sequence Buvina seems to follow quite closely local, Byzantium-inspired models (with the exception of such details as the crowns worn by the Magi and the hillock-like
river in the Baptism). In the second section, the public activity, the models for which were
certainly not as readily available, Buvina seems to parallel, essentially, ftalian developments. The influence of Italian, or, rather, central-ftalian models, seems to be most evident
in the Passion. Contemporary Italian developments toward more narrative and more emotional Passion iconography seem to be reflected in Buvina's work. Numerous misunderstandings may indicate that the Master was rather suddenly confronted with new source
materials which he did not properly understand and did not have time to assimilate (for
H

·H

Ljubo Kara man, "Buvinove vratnice i drveni kor splilske katedrale ", Rad ]ugoslavenske akademije, 275 (1942), pp 1-98; and also Andrija Buvina, Zagreb, 1960. The date of the doors - the feast
of St. George, i.e. April 2~, 1214, is established on the basis of the Manuscript of Thomas's Historia Salonitana from the Fanfogna archives in Trogir (Kara man, "Buvinovc vral11ice", p 62).
Pielro Toesca, Storia dell'arte Italiana: 1l Medoevo, Torino, 1927, vol. 2, p 800.
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example, in the Last Supper, the Washing of the feet, Agony in the Garden, etc.). The closest models seem to be found in painting, especially in central-Italian crosses. It is quite
conceivable that Archbishop Bernard, an Umbrian by origin, served as the transmilter of
the iconography. He is known to have possessed a number of illuminated books and, most
likely, he brought a number of them to Split. After the Passion, the last Lwo scenes of the
story of the doors seem to revert to more traditional schemes.'15
The richness of the program surpasses Bonanus' Porta San Ranieri and the New Testament sequence of his Monrcale doors, and is itself surpassed only by the doors at Benevento. One cou Id see this enrichmenl in the light of a general trend in medieval art of the Lhirteenth cenlury toward the narrative and the picturesque. Thus, on the one hand, the artist
is encouraged to introduce those scenes that appeal to the simple, popular mind (i.e., the
Miracles), and, on the other, he increased the emotional impact of the Passion scenes placing a stronger emphasis on the suffering Christ and the sorrow of his supporters.
But, a thorough study of the program leads one to believe that the choice of the scenes
and details was to a considerable extent linked to an important aspect of Bernard's career
- his already mentioned fight against the heretics. Thomas Archidiaconus has characlerized Bernard as a staunch supporter of orthodoxy and devoted a number of pages to Archbishop's interventions against heterodox groups and individuals. 46 The opening decades
of the thirteenth century were in general a period of orthodoxy's offensive against heterodoxy. Buvina's doors were carved in 1214, just five years after the beginning of the Albigensian Crusade, and only a year before the Fourth Lateran Council look a firm stand against
the heretics, and proclaimed the theory of transubstantion to be a dogma of the Catholic
Church. Bernard himself participated in the work of the Council. And during his tenure in
4~

4~
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"Buvinove vratnice", pp 40-56. Those interested in a detailed analysis of ico110graphy arc referred to my text, pp 1·9-52. This brief analysis does not exhaust the prohlems of Buvina's
iconography and of the formation of a specific Dalmatian iconography in the thirteenth century. The presem;e of Western sources, beyond Italy, in Split c 1200 is highly likely. There
are notable similarities with the eleventh century doors of St. Maria im Kapitol in Cologne
(Joseph in the Flight, the sequence of the Presentation and Baptism, the altar in the Presentation, the Entry into Jerusalem, the use of the sarcophagus in the Ressurection of l.azarns, the central group of the Crucifixion, the Ascension); in addition to this, it is in Lhc Ottonian illuminated books that one fi1,ds rich cycles of Christ's public activity, miracles and
parables. For example, in the Codex Aureus Epternacensis (Peter Met:t, The Golden Gospels
of Echternach, Londo11, 1957) one finds 20 scenes dedicated to the puhlic life of Christ and
his miracles, and, in addition to it, 12 scenes dealing with four parables. The scene of Christ
Crying ove1· Jerusalem appeal's, for example, in the Gospels of Otto III (fol. 188v). One may
also add that the panel structure of narrative pages of some Ottonian manuscripts, such as
lhe Codex Aureus Epternacensis, is easily translatable into the panel structure of the monumental c:hurch doors. II. cycle of the Miracles of Christ, counting nine miracles is found in
the church of St George at Reichenau-Oberzell; see Marlin, Die Ottonische Wandbilder der
St. Georgskirche Reichenque-Oberzelt. Did Archbishop Bernard, who i1, known to have possessed "good and precious books" (Thomas, Historia, p 47), own one book of this kind? Or
were there illuminated Ottonian manuscripts in the treasury of the Cathedral of Split'! Just
in brackets, the relief showing a king receiving homage in the Baptistery of Split Cathedral,
discussed in the first section of this work, depends on western (Carolingian-Ottonian) rnlers portraits, and the presence of Carolingian influences in Croatian art between the ninth
and the eleventh century is anything but exceptional (Goss, "Carolingian and Ottonian Influences'').
Thomas, Historia, 4·6, 47. Also, Tadija Smiciklas, ed., Codex Diplomaticus Regni Croatiae, Dalmatiae et Slavoniae, Zagreb, vol. 3, 1901,, pp 1'1·-15; IL is also worth noting that a copy ofRenerius
Sacho11i's "Summa contra Catharos", written c 12:SO hy an Italian ex-heretic, was ii, the Calhedral Library in Zagreb as of the ope11ing years of the fourteenth century. The copy, written in
Northern Italy late in the thirteenth century, was probably brought to Zagreb by Bishop Ivan
Kafotic, a Coast lander from Trogir by origin. The manuscript is still in the possession of the
Metropolitan Library in Zagreb (M 146).
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office, an important mission, led by John de Casamaris, was sent to Hosnia by Innocent IH
to combat the schismatics and heretics. Bernard was very supportive of this action. 47
Approached with this in mind, the program of the doors may acquire a new meaning, that
of a public reaffirmation of official beliefs and a public rebuttal of heretical teachings. In
order to discuss the scenes of the doors from this point of view, we have to familiarize ourselves with what the official church believed to have been the tenets of the heretics in the
neighboring Bosnia, tenets not so much different from those maintained by the heretics in
France, Italy and elsewhere. In addition to the basic belief in two powers, the Go<l of Good
and the Go<l of Evil, the following "errors" or groups of ''errors'' have been especially emphasized by the official church writers:

J. The heretics reject the Incarnation and the dual nature of Christ.
2. '!'hey reject Christ's earthly activity as a mere illusion, and, consequently, deny the possibility of Salvation through the Passion of Christ.
3. They reject the material Baptism by water and call St. John the Baptist the darkest devil
in hell.
4. They reject the Eucharist, church building, church rituals and liturgical objects.
5. They do not believe in the Resurrection.
6. They reject the Old Testament as a creation of the God of Darkness.
7. They reject the authority of the Church of Rome.'18
In the following lines we will try to demonstrate how Buvina's doors refute many of the
above listed "errors" and thus, act as a counterpart to Archbishop Bernard's lost treatise
against the heretics. 49
The first four scenes, the Annunciation, the Nativity, the Cavaka<le and the Adoration of
the Magi, center around the Incarnation and the dual, both godlike and human, nature
of Christ. The belief in the role of the Virgin, considered to be an angel rather than a real
woman by the heretics, is reaffirmed. so Visually, the group of the Mother and Child in the
Nativity occupies about one half of the entire field, and Mary appears in the scene by far
larger than any other figure. The Washing of the Child restores the validity of the Kaptism by water, water purified by Christ. 51 And the validity of Eucharist is reaffirmed by the
image of the baby Christ in the basket, the "heavenly bread" meant to refresh the faithful,
represented by the ox and the donkey, who, literally, lick the newborn Savior. 52 The godlike nature of Christ is stressed by the Adoration of the Magi, a scene of theophanic char•11

Ibid, p 48. Fine, The Bosnian Church, pp 123-126.
All these ideas ca11 be deduced from the already mentioned lists of errors of<: 1375 and 1161.
·•<>
Thomas, Historia, p 47. In addition to the treatise against heretics Thomas has credited :Bernard
wilh the writing of a book of ser.mons, anothP.r argument to .~ee 13ernard as a :£ealous promoter
of true faith. Kniewald believes that he had identified a fragment of Bernard's writings in Hudapcst, in the so-called Pray Codex. The brief paragraph deals with the dualists' practice of placing heavy obligations on each other, the breaking of which could he wa.~hed away by spiritual
baptism only. Kniewald, "Vjerndostojnost", pp 135-136.
;o Please recall again Katzcnellenbogen's analysis of the Incarnation tympanum of the Royal Portal at Chartres. Also Emile Male, Lurl religieux du XI/le siecle en France, Paris, 1925, p 18]. On
Incarnation, Honorius of Autun, in Elucidarium, Chapter 18, J.P. Mignc, Patrologia Latina, 185
vols, Paris, 1811-1865, vol. 17'.l, 1895, p 1122 ("... ut sicut mors per feminam virginem inlravil in
mundum, ita per feminam virginem vita intrarel, que morlcm cxcludcret. "), and Guiglielmus
Duranduus, Rationale Divinoru.m Officiorum, Naples, 18:W. p 416 ("Introivil dico in uterum virgin is, quo ar.cepit carnem nos tram, el exivil per portam clausam in regionem nostram.").
si Honorius in the Elucidarium, Migne, ihid, p 1124: "Cur est bapli'.lalus·r Vt nobis aquas ad baptisma sanc:tific:aret. Quare in aqua baptizatus est'? Aqua contraria est igni. Quid est peccatun,
nisi ignis'? Sicut in animo ira, ita in carne conc:upiscenlia; tmdc ct ignc supplicii punitur: ut hie
ignis extinguatur, in aqua bapti:t.atur".
57
Gregory the Great: "Ego sum panis vivus, qui de coelo dcsccndi", llomilia VJJ, ihid, 76, p 865,
I 104; Katzenellenbogen, Sculptural Programs, p 12.
4~
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acter, a manifestation of God Incarnate.s3 The opening sequence thus reaffirms the belief
in the Incarnation, the role of the Virgin as the Mother of God, the dual nature of Christ
and, consequently, the possibility of Redemption through His Passion. fn addition to this,
an initial comment is made in defense of the Baptism by water and the Eucharist. All these
beliefs, contested by the heretics, continue to be reintroduced and defended throughout
the program. The Massacre of the Innocent, on the same level with the Flagellation and
the Crucifixion is, obviously, meant as anticipation of Christ's Passion, but also, since these
little martyrs were baptized in their innocent blood, as a reference to the Baptism.54 The
Flight into Egypt could be interpreted as introducing a new theme: since Christ fled to
Egypt "ut ostenderet se verum Moysen", this scene may be also read in the anti-heretical
context as an attempt to salvage the validity of the Old Testamcnt.~5
The next two scenes, the Presentation in Temple and the Baptism, arc recognitions of
Christ's Messianic nature.In the former, Christ's divinity is acknowledged by Simon and
Anna, in the latter, God himself proclaims Christ to be His Son. The Presentation in Temple is of course another pre-figuration of Christ's Passion and of the sacrament of the
Eucharist.56
Thus far, the tone of the message has been mostly doctrinary. The next chapter, containing eight scenes illustrating the period of Christ's public activity and his miracles, is of a
more political or practical nature emphasizing the need for perseverance and missionary
activity, and the availability of ways to Salvation. Such an extensive cycle of Christ's public
life is a rarity in the twelfth and thirteenth century art, and could be seen as an answer to
the heretics who claimed that Christ's earthly life was a mere illusionY
The Wedding in Cana (fig 124) is the first miracle that Christ performed in front of his
disciples; but it is also a pre-figuration of the Eucharist and a symbol of the marriage of the
Church and Christ, who had changed the water of the Old Testament into the wine of the
New.~R The Healing of the Blind stands for the healing of the mankind illuminated by the
~.~

Honorius, Gemma Animae, chapter 18, ibid 172, p 647: "... qui a Dominus stella duce ilia die gentibus est revelatus ... Ideo Epiphania vcl Theophania, quod apparitio vet manijestatio aut ostentatio interpretatur". Also, Durand us, Rationale, p 426.
s,, Louis Reau, L'iconographie de fort Chretien, 3 vols, Paris, 1955-59, vol. JI/2, p 268.
55
Honorius, Elucidarium (Migne, Patrologia Latina, vol. 172, p 1124).
6
f,
Note the faithful representation of the altar, another anti-heretical statement, since the heretics
rejected church furniture and implements. An excellent discussion of the meaning of the scene
of the Presentation is provided by Katzenellenhogen, Sculptural Programs, p 12, 14 ("By his
very position the child becomes identified with the host to be sacrificed on the altar... the Child
symboli:tes a permanent idea, the idea that his true body is forever the reality of the Eucharist.
The concept of the corpus verum in the Eucharist is complemented by the idea that through
the Eucharist the mcmbcl's of the Chu1·ch are joined to Christ."). Male, L'art religieux, p 181;
al.~u Durandus, Uationale, p 671 ("Adventus Domini in templum significat adventus ejus in Ecdesiam, et in mentem cujuslibet fidelis animae, quac est tcmplum spil'itualc"). On Baptism sec
Durandus, Rationale, p 427 ("Secunda apparitio fuit ea<lem die in baptismo, multis ta men annis
revolutis, scilicet dec:imatertia die tricesimiprimi anni, unde Lucas: Et ipse erat incipiens, quasi
annorum triginta, et idco haec apparitio dicitur Thcophania, a theos, quod est Deus, elfaneia,
quod est apparitio, quia ibi Trinitas apparuit, Pater in voce, et Filus in came, et Spiritus in columba").
7
"
Male, !,'art religieux, p 184, notes thal public aclivil y cycles are very rare il1 monumental art.
;R
Reau, L'iconographie, 11/2, pp 263-264; Durandus, Rationale, p 427 ("Tertia apparitio fuit postea
similiter eadem die, anno revoluto, cum esset triginta annorum, ct tredccim dierum, sdlicct
quando manifcstavit se esse Deum per mutationem aquae in vinum, quot! fuit primum miraculum apcrtum, quod Dominus fecit in Cana Galileae, vel siinpliciter prim um quod fedt "). Also,
ibid, p 434 (" In Post-communionc: Dicit Dominus, mystice ostmditur, quod Dominus aquam
in vinum mutat in nobis, scilicet aquam timoris in vinum divini amoris, aquam literae in vinum
spiritualis intelligentiae, aquam mortalitatis in vinum immortalitatis"). Durandus also notes
that the six jars, so visible ill Split, stand for the six ads of Mercy (ibid, pp 433-434). The heretics
did not believe i11 the usefulness of good deeds!
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Redeemer, and together with the healing of the Possessed and the Raising of Lazarus, can
be interpreted as a message to the heretics to open their eyes and souls to the true light
and be resurrected from the deadly sin of heresy.~9 The scene of Christ and the Samaritan
Woman acquires a similar meaning in our rnntext: as the Gentiles can be saved by the Redeemer, so also can those temporarily outside the Law, the heretics. 60 The Temptation of
Christ, who is tempted as a man and not as a God, sums up neatly the message of all the
above-mentioned scenes. Its emphasis is on perseverance and Christ's human example in
perseverance is meant to encourage us.c. 1 This scene is on the same level with the Agony
in the Garden - another temptation of Christ - who was almost ready to ask for mercy.
The last scene on the left, the already mentioned Raising of Lazarus, signifies victory over
Death, Christ's own triumph, and the final victory at the Last Judgment. It can also be read
as an argument in favor of the resurrection of the body denied by the heretics. 62 The first
two scenes on the right side of the doors and the last two scenes from the public activity
sequence seem to have an even stronger "political" implication. The Mission of the Seventy:rwo Disciples directly supports the idea of missionary activity promoted by Archbishop Hernard. As already mentioned, during his tenure as Archbishop, an important mission was sent to fight the heresy in Bosnia, and Thomas Archidiaconus lists examples of
Bernard's personal involvement in rebuking and converting heretics. And in the scene of
Christ Crying over Jerusalem, the Archbishop, lamenting the fate of his see flooded by the
heretics, may be identifying himself with Christ lamenting over Jerusalem.
The triumphal Entry into Jerusalem introduces the new sequence dealing with the trial
and the death of the Savior.63 'l'he following two scenes, the Last Supper and the Washing
of the Feet, are rich in anti-heretical material. The Last Supper is represented as a Communion, and thus stands for the first mass (Honorius of Autun: "Corpus suum tradidit et
sic novam legem incohavit, nosque per hoc sibi incorporavit"). Note also the piece of bread
displaying the sign of the cross, which the heretics hated, and acting as an anticipation of
the Passion.64 Whereas, thus, the Last Supper reintroduces the motif of the Eucharist, the
Washing of the 1-'eet returns to the theme of the Baptism. It is a symbol of the Baptism of
the Apostles and, more generally, of the washing off of the sins (Honorius: "Hodie queque
pedes discipulorum lavit, designans quod nos, qui ultima membra sua sumus, a sordibus
peccatorum abluit"). The vessel used recalls a baptismal font. 65
The Agony in the Garden reverts to the idea of the dual nature of Christ, undergoing a duel
between the body and the soul, man and God, and also of temptation and endurance, since
the sleeping Apostles arc admonished: "Watch ye and pray, lest ye enter into temptation",
a statement fitting nicely with the anti-heretical context.66
9
·'

Reau, L'iconographie, II/2, p 372.
Ibid, p 323.
1
''
Ibid, pp 303, 307; Durandus, Rationale, p 461 (" Et vicit eum Dominus per audoritates sacrae
S<.:ripturae, quot! significatum est in hoc, quod David lapidibus sumptis de torrente dejecit Goliam, docens nos dehere armari gladio verbi Dei, praeter ilia a1·ma quibus nos armat Apostolus
in Epistola hodicrna, ut sic sufficienter ad pugnam armati simus").
62
Reau, L'iconographie, 11/2, 386 ff; also the comments on Christ's miracles and especially the
Ressurection of Lazarus in Martin, Die Ottonische Wandhilder, pp 13, 20.
·~ Honorius secs the Entry also as Christ's triumph over the devil, triumph of good over evil, and
the promise of the Heavenly Jerusalem ("Dies Palmarum est quando Dominus de Bethania descendit Jerosolymam, et ei turba obviam venit cum ramis palmarum... Palma dicilur victoria:
Dominus superato diabolo el mundo cum ramis palmarum ingressus est in dvitatem, nos devictis vitiis et peccatis cum palmis victoriae intrabimus coeleslem Jerusalem"), from the Sacramenlarium (Mignc, Patroiogia Latina, 172, p 744).
64
Reau, L'iconographie, ll/2, pp '1·06-'1·07, '1·09-410, 416 ff; Honorius, Gemma Animae (Migne, Pa60
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trologia Latina, 172, p 665).
Ibid, p 665; also i11 Lhe Sacramentarium (Migne, Patrologia Latina, 172, p 745): "Pedes fratrum

et pavimen tum ecclesiae lavantur, quia nobis qui sumus pedes Domini, ct qui sumus Ecclesia,
id est co1wocalio, per Christ um peccata remittuntur".
Mark, 14:38.
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Next follow the two rejections of Christ, the Arrest and Christ before Pilate, corresponding to two recognitions, the Presentation in Temple and the Baptism on the lefl; and then
follow the scenes of the Passion proper: the Flagellation, the Crucifixion, the Descent from
the Cross and the Entombment, all strongly centering on the suffering of Christ, his corporeality and the human emotions generated by the tragedy. In the Crucifixion, Christ is
dead, Mary, in a gesture of sorrow extends her arms toward Her son and John, also in a
pose of mourning, points to Christ and displays a book as a witness to the historicity of
the event.67 Mary's sorrow is reintroduced in the Descent from the Cross (fig 125), where
she kisses her son's hand (as she will do again in the Entombment), and John displays the
book again. To the right appear the Holy Women with the spice boxes, an anticipation of
the Resurrection of Christ otherwise not represented on the doors. 'J'hey are also present
at the Entombment thus again reminding us of Christ's bodily resurrection. An angel in
the Entombment incenses Christ's body, thus indicating that the sarcophagus should be,
most probably, seen as an altar.
The last two scenes deal with the events after Christ's death. 't'he Resurrection is represented by the Descent into Limbo, giving also the artist anolher opportunity to show the
crushing of the evil, and to again remind us through the Salvation of the Old Testament
characters of lhe validity of the Old Testament rejected by the heretics.
The program culminates in an Ascension in which the earthly spectators have been left
out to allow for a full scale representation of Christ ascending in body after having left His
footprints on the hillock the top of which is seen underneath the halo.
An obvious objection to an analysis such as ours is: W/e postulate that the program of the
doors was to teach the masses orthodoxy; but, how could those illiterate masses the program was allegedly addressing understand often complex and subtle nuances of meaning
and oblique statements made by the images? But previous writers on similar topics never
claimed that the ordinary twelfth or thirteenth century Chrislians understood the scholastic subtleties of programs. What a twelve century churchgoer could see in the Incarnation tympanum of the Royal Portal at Chartres (fig 115), which Katzenellcnbogen convincingly analyses as a piece of anti-heretical propaganda, was the close visual relationship between the Virgin and the Child, the latter appearing in three superimposed scenes in the
center of the tympanum (the Throne of Wisdom, the Nativity, the Presentation in Temple),
and, on the lower lintel, in the scene of the Presentation the Baby Christ very corporeally
standing on an altar - a reference to His presence in the Eucharist and also an anticipation
of His Passion. 6 R The belief in the role of the Virgin as Mother of God and in the dual nature of Christ questioned by his heterodox neighbors, fellow workers or even relatives was
thus re-established. The subtleties were left to those who had mastered those same liberal
arts which in two voussoir arches surround the tympanum. At Trogir, to use an example,
a mere thirty kilometers to the West of Split, in 1240 Master Radovan carved, as already
discussed, a unique tympanum {figs 109, llO) showing in its center the Nativity, surrounded by the Annunciation to the Shepherds, the Cavalcade of the Magi and the Washing of
the Child, and topped by the Adoration of the Magi on the inner, original, voussoir arch.
The ordinary folk need not have understood the subtleties involving the Incarnation and
the dual nature of Christ, in the same way they could not read the Lalin inscriptions of the
lunette adding words to what the images already proclaimed rather clearly, but the statement could hardly have been misread. Here is the Mother of God, here is the very physical, athletic Child stepping into the font, and they are adored and recognized by the pow67

The water and blood issuing forth from Christ's wound can be seen as symbolic of the two most
important sacraments of the Chun;h: the Raptism and the Eucharist. See Male, L'art religieux,
p 190; Honorius, Sacramentarium (Mignc, Patroligia Latina, 172, p 746): "...de cujus latere quasi dormientis in c:ruce sanguis ct aqua fluxit, unde Ecclcsiam fabricavit". Also in the Speculum
licclesiac (ibid, p 910): "Ila Christus de munda virgine natus, in ligno crucis soporatur, de cujus
latere ct sanguine et aqua fluentc Eccle.~ia formatur, sanguine redimitur, aqua abluimur". Also
Durandus, Rationale, p 222 (no. 19, passim).
' ~ Katzencllcnbogen, Sculptural Programs, p 7 ff.
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ers of the World. This statement was further reinforced by the addition around 1300, by a
younger master, of a Crucifixion on the apex of the ouler voussoir arch, another argument
in favor of Christ's dual nalure, His suffering and, concomitantly, His redeeming power. 69
Jn Splil, even the most humble among the faithful, could hardly miss the extensive cycle
of the Jnfancy with a visual emphasis on the Virgin who, his heterodox friends and neighbors claimed, was not a the Mother of God, and not a mortal woman. Ne.xt, he would have
noticed an extensive cycle of Christ's public activity and His miracles, telling him about
Christ's perseverance, His willingness to intervene on the behalf of the true believers, and
His power to attract and convert the unbelievers. Again, what they might have heard about
the illusory nature of Christ's earthly life was forcefully denied by the images. There was a
rather dramatic and emotional Passion sequence, visually centering on Christ's body and
His suffering and the human grief of Christ's relatives and followers. Finally, there was
Christ, risen from the dead, rescuing the righteous characters of the Old Testament, and
ascending to Heaven. The thirteenth century man of the street need not have necessarily known that the Massacre of the Innocents prefigures Christ's Passion, that the Washing of the Feet stands for the Baptism of the Apostles, that the Wedding in Cana stand for
the marriage of Christ and His Church, or that the sarcophagus in the Entombment can
be interpreted as an altar. But the overall message was, in our opinion, clear, and it addressed itself directly lo the refutation of those teachings which the local theologians attributed to the local heretics. We believe that il was Archbishop Bernard who very intelligently applied many, for the local milieu new, often central Italian, iconographic models,
to the local conditions. 70 The thematic richness and the breadth of programmatic scope
of Buvina's doors should be credited to an intelligent patron using the image as a weapon
in promoting the ideas of the institution he belongs to, and which he represents - the Roman Catholic Church.
The heretics apparently continued to constitute a serious threat throughout the thirteenth
century, as witnessed by Radovan's Portal in Trogir (1240). 71 The faithful entering the Cathedral of Split, some 30-40 years after the carving of Buvina's doors, were confronted,
above the main altar. with a stone panel showing a strange representation of the Annunciation, with a Virgin sitting royally on a throne - an image of triumphal Ecdesia - the
Angel addressing her from across a centrally placed altar, the whole scene taking place in
a church interior (fig 117). This remarkable work boldly sums up the entire Christological
story from the Annunciation through the Passion, and in our opinion, is full of anti-heretical messages. Thus, the message of the doors was boldly and emphatically restated once
the churchgoer found himself in the interior of the Cathedral. If this panel was carved
around the middle of the century, it could have been designed either again by Treguanus,
Bishop of Trogir, noted for his learning and helpfulness to the Archbishops of Split, or by
Archbishop Hugrin (1244-1248), a French trained theologian, a native, from Cazma in
Continental Croatia.
This panel, as already stated, generated quite an interest at Parma in 1977. I kept promising
myself that l would come to grips with it, but failed to do so until a conference on medieval
altars in Motovun in the spring of2004! As I was presenting my paper, honestly saying that
it was a summary somewhat lacking in conclusion. I noticed that one of the members of
the audience started to fidget with excitement in his seal. As soon as my presentation was
over, his hand shot up. It was Professor Alain Rauwel from Dijon, and he introduced me to
6~
70

71

Gvo:tdanovic, "Master Radovan", p 94 ff.
This novelty, again, accounts for errors such as, for example, the leaving out of the doves in
the Presentation, five aposlles appearing ln the Agony in the Garden, certain hesitations in the
sc.:enes of the Last Supper and the Washing of the Feet, etc.
Steven Runciman, 'J'heMedievalManichee, Cambridge, 1960, p 101, 103, l08, 124, 170, conside1·s
the heretical community of Trogir to be one of the most powerful stro11gholds of dualism. One
may raise questions about his identification of the "Church of Drugunthia" with '!'rogir (Tragurium) but still, especially in the light of the patently antiheretic.:al statements made by the sculpture of the city c 1240-1300, his work provides an invaluable foundation for further study.
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Ranulphe de la Houblonniere. Thanks to him, as well as to Ranulphe, I believe we have come very close Lo proposing a thorough interpretation of the panel. Of course, future refinements and enrichments cannot be ex.cluded.72

126. Split, Cathedral,
tower, Salonitan martyrs,
and Nativity, 1230-1250

The thirteenth century tower of Split Cathedral (fig 68), a miracle
of late Romanesque architecture, is also, to use Professor Babic's
words, a real lapidarium, a museum of venerable spolia. 73 Among
them, a special place belongs to three relief panels on the side facing the entrance to the Cathedral. They were, most likely, made as
parts of altars inside the Cathedral. One, an altar frontal showing
the martyrs of the Salonitan church - SS Domnius and Anastasius
in Lhe company of St. Peter, was made in the first half of the 1:r
century by a somewhat traditional artist, a Master Otto; recently
I may have been able to find the source of Master Otto's art - in
Apulia, to which we will return in the third section of this book.
Next to it, there is a panel of the Nativity by a much more skillful hand, which was also responsible for the splendid panel of the
Annunciation serving either as an altar frontal or, more likely, as a panel above the allar
(fig 126).74
The Master himself and his style would deserve an in-depth study as his art, in my opinion, surpasses that of his somewhat older contemporary, Master Radovan, who in 1240
signed the lunette of the portal of Trogir Cathedral.7' '!'he Annunciation Master may have
started out in Radovan's circle, but his bold art in a masterful way combines elements,
which are both cosmopolitan and local, Romanesque, Gothic, Byzantine, and even of the
style of the Pisani.
This relief, or, rather, a perforated panel, as Professor Belamaric has established (the figures were carved in round),76 shows the Annunciation occurring within an aisled interior,
the Angel on the left, the Virgin enthroned on the right, and a representation of an altar in
the middle. Thus, we have here an image of an altar on a panel serving as a part of an altar!
The altar indeed! The aisles arc separated by twin columns with Herculean knots; there is
an incense burner hanging above the altar, and a chalice and two candlesticks on the altar
cover. An inscription running along the edge refers to Angel's words in Luke 1, 28-~0.
On a level of physical reality, what the faithful would have recognized was an interior of a
church with an altar at the end of the central nave; or, what one could have seen in many
contemporary churches, i. e., an Annunciation (painted) at the triumphal arch, and the altar in the main apse. A letter "T" above the central arch and the Herculean knots of the
columns indicate that the locus indeed is the Temple of Solomon. To increase the complexity of the image Mr. Belamaric has also suggested that the ''T", i. e., "tau" has eschatological consequences which is entirely possible. The regally enthroned Virgin is also the
;i
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Vladimir P. Goss, "The Altar - Relief of the Annunciation on the Tower of Split Cathedral", Hortus artium medievalium to (2004): 251-253.
Lecture by Professor Ivo Babic at the Department of .Art History at Rijeka in April, 2004.
Cvito Fiskovic, "Biljeske a Radovanu i 11jcgovim ucenicima': Prilozi povijesti umjetnosti u Dalmaciji 8 (1954): 10-39; Dt1.~ko Ke<':kemet, Fi1:1urnlna skulptura rnmanic:kog zvonika splitske kaledrale, ibid, 9 (1955); 92-135; Ljubo Kara man, "Portal Majstora Radovana u Trogiru", Rad Jugoslavenske akademjje 262 (1938): 61-61; Jovanka Maksimovic, "Reljef splitskih Blagovesti': Zbomik
Filozojskogfakulteta u Reogradu 7 (1963): 229-241; Gvozdanovic, "Split Cathedral's Wooden Doors", pp 58-59; and, "The Romanesque Sculpture in the Eastern Adriatic", pp 188-189;
Belamaric, Studije, pp 55-56, 59-60, 65-66. For the question: altar frontal or panel above altar
.see possibilities in Andelko Badurina et al, leksikon ikonografije, liturgike i simbolike zapadnog
krscanstva, Zagreb, 1979, pp 131--'1·35.
There i.s ample literature on Master Radovan. For the most recent citations, please see relevant
portions with foot11otes in Belamal'ic's book quoted in note 2.
Belamaric', op. cit., p 66.
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Ecclesia who, like Mary, receives good tidings every day. Guigliclmus Durandus noted that
"Dyaconus Evangelium pronuncians est angelus annuncians Virginem quod conciperet.
Altaris thurificatio (sec the incense burner above the altar) est spiritus sancti ipsi Virgini
obttmbratio". In a Solomonic setting the emphasis shifts to the idea of the divine wisdom,
and the Virgin enthroned brings to one's mind the throne of Wisdom - now incarnate in
the Virgin's womb. Each of us is a temple of a soul, and the angel's appearance suggests the
arrival of truth to the soul of every faithful. The altar reminding us of Christ's sacrifice is
also a promise of redemption and salvation summing up the entire Christological story
from the Annunciation to Passion. 71
The church (building), the Temple, the Church (institution; a body of the faithful), the Virgin (Ecdesia), ao<l the soul are equated, and the act of divine impregnation takes place in
each. Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the Temple is a long discourse on the covenant
between the Lord and His people. God forgives trespasses if prayers are directed to "this
place", i. e., the altar, a very appropriate statement to be made in a cathedral whose position within her see is that of the Temple within Jsrael.7~
The objects amplify the symbolism of the image. Candles are Christ who illuminated mankind (Sicardus), and whose human nature shines in the light of his Godlikeness (Hugh of
St. Victor); two candles represent the joy of the Jews and the Gentiles at the birth of the
Savior (Durandus). A candle (wax plus wick plus light) stands for body, soul, and divinity
of Christ (Hugh of St. Victor). Chalice, if gold: hidden riches and wisdom of Christ; if silver: freedom from sin; if tin (i.e., between silver-freedom from sin, and lead-sinfulness)
redemption of one's sins, weaknesses, and passions; also, an image of the spirit of wisdom
given us through faith (Sicard us). The incense burner: dual nature of Christ: the vessel his human nature, the incense - his divine nature (Amalarius and Honorius). lf hanging
by three chains - as is here the case - body, soul, and divinity of Christ. This is just a selection of rich symbolism attributed to altars and their implements. The altar on the altar panel thus reaffirms, in one stroke, most of the key tenets of the Orthodoxy, and this
should help us establish the particular reasons for its commissioning. 79
In doing this, we must not consider it alone, but as a part of an anagogical sequence which
starts with the entrance arch of the tower, where Master Otto represented the unruly
world before the coming of the Word (fig 127); next, at the entra nee of the Cathedral, the
churchgoer would have seen the monumental 28 panel wooden doors by Master Andrija Buvina (1214) with an extensive infancy sequence (fig 116), a uniquely rich sequence of
Christ's public life and His miracles, and a rather dramatic representation of Christ's Passion and its aftennath. 80
Archbishop Hernard took part in the Lateran Council of 1215, which made a firm stance
against the Cathar heretics, and also, as Professor Belamaric reminds us, the "tau" symbolism also attracted considerable attention of the Council. The tower was under construction during the first half of the 13 1h century, and thus, the doors were "prefaced" by the
above mentioned arch. and, sometimes around 1240-1250, the Annunciation panel was
made for the interior of the church as an eloquent conclusion. It masterfully reaffirms the
important tenets of the Orthodoxy challenged by the heretics: Incarnation and the role of
the Virgin, the Passion and its redemptive value, the validity of the Old I.aw. And, to revert
to a more approachable level, it stresses the role of the Church in the life of every Christian
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I have dealt with the panel at some length twice (see my works quoted in note 2), also Bclamaric,
op. <:it., p 55; On Hel'culean knots, Walter Cahn, "Solomo11ic Elements in Romanesque Art", in
J. Gutman, ed., The Temple o{Solomon, Missoula, 1976, pp 45-72; also, Goss, "Art and Pol.ltics",
p 531.
Goss, note fi, p :i31.
Gvo:tdanovic, "The Romanesque Sculpture", pp 188-189, anti especially notes 59-61; on the symbolism of the altar, see also Joseph Sauer, Symbolik des Kirchengebaudes, 2"d edition, Munster,
1964, pp 155-156.
Please see my works listed in Goss, "Art and Politics", p 528, footnote 2; Belamaric, Studies, pp
65-66.
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127. Split Cathedral.
tower entrance, arch by

Master Otto

showing the church building, its furnishings and utensils, an altar on an altar, and thus
allacking anti-sacerdotalism and iconoclasm of dualist heretics. It is truly an impressive
conclusion and, in a way, a summary, as the doors themselves, thanks to the smallness of
the images and sequential nature of narration, lack a focus.R 1
Professor Alain Rauwel added what I dare call a "the finishing touch". He has pointed out
that our panel may also embody the theme of the Virgin-priest, emphasizing the sacerdotal
role of the Virgin. The concept matured just around the time of the execution of the panel, although it had been anticipated by Petrus Comestor, and Peter Damiani, and, according to Professor Rauwel, made most explicit in a sermon by Ranulphc de la Houblonniere
pronounced in 1273, where the Presentation in Temple an<l the presentation of the host on
the altar are compared. This certainly gives weight to the "anti heretical interpretation", as
the role of the Virgin and of the "Sacerdotium" is strongly brought forward, linking, essentially, two key aspects of orthodoxy challenged by dualist heretics. 82
And this is for the time being my last word on the heresy issue.
81
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See previous note. Also, and especially, Gvozdanovic, "Sp.lit Cathedral's Wooden Doors", pp
44-48, Belamarii:, Studies, pp 55-56.
I am extremely indebted to Professor Rauwel for his advice and our continuing correspondence.
He has pointed out the statement "semel in vcrginc, quotidic in altare" in a sermon on the ln·
carnation by Petrus Comestor (Revue benedictine 56 /1946: 211-215), the link between the "virginalis co11ceplio" a11d "sacramentum altaris" made by Peter Damiani (Migne, Patrologia latina,
M5, p 388), and 110tes on Mary's "saccrdotium" by Albertus Magnus in the ''Mariale",
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As l kept studying the anti heretical involvement of public sculpture in the Eastern Adriatic, I noticed that this struggle against the enemy from within had its parallel in the struggle with the enemy from without - the Crusades. Or that the latter was just another facet
of the same grand struggle of Good and Evil, Us against Them - of the Sic et Non. 'l'he
struggle against "the infidel" had been going on in Spain and in the central Mediterranean
for a while before the 1095 speech of Urban II, by which he initiated the first Crusade for
the liberation of the Holy Land. We can, of course, debate until we arc blue in our faces,
whether the Crusades were a success or a failure, whether they were a supreme manifestation of heroism, or an act of barbarity, whether they were "right" or "wrong", justified
or unjustified. We may list the material "results" of the Crusades for the West, pearls and
peaches, spices and silks, rugs and apricots, the veneer the brutal Westerners acquired
from Eastern cultures. We may add up the scores, an<l having figured out our respective
sums total, resume our quarries. But, imagine yourself in the West at the end of the eleventh century, in a world torn by the Investiture Contest (the third facet of the same grand
confrontation), and by endless feudal warfare, at mercy of famine and bad years, when
the Normans still roamed around as they pleased, and the Moslems threatened Christianity in Spain and Asia Minor. Imagine yourselves in that world of permanent personal
and economic insecurity. To this frustrated but vital world Urban gave a goal, a cause. He
gave it the Jerusalem of the remission of sins and of the salvation of souls, but he gave also
the land of milk and honey. Professor Kitzinger, in his infinite wisdom, has written:"... aspirations, claims, ideologies, mystiques, if you will [are] powerful agents in the historical
process. That claims and expectations have their importance even if they arc not or not
fully realized is, after all, a truism. While they may not correspond to actuality, they frequently are the motivating forces behind actuality. Works of art may at times be among
the most concrete and tangible manifestations of these elusive agents".n No wonder then
that some of the great imagery of the twelfth century bears an imprint of the spirit of the
Crusade. The monumental public image was not only a rernrd, or a piece of pious education; it was a call for action. With this in mind I decided to learn more about the Crusades,
and is there a better way than to organize a conference? This is exactly what I did with the
collegial help from Professor Christine Verzar Bornstein (then of the University of Michigan), and Professor Otto Gruendler, the Director of the Medieval Institute at the Western
Michigan University at Kalamazoo. So, "The Meeting of Two Worlds: Cultural Exchange
between East and West during the Period of the Crusades" was conceived, to come to life
the first five days of May, 1981, in Kalamazoo and Ann Arbor. It was a gathering of 32
scholars from three continents, led by the likes of Sir Steven Runciman, Joshua Prawer,
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Ranulphe de la Houblonnicre (c 1225-1288) was Bishop of Paris (1279-1288), and before that a
secular priest, Master in Theology, and a Canon. Sec Nicole Beriou, La predication de Ranutphe
de la Houhlomiiere - Sermons aux clercs et aux simple gens a Paris au XI/le siecle, 1 vols, Paris,
J.987. On Ranulphe's c.:areer, vol. 1. pp 19-32; The sermon in question is reproduced in volume
2, sermon 4, "In festo purifications", pp 42-57, espedally sec:tion 6. Here is Reriou's summary of
the section: "Le Christ a cle of!ert aujourd'hui dans le Temple. JI ctait en quelque sorte la chandcllc de la Vierge, et chacun peut acompagncr cclle-ci en portant spirituellement une chandellc.
Et com me la Vierge a donnc, pour '1·acheter' son offrande, dei1x tourtourcllcs cl dcux pigeons,
nous dcvons aussi 'racheter' le Christ que nous portons dans nolrc coeur, par la chastite et la
charite. Le Christ s'est ensuite lui-mcmc offerl sur la noix, et seul la femme de Ca'iphc a voulu,
a \'instigation du <liable, l'y secourir. Nous offrons enfin le Christ sur l'aulel, a l'example de la
Vicl'ge, premiere pretresse, et chacun peut l'y rcccvoir, soil sacramentellement, soit spir.ituellement." (p 42) (..Tercio, cotidic offerlur a nobis in altari, et hoc ad exemplum bcate Vil'ginis nostrc magistre, <le 4ua vere possumus dicere quod ipsa fuit prima presbiterissa que umquam fuit
in terra ... , p 55). Professor Rauwcl points out thal in our picture, "Conception (at the voice of the
angel) and Presentation can be c.:onnec:ted through the visual importance give11 lo the candles".
Beriou also notes the anti-heretical thrust of the Bth century preaching (vol. I, pp 9-l 0).
Goss et al, The Meeting oj'Two Worlds, pp 11-12: and "Miles F.nsifer", Peristil, 30 (1987): 15-28,
especially p 27. Ernst Kitzinger., "The Gregorian Reform and the Visual Art: A prohlem of
Method", Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 5'h ser., 22 (1972): 87-102. especially pp
101-102.
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Nikita Elisseeff, Josiah Russell, Arturo Carlo Quintavalk, Oleg Grabar, James Brundage...
It was accompanied by an exhibition 'The Meeting of Two Worlds: The Crusades in the
Mediterranean Conlext", in the Museum of Arl, and "Decorative Arts of Coptic and Islamic Egypt", in the Kelsey Museum of the University of Michigan. The Proceedings and
the two Catalogues form, I believe, still a memorable unit in Crusader studies, and in medieval studies in general.
Whal I learned I published in an article which came oul only in 1987, although il was written in 1982, in the aftermath of"The Meeting".
Almosl two thousand years ago Christ ordered Peter to put away his sword.84 For about
a millennium that followed, the Western Church tried hard to follow the message of the
teacher. After the marriage (or mesaliance) between the Cross and the Imperium under
Constantine, it became increasingly difficult to maintain the anti-war position and in the
East, where the Church depended on the Empire, much more so than it did in the West,
the repugnance to physical wal'fare and violence disappeared much faster. In a remarkable study published in 1935, Die J:!.n.~tehung des Kl'euzzuggedankens, Carl Erdmann demonstrated how the opposition to war remained a permanent feature of Western Christian
thought throughout the entire first thousand years of the Christian Era. St Augustine
worked hard to define an<l solve the problem, and espoused the theory of "just war", one
led in self-defense or to recover stolen property, in addition to which he condoned such
activities as peri;ecutions of the Donatists as a holy act aiming at preserving the unity of
the Church lhreatened by the heretics. 85 Erdman n's book is a masterpiece of scholarship
and still "remains essential to an analysii; of the problem". For an extensive discussion, one
is referre<l to the text itself and to Erdmann's bibliography, especially if read in the light of
remarks and bibliographic addenda made by Professor Baldwin in the Introduction to his
English translation of Erdmann's book (1977), 86 or of some recent studies such as Friedrich
Prinz's, showing how active military service of higher clergy became customary and even
sanctioned already during the Carolingian times. 87 To totally vulgarize Erdmann's work,
one may say that war, even for the Holy Cause of Christianity, was met with skepticism
and abhorrence by the influential thinkers well into the eleventh century (Peter Damiani
was still an eminent "peacenik''), and that a notable change occurred in the course of the
eleventh century, foremostly within the context of the Investiture Struggle - when such
movements as the Pataria of Milan were greeted as a God-pleasing and legitimate activity
directed against the schismatics and the enemies of the Pope, the Vicar of Christ.88 When
the leader of the Pataria, the petty knight Erlembald, fell in 1075, he became a paradigm of
a defender of the True Faith, a protomartyr of a holy cause against heretics, and the first
saint-knight in history. Gregory Vil tried to eternalize the idea and the institution of military support for papal policy through a "Militia Sancti Petri", a holy assembly of warriors
fighting for the Pope and against his imperial enemies, an idea which, however, did not
bear any fruit. 89
Another context within which the war came to be regarded as a God-pleasing enterprise
is that of the re-conquest of the parts of Europe held by the Moslems. St. George, a military Saint venerated for a long period in the East, makes his first miraculous intervention
on behalf of a Western Christian army at Cerami on Sicily (1063) riding as a knight in re·
splendent armor, and carrying a banner with a shining cross in front of the "liberating"
"Put up again thy sword itlto his place" (Matthew 26-52); "Put up thy sword into the sheath"
(John, 18-11).
8'
Carl Erdmann, Die Enstehung des Kreuzzuggedankens, Stuttgart, 1935; English translation: Marshall W. Balwin and Waltei- Goffart, trans. and ed., The Origins of the Idea of Crusade (Prine·
eton, 1977), pp 4-10 (the edition used throughout this study is the English one).
86
Ibid, Introduction, pp XV-XXX. especially p XXX.
87
fried rich E. Prin7., "King, Clergy a11d War at the Times of the Carolingians", in Saints, Scholars
and Heroes, 2 vols, Margot H. King and Wesley M. Stevens, eds. Collegeville, 1979, ll, 301-329.
•• Erdmann, The Origin, pp 141--116, 140-141.
R?
]bid, pp 1<11, 291 ff.
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troops of Count Roger. Another heavenly fighter, St. Michael, helped the Pisans conquer
Mahdia in l087.Y 0 The idea of an aggl'<~ssive Holy War for the expansion of Christianity
became ideologically acceptable at the same time it became militarily feasible. In the earlier Middle Ages the West was mostly at the mercy of invaders and oppressors. Stronger
leadership and improved military technology inspired a temporary come-back of the West
during the Carolingian period, a rally which fizzled out in the upheavals following the disintegration of Charlemagne's Empire. 91 A new Christian counteroffensive was on the rise
throughout the eleventh century, to culminate, naturally, in the launching of the First Crusade. Once the Holy War proved to be a successful venture, it could not be stopped, and
had to be justified. The art-historical evidence which we shall examine and the materials
brought together and discussed by Erdmann arc, in my opinion, mutually reinforcing, and
I believe Erdmann's reasoning will help us to understand better some fine visual imagery
created in the course of the twelfth century - the great century of the Crusade.
Urban's speech in Clermont, as related by contemporary and quasi-contemporary sources,
can be characterized as an appeal to reenact the exemplary deeds of great ancestors. Here
is Robert the Mon!<: The Franks are the chosen people upon whom God has bestowed glory in arms. They arc reminded of the deeds of Charlemagne and his son Louis "who have
destroyed the kingdoms of pagans", and, then, of the Old Testament paradigms - of the
Children of Israel - and the New Testament ones - taking up Christ's Cross. Jerusalem,
the navel of the world, is an exemplary, sacred place, and so also is the entire Holy Land,
sanctified by the presence and the acts of the Redeemer. Liberalion of this sacred territory is the task of the new generation; for which they will receive. promises Robert, not only
the remission of sins, but also very tangible material gains. 92 'l'hc Gesta Francorum dwells
upon the idea of the following - of the imitatio - of Christ: Take up His Cross and follow
Him! Baldric of Dol invokes the image of the Israelite victory over the Jebusites {and of the
sons ofJacob in particular), of Moses triumphing over Amelekiles, of confessors and mart yrs of Christ, specifically St. Stephen and St. John the Baptist, and naturally of the activity of Christ himself. For brandishing the sword against the Saracens, the Crusaders-to-be
are again promised both spiritual and temporal rewards. 9~ Guibert of Nogent calls for the
imitation of Christ, whom he secs as the standard bearer of the army of the faithful; the Israelite past is recalled by a reference to the Maccabees, and a strong emphasis is placed on
the fact that by undertaking the Crusade, the participants actually help the Lord move the
wheels of history, si nee the fulfillment of time depends on the reestablishment of Christianil yin the Holy Land; the Antichrist will then descend upon the True Believers to engage
and destroy them in a battle promoting, however, his own downfall?1 Fulcher of Chartres
compares the Crusaders to the Israelites and the Maccabees. He relishes in the idea of the
new martyrdom through which the soldiers of God will become new witnesses of Christ.
While trekking through the wastelands of the high plateau of Asia Minor, one night the
militant Fulcher witnessed the miraculous appearance of a shining sword on the sky pointing eastwards. Later, before the walls ofJerusalem, Fulcher evokes the deeds ofJoshua. The
M.accabees are recalled at Antioch by Raymond d'Aguiliers (with an implication that we
do it better, and the Provencal men do it best), while upon the conquest of Jerusalem Raymond calls the Crusadel's the children of Apostles, a reference to the idea of reenactment
of the Mission of the Apostles. The Gesta Franco rum calls them the heirs of Christ on the
9

u Ibid, PP 114-135, 293-295.
Lynn White, Jr., Medieval Technology and Social Change, Oxford, 1967, c.:hapter one.
n Robert the Monk, Historia Hierosolymitana, it1 Edward Peters. ed., The First Crusade: The
Chronicle ofFulcher ofChartres and Other Source Materials, Philadelphia, 1971, pp 2-5. For our
purpose it is irrelevant whether the chronicles correctly report Urban's words or not. They tell
us what the representatives of Lhe public opinion wanted to hear. and this is what eomlls. On
the mechani.~m.~ of archaic societies and myths sec Mireca Eliade, 'J'he Sacred and the Profane,
New York, 1959, Myth and Reality, New York, 1963, and Images and Symbols, Kanas City, 1961.
?~
Gesla Franco rum et aliorum Hierosolymytanoru.m,, in Peters, The Fir.~t Crusade, p 5, pp 8-10.
94
Guihert of Nogent. Gesta Dei per Francos, i11 Peters, The First Crusade, pp .1.1-15.
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same occasion. Adhemar of Le Puy, by now deceased, is remembered by Raymond as the
Second Moses.9s
These and many other instances which, I am sur.c, a student of history could easily quote,
show quite explicitly what was on the mind of the people around 1100.96 Through the lit·
erary image of the simile - complete or in its abbreviated, metaphoric farm - the Crusaders are likened to the Israelites, the Maccabees, Moses, Joshua, the Apostles and Martyrs,
Charlemagne and his heroes, and, ultimately, Christ himself, all paradigms of physical
and/or spiritual warfare against the forces of evil. It should be noted that the same image
technique is current in the sphere of visual arts: a Christian knight fights an In fidcl next
lo a Samson strangling a lion on the sarcophagus of Dona Sancha, an obvious comparison
of the two heroic acts; the same actors appear on the "lkllc Pierre" from Cluny. 97 A mounted knight (sometimes known as "Constantine", in itself a complex metaphor) is occasionally also accompanied by a Samson on the fa<;a<les of Western French churches (fig 128).
At Angoulcme, the ''Constantine" may have been accompanied by a Samson who at the
same time was apparently identifiable as Charlemagne(!), a double, or even triple, reference
to the exemplary, liberating deeds of the great ancestors. St. Michael fighting the dragon,
pontificating from far above over the duel between Roland and Ferragut on a capital in the
Cathedral of Salamanca (1160-65), is another such example.9 R
Like the reportage, the artistic rendering of events, the epic poetry, uses much the same
imagery and rhetoric. I will touch upon only the best known (and for a non-expert like myself, the most accessible) poem, the Song of Roland. Here, the Franks are again introduced
as the chosen people, the champions of Christianity. Charlemagne, mythically old and of
superhuman stature, in hotline communication with the powers of the Above, is succored
in his battles and duels by Archangels, St. Gabriel in particular. When pursuing the enemy
after Roncevaux, he repeats Joshua's miracle bidding the Sun stop, thus falling in line with
the Old Testament models. Archbishop Turpin who twice fights and overpowers pagan re·
ligious men, repeats the victory of St. Peter over Simon the Magician. In him, we meet the
quintessence of a fighting prelate who exterminates the infidel and the heretic both with
the word and the sword, and who has, obviously, no reservations about warfare and violence. Roland and his companions are new martyrs of Christ, a new troop of the Holy Innocents, and their souls are led to Heaven by the Archangels. '('he Christians - the Franks
- are right; the Moslems are wrong, as the poet explicitly states on several occasions.99 The
imagery and rhetoric, while being more heated, more passionate, do not substantially differ
from what we hear from the chroniclers. Thus, an important component of the atmosphere
of the time was the preoccupation with the Holy War, and we believe that this preoccupation played a role in the sphere of the visual arts.
95

96

n

98

99

132

Fulcher of Chartres, Hislol'ia Hierosolymitana, in Peters, The First Crusade, pp 24, 25, 51·, 72,
155, 215, 216.
My a11alysis docs not pretend to be exhaustive and a historian c:ould undoubtedly list additional
examples. I have used those which can be found in Peters' book since this work is easily available to anybody who may wish to check the context of my examples. The book is also a guide to
original editions and other useful materials.
Rita I .ejeune and Jacques Stien non, :the Legend of Roland in the Middle Ages, 2 vols, London,
1971, vol. 2. pp 25-27, and accompanying illustrations; Millard r. Hearn, Romanesque Sculpture,
Ithaca, 1981, p 68, 11ote 1, has questioned the date of the sarcophagus (c 1100) which he prefers
to date toward the middle of the twelfth century. La Belle Pierre is datable to about the same
lime.
Linda Seidel, "The Holy Warriors", in the Holy War; Thomas P. Murphy. ed., Columbus, 1976,
pp 33-77 (with additional literature), and Songs of Glory, Chicago 1981; Pierre Dubourg-Noves,
L'konographie de la Cathcdrale d'Angouleme de J575 a 1880, 2 vols, Angouleme, 1973, vol. l,
pp 45, 51, 6J; vol. 2, pp :B, 40-49. Lejeune and Slic11non, The Legend of Roland, vol. J, p 95; vol.
2, p 67. Another angel on the capital succors the Christian knight.
Dorothy I.. Sayers, transl., 'J'he Song of Roland, Harmondsworth, J.937/reprint 1973, pp 71, 72,
105, 109, llO, 143, 147, 171, 179, 181, 186, 187.
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128. Melle, St. Hilaire,
"Constantine", 12 1" ct.

The main portal of the Cathedral ofVeruna is guarded by two knights (figs 129-131). One
on the left holds a sword. The inscription on the weapon, Durindarda, Durendal, identifies
the warrior as Roland; consequently, the somewhat less fierce looking man on the right,
holding a flail, could hardly be anybody else but Roland's brother in arms, Oliver. The portal dates from the end of the fourth or from the fifth decade of the twelfth century, and is
signed by the well-known North Italian sculptor, Niccolo.100 The Junette displays an Adoration of the Magi, or, rather, a rigidly frontal and majestic "Sedes Sapientiae" flanked by
the riding and dismounting Magi and by an Annunciation to the Shepherds. On the lintel we see the three theological virtues, on the jambs ten prophets who had announced
100

Lejeune and Steinnon, 'J"he Legend of Roland, vol. 1, pp 61-71; Re11e Jullian, L'eveil de la sculpture
italienne, 2 vols, Paris, 1945, vol. 1, pp 116-118, 122; Arthur K. Porter, Lombard Architecture, 4
vols, New York, 1967 reprint, vol. 3, pp 466-479; Edoardo Arslan, L'architettum romanica veronese, Vero11a, 1939, pp 99-113; Angiola Maria Romanini, ''L'arte romanico", in Verona e il suo
territorio, Vittorio Cavallari ct als, ed., Verona, 1964, vol. 2, pp 665-661, 716-720; Trude Krautheimer-1-less, "Die l:'igurale Plastik der Ostlombardei vo11 1100 bis 1178", Marburger Jahrbuch
fur Kunstgeschichte 4 (1928): 231-307, and 'The Oril:linal 'Porta dei Mesi' at Ferrara and the Art
of Niccolo", Art Bulletin 26 (1944): 152-174. Evelyn Kain, "The Marble Reliefs on the Facade of
S. Zeno, Verona", Art Bulletin 63 (1981): 358-374.
On the identification of Oliver, in spite of the flail - an "infidel" weapon - see Lejeune and Stiennon, op. cit., pp 67-68. The Crusaders did use flails and there is at lea.~t one, albeit later, famous flail, wielded by a young Frisian who captured the Sultan's banner at Damictla during the
Fifth Crusade. Sec Oliver of Paderborn, Historia /)amiatina, in Edward Peters, ed., Christian Society and the Crusades, 1198-1229 (Philadelphia, 1971), p 67. More recently, Arturo Carlo Quiittavalle, "Nicholaus, la chevalerie e !'idea di crocciata", in Medioevo mediterraneo: L'Occidente,
Bisanzio e ['Islam, A. C. Quintavalle, ed., Parma, 2007, pp 516-569; Christine Verzar Bornstein,
"The Artistic Patronage of the Returning Cru.~aders: The Arm of St George and Ferrara Cathedral'', in lmmagine e Jdeologia: Studi in honore di Arturo Carlo Quinatavale, A. Calmna et al,
eds., Par.ma, 2007, pp 240-248; Pina Belli <l'.Elia, "Tematiche cavalleresche ed epopea norma11a",
ibid, pp 220-229.
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129. Verona Cathedral.
portal, lunette, c 1150;
130. Verona Cathedral,
portal, Roland, c 1150;
131. Verona Cathedral,
portal, Oliver, c 1150

the arrival of Christ. 101 The last of the prophetic precursors of Christ, St. John the Baptist,
and the prophet of the future, St. John the Evangelist, are in the spandrels. A paschal lamb
adorns the key stone.
The two warriors, Roland and Oliver are, as well as in the Chansons, the soldiers of Christ.
So, Lhe epic hero, and his direct descendant, the contemporary Crusader, enter the world of
the heavenly court in which Lhey perform, given their position at the door and the proudly
displaced Durindarda, the role of the sword bearer and doorguard spatarius (ensifer) and
ostiarius - well-known functionaries to Early Medieval and later rulers. The prophets had
announced the coming of Lhe Messiah, the Shepherds and the Kings have recognized Him
and paid Him homage. The rare image of the riding and dismounting Magi seeks to introduce Lhe dynamic element of travel, pilgrimage, search, at the end of which there is the ultimate reward of truth and salvaLion.w2 The new heroes of Christian Church continue the
101

101

1:~4

They are: Malachi, David, Je1·cmiah, Isaiah, Daniel, Habakkuk, Haggai, Zachariah, Micah, Joel.
For inscription see Porter, Lombard Architecture, vol. 3, p 476. Possibilities of the relationship
of lhe portal to religious drama could be more appropriately treated in a separate study. More
recently, Dorothy Glass, "Litul'gy and Drama in Romanesque Italy", in Immagini e Jdeologia, pp
267-272.
The idea of riding and dismounting Magi is novel. It could be seen as a conflation of the Cavalcade of the Magi and the Adoration itself, often juxtaposed in Byzantine works. Sec for example the Four Gospels from the Laurentiana, VI. 23 (twelfth century, fol. 6v); Paris, Bibi. Nat.
Gr. 74 (second half of the eleve1llh century), fol. 3 or the Four Gospels in Etchmiadzin, n. 362 G
(from Melitene, 1057), fol. 6v. all in Gabriel Millet, Uecherches sur l'iconographie de l'evangile,
Paris, 1916, pp 140-1!>1, figs 86, 100, 101; also, for example, on the Italian bronze doors, on the
doors hy Bonanus for Pisa and Monreale, a11d on lite doors of Benevento. Sec Albert Boeckler,
Die Bronzeturen des Bonanus von Pisa und Barisanus von Trani, Berlin, 1953, pp 8, 9, 71, 72;
Adolfo Venturi, Storia dell'arte italiana, 11 vols, Milan, 1904, vol. 3, fig 643. In the sculpture of
the Adriatic one finds several examples based on similar models. On the fragmenl of the choir
screen of St. Lawrence in Zadar (c 1100) one sees a representation of a Cavalc:ade, while the
Adoration itself would have been on the lost, righl hand panel. The wooden doors by Andrija Buvina for Split Cathedral (1214) show the scenes side hy side; the portal of the Cathedral of
Trogir hy Master Radovan, 1240, has a lunelte showing in the middle a Nativity and the Washing of the Child, an Annunciation to the Shepherds on the left and the Cavalcadt: on tht: right.
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mission and defend the Kingdom of the Lord and as such they are appropriate guards for
the gate of His house. Roland and Oliver also relate particularly well to the three theological virtues, since, as the famous line goes, "Roland est proz, e Oliver est sage", they embody
the cardinal virtues of fortitude and prudence, a fine way of reinforcing the oneness of the
sacred and secular, ideological and political sphere.w3
Roland was Charlemagne's sword bearer, an officer whose task was to carry the ruler's
sword when not worn by the ruler himself; a vivid, live symbol of ruler's earthly power
and his justice. Not having a sword bearer meant disgrace. "No one have I to be my sword
bearer", laments an old king in the Beowulf, abandoned by his retainers. The chronicles
have preserved us the name of Count Ansfrid, sword bearer to Otto I. Politically the office
must have been of relatively limited importance - Hincmar even does not mention it in his
De Ordine Palatii - but the figure of a warrior with the sword must have been a powerful
and popular visible symbol, and this made the sword bearer, as we will immediately see, an
indispensable motif of the Early Medieval courtly art. 104 Roland, as Charlemagne's sword
bearer, was invested with Durendal by the Emperor himself, and in the Song of Roland,
Charlemagne makes his first appearance enthroned in an orchard and flanked by Roland
and Oliver. After the disaster at Roncevaux, Rabel and Guinemant receive Durendal and
Oliphant, and, we are explicitly told, are to succeed Roland and Oliver as the Emperor's favorite and most trusted guards. 10~ In Verona, Roland and Oliver are the favorite guards of
the Heavenly King (''Hie Dominus Magnus Leo Cristus Ccrnitur Agnus'', as the portal inscription runs), his exemplary and most loyal warriors, and protectors of His Home. The
relationship between the ruler and the attendant knight did not change, and in my opinion,
it is not difficult to identify the model precedents of the Verona portal idea. Emperor Lothair in the Lothair Gospel.~ from Tours (849-851) is accompanied by a sword bearer and a
man with a lance (fig 132), and the former displays the weapon with such an obvious gesture that he must be identified as a sword bearer and not just any guard, as Schramm has
The Adoration itself is in lhe voussoir above lhe Nativity. Radovan, trained in Antelami milieu,
could have seen the portal of Verona Cathedral, but more likely the iconography fairly similar
to Verona was based on a direct impacL of local, Byzantium-inspired sourc.:es. See lvo Petric:ioli, l'ojava romanicke skulpture u Dalmaciji, Zagreb, 1960, pp 37-43; Karaman, Andrija Buvina,
p 1; Gvozdanovic, ''Master Radovan and the Lunelle of the Nativity al Trogir", pp 85-98. On
By,:antine and Adriatic: aspects of Nicc.:olc\'s work see Krautheimer-Hess, "The Original 'Porta
dei Mesi"', pp 166-171.
103
Laisse 87 line l; Joseph Bedier, ed., Chanson de Roland, Paris, n. d., p 84·. Sinc:e Roland with the
sword - and any sword bearer in general is also a symbol of justice, he may be seen also as a representative of this particular cardinal virtue, while the more temperate Oliver can also stand for
Temperance. In connection with Roland as a symbol of justice see Lejeune and Stiennon, The
Legend of Roland, vol. l, pp 354-363 dealing with the later medieval giant statues of the hero.
104
Edwin Morgan, trans., Beowulf, Fildington, 1952, line 2253. W. von Giesehrecht, Geschichte
der Deutschen Kaiserzeit, 5 vols, Rraunschweig, 1863, vol. l, p 459; Robert Holtzman. ed., Die
Chronik des Bischofs 'J'hielmar von Mershurg und ihre Korveier lleberarbetung, in Monumeta
Germaniae Historica, vols. 9, Be.rlin: 1n:S pp 169-171, lib. IV. c. 31-32 (''Romam sane predicto
Cesare ingrediente non minimus confisus in iuvene [i.e. Ansfrido] focit cum spalalcrium suum,
dic:ens ..."). Hincmar, De Ordine Palatii, Maurice Prnu, ed. and transl., in Bibliotheque de lecole
des Hautes Etudes, vol. 58, Paris, 1885, text, pp 4-97; Josef Fleckenstein, Grundlagen und Beginn
der Deutschen Geschichte, Gottingen, 1974, p 82; Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm, Deutsches Wiirterbuch, 16 vols, Leipzig, 1899, IX, col. 2592. defines "schwerttrager" as follows: .. Der <las schwerl als :t.cichcn der wiirdc und gewall cincm vor- oder nachtrigt". "Ensifcr" is listed as the Latin
equivalent. The Oxford Dictionary, Sir James A. H. Murray, ed., 13 vols, Oxford, 1933, vol. 10,
p 351 gives the following definition: "An attendant on a military man of rank or on a chief, who
carries his master's sword when not worn". Also: "A ruler or magistrate having authority to punish offenses". In the connection with the latter see Romans 13:4 ("... for he (the ruler] beareth
not the sword in vain: for he is the minister of God, a revenger, lo execute wralh upo11 him who
doeth evil").
,os Song (!/'Roland, laisse 8, lines 8-9 (p 55); laisse 88, li11e 12 (p 95); laisse 217, lines 1-7 (p 166).
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132. Paris, Bibliotheque
Nationale, Lothair's Gos·
pels, Tour, 846, Emperor
Lothair (sketch by Karina
Sladovic. BFA); 133. Paris,
Bibliotheque Nationale,
Vivien's Bible, Charles
the Bold and his Court,
849-851 (sketch by Karina Sladovic. BFA)

noted. 106 Needless to say, the image ultimately goes back to the ancient representations of
the Emperor receiving homage or the scenes of the imperial largesse (such as shown on the
.flabetlum of Theodosius). The "military" guards in the form of angels flank many a representation of the Virgin and the Child, and, to quote an early example, four athletic angels
protect the throne of the Virgin in the Annunciation at Sta. Maria Maggiore in Rome.107
The courtly setting is not infrequently expande<l to include the idea of adoration, audience
or presentation of gifts. Such is the scene showing the court of Charles the Hald in the Vivian Bible, in which, surrounded by his attendants, the sword bearer and the guard with the
lance included, the Emperor is offered the Bible by Count Vivian (fig 133). The same ruler is shown as receiving his wife in the company of a female attendant in the Bible of San
Callisto, the two guards standing to the Emperor's right, while the four cardinal virtues
crown the composition from above. In the Bible of St. Emmeran, made also for Charles the
Bald, yet another motif is added to the imperial portrait: two allegorical figures of provinces bringing gifts, the horns of plenty. The last image was almost literally copied for Henry II about a century and a half later. What is new is the addition of two more provinces,
bringing the number up to four, the number of provinces paying homage to Otto II or IIl
on the leaf from Chantilly, and on the two page representation of the court of Otto lll in
his Gospel Book. 10 ~ In the last example we witness the appearance of yet another motif, of
106

107

108

B6

Lothair Gospels, Paris, Bibliotheque Nationalc, lat. 266. fol. iv. Sec Jean Hubert, Jean Porcher and Wolfgang F. Volhach, Carolingian Art, London, 1970, p B3; Percy Ernst Schramm, Die
Deutschen Kaiser und Konige in Bildern ihrer Zeil, 2 vols, Berlin, 1928, vol. 1, p 49.
Andre Grabar, L'empereur dans ['art byzantin, London, 1971, p 89, 226; also Schramm, Die Deul-

schen Kaise1; vol. J, p 49.
Vi,,ifm Bible, Paris, Bibi. Nat., Lal. 1, fol. 386v; San Callisto Bible, Rome, San Paolo fuori le mura,
fol. 1; Bible of St. F.mmeran, Munich, Hayerische Staatsbihliothek, Clm. 14000, fol. 5 v. See Hubert ct al, Car-olingir.m Art, pp 129, 130, 137; Sacramentary of I Ienry II (Regensburg, 1002-14),
Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm. 4456, fol. 11; fragment of a Rexistrum Gregorii, Chantilly, Muscc Conde, No. 15654; Gospels of Otto II/, Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm.
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two churchmen (balancing off the two military men), stan<ling to the Emperor's right, preferred side.109 The two powers, temporal and spiritual are here conjoined in the Majesty of
the Emperor, as well as in the portal of Verona Cathedral, or as they arc in, probably, the
most famous image of a secular figure paying homage to the King of Kings available in the
West, the mosaic of Justinian at San Vitale in Ravenna. It is made explicit by the representation of the Adoration of the Magi on the manlle of the Empress that Justinian and Theodora repeat here the act of the Magi. 110
Points of contact between the rulers' portraits in Early Medieval minor arts, and the portal of the Cathedral of Verona arc numerous and close: the two guards, one of which is
the sword bearer, a reference to the virtues, the motif of homage and presentation of gifts,
the presence of ecclesiastic figures (or of the prophets in Verona) to enhance the spiritual power of the ruler. In one case, we have the terrestrial court, in the other, the court of
heaven. The appearance of the "secular" hero gives the Verona portal the sense of imme·
diacy and political urgency reminiscent of the contemporary chronicles: follow the prophets and martyrs, and also the new martyrs, the Franks of Charlemagne and the Crusa<lers,
and discover, at the end of the pilgrimage, like the riding and dismounting Magi, Truth
and Salvation as a reward of your journey. As the Church in practice and theory justified
the military action for the expansion of Christendom, so the miles left the obscurity of the
book page, church furniture or interior wall surface and stepped out boldly onto lhe public surface of the facade. The apotheosis of the military martyr, on which Erdmann commented in case of Erlcmbald, seems to find here its visual correlative.111
The work on the Cathedral of Verona was probably by a couple of years preceded by the
sculpture of the Cathedral of frrrara (begun around 1135). I-I.ere Niccolo displays a similar interest in the holy warriors.112 The lunette of the main portal shows St. George killing
the dragon, on horseback and in the gear of a contemporary knight. This venerable military martyr played a very important role in the First Crusade and some other anti-Muslim campaigns (remember Cerami!). He showed up on a white horse and accompanied by
SS Demetrius and Mercurius at the walls of Antioch to help the Crusaders in their decisive battle and victory over Kerboga (this multiplication of the Holy Riders reminds one
of what we see on the facades of the Armenian church at Aghtamar, and of some Georgian churches).113 When he approached in a dream a priest in the army of Raymond of St.
Gilles, the Saint introduced himself as the standard bearer of the Crusading army. Much
4453, fol. 2'3v, 24. See Schramm, Die Deutscl,en Kaiser, l, pp 53-55, 56-58, 64-65, 93-96; also,
Percy Ernst Schramm and Florentine Mtithel'ich, Denkmale der Dcutschen Konigc und Kaisei;
Munic:h, 1960, pp 123, 129-BO, 134-B5, B6-137, 147-148, 155-156, 157, fig 82, 108, Ill. On the
identification of the ruler in the Bible of San Callisto as Charles the Bald. see Ernst Kantorowicz, "The Carolingian King in the Bible of San Paolo fuori le mura", in Selected Studie.~, L()(;ust
Valley, 1965, pp 85-94. The representation of Solomon and his court in the same book, fol. 185
v., is made along the same lines; next to Solomon enthroned there is a sword bearer and a guard
with a lance (Schramm and M(\terich, op. cit., p 1:.:i6, fig 56).
109
Schramm, Die Deutschen Kaiser, p 32.
no Grabar, L'empereur, pp 106-107.
111
Erdmann, The Origins, pp 141-143.
112
Krautheimer-Hess, "The Oi-iginal 'Porta dei Mesi'", suggested the following chronology: Ferrara, the main portal of the Cathedral, soon after 1 B5; portal of the Cathedral of Verona, soon
after 1140; San Zeno portal, Verona, around 1140. "Porta <lei Mesi" of the Cathedral of Ferrara,
around 1140 (pp 141-14<~). Simultaneous i1tvolvement of Niccolo's large workshop on all four
projects, say, between 1135 and 1145 should not be excluded (p 372); also Bornstein in note
100.
m Erdmann, The Origins, p 135, 273-280; Peters, The Fir.~t Crusade, pp 187-188; on the rider reliefs on the fa<;adcs of Georgian and Armenian churches see Jurgis Rahrusaitis, /,es etudes sur
l'art medieval en Georgie el en Armenie, Paris, 1928, pp <'.IB, 109; a brief summary can be found in
my article "Armenian Art and the West: Some Good F.vidence and Hasty Conclusions", Historical and Phylological Journal ofArmenian Academy 3 (1982): 25-32 (in Armenian with a Russian
summary).
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134. St. Gilles-du-Gard,
fai;ade, c 1140-50

later, in February 1219, he reappears with a host of''whitc warriors" to help the Crusaders
defeat the Saracens al Damietta. St. Demetrius also reappears at Damietta, and on the day
of his feast helps the Christians to victory. 11-1 Al Ferrara, the St. George image is still within
the customary context of a symbolic victory of good over evil, but it is worth noling that
evil is sometimes represented in the guise of the contemporary enemy recognizable by the
rounded form of his shield as it is the case of the rider in the tympanum at Fordington,
or the embattled St. George on the frescoes of Har<lham, both in England. 115 And even in
tcrrara, within a more traditional concept, the gear of a contemporary knight worn by the
mounted holy warrior gives the image of St. George and the dragon a sense of contemporary immediacy.
The atmosphere of the Holy War rules also the southern door of Ferrara Cathedral, the
Porta dei Mesi, the original form of which is known through descriptions and fragments,
and was reconstrucled by Trude Krautheimer-Hess. Here Niccolo placed the figures of
two soldiers, an elderly man with a spear and a youth with a sword both beal'ing the sign of
the cross on their shields. [tis impossible to tell who these two warriors were, but they are
most likely not the members of the Adelardi family, as the local tradition suggests. Their
ui Pelers, 'J'he Firsl Crusttde, pp 198-200 (from l{aymond d'Aguiliers); also the remarks by Anouar Hatem, I.es poemes lpiques df:s Croisade, Paris, 19:32, pp 311, 362-370 (The Chanson de
Jernsulem calls the Battle of Asealon, the Battle of Ramlch, in ordel' lo place the site of a great
Christian victory under the shadow of the shrine of St. (ieorge in Lydda nearhy); also Paul A 1phandery and Alphonse Dupront, J,a Christianite et l'idce de Lu Croisade, 1 vols, Paris. 1959, vol.
1, 181-181.
m Arthur Gardner, English lv1edieval Sculpture, Camhridge, 19:'il, p 80, hesitates between identifying the rider in the Fordington tympanum (early twelfth century) as St. George or St. James.
It is interesting lo note that the Fordington warrior finds a very dose analogy in a Romanesque
fresco at .St. Botolph at Har<lham, where the rider is definitely St. George killing the Infidel. Sec
Philip M. Johnson, "Hard ham Church and its Early Paintings", Su,ssex Archeoloxical Collections
44 (1901): n-J IS, and Margaret Rickert, Painting in Rritain: The ;\ttiddle Ages, Harmondsworth,
1954, pp 75-76; Fordington and I Iardham were brought lo my attention l,y Mr. Petet' Winjum,
my student at the University of Michigan in 1981, whose help is here acknowledged with gratitude.
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135. St. Gilles-du-Gard,
fa~ade, c 1140-50

role is to flank the story of Genesis from the Creation to the Sacrifice of Abraham around
a lunette showing a Christ treading upon the asp and the basilisk, and raising His hand
in an act of blessing.116 The two Crusaders, the new confessors of Christ, witness His triumph in the lunette. They also may relate to the Sacrifice of Abraham since Isaac is the
forerunner of the true line which descends from Abraham to the Savior, as opposed to Ishmael, the ancestors of the "Hagarenes", the Moslem Infidel, a topic exploited as a piece of
pro-Crusading propaganda by another important work of the twelfth century sculpture,
the Lamb Tympanum of the Church of San Isidoro at Leon, where the Sacrifice is arranged
in such a way as to clearly indicate the primacy of Isaac's line over Ishmael's, Christianity
over lslam.117
With Leon we enter a world of different imagery which promotes the idea of the Holy War
in a less explicit, "military", way. Since the monuments we have in mind - Leon, Vezelay
and St. Gilles-du-Gard - have been very ably treated by others, our own remarks will be
brief and will center on the pro-Crusading message. We just saw how skillfully the Sacrifice
of Abraham was used within this context at Leon. At Vezelay (fig 119), the complex image
of the central portal tympanum, integrating the themes of the Ascension, the Mission of
the Apostles and of the Pentecost, calls for a new Mission of the Apostles to be performed
by the Crusaders.118 The fac;:ade of St. Gilles-du-Gard (figs 134·-135), a vast New Testament
11

c.

117

rn

Krautheimer-Hess, "The Original 'Porta dei Mesi"', pp 152-158; Her very careful reconstruction of the lunette on the basis of the preserved fragment reveals a composition showing Christ
trampling upon Evil in the form of a dragon, lion, asp, and basilisk. Su1:h a representation i.~ very
rare in the monumental arts of the High Middle Ages but frequent in the minor arts - illumination, ivories - of the Early Middle Ages, anothe1· argument in favor of a thesis that Niccolo
knew works in minor. arts and could borrow his scheme for the Verona portal from an imperial
portrait. A monumental example of the same scheme, one Niccolo could have indeed seen, is
the mosaic in the Archhishops' Palace in Ravenna: see also Lejeune and Stien non, 'J'he Legend of
Roland, I, p 65.
John Williams, "Generationes Abrahae: Reconquest lco11ography in Leon", Gesta 16 (1977):
3-14.
Katzenellenbo~en, "'l'he Central Tympa1rnm at Vczclay", p 142 ("...Thus the representation of the
ascending Christ who leaves his apostles and is received into a doud is merged with the Mission
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program centering on the lunettes of the Crucifixion, Adoration
and (possibly above the central entrance) of Second Coming, has
been interpreted as a grandiose "poster" advertising the Second
Crusade, and attacking Islam as at; arch-heresy. The two military
figures in the left corner of the lunette of the Crucifixion have
been identified as the representatives of the Military Orders, the
'l'cmplars and the l-lospitallers, both of which had al St Gilles lheir
western headquarters. These arm bearers of Christ are the liberators and defenders of the "Ecdesia Orientalis'', standing, in the
garb of a Byzantine princess, next to the Virgin Mary. This is the
Lady who cried, to use the words of the Patriarch of Jerusalem in
1098, "Come my beloved sons, come to me, retake the crown from
the hands of the sons of idolatry who rise against me, the crown
from the beginning of the world predestined for you". At the opposite end of the luncttc we .',cc an angel retake the crown from
the queen of idolatry, the Synagogue, a crown shaped as a miniature representation of the Dome of the rock, the arch-temple of
the idol worshippers.IL!•
Leon, Vczclay and St. Gilles-du-Gard introduce more subtle, speculative imagery which requires skillful reading. The Italians on the
contrary loved to sec the military hero himself. It was, we believe,
an Early Medieval imperial portrait, most likely from an illuminated book, that inspired the general concept of the Verona Cathedral porlal, and lhe imperial models must have been available
in Italy where, in the twelfth century, the Empire was very much,
and often very painfully, present. One may also mention that in the
eleventh and early twelfth century, for some one hundred years,
all Veronese bishops came from beyond the Alps and the Cathedral could have easily possessed a book of the kind we discussed
above. In her Vita, produced early in the twelfth century, Contessa
Mathilda of Canossa, the key supporter of Gregory VII and lhe papal cause, was represented enthroned and accompanied by a sword
bearer and an ecclesiastic completely in the manner of the imperial portraits, and on another miniature, she receives, attended by
a very special churchman, Abbot Hugh of Cluny, the submission of
Henry IV. Thus, the imperial imagery was not only still current, it
was current even in the anti-imperial camp.12°
136. Strassbourg, Cathedral, Charlemagne window, 12th ct.

The imperial imagery continues throughout the twelfth century in the heart of the Empire, Germany, both in minor and monumental art representations of the epic hero. The
of the Apostles and with the givittg of c.:omplete and final power through the Holy Spirit in what
may be called an encyclopedic representation of the Mission.").
A study by Michael Taylor, "The Pentecost at Vfaelay", Gesta 19 (1980), pp 9-15 while adding another possible dimension of interpretation by emphasizing the Pentecost aspect, does not, in my opinion, invalidate the brilliant essay by Katzenellenbogcn. By concentrating on the" Pe1ttec.:ost" and
disregarding almost totally the accompanying reliefs (around the Junette) Taylor impoveri.~hes our
experience of the great monument so deeply understood by Kat7.enellenbogen, and his study thus
represents a step backward in our understanding of the Vfaelay portal. Oit the facade of St Gilles,
Carra Ferguson O'Meara, The lconogrr,phy ofthe Facade o{St. c-;illes-du-Gard, New York, 1977.
ll!:1
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O'Iv1eara, op. cit., pp 109~·112; Peters. The First Crusade, p 228.
Lejeune and Stiennon, The Legend of Roland, vol. 1, chapters 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 17; the chanson

de gcstc Berta e Milone (preserved in a thirteenth century manuscript in the Venetian Marciana) says that Roland was born at lmola (ibid, p 155). In the early twelfth ccnlury the manuscripl
of Donizonc's Vita Mathildis in the Vatican Library (Cod. Vat. 4-922), fol. 7v, 49; see Ludwig
liethman, ed. "Vita Mathildis", in George H. Pertz. ed., Monu.menta Gem1aniae Hislorica Scriptorum 12 (1856): 148-4,09, and plate l (at page 350) and 3 (at page 366).
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Heidelberg manuscript of the Ruolantes Uet, made around 1175-95, probably for Henry
the Lion, contains a score of pictures of rulers, Christian and Moslem alike, accompanied
by armed attendants, including the sword bearer. Roland appears throughout the book as
Charlemagne's ensifer, starting with the scene of the "Majesty" of Charlemagne between
Roland and Oliver which we have already mentioned in connection with the Song of Roland.l21 The image is repeated, on a monumental scale, by a late twelfth century stained
glass window from the Cathedral of Strasbourg (fig 136), where we see a saintly Emperor,
Charlemagne, accompanied by two knights one of which, proudly displaying his sword, is
identified by a cross on his sleeve as a holy warrior, Roland, his companion being, naturally, Oliver.122 More than three centuries have elapsed since the creation of the Gospels of
Lothai>~ but the image has not substantially changed - in both instances we see a Deified
Emperor surrounded by bis favorite guards.
Niccolo's activity, as well as the sculptural programs at Leon, Vczclay and St. Gilles-du-Gard, came as belated comments on the First, or as part of the warm-up for the
Second Crusade.123 But only one later expedition, the Fifth Crusade, recalled the epic spirit, and to some extent, even the success of the First, culminating in the dramatic siege,
caplUre, and temporary occupation of Damietta. Paul Alphandery has written some fine
pages on the analogies bet ween the two ventures, on the atmosphere of miracles and renewed ardor surrounding the preparation for the Crusade, and on the strong spiritual involvement of a great pope, Innocent Ul.U'1 The heroic, archaic, mythical quality is present
in reports about the Fifth Crusade such as the Capture of Damietta by Oliver of Paderborn.
One wonders if this is not so thanks to a heavy participation in the Fifth Crusade of the
"less developed" among European peoples, the men of the Low Countries, the Lower Rhine
and the North Sea coastland - the Frisians, the Saxons, the Northern Germans (and note,
from another antemurale of Europe, the presence in the Holy Land of Andrew I I, King of
Hungary and Croatia).12s The struggle for Damietta, the suffering, the triumph, and the
eventual defeat, arc surrounded by the atmosphere of miracles and heroism reminiscent
of the great exploits of the First Crusade, as at Nicaea, Dorylaeum, Antioch and Jerusalem.
Miracles abound. They both announce the Crusade and succor God's warriors in their trials, St. George and the Heavenly Hosts ride again, the famous "Tower of the Nile" falls into
the Christian hands both through sublime acts of bravery and the help of the Lord and, in
spite of the ultimate failure, Oliver's book finishes up on an upbeat note: we fought well, we
performed acts of superhuman bravery, we proved ourselves - this is what counls.126 After
all the aftermath of the Fifth Crusade brought about, although through different means,
a temporary restitution of Jerusalem to Christian hands. The atmosphere of the renewed
fervor in the first quarter of the thirteenth century could be conducive to the creation of
new pro-Crusading imagery, and I believe it is reflected by one of the greatest sculptural
works of the times, the portals of the southern lransept of Chartres Cathedral.
In his exemplary analysis of the transept portals Adolf Katzenellenbogen has demonstrated how, just as at the Royal Portal, many elements of the sculpture add up to a powerful
condemnation of dualist heresy, an appropriate statement, given that at the same time
when the portal programs were under construction the bishop of Chartres, Renaud de
m Lejeune and Sticnnon, The Legend of Roland, vol. l, pp 111-138 (with additional bibliography);
vol. 2, 85, 86, 92, 97, 100, 103, 113, 122, 12'1:.
m Ibid, pp 139-144.
12J Sudden launching of lhe Hrsl Crusade made any monumental art propaganda, naturally. impossible.
12•1 Alphandcry and Dupront, La Chretienite, vol. 2, 149 ff.
m lhid, p 165 ff, 180 ff; Oliver of Paderborn, 'J'he Capture oj'Damiella, in Peters, Christian Society,
pp 49-139.
121
' Alphandery and Dupront, La Chrelienite, vol. 2. p 181 ff; sec, for example, Oliver's praise of the
Frisians in chapter 82, Peters, Christian Society, p 134.
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Mow;:on, was helping Simon de Monfort in
his siege of TermesY1 May r be allowed to
add a footnote to Katzencllenbogen's masterful analysis of the transept portals, namely, that in my opinion, the southern portals
expand, albeit indirectly, this message of the
struggle against evil and untruth through a
reference to the Crusades. The program of
the southern transept portals is that of the
Last Judgment, with Christ the Judge in the
central tympanum while the martyrs, those
who fought and died bodily for Christ, and
who, bodily and physically witnessed Him,
occupy the gate to His right, the confessors,
who witnessed Christ through the word appearing on the portal to His Left. This is
the old arrangement of Justinian's panel,
the "physical" witnesses to the ruler's righl,
the spiritual ones Lo his left, or, in reverse,
of Lhe representation of Otto Ill receiving
the homage of the provinces in his Gospels. Another Ottonian work could be mentioned here: the coronation (by the Dextra
Dei) of Otto Ir or IrI in the liuthar Gospels
in Aachen where we find a similar grouping
into "seculars" and "ecclesiastics", two soldiers to the Emperor's right and two churchmen to his left witnessing the apolheosis of
the Emperor attended by two high nobles. 128
The stratification of Lhe composition which
we find in the Coronation of Otto II or lll,
and naturally in Lhe Last Judgment at Chartres (present, although less obviously so, in
earlier similar examples at Moissac or Autun), is reminiscent of Hyzaotine examples,
such as the mosaic on the western wall of the Cathedral at Torcello, a fact noticed by Andre Grabar who also identified the imperial art of the Late Antiquity (for example, the column of Arcadius) as Lhe ullimate source of the Last Judgment imagery.11~
Among the martyrs at Cha rt res, there are two warriors (fig 137). One is easily recognizable us St George (a bearded, or, shall we say an "elderly" figure - like the one on the Porta
dei Mesi in Ferrara) and a youthful military martyr somelimes seen as St. Theodore (who
indeed appears with St. George on some Georgian fa<;:ades, and at Aghtamar in Armenia), but also quite plausibly identified by Lejeune and Sliennon as St. RolandY 0 George
and Theodore would suffice to remind one of the contemporary or almost contemporary
127

118
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Kat1.enellenhogen, Sculptural Proxrams ofChartres Cathedral, pp 76-77; On the southern transept. p 79 ff. The siege ofTermes occured in 1210.
On the Corunalion mit1iaturc (fol. 16) from the Liuthar Gospels in the Cathedral of Aac:hen
(around 990) see Sc:hramm, Die Deutschen l<aiset; pp 81-83, an<l Schramm and Mi.illerich, Denkmale, p 154, fig 103.
Grahar, L'empereur, pp 253-258.
Lejeune and Stien non, The l.egend of Roland, vol. 1, 199-203. '!'his identification is based on an
interpretation of the scene on the base of the soldier statue as Ganelon taking his oath on an
idol. Wilibald Saurliinder, Gothic Sculpture in France, London, 1972, p 1·31-, rejects this identific.:ation without saying why. His date for the warriors is 1230, but earlier dates have also been
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events of the Fifth Crusade and its aftermath, but the message becomes even more poignant if the identification of the youthful soldier as St. Roland is accepted. Christ is witnessed
not only by the great protomartyrs, SS Stephen and Lawrence, and the old miles martyr
George, but also by the head martyr of more recent campaigns against the Infidel. On the
confessors' side, the two holy warriors are balanced by two local confessors, SS Avit and
Laumer, and all four were added to the original program, possibly to bring a local (and contemporary) note to the portals.131 Roland was certainly admired at Chartres as the Charlemagne window testifies; and some maintain that the great Chanson itself was composed in
the vicinity of Chartres some hundred years before.' 32 The art of the twelfth and the thirteenth century was undoubtedly heavily influenced and programmed by theologians, but
it also shows, in our opinion, a remarkable sensitivity for the living historic actuality, and
a capacity to react to, comment on, and promote, such major political issues as the fight
against the Infidel and the struggle against heresy.

It has been said many times that, by preaching the Crusade, Urban II rid Europe uf excessive energy which had resulted in permanent internecine warfare, and used it creatively
for his own - that is, the purposes of the Roman Church: the re-conquest of the Holy Land
and the spread of Western Christianity. But let us not forget that the vast majority stayed
at home and did not partake in the armed pilgrimage, and that only a fraction of those
who went, stayed in the lands of the Pope's promise. If these had been the only ones affected by the Crusades, the whole venture and its impact on Europe would hardly have been
worth discussion. But for the multitudes which could not physically travel to this goal, the
vision was no less radiant. They created their own "Holy Sepulchers'' at home and placed
the epic heroes, sanctified forefathers of the Crusaders on the fa<,:ades, walls, windows and
pavements of their churches, and on the pages of their books; they spread the fame of Roland and Oliver, Guillaume and Bertrand, wherever a group of Christians with ready eyes
or ears congregated. They celebrated and promoted the Crusades in monumental public
images by relating them to the great episodes of the Old and New Testament. The assets
of foreign culture, Muslim or Greek, were worth taking home, and at least some of them
could be legitimately and creatively integrated into the framework of Western culture. Like
the beautiful Muslim princesses, like Braminonda or Guiburc, they could be converted,
domesticated, and enjoyed.
Buildings and styles do not travel, but people who construct buildings and disseminate
styles do. Thus, the problem of artistic influences could be ultimately reduced to people
meeting people. Jn order to have an exchange, there must be, first of all, something worth
taking over. The borrower must somehow learn about the existence of those goods. Portable objects may help, or the architects of the lending country may travel to the borrower.
But, foremostly, the exchange is stimulated by visits of potential receivers to the land of the
lenders. The traveler must be intelligent, at least somewhat influential as a possible patron,
and able to recognize both the beauty and the applicability of the foreign form. Optimally,
the traveler should be accompanied by an artist entrusted with remembering the new ideas
and taking them home. Finally, the public must be open-minded enough to recognize the
values of the imports and accept them into the traditional mold of home culture.133
Most of these conditions were met, in our case, by the beginning of the 12'1' century. The
Muslim and Byzantine worlds had created many masterpieces, specifically the western
Muslim world of Spain, Maghrib, Tunisia, and Egypt. Within Eastern Christianity, the
suggested (see Lejeune and Stiennon, op. cit.. vol. L 199 and accompa11yh1g footnotes); see also
our footnote 42. 011 St. Roland, Reau, /conographie, !II/Ill, pp 1162-1164.
'31 Avit and Lau mer were saintly abbots of the Chartres Diocese (Sauerlander, Gothic Sculpture, p
434).
m On the place of origin of the Chanson, Bedier, Chanson de Roland, p 32; M.aurice Delbuille, Sur
la genese de la Chanson de Roland, Bruxelles, 1954, pp 94-97; Pierre le Gent ii, The Chanson de
Roland, Cambl'i<lge, 1969, pp 24-26.
m Vladimir P. Goss, "Western Architecture and the World of lslam", in The Meeting of Two Worlds,
pp 361-375, especially pp 361-362.
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great imperial city on the Bosporus was one of de rigeur stops of the armed pilgrim. Missions, embassies, pilgrimages, trading and warfare had set unprecedented numbers of people in motion. The Crusades may have been an act of Western aggression, but they seem to
have acted as a cultural link, rather than a barrier. As Emile Male said:
"La charme de l'Espagne est d'etre le lieu ou l'Orient et !'Occident sc sont rancontres: ils
s'y sont combattus avec fureur, mais leur arts s'y sont amoureusement unis, com me lcs rois
chrctiens avec leur belles captives musulmanes.''114
I propose to deal with just one fascinating example of that siren song of the materia Orienta/is.
In the seventies I spent several summers in the Langucdoc. I was originally interested to
see the pay.~ cathare because of my involvement with the issue of the heresy. However, as I
progressed through that wonderful land, I got enchanted by its cultural landscape in general, and, in particular, fascinated by the "Domed Churches of Aquitaine''. J visited all of
those listed in available literature, and thought about writing a book. Then 1 <lecide<l I'd
better leave it to a native who had an easy access to local sources and offices. What follows
is, I believe, a fitting conclusion to our discussion of the Crusades, demonstrating how a
group of monuments, unimaginable without a peregrinatio, passagium, or transitus grown
out of a confrontation, came to represent, once the impressions and memories were sorted
out, one of the finest examples of integration of the Materia Orientali.~ into the 12'" century art and culture of the West.
In an article published in 1953 Alexander J. Denomy attempted to demonstrate, relying
on art historical evidence, the accessibility of Arabic influences to the earliest Provencal
troubadours.135 His skillful and intelligent use of the research of some of the best twentieth-century scholars of medieval art, such as Male, Porter, Puig i Cadafakh, and Gaillard,
cannot but be applauded by an art historian. Yet a student of medieval art may feel inclined
to raise the following issue: the architectural and sculptural elements which Denomy listed
- and he himself was fully aware of the fact - are charming, but essentially minor decorative elements which do not fundamentally affect the structure of a building. Such elements, e. g. trilobed and polylobed arches, striped masonry and "modillons-a-copeaux",
travel very easily. One does not have to be a trained architect to recognize their decorative appeal, and tu bring about their transmission. The sources of inspiration are easy to
identify: the buildings of Moslem Spain, such as the Mosque at Cordoba, and the northern
Spanish Mozarabic churches which acted as transmitters.136
However, when discussing the accessibility of Arabic literary influences in the second part
of his article, Denomy concentrates on one of the basic concepts of the troubadour poetry, that of courtly love, influenced in his opinion by Arabic sources, most particularly, the
ideas of Avicenna.13 7 My goal here is to show that the Occitan twelfth century produced,
on the basis of a foreign influence, artists able to go beyond the mere adoption of certain
decorative motifs, and to restructure thoroughly the traditional local model.
Around the year 1100 there came into being, simultaneously in various parts of the west·
em world, an architectural model characterized by rational correspondence between interior spaces and exterior masses, and between internal and external supports, by an additive principle of organization of both space and mass, and by consistent orientation of mass
and space toward the crossing tower and apsidal section respectively. This model, which
we have described as Romanesque at the beginning of this book, is represented most fre·
quently by an aisled building with a transept, often with a westwork or a western annex,
Ibid, p ~52.
m Alexander J. Denomy, "Concerning the Accessibility of Arabic Influence to the Earliest Troubadours", Medieval Studies 15 (1953): 146-158.
,ar, Ibid, p 150. On Mozarahic architecture and its role, with excellent illustrations, see Jose Fern·
andc:t. Arenas, Mozarabic Architecture, Greenwich. 1972.
t:i7 Denomy, p 153 ff.
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and, in the east, an ambulatory with radiating chapels. The church of Cluny and the great
"pilgrimage churches", e. g. St. Sernin at Toulouse or Santiago de Compostela - all under
construction around 1100 - arc good examples of this model. The area between the Loire
and the Pyrenees, however, shows a striking scarcity of the typical twelfth-century model,
with about fifty examples opposed to some six hundred aislelcss churches, about eighty of
them covered by a series of domes. us
Space does not allow extensive discussion of the various theories forwarded to explain the
introduction of this strange type of buikling into the frcnch South-West.139 However, the
majority of scholars studying the problem recognize a degree of "Oriental" influence, naturally leading to attempts to discover eastern models for the Aquitanian churches.1'1° Very
often the models have been sought in provincial Byzantine (Cyprus) or para-Byzantine
zones (Armenia), although some authors, such as Felix de Verneilh, Marcel Aubert, and
Louis Brchier, suggest Byzantine metropolitan sources, primarily for St. Front at Perigueux
(under construction in 1120), a cruciform church with five domes whose Byzantine antecedents are easy to identify.141 Buildings of very similar form stood, or still stand, in Constantinople (Holy Apostles, sixth century), Ephesos (St. John Evangelist, sixth century) and
Venice (St. Mark, eleventh century). All these buildings have the function of enshrining
the relics of apostles, the first propagators of Christian faith in a certain city or region. In
138

Eugene Lefevre-Pontalis, "L'ernle du Perigord n'exisle pas", Bulletin Monumental 82 (1923): 7-3.S,
especially 75-115; Marcel Aubert, "Les cglises romanes du Perigord", Congres archeologique 90
(1927): 392-401; Louis Brchier, "Les eglises d'Aquitainc a coupole et l'origine de Jeur architecture", Journal des Sa11ants (1927); 241-251. There is no definitive list of the "domed churc.:hes".
Thal compiled hy Rr.utails and used by Rey and Aubert was corrected and expanded by Cro1.et, Secret, Daras, and Eygun. See J-A. Brutails, "La survie de la coupole dans ['architecture
gothique", Bulletin Monumental 85 (1926): 249-260; Raymond Rey, La Cathedrale de Cahors et les origines de l'architecture coupoles d'Aquitaine, Paris, 1925; Robert de Lasteyrie,
L'architeclure religieuse en France a iepoque romane, 2nd ed., Marcel Aube1·t, etl., 1929, pp 788 ff;
Rene Crozet, "I.:cglise abbatiale de Fontevrauld", Les Anna/es du Midi 48 (1936); 113-150, and
"Remarques sur la repartition des egliscs a file de rnupoles", Cahiers de Ci11ilisation Medievale
1L (1961), 175-178; Jean Secret, Perigord Roman, La Pierre-qui-Vire, 1968; Charles Daras, Angoumois Roman, La Pierre-qui-Vire, 1961; "Les cglises a file de couples derivces de la Cathedrale
d'Angouleme en Aquitaine", Cahiers <le Ci11ilisation Medievale 6 (1963), 55-70; Franc;:ois F.ygun,
Saintonge Roman, La Pierre-qui-Vire, 1970.
The most complete list has been compiled by Rene Chappuis, "Egliscs romanes fra11(;:ais comportant plusieurs coupoles", Memoires de la Societe Archeolo1;ique et Historique de La Charente
(1968): 109-138. Of the 111 listcd churches with more than one dome regardless the position of
the domes within the building (column A), 84 (column I<) have a series of domes.
m Chappuis (pp 109-112) classifies possible causes for the adoption of domed churches as la local
predilection for aislclcss buildiltgs, main advocates being Lefcvre-Ponlalis, Brehier, and M. R.
Michcl-Da11sac, "Simples remarques apropos de l'emploi des coupoles sm la nef dans le Sud-Ouest Aquitain", Congres archeologique 79 (1912) II, 16:'i-180; 2 geographic and geological influences: Rey, Fran<;:ois Anus, "Etude sur la strncture des cglises a file de c.:oupoles dt1 Sud-Ouest de la
France", Monuments Historiques de la France (1937), pp 172-191; 3 aesthetic reasons: Brutials; 4
human contact; Crozet.
140
The scholars least willing to accept an Oriental influence are I-A. Brutails, Phenc Spiel"s,
and Rohert de l.asteyrie. Sec J-A. Brnlaib, "La question de Saint-Front", Bulletin monumental 60 (1895): 87-137, and "Les rnupoles de Sud-Ouest,", ibid, 62 (1897): 514-517; Phene Spie1"s, "Saint-Front the Perigueux el Jes cglises a coupole du Perigord et de l'Angoumois", ibid, pp
175-2,31; De Lasteyric, op. cit., p 1-69 ff.
141
Felix de Verneilh, L'architecture byzantine en France, Paris, 18.51, especially pp 5-18, 293-302;
Aubert, pp 394-400; Brchie1·, p 245; Pierre francastel, l,'humanisme roman, Rode'.l., 191·1·, p 179.
The date of St. Front has been hotly debated. Verneilh (pp llS ff) a11d Joseph Roux, /,a Rasitique de St. Front de Pcrigu.eux, Pcrigucux, 1919, p 91, propose consecration in 1047 and del'iilite
completion by 1077 at the latest. However, Brutails. Spiers, and De Lasleyrie maintain that the
five-domed St. Front was constructed after the fire of 1120. The greatest contemporary expert
on the architecture of Perigord, Jean Sec.:ret, holds that the church was unde1· constrndion at the
lime of the fire (pp 27-28).
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this sense, St. Front, allegedly a disciple to St. Peter himself, was Lhe apostle of Perigord,
and therefore, under the influence of eastern models, the church bearing his name received the Oriental "apostoleon" form (figs 45-46).m
The Oriental sources of St. Front cannol be denied, but it is more difficult to explain the
Oriental contribution to the genesis of the more frequent Aquitanian form: the aisleless
church covered by a series of domes. Such buildings are found between the Loire and the
Gironde, the highest density being in Perigord, then in Angoumois, Saintonge, and Quercy, with only a few isolated examples outside these four provinces. Attempts to identify
Oriental buildings of corresponding form which might be possible models for Aquitanian
aisleless domed churches have failed. The closest analogy is a series of churches on Cyprus,
either cruciform or five-domed (Hieroskypos, Peristeroma), or other aisled buildings with
the nave covered by a series of two or three domes (Stavro Vouni, St Lazar at Larnaca).m
The first problem with the Cypriote building is that they are not precisely dated. Next,
these rather crude buildings recaH the domed churches of Aquitaine only somewhat superficially, primarily in terms of plans. The fundamental difference is that the interiors are
dark, whereas in Aquitaine the introduction of the dome leads toward a new treatment of
the walls, which, since the thrust of the vaults is assumed by four corner piers in each bay,
could be dissolved into a series of windows (figs 46, 47). The result is an interior receiving
more light than is usual in standard Romanesque buildings. This new aesthetic effect is
not even hinted at in the Cypriote churches studied by Enlart. 144
Also, it seems unlikely that Occitan visitors to the eastern Mediterranean, such as Gcraud
de Cardaillac, Renaud de 'l'hiviers or Duke William IX of Aquitaine, would have been inspired by rather crude, provincial works.1'1 5 One would expect them Lo be captivated by the
art of major centers, such as Constantinople, Salonica, and F.phcsos, in the same way as
the modern European visitor to Lhe United States receives an indelible impression of the
tip of Manhattan or the Chicago Lake Shore. After all, the Crusaders had ample opportunity to familiarize themselves with the Byzantine capital. Abbot Suger, who never went to
the East, is a witness to the western admiration for Hagia Sophia. What, then, in the architecture of Constantinople might have appealed to the Occitans, who joined the First
Crusade in large masses?116
Causes of the Aquitanian predilection for aisleless buildings are not at all clear. Up to c
1100, and often after this date, these buildings are covered by heavy barrel vaults and arc
consequently rather low, heavy, and poorly lighted, usually with not more than one small
142
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Krautheimer, Early Christian and Byzantine Architecture, pp 174-177, 287-290; Brehier, p 21-5.
These four provinces accounl for 64 of 84 buildings on Chappuis' list. Camille Enlart, "Les eglises a coupolcs d'Aquitaine et de C:hypre", Gazette des Beaux-Arts, 68 (1926): 129-152.
Another group of domed churches, in Apulia, seems lo have more in common with Cypriolc
buildings and the forms of provincial Byzantine architecture. In our opinion they should be
seen as somewhat related to, hut different from, the domed churches of Aquitaine, since the
major Aquitanian monuments show influence from Byzantine metropolitan, not provincial, art.
On Apulian churches: Guiglielmo tie Angclis d'Ossat, Le ir1fluenze byzantine nell'architettura
mmanica, Rome, 1942. pp 35, 39-40, 69 ff; Belli d'Elia, ed., Alle sorgenti de! Romanico, p 195 ff;
Francastel, p 178.
On Gcraud de Cardaillac, Bishop of Cahors, who visited Constantinople and the Holy Land
(1109-1112), see Rey, p 9, and Enlart, pp 132-B3, 136-110 (Geraud went to the East with Count
Bertrand de Saint-Gille.~). On Renaud de Thiviers, Bishop of Perigueux, in the East during the
First Cmsadc, sec Roux, pp 28-29. On the participalio11 of Duke William IX of Aquitaine i11 the
Crusade of 1101, see Ken11elh M. Setton et al, A History of the Crusades, Philadelphia, 1955, I, p
348 ff.
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Setton, pp 280 ff; Suger, De Administratione, in Oeuvres Completes de Suger, A. Lecoy de la
Marche, ed., Paris, 1867, pp 198-199. Also, Erwin Panofsky, Abhot Suger, Princeton, 1946. p 65.
The largest a1·my on the First Crusade was that of Count Raymond of Toulouse, accompanied by
the papal legate Adhemar, Hishop of Le Puy (Setton, p 272). William IX followed suit in 1101.
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window on each side wall of a bay. Examples are found all over the Midi, in the South-West
as well as in Provence. 147
Around 1100, in a number of aisleless churches, domes were introduced as the means of
covering the nave. There is a striking similarity between a typical domed-church bay and
the dome of Hagia Sophia or Hagia Eirene: the dome hangs on four corner piers, and the
walls in between, not being structural, could be opened into a series of windows (figs 46,
47, 50). Although at first glance there is little further similarity between the Aquitanian
type and Hagia Sophia, the nave of the latter is covered by a series of domical elements, a
dome and two semi-domes; and Hagia Eirene can be seen as a building covered by a series
of two domes. The main bays of Hagia Sophia and Hagia Eircnc greatly resemble the individual domed bays of Aquitanian churches; and the similarity in aesthetic goal - sufficient
illumination of the interior - grows as the Aquitanian model becomes more refined and as
the architects acquire more skill and self-confidencc.1~8
The twelfth-century Aquitanian architect followed a well-established tradition of aisleless buildings. The introduction of the dome enabled him to build higher, larger, more
monumental buildings, such as the Cathedral ofCahors (16 meters wide), under construction c 1100-1125, with the largest western medieval domes (fig 4,8). He gradually learned
to eliminate more and more wall surface and to allow more light into the interior. Yet he
could not follow line by line his great Constantinopolitan models. Byzantine space and
mass grow clearly toward the central accent, the dome (although the space is also directed
eastwards, toward the altar area), while western tradition emphasi7.es the eastern end, and
directs the space toward the altar area, the main focus of interest. The architects of the
domed churches achieved this orientation by constructing an apse at the eastern end (Cahors, Angouleme), by increasing the size of the easternmost bay (St. Etienne at Perigueux),
or, in some rural churches (Cherval), at least by raising the floor of the "sanctuary" and
being more lavish in architectural decoration to give some prominence to the altar area
(figs 47-50).IW
The Aquitanian architect of the twelfth century thus restructured a metropolitan Byzantine model and made it comply with the requirements of his own tradition. One may say
that he decomposed the Byzantine model and created a new one by linking up a series of
"Byzantine" dome bays. lf this interpretation is correct, I would like to see it as an homage to Felix de Verneilh, the first serious student of the domed churches and the initiator of the idea, often vigorously criticized, of ''l'architecture Byzantine en France". 150 This
docs not mean I maintain that the domed churches of Aquitaine are Byzantine buildings, but that without Byzantine models and their creative restructuring they would not
have been possible. Once the new model was established by such major monuments as
the cathedrals at Cahors (c 1100-1125), Perigueux (c 1100), and Angouleme (c 1110-1130),
and Notre-Dame at Saintes (rebuilt as a domed church possibly around the middle of the
u7

For example, La Chapelle St Robert in Pcrigord (Secret, pp 105 ff); Puyperoux, La Couronne and
Plassac in Angoumois (Daras, Angoumuis Roman, pp 59-65, 91-94, 135-142); Thai ms, Geay, Ri·
oux in Saintonge (Eygun, pp 101-104, 309-310, 315-316); cathedrals in Provence at Avignon, Cavaillon, Carpentras (Lasteyrie, pp 415-416).
i.s On Hagia Sophia (532-536) and Hagia Eirene (c 532), rebuilt with two dome.~ c 564 and again
c 740, see Kl'autheimer, pp 153-161, 180-181. The similarity between the Aquitanian dome bay
units and the domed bays in By:.:anthte an:hitecture has been lucidly but very briefly suggested
by Meyer Schapiro, "The Sculptures at Souillac'', in Medieval Studies in Memory of A. Kingsley
Porter; ed. Wilhelm R. W. Kochler, Cambridge, 1939, II, p 386. Abbot Sugel' is an eloquent witness to the twelfth-century intere.~t in light (Suger, pp 1119 ff., Panofsky, p 47).
149
On the Cathedral of Cahors: Marguerite Vidal, Quercy mman, I.a Pierre-qui-vire, 1959, pp
194-232. An instructive compa1·ison can be made between the first (originally third) hay of St.
Etienne at Perigueux, dating from the end of the eleventh century, illuminated by two fairly large
windows, and an oculus, and still rather dark, and the second bay, dating from the mid twelfth
century, where the upper portions of the walls completely open into a series of windows (Secret,
op. dt., pp 37-42).
150

VerncHh, pp 293-302. For Verneilh 's ,nost outspoken critics see note 140.
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twelfth century), it was imitated by a host of smaller, rural buildings, which in most cases do not take advantage of the dome's esthetic potentials, having usually only one narrow window per bay and dark interiors (fig 49). 1r. 1 It is also interesting that whereas in
Perigord and Quercy (Perigueux, Cahors, Souillac) Lhe major monuments proudly display their domes and their exotic, un-Romanesque silhouette (figs 45-48), in Angoumois
and Saintonge the domes have been covered with gable roofs (Angoulcrne, Roullet, Gensac-la-Pallue, Saintes) (fig 50). Again, it was fclix de Verneilh who noted this phenomenon
and called those buildings "Romano-Byzantine", indicating that these churches can not be
considered properly"Romanesque.'' 152 And indeed whereas the exotic silhouette has been
eliminated, buildings such as the Cathedral of Angouleme "offend" against "Romanesque
standards" by refusing to relate interior and exterior, although bringing the silhouette in
line with the "normal" Western practices in a compromise which makes use of the esthetic and structural advantages of the dome bay, while deviating less obviously from the established order.
Twelfth-century Aquitanian artisls were capable of understanding and restructuring sophisticated foreign models and turning those models into sophisticated new creations. We
are, in another area of human creativity, close to what Denomy attempted to demonstrate
for the troubadours. I believe that certain aspects of twelfth-century architecture in Aquitaine, such as the domed churches, can be seen as further eloquent testimony to the openness, cosmopolitan character, an<l crealivity of the Occitan twelfth cenLUry.153
There is still another area of the political use of the medieval image - the struggle between
the two cornersLOnes of the Western medieval world, the Pope and the Emperor, Lhe Investiture contest. The period in question is, naturally, the second half of the eleventh and
the beginning of the twelfth century, and the key territory is Italy and Germany. Pictorially more developed Italy will claim most of our attention.
It is not always easy, or even useful, to strictly distinguish between the battle against heresy and the Investiture struggle. The papal party, as a matter of course, branded participants in the lay Investiture as heretics.15'1 In Italy, another classic land of heresy, but also
the battleground of the Investiture contest, the two seem to be often related and difficult
to separate. A summary of the problem has been presented by A. C. Quintavalle, who distinguishes two phases in the "politics of images" in Northern Italy.'"~ The first, comprising the end of the eleventh and Lhe beginning of the twelfth century, has established a new
type of architecture and sculpture in the lands controlled by great papal ally, Countess
Mathilda of Canossa, a new style opposed to the traditional "Lombard" trend associated
with the imperialists. The key example of this new kind of architecture is the cathedral of
Modena. The architecture of the movement is characterized by receplion of the Burgundian, Cluniac, forms, and the sculpture by the more romano classicism. In the Genesis reliefs by Wiligelmo on the fa<,:ade of Lhe cathedral of Modena the emphasis is on the role of
the Church in the atonement of the Original Sin, Lhe symbol of the Church being the ark
on the turbulent waters (and visually very prominent), outside which Lhere is no salvation
(fig 138). The emphasis on the key role of the Church both as an ideological and political
institution may be directed against the pro-imperial schismatics, but also against the pauperist heretical movements, such as the Pataria of Milan. 156

The second phase starts in the second half of the twelfth century and is represented by the
art of the "Campionesi" and Antelami. The image now militates against the dualist heris, Vidal. op. c.:it., p 199; Secret, p 37; Daras, p 78; Eygun, p 90. On rural buildings in general, Chappuis, p 128 ff.
1:.2 Verneilh, p 248; Francastel, p 139.
,.,~ At the end of his work on the sculptures at Sou iliac, Schapiro (pp 385-387) has briefly but successfully related architec:ture and .~culpture to the cosmopolitan character of the Occitan culture.
1 4
s Russel, Dissent and Reform, p 125 ff.
155 Arturo Carlo Quintavalle, "L'imagine e l'eresia", in Romaniw padano, pp 1-22.
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Ibid, pp 15-17.
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l 38. Modena Cathedral, Wiligelmo, Story of
Noah, early 12"' ct.

etics, the Cathars, and in particular, it defends the validity of Christ's Passion and of the
Euchrist. Quintavalle emphasizes the importance of such scenes as the Last Supper on the
pulpil al Modena, and also at Beaucaire and Saint Gilles-du-Gard.;~~
Thus, the sculptures of Wiligclmo at Modena spoke with an even voice to heretics who
questione<l lhe aulhority of the Church, and the imperialists who attacked the head of the
Church, the Pope. In each case the message was that withoul the Church, there is no salvation. The distinction between the "Mathildine" and "Lombard" strains in the art of northern Italy around 1100, noted by Quintavallc, shows how art can, quite graphically, reflect
Lhe pilling of l wo ideological camps against each other, and, although, as Quintavalle hastens to admit, many questions remain open, his is an allractive way of explaining Lhe sudden appearance of the very "Roman'' art in Modena and its following. 15~
According to Ernest Kitzinger, the revival of Rome and her arl, m.otivaled by programmatic political reasons, of the Rome of the heroic Constantinian an<l post-Constantinian
papacy may have been the driving force heh ind the mosaics of Bishop Alphanus at the cathedral of Salerno (c 1080-1085), and the church of Abbot Dcsidcrius at Monte Cassino,
predating Salerno by about two decades. These two slaunch supporters of Gregory VII expressed their political views by resorting to the forms uf the early Chrislian basilica to the
point of reviving the art of mosaic, for which purpose, as is notorious, Desi<lerius brought
artists from Constantinople. M.ore explicit political statements were made by the frescoes
commissioned for the secret chamber at the Lateran by Calixtus II, the pope who concluded the Concordat of Worms in 1122, and in a somewhat later fresco at the same place
linking the reform popes, Gregory VII and Victor III (i. e. Desiderius of Monte Cassino),
with Sylvester, Leo l, and Gregory the Great. The praiseworthy subtlety uf the programs al
7
"'

Ibid, pp 16-17.
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Two more studies from the same volume should be considered: Franc:esco Gandolfo, "Note per
un' interpretazione iconologica delle Storie de Genesi di Wiligclrno", pp 323-328; and Massimo
Mussini, "Pieve e vita canonicalc nei tcrreni matildici", pp 27-'i4. The entire Coni,egno di Parma,
2002 was dedicated to heresy and similar is.~ucs (lvkdioevo: imrnagini e ideofogie, A. C. Quintavalle, ed., Parma, 200~).
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Salerno and Monte Cassino contrasts with a certain triumphant crassness of the later Lateran works
composed after the Concordat. 159
Another subtle expression of pro-papal and pro-reform sympathies seems to be carried by the North
Italian lion-supported porches, as it has been suggested by Christine Verzar Bornstein. The earliest
such porch seems to be that at the "Porta dei Principi" of the cathedral of Modena (early twelfth century) and, like this one, many of them are found in
the lands of the Countess Mathilda. The canopies, lion columns and atlantes, the main ingredients of the
porches (fig 139), arc old symbols of imperial power
and judiciary prerogatives of the rulers, in this case of
the anti-imperialist bishops of the Mathildinc cities
who most likely appeared in the porches when acting in their civic role as judges. The author concludes
that the "particular iconography centers on the connection of the specific North Italian monuments and
the allegiance of their patrons to the papacy in the
Investiture controversy, their position in the Hildebrandinc reform movements and the connection to
Cluny and the powerful papal ally, Countess Mathilda of Canossa. fdcas of the Christian l?oma and the
judgmental tradition of Solomon, are well expressed
in this condensed architectural foature". 1Gu

139. Piacenza, Cathedral,
porch, mid-12'h ct.

The analysis of the role of the image in the Investiture contest adds new dimensions to our discussion
of the "secular" use of medieval images. The programs may share with the antiheretical propaganda
a particular use of the standard religious image, but we also encounter a more historical
desire to evoke periods, styles and figures seen as models and precursors of the cm battled
parties. In addition to an individual form or image, the designers voice their preferences
and allegiances through components of architecture, entire architectural systems, and, ultimately, through styles.
To conclude Lhis smvey of the "mass medium" use of the medieval public image in combating heresy, promoting the Holy War, and intervening in the Investiture contest, I would
like to revert to the closing remarks of my lengthy paper on the topic presented at a Conference "Artistes, artisans et production artistique au Moyen Age", at the Universite de
f-laut-Bretagne at Rennes in May 1983, and published in the Proceedings of the Conferencc.161 The truly unusual gathering was organized by Professor Xavier Banal i Altet who
had asked us to come with finished papers, but then to present them in a form of 3-5
minute summaries. This enabled him to invite an unusually high number of speakers from
many branches of medieval studies. The idea was that we should together, as a plenum,
discuss our contributions, and it really worked. We had truly lively discussions running
into late hours. I remember presenting my views around midnight on the last but one day
of the gathering.
1~9
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Kitzinger, "The Gregorian Reform", pp 92-97, 99-100.
Christine Verzar Bornstein, "Mathilda of Canossa, Papal Rome, and the earliest llalian porc.:h
portals", in Romanico padano, pp 14-3-158. Most recently the same author has dealt with the topic: in "Politics and Authority of Countess Matilda of Canossa and Tuscany: Ideology and MyLh",
in Pictorial Languages and "J.'heir Meanings - Liher Amicorum in Honor ofNurith Kenaan Kedar,
Christine V. Bornstein and Gil Fishhof, eds, Tel Aviv, 2006, pp 253-264.
Vladimir P. Goss. "Art and Politics in the High Middle Ages", pp 525-515.
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Discussions were taped, and comments published with the texts of our contributions in
the Proceedings. After listing all examples of the "mass medium" use of public art of the
12'h and early 1311, century I was aware of, .1 proposed the following conclusions:
We have attributed to the high medieval image the power going beyond that of
mere instruction. We have claimed together with the authors of the selected studies that this image had the power to move, to direct, to lead into action. That it
could be a tool and a weapon of an intense "secular" propaganda. But does this
image conceived and designed by a learned theologian and executed by an artist
using generalized, abbreviated forms, stands any chance of reaching but a chosen
few?
I believe it did. The illiterate of the Middle Ages was neither an ignoramus nor
was he lacking interest in theological controversy, which, on the everyday, personal level, involved finding one's own path to a good t!lld. The uncouth peasants
of the High Pyrenees in the early fourteenth century, described by E. Le Roy Ladu rie, show a surprising interest and skill in theological subtleties. They- Catholic, Cathar, or "free thinker" - discussed such questions as the virginity of Mary,
the Resurrection of bodies, the value of prayers and sacraments. The issues could
be debated after the Sunday mass to the point of violence. The good Ermengarde
de Merviel knew that we were redeemed by the water and blood issuing forth from
Christ's side when he was pierced by the lance. The village priests, often poorly
equipped for theological debates, nevertheless preached in the vulgar tongue and
attacked heretical errors. The graven image was seen, by the opposite side, as a
source of instruction and therefore a dangerous propagandistic weapon, so the late
Pyrenean Catha rs, such as Pierre Authic and Guillaume Bdibastc, ''the last of the
perfects", tried to minimize the impact haranguing against the image.
At the eastern end of the Alpine arc, in the lstrian countryside, the grafitti one
finds, in letters and small images, on the surface of medieval wall paintings, tcstify
to the continuous emotional involvement of the rural populace with the religious
image and the magic the image held as a guide, model, ideal, and comforter. Statements collected by Dr. Fucic dating from as early as the thirteenth century, and
well into the sixteenth, written in native, Croatian glagolitic script, such as: "Hit
him hard, Mike", on the image of the Archangel, or, "A penny for me, too, Nicky",
on the image of Saint Nicholas, obscenities scratched over the images of Herod,
little ships covering the images of saints, a visual prayer of an illiterate sailor ("Protect my ship, please") are witness of this magnetic attraction of the miraculous
world of the image, of a dream world an image, and image alone, can make visible and palpable. And, finally the image was not alone, but constantly used, interpreted and misinterpreted by more or less intelligent preachers and sermons, this
verbal aspect of the medieval propaganda, in itself also both "religious" and "secular'' (is Urban's speech after all a call for a mission or a terrestrial conquest? It was
heard and reported by the contemporaries as both a promise of eternal reward,
and of the land of milk and honey). Sermons which arc but a fleeting word, tossed
out short-lived over the heads of the public, echoed by the walls and carried away
by drafts often leaving no record. An art of which only a select few were written
down and preserved and most likely in this process edited, embellished, corrupted.
Indeed a careful reading of images may recreate the echoes of words uttered and
spent long ago. Visual and verbal elements, the image (or gesture) and the spoken
word are closely related in medieval performed poetry (both lyric and epic), in drama, in liturgy. Is it hard to see how a i;ermon could give rise to a particular image
and how, in its turn, an image, once completed, could inspire a verbal address?
It is not incidental, in our opinion, that the major change in the public nature of
the medieval image coincides with one of the greatest turning points in the history
of the West, around the year 1100. In the static early medieval world figured imagery is rare in monumental art. It is restricted to the world of minor arts as an ob151
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ject of study, edification, and enjoyment of the chosen few, the Litterati, the elite.
Monumental art is dominated by non-figured sculpture and if the figure appears
as it docs in stucco, wall painting or tapestry, it is restricted to the interior of the
building. In this the early Middle Ages fall in line with the early Christian practice
of using the image for Christian message, but displaying it only to the elect and
the initiated. The apprehension of the early Christians against the corporeal art of
sculpture deprived them of the medium best suited for exterior, public communication so intensely practiced by western pre-Christian traditions.
As the great events, crises and changes of the late eleventh century shook the static early medieval society, as they lured the Westerners out of their dens and into
an open confrontation with the world and its powers at home and abroad, as the
new intellectual and emotional horizons were forcefully opened, so was the image shaken out of its protective cocoon of precious object treasuries and the dim
womb of the mother church, and stepped boldly out, onto the fa<,:adc. It concentrated around the entrances so it could not be missed. It was displayed under natural light, so it was easily readable. It packed within a relatively small area very
compact meaning. As opposed to this, the images in the interior suffer from inadequate light or size. They present their messages in a less compact or less continuous way. The only area which can focus attention to the degree comparable
to the force of a sculpted portal is the altar space, and even here the attention is
split between the walls (paintings, hangings), windows (stained glass), architectural elemenls (narrative capitals) and the space ilself (church furniture, liturgical objects).
The crisis and the more diversified society which resulted from it needed better
and more sophisticated means of communication to help the members of the society orient themselves within the new order of things, and adjust to the new complexities oflife. The public media, image and spoken word acquire a new, increased
value as means of communication. The East Adriatic examples dating from the
first half of the thirteenth century are not an exception but a confirmation of the
rule. This peripheral area catches up with the rest of the West around 1200 as it
experiences an economic boom and the growth of city communes with concomi·
tant rise of dissent and heresy.
In our opinion, it is fair to say that the monumental public sculpture as the epitome of the public aspect of the image came into being around 1100 because it was
needed. At the point in history when the West consciously confronted its political
and ideological adversaries, the sculpture, and the image in general formed a part
of a large publicity campaign to which equally belong brilliant verbal harangues of
Urban IL Robert of Abrissel, or Bernard of Clairvaux, or the polemical treatises of
Peter the Venerable. The image focused the attention of the masses on what they
were meant to see and hear and in this aspect the image was as blind and as passionate as any political campaign.
Combined with the word of the preacher, supported by robust and expressive architecture, the image was certainly the Bible of the Poor but beyond that it was
also meant to carry the weight of a Political Manifesto. While this is in no way an
attempt to question or downscale the impact of theology and theological thinking in the process of creation of the medieval image, or its ultimate religious and
theological justification, it must be repeated that any attempt to rigidly separate
the sacred and the secular in the Middle Ages misses the point and that medieval
theology could be as political as any ideology at any time.
The interpretations presented above need not be definite. Many important images and groups of images could profit from more study. Some will continue to defy
and baffle the student. Yet I strongly believe in the basic validity of a method seeking to place "religious art" and "theology" within the realities of their time. If we
refuse to interpret the works of art, which are, to recall the wise words of Ernest
152
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Kitzinger among the best witnesses and records of the intangibles of history, we
arc bound to remain on the superficial academic level of deciphering iconography
and describing forms.
An in-depth attempt to penetrate the secrets posed by a work of art, taking into
consideration the environment that inspired it, the goals of the designer, and the
preparedness and expectations of the public will, in turn, shed more light upon
and contribute to the better understanding of the historic context it.self. In other
words, of people themselves, since it is, after all, the people who create history. 162
A lively discussion followed, centering, as always, on skepticism about what the people of
the time could or did see. The discussion was neatly summarized by Professor Hans Belting in his concluding remark of the debate. l quote: "This question seems very simple in
fact. The programs are meant for mass communication but they are invented by spedalists, professionals".16~
As the reader has noticed, I did recall the East Adriatic examples, as well as the concept of
"Twelfth Century Renaissance". Within that context I propose to briefly introduce another
issue also intimately linked to "The Renaissance of the 12'11 Century", colonization. This
will also provide a link to the third portion of this book.
How did "The Renaissance of the 12•h century" impact Croatia? Words by a sophisticated
witness arc not flattering:
"The land is waste, mountainous, without roads...The inhabitants are so aggressive and
primitive that they neither want to deal with us nor guide us. Streaming out of their villages and castles they killed old women and poor invalids following our army because of
their weakness..."
Thes are the words of Raymond d'Aguiliers from the army of Count Raymond of Toulouse
which passed through Croatia on its way to the Holy Land in 1096. But the l31h century, its
first half in particular, is the great period of Croatian Middle Ages, not only at the coastland, the medieval Dalmatia and Croatia, but also in the Pannonian section, the medieval
Slavonia. This change was probably stimulated to a great extent by the decision of King
Bela llI (1173-1196) to definitely lean toward the West. Under Bela and Archbishop Hiob,
Es1.tergom becomes a first rate center of art and culture, and the rest of the Pannonian Basin was not far behind.
The Second Crusade (1147-48) passed through Hungary and eastern Slavonia. In 1189
King Bela expressed support for the Crusade of Emperor Friedrich Barbarossa, and took
the Crusader's vow, to be fulfilled only by his son, Andrew 11 in J 217. Andrew's Crusades,
politically and strategically inconsequential, still meant that the elite of the Kingdom got
to know some of the ways of the Near Eastern civilization.16'1
The presence of the new winds was also felt on the more populist level. Colonization,
opening up of Europe both internally, by clearing woods and drying up marshes, and externally, by spreading its borders toward the North, East and Southeast, is one of the great
themes of the "Renaissance". This expansion was either peaceful, by the new church orders, the Cistercians in particular, or violent, when involving military orders, primarily the
Teutonic Knights. But the real carrier of the expansion, the one which made it possible by
the work of their feet and hands, was the west European peasant or a small city dweller in
search of new land, new customers, and new freedom.
16
1.

16'
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Ibid, pp 541-544 with accompanying footnotes.
lhid, p 545.
For references the reader is referred to my studies "Rencsansa 12. st. i Hrvatska", in press in the
Dani Cvite f'iskovica 2002, "Bishop Stjepan JI and Hen;eg Koloman and the Beginnings of the
Gothic in Croatia", Hortus artiurn medievalium Bil (2007); 51-63; "The Battle of Cathedrals:
or how Zagreb almost Became and ArchbishQprk in the 13th ce11tury". in Medioevo: L'Europa
delle Cattedrali, Parma, 2007, pp 146-154·; "Some Observations on the Chapel at Medvedgrad",
Starohrvat.~ka prosvjeta 111/33 (2006.): 165-186 (with Marina Vkelja).
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Those "Saxons", a mixed bunch of Flemings, Frisians, Saxons, Thilrungians, people from
the Lower Rhine and Northern German areas in general settled in a huge arc from Estonia
through Halie to the Eastern Carpathians and the Balkans. The Thiiringian and Bavarians are recorded in Northern Hungary already in the nrh century. King Geiza II (1141-61),
brought Flemings and people from Northern Germany to Transylvania (Siebcnbiirgen),
but the peak of the colonization occurred under Andrew II (1204-35) with a massive immigration of the "Saxons" to the same part of the Carpathian basin. There the Germans
created a brilliant urban and rural culture which is still rather visible, but the colonization
movement, recorded by historical documents, left its imprint also on the rural architecture
in Eastern Slavonia (Morovic, Novi Mikanovci, Bapska), a phenomenon we will deal with
in more detail on the pages that follow. 165
It seems to me that the view from the Southeast in considering the four centuries of European art has so far proven quite useful. I hasten to add that a view from Northeast or
Northwest or from Southwest would have proven, I believe, equally revealing. What all
those views from "The Outskirts of Europe" indicate is that the concept of"The Outskirts"
is not quite right. These "outskirts" are a part of a Europe which shares a common faith,
common type of society, common religious and political structure based on the Pope and
the Emperor (aren't all the political rulers in principle the Emperor's subjects'?), the same
language of higher communication - Latin, the same culture, and, as a study of the "outskirts" dearly manifests, a common Romanesque art. Needless to say, there are local inflections to that language of forms, this is equally true of the "Center" as well, but there
is a common base - the rational relating of the interior and exterior, Lhe bold grouping of
masses and spaces, the growing tendency to speak up, both on the facades and in the interior of the building. The last feature is based on a revival of monumental human figure,
itself a marvel of balance between stylization and humanism, between the old "barbarian" will to ornament, and an equally old Mediterranean will to clarity of powerful shapes.
If there are fewer "great'' monuments in Scandinavia or Pannonia, it is not the function
of provincialism or primitivism, but of demographic factors. Fewer people, fewer monuments. When a serious project is launched, it is as serious as anywhere else in that culturally unified and diversified Europe. If we, however, step from the level of "higher art"
(in itself an extremely dubious concept and term) we encounter a striking similarities in
the rural production from Scandinavia to the Balkans, and from Galicia to the La Manche. I wonder what our conclusions would be if we had more evidence of the art in wood,
in cloth, in clay. 1G6
Croatia and to some extent Asturias are the only parts of the world which already in the
ninth century reflect that great innovation of the architects from the center of the Carolingian F.mpire, the lurris. Studying those phenomena, I believe, sheds a lot of important
light on the very basic elements and the nature of"Carolingian art", including what I consider to be the most important <lialectics of what is "Carolingian" and "anti-Carolingian".
The unique Croatian turris invites further study of the genesis, growth and dissemination of one of the greatesl inventions of medieval art, one may even say, of European art
in general.
When Radovan in 1240 signs the lunette of the Cathedral of Trogir as"... per Raduanum
cunctis hac arte preclarum ut patet ex ipsis sculpturis ct anagliphis", he simply states what
should have been obvious to anyone watching those sculptures and reliefs, i. e. that Radovan was indeed an outstanding artist, and that his boasting is not at all out of place. If
1

Here the reader is referred to my studies "Crkva Majke Bozje u Morovicu"; "Vrijednost romanickc
arhileklure u kontinentalnoj Hrvatskoj i kapela Sv. Marije u Bapskoj"; "Sv. Dimilrije u Brodskom
Drenovcu"; "Moravia's History Reconsidered, the 'l'omb of St. Methodius and the Church of
Our Lady al Marovic"; "Lobor - Klokoc - Morovic"; "Crkva Sv. Bartola u Novim Mikanovc.:ima
- romanika izmedu Save i Drave i Europska kultura", Peristil 46 (2003): 5-12: "Sv. Marija u Rapskoj - ponovo nakon lrideset i pet go<lina", Peristil 47 (2004): 5-14; "The Altar - Relief of the Annunc.:iation un the Tower of Split Cathedral".
1
<·~ Please see the previous nolc.
<,;
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it had been, it would have certainly been prevented by such an intelligent and learned patron as Bishop Treguanus, who, as such, would not have settled for a second-rate artist. So
if we have a genius, why not state it! Radovan's exceptional and, may I repeat, elusive art
was defined by Josip Stosic as a phenomenon "clearly understandable within the course of
its time, as the language of his sculpture fills the gap in the development of style between
Willigelmo of Modena, Niccolo of Verona, and Benedetto Antelami on one side, and of
Nicola and Giovanni Pisano on the other".167 We may agree with details of that definition
or not, but it is evident that in Radovan's case, a view from the Southeast produced a highly individual and idiosyncratic synthesis without analogy in his period. The thrust of the
message and the content of his Trogir work at the same time reinforce his full participation in the key European themes of the times. Heresy, just like the Catholic orthodoxy, was
a common European feature.
Some of the issues mentioned in the last few lines, will have to be taken up again in the
third part of this book.

16 '

Josip Stol\ic, "Trogirska katcdrala i njezin zapadni portal", in Per Raduanum, pp 67-90, especially
p 71.
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t may come as a surprise if I claim that this last section may be especially valuable in
helping to clarify some mechanics and nature of artistic production in Central and Western F.urope, 800-1200. The art of Pannonia, the Carpathian Basin, and adjacent lands
is probably the least known and the least appreciated among the areas of Western Medieval
Art. There are good reasons for it.

I

Ifwe invest fifty minutes of moderate effort in climbing the castle of Medvedgrad, overlooking Croatian capital from a steep hill at the altitude of exactly 600 meters, and turn
our head toward the west/northwest, the hills we see belong already to the Holy Roman
Empire. The millennial border between "Croatia" and "Slovenia" runs along the Sulla river a mere 20 kilometers to the west of Zagreb. For almost a millennium it was a border
between a European Union (the Empire) and another powerful political unit, the Lands
of the Crown of St. Stephen, covering in the period we are interested in the territories (or
parts thereof) of Hungary, in the middle of the Pannonian Plain, and then, using modern
names, of Slovenia, Slovakia, Ukraine, Romania, Serbia, Bosnia, and Croatia. In the medieval terms, Kingdoms of Hungary, Slavonia, Croatia, Dalmatia, Bosnia, and related lands of
Transylvania, Upper Hungary (Slovakia) and Halie (Galicia - today divided between Poland and Ukraine). Even when the Habsburgs in 1526 and the years to follow managed to
get hold of the throne, first of Croatia, then of Hungary, the Sutla river border did not disappear - it was still a border of the Kingdom of Croatia, now recognizing a Habsburg Monarch, and the Habsburg heredilary lands, including the territory of the modern Slovenia.
In addition to the Empire from Mcdvedgrad one also secs parts of the kingdoms of Hungary, Slavonia, and Croatia, and the borders of the kingdoms of Bosnia and Dalmatia (fig 140).
Medvedgrad is ba{;ked by a powerful ridge of the Zagreb (Medvednica) Mountain, but it can
"sec" also into the area ofTransmontane Croatia (Zagorje), as it has a direct eye-to-eye contact with the castle of Okie, to the southwest, whi{;h, in its own turn, has an eye-to-eye contact with Lobor in the heart of Zagorje.
If Lobor (fig fi9) was inhabited in the Late Bronze Age at the latest, Okie and Medvegrad,
ideally placed on the inaccessible mountain offshoots less than an hour away from arable
lands, must have been inhabited also since times immemorial. We are dealing with an extremely archaic human landscape, what is not anything special in most of the parts of Europe; what is special is that this landscape, has never been recognized as culturally important or valuable.
The myth that everything in the Pannonian Plain was destroyed first by the Tartars in their
brief but terrifying invasion of 1241-42, and then by three centuries of Turkish warfare and
occupation, was mostly debunked in Hungary more than one hundred years ago, as one of
positive features of the growing Hungarian nationalism. Almost half a century of Russian
communist control, also did wonders for the Hungarian medieval studies whid1 became

l
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140. View of
Medved grad

one of the few havens of national consciousness. In Transylvania and Upper Hungary, better protected from outside threats, the monuments of the Middle Ages fared better, but as
those lands were in the 19th century peripheral, they attracted less interest on the part of the
Hungarian scholars, who were anyway interested primarily or only in the art which could be
ascribed to Hungarian national initiatives. Nationalisms - Hungarian, Slovak, Saxon, Romanian and Ukrainian - dashed muddying up the waters even further. There were also positive results - in Transylvania with an old and still vital Saxon minority, the "German Art in
the Siebenbilrgen" became an item of intense research and conservation.
In Croatia, study of "national" art, primarily of the Pre-Romanesque period coinciding
with the rule of the "native'' dynasty, was one of the important vents for frustrated nationalism be it under Austro-Hungarian, or Yugoslav (royal and communist) rule. Whenever
a purge occurred it was the medievalists who went to jail, whereas more money was given
to the politically neutral scholars in the matters Pre-Historic and Roman. As the first great
discoveries of the Pre-Romanesque material were made in what is today Dalmatia, and in
the early Middle Ages was the center of the Croatian Kingdom, the entire Croatian medieval studies effort has centered on the coastland and the immediate hinterland. We may
have had the Tartars and the Turks, the militant Baroque rebuilding, as well as Industrial
revolution, but what did most harm to the medieval art of the Croatian Continent, i. c., of
the southwestern rim of the Pannonian Basin, was our own neglect, lack of interest, and
scholarly inertia. One hundred years ago there were six Romanesque monuments between
lhe Sava and the Drava on record, fifty years ago about sixty. Three years after we have
launched om· project ''Romanesque Art between the Sava and the Drava Rivers and the
European Culture" the list contains around 600 real, possible, and suspected sites of religious and secular architecture of the period between c 800 and 1200/50, of old buildings,
settlements, graveyards, communications. Much of the material is here presented for the
first time, or, if known to have existed, it has received its first and at least preliminary interpretation. This truly primary research should have been accomplished 150 years ago.
This, of course, has also its benefits. As primary research in art history is giving more and
more way to cabinet work, to reassessments and reinterpretations (as useful and as imaginative as they may be), it is good to remind oneself that what we are doing is, ultimately,
identifying and discovering sites and monuments so that we can study them better, learn
to love them, and preserve them for future generations. Saving one monument from destruction is worth thousands of pages of ingenious cabinet scholarship.
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Walking through woods and marshes, ravines and mountain slopes, through a landscape
which at some spots did not change much since the beginning of time, also brings us closer
to the world of a thousand or so years ago, to the challenges it faced and the ways it sought
to overcome them. As we hopefully come to learn at least the basics of our ancestors' way
of life, we may also, hopefully, come to be more open to their dreams, their hopes, their visions - and the way they embodied them into their artistic activity, be it as creators or consumers. I do not pretend that Pannonia is the only place where primary research is going
on. Even the best explored parts of Europe still have their pockets of secrets, sometimes a
stone's throw from the metropolis. I consider Lhis aspect very important, in fact a sobering
factor in arl historical research.
My first involvement with the interior of the country came in the sixties, while I was still
an undergraduate, as a member of a team my mother, Prof. dr. Sena Sekulic-Gvozdanovic, a
distinguished architectural historian, led in exploring the old castles in the central interior
part of Croatia, a joint project between the Faculties of Arts and Sciences, and Architecture
at the University of Zagreb. Some of my earliest publications dealt wiLh those mostly ruined
eagle's nests in the parts of the country which once were the heartland of a lively medieval
society, to become a wasteland during the Turkish wars having undergone several depopulations and thus deletions of memory. Nobody knew anything, nobody cared. The "real"
scholars dealt with St. Donat in Zadar, Pre-Romanesque buildings on the Dubrovnik Islands,
Master Radovan, or the vicissitudes of Juraj Dalmatinac. The interior was left to mountaineers and adventurers. And yet, there were vast underground configurations where once
stood Stenicnjak, the seat of the Babonic family which made and unmade kings between the
12L" and the 14tt, century. There was a hill with a few broken stones where Perna once stood,
a city which became a king's free borough decades before !,agreb! The greatness of that past
could not be documented, could not be even imagined. We could just make a record, hoping
for better days which, by the way, never came.
Along with that melancholic registering we also recorded and explored traces of religious
architecture. Given my mother's interest in fortified churches, we did those few still existing
monuments of the Romanesque architecture in eastern Slavonia, recognized as Romanesque
- .Morovic, Novi Mikanovci and Bapska. As I had joined another great woman scholar of the
same generation, Dr Andela Horvat, on some of her research trips into the medieval art of
Central and Northwestern Croatia, I had some background in recognizing and dealing with
the Romanesque buildings. As a result of those trips, I wrote my first two articles on extant
Romanesque churches in Slavonia, Our Lady in Morovic, and St. Mary in Bapska. 1
When I look today at those two papers it strikes me as strange to what extent one's eady output can define one's entire scholarly career. My little book on Early Croatian Architecture
from 1969 defined my entire work in that area; so did the litLle article on Master Radovan
from 1972; "Vrijednost romanicke arhitekture u kontinentalnoj Hrvatskoj i kapcla Sv. Marije u Bapskoj" (The Value of the Romanesque Architecture in Continental Croatia and the
Chapel of St. Mary in Bapska), published by theArhitektura in 1970, and "Crkva Majke Boije
u Morovicu" (The Church of Our Lady in Morovic) which appeared in the Peristil 1969-70,
indeed defined much of my future work. At Morovic, a truly grand village church, skillfully
built of brick with fine carved stone details was a tremendous surprise (figs 90, 141, 142). It
had been said in existing literature that the apse and Lhe barrel-vaulted choir were Romanesque, the nave covered by flat ceiling Gothic, and the wonderful tower, square at the bottom and octagonal in the upper spheres, Baroque. We examined the church as carefully as
possible, and found no interruptions in masonry - all three parts came into being simultaneously or in close succession. There was also an awkwardly appended sacristy, paved with
large, possibly Roman brick, with a wide semicircular apse; to Lhe best of my knowledge it
"Stari gradovi i gradhw u zagrebac:koj regiji", Arhitektura 109-110 (1971): 5-11 (with Dr. Sena
Sekulic-Gvozdanovic); "O starim gradovima u Hrvatskoj", Arhitektura 98-99 (1967.): 85-90 (with
Sena Sekulic-Gvozdanovic); "Stari grad Vitunj u Modruskoj fopaniji", Peristil 10-11 (1967-68):
46-54 (with Sena Sekulic-Gvozdanovic); "Vrijednost romanicke arhitekture u kontinentalnoj Hrvatskoj i kapela Sv. Marije u Bapkoj", "Crkva Majke Bozje u Morovicu", "Sv. Dimitrijc u Brodskom
Drenovcu".
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141. Marovic, Our La-

dy, late 13,h ct.; 142. Bapska, St. Mary, early 13'h

ct.; 143. Bapska, St. Mary,
early n•h ct., apse

was never explored or explained, and I still sec it as, possibly, a part of a Pre-Romanesque
church. I read everything there was on Morovic, managed to get some books even from
abroad, and got my first lesson in the international rural Romanesque, and the question
of the Saxon migrations to the Carpathian Basin. Briefly, I concluded, and I stand by this
conclusion, that the church at Morovic was a typkal lower German "Zusammengesetz.ter
Raum" building, a typical village church of the Saxon diaspora. By a sheer luck, I discovered
in a book by a Serbian scholar, Vojislav Korac, that exactly the same type of church, today
in ruins, stood at the place called "Saska crkva" (the Saxon Church) in Novo Brdo, a mining
town in Kosovo! I listed around 240 comparative units for the plan, the type of tower, and
arch itcctural details, a bit of an overkill (some of the examples do not seem relevant today),
but 1 have learned what I needed to start pecking into that vast common F.uropcan rural art
space from fl anders to the Carpathians. I revisited the question of Morovic two more times
in my future research, and we will revert to it later on here, too. 2
See the note l. The article on Mornvic contains in the footnotes a vast bibliography on the rural
Roma11csque lo dale. For a more i:ecent view an<l additional bibliographic units, please see, "Moravia's History Reconsidered, lhe Tomb of St. Methodius and the Church of Our Lady at Morovic",
"Lobor - Klokoc - Morovic ,""Crkva Sv. Barlola u Novim M.ikanovc:ima - romanika izmedu
Save i Dravc i Eurnpska kullura", ''Sv. Marija u Bapskoj - ponovo 11akon trideset i pet godilla''.
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144. Novi Mikanovci, St.
Bartol, l 3'h ct.

I

I

The text on Bapska was conceived of as a sort of a summary of what I knew about the Romanesque in Continental Croatia around 1970. Reading it today, there is really little one can
add to it. When I decided to write a reassessment of the same issue in 2005, I <lid not find
much to add in terms of factual information. To that summary I appended a discussion of
the little chapel on a raised plateau on the Fruska Gora Mountain. Today, the little building shines with simple and clean beauty after a thorough and successful restoration. In the
late sixties it looked as if it would collapse any time, and yel a careful visitor would not miss
the care with which the building was erected, the fine interplay of red brick and wide white
joints, as well as traces of an extremely effective string course under the eaves - of bricks
forming a ?:ig-zag standing on bricks-brackets and underlined with yet another string-course
of baked diamond beads, their central projection pointing slightly downwards (fig 143). My
conclusion on the esthctic values of the tiny building in 1970, need no amendments: ''{The
architect) acted with care and measure, led by the filigree dimensions of the building. He
was aware of the universal rules of the Romanesque, but he also knew how to adapt them
with freedom, which is often a case in our area. He did not descend into rusticity, but within
given conditions he created a finished and mature albeit tiny artwork. What a pity that the
facade has not been preserved" (the church was extended in the Got hi<.:). 3
At Morovic and Bapska I learned some important lessons 1. Those elements that we cannot explain locally can be easily explained within a wider context of all-European rural
art, 2. That art may be rural but not rustic. The people of Bapska, a few dozen of them, did
not need a bigger cemetery chapel. They did not have funds to bu: 1'.'.1 ·~ bigger chapel. And
yet, what they got, was a fine and finished work of architecture. Had the ar<.:hitect of Bapska been asked to build a cathedral, and had funds to match, he would have certainly performed well.
Some fifteen years later, in mid-eighties, I wrote a text on the third building of that "Sirmium
Group", St. Bartol at Novi Mikanovci (the medieval Horvati), distinguished by a rounded
tower (fig 144), to the best of my knowledge the only one within the Lands of the Crown of
St. Stephen. I sent it off to Croatia, I do not any more remember to whom, and it was never
3

My al'tide on Bapska from 1970, p 68; also my 2004 article.
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published. I rewrote it to conform to my not by much increased experience and published
it in 2004. 4
Like Morovic, St. Hartol can be linked to the same source, the architecture of lower German,
Frisian and Saxon area from where the rounded tower migrated to Scandinavia, Poland, the
Hritish Isles and, as our church testifies, to the Carpathian Basin. A year later J published a
reassessment of Bapska, suggesting that its specific and tasteful decor has also lower Rhenish (Frisian) roots, and therefore may be seen as another indication of the presence of the
''Saxons" in the rural section of the Croatian Pannonia, in harmony with the findings of eminent political historians dealing, however, primarily with urban settlements. One such, Vukovar, granted the status of King's Free Borough by Herceg Koloman in 1230, the key city of
Eastern Croatian Plain, had a church dedicated to St. Lambert, a typical lower Rhine martyr
saint, the only church dedicated to the Saint in Croatia. All our churches are within 50 kilometers from Vukovar. And the village called Sasi is on the Fruska Gora Mountain, across
the border in Serbia.r.
Thus already in the late sixties I prepared for myself a platform to take off from on an exciting trip into the unknown initiated soon after 2000.
The Medieval Slavonia has been a topic of research of many dedicated and highly competent
scholars in archeology, history of art and architecture, and other historical studies. Why is
there an overwhelming sense that we still know almost nothing about that ''sunken world",
to use the words of one of them, Stanko Andric?6 One can, of course, blame "technical" factors such as "lack of coordination" or "lack of funds", but those, as real as they may be, pale
in front of something else; and that is, the problem of attitude, which, in scholarly terms,
translates as the problem of method. Jfwe want to save an extremely rich, and both in scholarly and csthctic terms exciting segment of our national heritage, we must act, and we must
act now. Results will not come overnight, so while we act we must train young scholars lo
carry on a research which may take decades.
1. Js THE CROATIAN ARJ' (ART ON THE TERRITORY OF CROA1'JA, OR HTSTORICALLY
LANDS INHABITED BY THE CJWA:J'S) INDEED PROVINCIAL, PERIPHERAL, AND f'RON'J'JER ART?

In 1963, the doyen of Croatian art historians, Ljubo Karaman, has published his well-known
thesis about provincial, peripheral and borderland nature of the Croatian art. A serious and
systematic reassessment of Karaman's theories, beyond insightful remarks by my respected
teacher, Milan Prelog, is long overdue, and this is not the place, or a topic, within which it
should be undcrtakcn.7 Karaman, whose central place in the Croatian art history remains
unchallenged. meant well. His intention was, and in that he certainly succeeded, to prove
that the Croatian art bad a certain genius loci, a dif.ferentia specifica, as normally any artistic phenomenon lied to a piece of land or a group of people does. In absence of great monuments, Kara man created a view of a positive humility of the Croatian art or lo quote a "freedom to create in a peripheral milieu."
Decades of involvement with the medieval art of Europe and the Near fast, in particular
with the Pre-Romanesque and the Romanesque, and with the ''low'' rather than "high'' art
(interest for which I surely owe to Kara man himself and his way of thinking), has, however,
led me to realize that, in fact in any milieu there arc "provincial" and ''peripheral'' phenomena, that every "segment of art" is, in fact "borderland'' between something and something
else; and that there is, indeed, in every milieu a duality, maybe one should say, plurality of
expression ranging from the ''high", cosmopolitan and sophisticated (urban, courtly) to the
"low", local, and "naive" (rustic). Beginning with his fascination with the "free-form" architecture of the Croatian Pre-Romanesque, Kara man had his eyes tuned to the latter; no wonQuoted in note 2.
My text on Novi Mikanovci, note 3.
Stanko Andric'.:, Potonuli svijet, Slavonski Brod, 2001.
J.juho Kara man, Problemi periferijske umjetnosti, Zagreb, 2001 (2'"1 edition).
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der as the monuments of the former had either disappeared or had not yet been discovered
or properly interpreted.~

In Slavonia, where at the time of Karaman's writing, the repertoire indeed consisted of a
handful of humble chapels (the humility is also in some cases due to erroneous or incomplete interpretations), Karaman's view led to a blatant case of what Mislav Jezic not long ago
in a public presentation brilliantly identified as Croatian "induced despondency". Croatian
is humble, rustic, boorish, no good. This negative view of what is ours, as opposed to "great
models" of the Big World, is a mark of a truly bad provincialism which has tainted much of
Croatian behavior in the past and today. 9
Nowadays we know much more about some key monuments of the earlier medieval art in
Continental Croatia - Cazma, Gora, Rudina, Medvedgrad - while still lacking more complete insights into the problems of the Zagreb Cathedral (as well as other pre-Gothic monuments of Zagreb), of Jlok (including its tremendous fortifications), of monastery churches
at Nu.star, Topusko, Bijela. to say nothing about the tremendous and almost completely lost
the architecture of medieval fortifications of Continental Croatia. They all defy Karaman's
categories, or the myth that "there was nothing there in Continental Croatia", whereas at
the same time, through some of their specificities, reinforcing Karaman's intuitions about
the specific nature of art in Croatia. But every monument, or a group of monuments, has
its own specific form if it is not a mere copy, and this applies equally well to the art of the
past as to the art of today. Yes, there were the Tartars, and the Turks, Baroque, and our own
criminal neglect, but this is no reason why this world should not reemerge, be it in fact, be
it through reconstructions.
2. SLAVONJA JS A PART OF THE PANNONJAN BASIN.

The land between the two rivers forms the southern rim of the Pannonian Basin, and in
the medieval period it was a part of the same commonwealth and culture. The center of
this body was the mid-Pannonian Plain, its primary center of power located in the Danube
bend, its rims being territories of today's Slovakia, Transylvania, Yojvodina, Northern Serbia (Macva, Braniccvo), Northern Bosnia (Usora), and the Medieval Slavonia (even beyond
the area of the two rivers). Zagreb Bishopric spread deep into Southwestern Hungary and
somewhat into Slovenia, most of that of Pees was to the south of the Drava. Landscape and
ethnos may account for specific differences but they should not blind us to the fact that the
pulse of history was not slower in Zagreb than in Veszprem or Alba lulia. Thus, in the spirit of "Croatian despondency" dating artistic phenomena in Slavonia later than comparable
ones in Central Hungary is simply methodologically wrong. for the period of transitional
style in the mid-131b century, Zagreb, Cazma and Medvedgrad show an astonishing parallelism with the workshops of Hungarian Royal Court. In plain language, these were also
present in Southwestern Pannonia.w
As opposed to "Croatian despondency", there is, may my Hungarian colleagues forgive me,
a certain "Hungarian overconfidence", often subconscious, as when a Hungarian colleague
answering a question posed by myself, says: "If it were in Hungary, I would date it to the
middle of the 13th century, as it is in Croatia it must be later". And Bishop Stephen II of Zagreb was, before becoming a bishop, the Royal Chancellor! 11 Scholarship is not an issue of
competition, or records, but a search for truth. We must accept it both when it suits us, and
when it does not.
·
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u

Karaman /z kolijevke; Prelog, "hmcdu antike i romanike."
lntrnduclory speech to the section on Humanities at the Fir.~t Congress of Croatian Scientists from
Croatia and Abroad, Zagrcb-Vukova1~ November 15-18, 2004; see Vladimir P. Goss, "Humanistika
u H1·vatskoj i hrvatska humani.\tika u svijctu", in Prvi Kongres hrvatskih znanstvenika iz domovine i
inozcmstva - :L.bornik, P. Barisi<:, ed.. Zagreb, 2004, pp 466-470; Mislav Jez.ic, Uvod u raspravu, ibid,
171-473.
Vladimir P. Goss, "Bishop Stjepan II and Herceg Koloman, and the Beginning of the Gothic in
Croatia".
Please see note 7.
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3. THE MEDIEVAL SlAVONIA JS A PART OF AN lNTERNA'J'JONAL MEDIEVAL SUBCULTURE.

We are all aware of the role of the coloni7.ation movement within the ''Renaissance of the
Twelfth Century" in European culture, especially in spreading the borders of Europe. It was
one of the themes in the second section of this book. 'l'he first colonists from the West appear in the Arpadian realm as early as the 1p1i century. The ''Saxon" migration to Transylvania (Sedmogradska, Siebenbi.irgen) in the late J2•h and in the course of the 1311' century is the
most telling example of this movcment.1i As Croatian historians have pointed out over and
over again, the development of medieval cities in Croatia is closely tied to the "hospites" of
our medieval charters. But just as in Transylvania the "Saxons" impacted also the countryside
and not only in the mining areas. Sasi is the name of a village across the river from Zagreb, as
well as on the Frnska Gora. My research into the forms of existing Romanesque churches in
Eastern Slavonia briefly outlined above has, l hope, built a plausible case for the presence of
the migrants from the West, more precisely from the lower Rhenish area, in eastern Slavonian
villages (figs 90, 141-144). Did the colonists bring the masons from back home, or just remembered forms and passed them on to local masons'? The question is hard to decide but it is also
irrelevant. What is relevant is that essentially the same type of buildings stands in Morovic,
and at the site called "Saska crkva" (Saxon Church) in Novo Brdo in Kosovo, in Breklum in Frisia, in Strebla in Saxony!l3
In those terms, some indeed relatively humble village churches, but not especially humbler
than those elsewhere in the Pannonian (Carpathian) Basin, assume the role of very important historical witnesses. They are a part of a great, universal, all-European rural subculture
which in the twelfth century spread from the Lower German area to Scandinavia, British
Isles, Eastern and Southeastern EuropeY1 Needless to say, a comprehensive report on that
subculture has been barely begun and it may take a long time to write it in full. But some of
the scholars dealing with the phenomenon of rural Romanesque have been aware of its existence for many decades and have furnished us with very valuable typological studies and
terminology. 15
4.

How TO

IDENTIFY AN EXISTING ROMANESQUE CHURCH?

Romanesque churches do not just hide underground, they stand sometimes almost complete
but unrecognized in our towns and villages. In Markusevec, near Zagreb, the parish decided
to strip the plaster from the "Baroque" nave of a church with a "late Gothic" sanctuary. The
''Baroque" nave turned out to have Romanesque windows (fig 145). A similar thing happened
many years ago in Vugrovec, also at the foot of the Zagreb Mountain. 16 At the eastern end
of the area in question, similar occurrences could be observed at Knezcvi vinogradi and Luc
in Baranja (fig 146) and at Dragotin near E)akovo (fig 147). 17 The stripping of the church of
St. Mary Magdalene in Cazma (fig 148) has provided a most incredible miracle of the highest quality monumental 13th century style building under Baroque and later accretions.•R
11

Goss, "Sv. Rartul", pp 8-9; Idem, "Sv. Marija u Bapskoj", pp 9-10; Klaic, Povijest Hrvata u razvijcnom srednjem vijeku, pp 286 and following; Victor Roth, Die Deutsche Kunst in SibenbUrgen,
Berlin, 1934, pp 4-7; Hermann and Alida fabini, Kirchenburgcn in Siebenburgen, Leipzig, 1991,
pp 8-16; Zlatko Karac, "Urba11i 1·azvitak srednjevjekovnog Vukovara", Staruhrvatska prosvjcta, :,•d
scr 21 (1996): 215-273 1996. p 252.
13
Goss, "Sv. Marija u Bapskoj", p 10, note 10.
14
On the entire phenomenon of the "Renaissance of the 12"' century", Haskins, The Renaissance, pp
3-16; and Hollister, The Twelfth Century Renaissance, with ample bibliography.
1s
More on it below,
16
Leija Dobronic, Stari vijenac sela uko Zagreba, Zagreb, 2003, pp 21-<l·l, 71-7ll.
17
Restoration work at Kneievi vinogradi and Dragotin is still in progress. I thank Professor Zvonimir Bojicic, then Director of the Preservation of Monuments Office of the Ministry of Culture
of the Republic of Croatia for drawing my attention to those monuments, and for his precious collegial support in general.
18
Exploration phase al Cazma (Drago Miletic and Tomislav Pctrittec, Restoration Office of the Republic of Croatia, Zagreb) is now completed, and restoration and presentation arc to follow. I tha11k
both scholars for their information, and Professor Miletic for decades of c.:ourteous cooperation.
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145. Markusevec, SS
Simeon and Judas, 12,h_
13'h ct.; 146. Luc, Protestant church, 13,h ct. (?);
147. Dragotin, Romanesque window, 13,h ct.(?)

Many years ago a Romanesque window was discovered at St. Mark's in Zagreb (fig 149). lt
never claimed enough altention and the Romanesque church of St. Mark's still remains a
mystery. 1~ Today we either know, or suspect, that sanctuaries of some Slavonian churches
are in fact sections of Romanesque rotundas (Samarica near Cazma, Orljavac and Hrcstovac
near Poiega). 20 How many experts in the field know that parts of the medieval Cathedral of
Dakovo (fig 150) are still standing in a corner of the courtyard behind the Baroque Bishop's
Palace, including an entire very fine early Gothic window? 21
ln hunting for still standing medieval buildings, we can learn a lot from our Hungarian colleagues. Some of their publications are true textbooks on how to pry out a medieval building underneath a later one. The sheer number of such buildings in Southwestern Hungary is
astonishing and this bodes well for future investigations in the Medieval Slavonia.22
5. How :to FIND THE REMAINS 01:' A ROMANESQUE BUILDING?

Here also, the results achieved by our Hungarian colleagues especially in Southwestern
Hungary, can serve as a handbook. Basically, one can sum up by saying that if the plan
of an existing, Gothic or later church, shows an "anomaly", there is probably an earlier
Josip Sto.~ic, "Crkva Sv. Marije Magdalene u Cazmi", in Cazma u pmUom mileniju, ). Panduric
et al, eds., Zagreb, 2001, pp 69-72. and most recently, 'fajana Plese, and Ana Azinovic-Bebck,
"Arheoloska istrazivanja fopne c.:rkve Marije Magdalene u (:azmi", Opuscula archeologica 29
(2005): pp 287-306.
19
Vladimir Bedenko, "Osnivan;e i gradnja jednog europskog grada", in Zlatna Bula, Zagreb, 1992,
pp 33-3ll.
10
l thank Professor Dubravka Sokac-Stimac of the Museum of the Pozega Valley for her information
and visits lo the monuments.
'1
Investigation and restoration of those remains is pending.
n As, for example, Valter, Arpad-kori teglatemplomok.
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148. Cazma, St. Mary
Magdalene, fa~ade with
rose window, c 1230-40;
149. Zagreb, St. Mark,
Romanesque window,
13th ct.(?); 150. 8akovo
Cathedral, window,
mid-13"' ct.
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building un<lerneath. Such anomalies could be of various kinds, such as odd proportions
or relationship between the nave and the sanctuary, a weird plan of a Gothic, polygonal, sanctuary, oddly placed sacristies or towers, etc. i~ ln her pioneering works on the
Gothic architecture in Slavonia and in Hrvatsko Zagorjc, Dijana Samariija-Vukicevic
has commented on the absence of the Romanesque layer of architecture, and lucidly
pointed out that there is probably a Romanesque church underneath most of the buildings she has published.1·1 Indeed, there are very many buildings in her books with anomalies such as we noted above. None of us is perfect, and ram tempted to claim many of
"her" buildings as Romanesque in my accountings. The fact is, most likely, that we are
both right/"
An interesting case of reemerging Romanesque is St Benedikt at the old (but still used) cemetery in the wilderness of a Dilj Mountain hill south of the village of Oriovcic. There, a chapel was built in 1926, the likes of which can be seen at many places around Slavonski Brod.
The mason's work was quite sloppy and the building has turned into a ruin in less than a
century. But as it partly collapsed, it revealed that it was largely built from Romanesque ashlar(!), some re-cut to suit the new construction (fig 151).
6. How TO KNOW WHERE TO DIG, ON A QUESTION OF TERRITORIAL ORGANIZATION
OR CULTURA!, l,ANDSCAPE.

Of course, much of the material lies underground. I-low to find it? Here are a few factors
which should help: traces of material remains, documents, place names, ol<l illustrations.
Let us take them up one by one:
2
~
2
·•

z;
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Many examples in Valtel', op. cit., pl 41. i5, 90, 101, 103, 106, clc.
Vukicevic-Samad.ija, Sakralna goticka arhitektura u Slavoniji, and Coticke crkve Hrvcllskog zagorja.
.I:. g. Vukicevic-Samar:t.ija, op. c:it., 1986, pp lOO (Dl'agolitt), 101 (8urad), 103 (Glogovica), 109
(Ivankovo). 128 (Pozega, St. Lawrence), 153 (Zdenci); op. cit., 1993, pp 142-11,7 (l:lelec:, St. George,
and St. Mary), 155 (Kncgincc), 171 (Lobor, St. Mary Gorska), 174 (Lovrec:an), 176 (Marusevcc), 179
(O<'.:ura), 189 (Prigorec), 197 (Tuhelj), 211 (Zaje:i:da), etc:. Of course. one cannot make any definite
.~lalentcnl without a through archeologic:al and/or restoration investigation.
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151. Oriovcic, St. Benedict, reused Romanesque ashlar

a. Material remains
On the Svetinjski breg, a large "gradiste" (wallburg, medieval mud and timber fort - more
about them below) near Hlebine there stands a cross erected by Mr Peradin, a naive sculptor, the owner of one half of the hill commemorating the church which once stood there.
The base of the cross consists of brick brought from the site some twenty meters to the East.
They are small size Romanesque bricks. 26
At Gornji Kriz in western Bilogora, a medieval church shows two layers of the Gothic
"wrapped" around an earlier building, which is still tu be exactly defined. But there is a nice
pile of Romanesque brick next to the church. 27 The same type of brick can be seen in the
northern wall of the church at Sv. Ivan Zabno nearby, left visible after the restoration. Similar bricks were identified by Zorislav Horvat within the walls of the late medieval church at
Novo Stefanje near Cazma. 28
In each case, this is an indication of the existence of a Romanesque church with a caveat that
the size and form of brick is a good indication, but not a definite proof as there is no absolute consistency.
2
~

?.'i

18

The size and color of brick cannot be a definite proof of date. Briefly, both Romanesque and
Gothic bricks can be small, medium and large. However, there is a certain tendency for Romanesque bricks to be overall smaller (some call them "Hungarian bricks"); Zorislav Horvat, "Opeka
u arhitekturi srednjeg vijeka kontincntalnc Hrvatske", Arhitektura, 113-114 (1972): 11-16; idem,
"Opckc u s1'ed11jevjekovnim gradnjama u okolici Bjelovara", in: Jzdanja Hrvatskog arheoloskog
druftva, Zagreb 2003, 145-161. The Svetinjski breg was pointed out lo me by Drazenka and
Drazen Ernccic of the Museum of the City of Koprivnica, for which I hereby express my gratitude.
For a visit and information on Gornji Kriz I owe gratitude to Goran Jakovljevic: (Museum of the
City of Bjelovar), Vanda and Zlatko Karac, and Rev. Milan Kers of Zrinski Topolovec.
Horvat op. cit., 2003, p 154; Zorislav Horvat, "Zvonik zupne crkve sv. Stjepana u Novom Stefanju",
Bulletin JAZU 47 (1979): 39-51.
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Naturally, there are also contours in the ground, sometimes with traces of building material (Mihalj near Krizevci, Vetovo), or just indenlations where once walls may have stood
(Kladiscica in the f.astern Medvednica).). 9
b. Written documents
The medieval texts are of course the major source in identifying positions and sites of the
medieval monuments. We have lists of parishes for both Zagreb and Pees bishoprics from
the 1330s, and we may safely assume that a parish which existed in the 14'h century most
likely had existed in the l31h, and possibly in the 12'h century. The list for Zagreb Bishopric
composed by Ivan Archidiaconus of Gorka is easier to interpret as it was composed by a native, as opposed to that for Pees composed by foreigners, collectors of Pope's tithe. 30 In any
case, they are good starting points and could be often complemented by information from
the 12'11 and 13'" century documents or by much later visitations describing old churches or
their remains. On the problems of how to apply what they say to what we encounter in the
field today, a few more words later.

c. Place names
Place names and the names of Saints the churches were dedicated to are extremely helpful.
Slavonia is full of names such as "Crkviste", "Seliste", "Gradina", "Zidina'', "Klisa", etc. (Old
Church Place, Old Village Place, Old fort, Old Wall, Church Ruin or Place). A list of such
place names is far from complete, and once completed would be extremely helpful.
Consecrations of churches may also indicate their original date or give some other valuable
information. "Major" saints - St. Peter, St. Paul, Virgin Mary, the Trinity, Holy Ghost, may
indicate an early date; SS Cosmas and Damian are known to be saints dear to the period of
Justinian's reconquest; and St. Andrew as well. One of urgent tasks for our ecclesiastical historians would be to compile, publish, and interpret consecration lists.JI

d. Old illustrations
There is an old 181h century drawing of the parish church in Pregrada (fig 152). It shows a
rather dilapidated building with a polygonal ("Gothic") sanctuary and a rectangular nave.
Beneath the eaves there is a typical Romanesque flat corbel table, known from places not far
away (e. g., Scio in Prekomurje in Slovenia). One may be fairly certain that the nave of the
Pregrada parish church (listed in the Jt1,th century) was Romanesque.n
All those indicators, together with the existing or at least visible monuments, help us establish an outline of territorial organization or cultural landscape in itself, just as urban design,
a work of art and the highest form of human intervention into physical ecology. Thus estabTatjana Tkalcec, Srednjevjekovna gradista u Hrvat.~koj, MA Thesis, Zagreb U11iversity, 7.agreb 2004-. fo1· a visit to Mihalj I am indebted to Zoran Homen, Director of the Museum at
Kri;tcvci. For a visit in 2000 to Vetovo and tracing of medieval buildings among the bushes
along the Vetovo creek I am indebted to Dubravka Sokal-Stimac of the Museum of the Pozega
Valley, and my late mother, Sena Sekulic'.-Gvo:t.danovic, professor emerilus of the Faculty of
Architecture in Zagreb. On I<ladiscica, Dobronic'., Stari vijenac, pp 65-70. In spring 1006 I visited the site i1t the company of Mlade1t Houska, Director, anti Romana Mackovic, archeologist,
of the Muse.um St. lvan Zetina. The traces of the building foundations are still clearly visible.
Apparently. there is a ruined hamlet nearby, built from the stone brought from SS Kut.ma and
Damjan.
30
Josip Buturac, "Popis ;t,upa zagrebacke. biskupije od godine 1334': in: Zhornik zagtebacke biskupije 1044-1944. Zagreh, 1944, pp 1-4,6, and "Popis fopa za~rebacke biskupije l'.B4. i 1501. godine",
Starine JAZU, 59 (1984}: 43-J07. Josephus Koller, Prolegomena in historium episcopatus Quinqueecclesiarum, Historia episcopatus Quinqueecclesiarum, I-IV, Bratislava 1782-1818.
~1 'l'ajana Sekclj-Ivancan, "Uc:estalost loponima kod srednjevjekovnih arheoloskih nalazisla sjeverne Hrvatske", Prilozi lnstituta za arheoloKiju u Zagrebu 9 (1992): 153-163. Andras Mezo, Patroc{niumok a kozepkori magyarorszt:i.gon, Budapest, 2003. Andclko Badurina, Hagiotopograjlja Hrvatske, Zagreb, 2006 (CD). Also my study "Oriental Presence and Earlier Medieval Art ht
Croatian Pannonia", in Medioevo Mediterraneo: L'Occidente, Bisanzio e ['Islam, A. C. Quintavalle,
ed., Parma, 2004., pp 447-455.
32
Vukicevic-Samarz.ija, Goticke cr-kve, p 240; Zadnikar, Romanska arhitektura na Slovenske,n, fig 5.
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152. Pregrada, St. Mary,
181" ct. drawing

lishing/reconstructing territorial organization is an important goal for an art historian, but
also an important investigative tool.
Simply, establishing territorial organization in an area with substantial written or monumental documentation, may help us look for sites in a not so well-documented area of similar physical characteristics. H It would appear that written documents may provide quite
a reliable guidance, but it is not exactly so. For example, knowing that there is a parish of
St Peter in a village A does not mean that the contemporary settlement bearing the same
name and showing no traces of historical buildings is at the same place as the medieval
one. Indeed, it could have migrated for a considerable distance. Thus written information becomes sensible only if strictly checked in the field. If we identify a suspicious spot
in the landscape, a hill, a moat, a ruin, we should try to match it with a name in the documents.34
The culture of the medieval village is one of the most neglected topics in the medieval studies.~~ Of course, for a specific purpose, some villages have been studied in detail, for exam33

1
~·

3
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Vladimir P. Goss, "Two Models of Romanesque Territorial Organization in Continental Croatia",
Hortus arlium medievalium 12 (2006): 221-228.
The already mentioned site of Oriovcic is a good example. The church, cemetery and the old settlement were on a hill some two kilometers to the south of the current village which has no historical building. The old core of Brodski Zdenci with the church of St. Peter is almost inacc:essihl~
from the current village in a valley lo ils north; the only marginally negotiable road leads from the
south, the opposite side of the mountain from Sibinj, a detour from the conlempora1·y villa~e of c
30 kilometers!
Identifying a building in historical sources does not mean that it would be found. Stanko Andric
(An<lric:, Potonulisvijet, p 89) has brilliantly identified two medieval churches from dmable material (probably pre-Gothic) al Tomasanci to the 11orth of Dakovo. So far we have failed to find them
(but we have established two likely locations).
The following lines are based on my article ''Two Models or Romanesque Territorial Organization in Continental Croatia", Hirtus artium medievalium 12 (2006): 221-228. The spoken version
of this paper wa.~ given at the symposium "The Town in the Middle Ages", Motovun, May 26-29,
2005. The author would like lo thank Professor Miljenko Jurkovic, Dean of the Faculty of Arts
a1,t1 Sciences of the University of Zagreh, for his kind invitation to the Symposium, and the chance
to present a few preliminary thoughts on some aspects of his research project "The Romanesque
Art in between the Sava and the Drava Rivers and the European Culture", supported by the Ministry of Science, Education, and Sports of the Republic of Croatia. I would also like to thank Ms
Dubravka Sokac-Stimac, prnf. archeologist of the Po1.ega Valley Museum, who generously shared
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pie Montaillou by Emmanuel Le Roy Ladmie, but it were primarily the village's historic and
religious, rather than visual or material aspects, what attracted the scholar's inlerest. 36
There is hardly a culture which does not have its ''urban" and "rural" zones. As demonstrated so well by Lewis Mumford, these are frequently in a stark opposition but they cannot do
without one another. 3 ' The city has gained most of the historian's attention; yet it does not
exist in a vacuum, but within its astarea, forming a region including both urban and rural
clements. the former not always, as we tend to see it today, predominant. In fact, in the Middle Ages, especially the earlier Middle Ages, the city finds its justification as a collective feudalist, thus integrated within the system which is inherently anti-urban. Let us recall that
Gradec of Zagreb was "the noble borough on the hills of Gric'', and as any landed gentleman
had its lands and serfs. 38
Of course, even within the same period of time, and in our case we arc primarily interested
in the period between the l l'h and the nu, century, levels of urbanization differ from one
part of the West to another bearing in mind that the city may loom large from our historical perspective, but that the village and its essentially prehistoric or proto-historic mode of
existence rnntinues as a powerful, albeit hidden force, almost down to our own times. On
our territory, and that is the lands between the Sava and the Drava in the Medieval Slavonia,
the urban component disappeared with the end of the Roman order. This does not mean
that there were absolutely no larger agglomerations there in the Early Middle Ages, but even,
Sisak/1 possibly the fortified capital of Duke Ljudevit Posavski did not in the early 9'1' cenlUry possess such characteristics that would allow us to see it and classify it as a city. Cathedral "cities" founded in the area by the Arpad kings, Zagreb (end of the 1J'h ct) and Dakovo
(mi<l 13'h ct) follow the well-known pattern of locating bishop's seals where it was politically expedient for the crown rather than according to some economic or commercial logic. 10
'J'he city, as a place of commerce and trade is recognized at the beginning of the 13'h century
when such places as Varazdin, Perna, Vukovar, Virovitica, Zagreb (Gradec), Samobor... obtain charters of King's Free Boroughs.41 Just like in another Pannonian rim land - Transylvania (mark the name in German and Croatian: Siebenbi.irgen, Sedmogradska - the Land
of Seven Cities), the city, obviously, attracts attention (giving even the name to a large and
prosperous province of the Hungarian-Croatian kingdom), but the rural, agricultural element continues to dominate.42 No wonder Hungarian-Croatian kings were deeply impressed
by and for that reason coveted the Dalmatian cities with their long civic and urban tradition
going back to the ancient times.'13 The eastward migrations touched off by the "Renaissance
of the 12'i. century", involved, in Continental Croatia, just like in the other sections of the
Pannonian/Carpathian basin, also the rural areas:M With a due credit given to the emerging urban forms, in order to obtain a reasonably correct picture of the culture of the period
and territory in question, we must turn to the countryside, eventual objective being to reconstruct lhe cultural landscape of the area between the 11',, and the 13'1' century. To those
familiar with the apparent lack of monuments and documents the task may appear daunt-
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with me her discoveries, insights, and time, and all other members of the Museum slat"!; in particular Ms Maja Zepcevil Mati<'., Director, for their kind help and support. For useful information I
also owe gratitude to Professor Bela z.~olt Szakacs of the CEU in Budapest, and Dr. Vlasta Begovil
Dvorhk of the Itlstilute of Archeology in Zagreb.
Emmanuel le Roy Ladourie, Montaillou, 'J'he Promised land of Error, New York, 1979.
Lewis Mumford, Grad u historiji, Zagreh, I%8.
Please see Klaic, Povijest Hrvata u razvijenom srednjem vijeku, pp 292-298; also, Bedenko,
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Zagrebacki Ciradec.
Horvat. 0 Sisku u starohrvatsko doba, pp 93-104·.
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Bela L.~oll S:i:akacs, "Town and Cathedral in Medieval Hungary", Hortus artium medie.valium 12
(2006): 207-220.
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Klaic, op. cit., note 38, pp 298-306.
Fabini and l'abhti, Kirchenburgen in SiebenbUrgen, pp 11-57.
Klaic, op. cit., pp 11-27.
C,oss, "Rcnesansa 12. st i Hrvatska" (in press). Also, Goss, "Crkva Sv. Bartola u Novim Mikanovcima", pp 5-12; and "Sv. Marija u lfapslmj", pp 5-H, with additional bibliography in the footnotes.
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153. Pozega Valley - territorial organization

extra-urban monasteries
micro-regional centers

ing, and daunting indeed it is. Our approach has been to look carefully al Lhe landscape as it
is today, trying Lo find as many traces as possible, and then to apply any information we may
have to attach names and evaluate significance of each identified site. As we do this, sites,
naturally, make chains or groups, i.e., they form a certain territorial organization. If we can
define models in the areas where both physical and olher documents arc more numerous,
we may gain a precious tool to identify sites in less documenLed areas. At the same time, the
territorial organization may tell us a lot about the relationship of man to his environment, i.
c., about creation of a culLUral landscape. So far two such models have emerged with relative
clarity, and we hereby submit Lhem to the reader's critical judgment.
The two models arc actually direct opposites, one may be called "a bawl", the other "a bawl
turned upside down''. The first is represented by the Pozega Valley, the other by the Zagreb
(Medvednica) Mountain.
The Pozcga valley (fig 153), the ancient "Vallis Aurea", is a roughly circular area of highly desirable arable land, of some 50 kilometers across in Central Slavonia, completely surrounded
by mountains (500-1000 m). 'I 'he valley and the surrounding mountain chains formed in the
Middle Ages about 70% of the Po1.ega County, one of the most prestigious possessions of the
l lungarian-Croatian crown.'15
Pozega county was first mentione<l in 1210, the town in 1227, hut they must have existed

a long Lime before. Some of the drarnatis petsonae, such as the /~an Boric, the first known
viceroy of Bosnia (1154-1163) had its possessions in the valley and his relatives and offspring
play an important role well into the I.ate Middle Ages. An ingenious atlempt has been made
to link Pozcga with the capital of the Lango bards during their stay in the Pannonia (c 640658) as Poiega means "the burnt-down place", and Alboin, we know, left for Italy "incendiens Pannoniam patriam suam". However, the name probably refers to the custom of burning a sedion of woods to create room for a settlement and arable land which in itself would
be an indication of an early Slavic settlcmcnt. 46 The name of Pozega refers to four entities: l
.,;

·16

Hi.~toric.:al, topographical and ecological information cu11ccrning the city of Po1.ega, the Pozega
Valley, the archdeanship of Pufoga, etc. is foremostly tied to the names of Julije Kempf and Josip
8ulurac. Herc is a list of their key works used as the background of this research: Julije Kempf.
Pozega, Poie~a, 1910 (reprint 1995); Josip Ruturac, Pisani spomenici Pozege i okolice (1210 ·
1536), Zagreb, 2004: Stanovni.1tvo Pozege i okolice (1700-19SO), Zagreb, 200,t; "Zupc po'.t.cskog
flrhidakonata", Bogostovska smotra I (19J4): 1-10; Crkveno-kultuma povijest J>ozege i okolice,
1227-1977, Zagreb, 1977; "Pozcga i okolica u srednjem vijeku,".Zlr.ttna dolina l (1995): 7-48;
"Prastanovnici u pozcskoj okolici, Poz.e.~ki zhornik l (1962.): '.2.83-291.
Buturac, Stanovni!itva, pp 12.-13; lvica. Degmedzic, ''XI novela cara Juslinijana. Bassianae Pozega", Vjesnik Muzeja pozcske kotline 2-3 (1979): 93-104. especially pp 103-104.
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the castle (Castrum, scat of the zupan, comes, often of royal blood, i. e., the administration
cenler on a sleep hill above the city, typologically a very early form of a castle in Croatia);
2 the town, the commercial center and the location of the central church of the Archdeanship of Poiega within the Pees Bishopric dedicated to SL. Paul; 3 the Chapter of the Canons
of Pozega at Kaptol (founded c 1220-1230), the religious center of the valley and the locu.~
credibilis with a church of SL. Peter, some 15 kilometers to the north of the town; and 4 the
entire county, "Tota Posega'' of medieval sources, indicating that the valley was seen as a
unit with most of the features of a city not clustered in a classical urban way but scattered
throughout the area.17
The valley has its "city walls", i.e. the ring of mountains (clockwise from the west: Ravna Gora, Psunj, Papuk, Krndija, Dilj, Babja Gora, Pozeska gora) protected by strategically
placed fortifications on each of the access roads to the valley, often appearing in pairs on
both slopes; clockwise from the west: Pakrac - Orljavac, Vocin - Kamengrad, Drenovac
- Velika, Ruzica and Starigrad - Kutjevo, Bedemgrad - Gradiste; next, the fortresses protecting the Orljava Valley, the only easy link between the Valley and the external world, the
Sava river plain to the south, including two moated fortress churches, the Early Gothic St.
Dimitri at Brodski Drenovac and the Romanesque St. Michael at Ratkovica and a chain of
fortresses on the southern, Babja and the Pozega gora mountains (Viskovci, Vrhovci, Dolac,
Gracanica).1 ~
The commercial "downtown" (Pozega), seems to be awkwardly squeezed beneath this
"southern wall" but its position is logical - it is a suhurhium to the Castrum, protected by
the Orljava which also links it to the other, though lesser, commercial center, the market
township of Pleternica and the Sava valley; the nearest villages to Po:},ega (Vrhovci, Drskovci,
Pribinje, etc.) provided the castrenses - the military and police force of the Castrum. Although the "Downtown" Pozega by the Late Middle Ages had become a very prosperous
commercial place, its legal position seems to have lagged behind that of the "true" Kings
Free Boroughs. It was too valuahle to the Crown to be granted too much liberty.49
Pozega became a bishopric only by the end of the 2orh century, but the valley had its religious
significance as the center of an archdeanship of some one hundred medieval parishes with
a ''Cathedral Square" somewhere else. about J5 kilometers to the North of the town, maybe
a good device to avoid clashes between burghers and canons, what marred for example the
history of Zagreb throughout the Middle Ages and beyond; "suburbs" are formed around
the houses of the orders that loved "montes et valles"; Rudina - Henedictines, Kutjevo - Cistercians and around centers of smaller feudal estates all on the slopes or at the foot of the
mountains; Franciscans and Dominicans, and also Templars and later Hospitallers had their
houses and churches in Pozega.~0 "Suburban" micro-regional centers were also Pleternica,
Svilna - Buk, Djedina Rijeka, Rusevo, Caglin, Gradiste, Kutjevo, Velika, Strazeman, Brestovac, Orljavac, seats of smaller feudal estates, less frequently at the center of the valley which
is the "city's" breadbasket, i.e. "industrial zone". The county had around 100 parishes in the
Middle Ages and it is no wonder that Poiega was called "civitas opulentissima" when it was
captured by the Turks in 15'1-1-.51 The high gentry built its "palaces" in ''residential quarters"
Buturac, op. cit., in the previous note, p 12.
Fortifications in and around the Pozcga Valley were tlealt with by Szabo in his classic work (Duro
Szabo, Sredovjecni gradovi u Hrvatskoj i Slavoniji, 7.agreb, 1920, pp 108-128); a newer survey of
medieval architectme of the Poiega Valley is Zorislav Horvat, and Ivan Mirnik, "Graditeljstvo
srednjeg vijeka u Pozcskoj kotlini in Poiega, 1227-1977", Zhornik Poiega 1977, pp 121-157; also,
Gvozdanovic, "Sv. Dimitrije u Brodskom Drenovcu", pp 211-222.
19
Butorac:, op. cit., pp 13-19, 22-23. In this I hesitate to follow Buturac, who claims that Pozega was
"probably" a king's free borough. I am not competent to resolve the issue but the word "possibly"
or "maybe" seem to me a better choice. In no way do I doubt that Pozega was an important population and commercial center.
r,o Buturac, op. cit., pp 26-33; also Buturac, Zupe pozeskog arhidakonata, pp 1-10.
5·1 Buturac, Pi.~ani spomenici, pp 22, 33-44; also Buturac, 2upe poielkog arhidakonata, p 1.
i·,
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154. Zagreb Mountain territorial organization

•

Iower parishes

(Odolja, foundation of Han Boric)Y1 So the Vallis Aurea is a well-defined system of natural
and cultural ecology which functions like a city without physicaUy being one. As archeological materials are found "wherever you stick a shovel" so it is not yet quite possible to relate
our pictme to earlier territorial organizations but it seems that both prehistory and Rome
anticipated the medieval system with one notable exception - that is a large Roman settlement {possibly lncerum) at Tekic in the very center of the valley.'')
'l'he Zagreb Mountain (fig 154) model is exactly lhe opposite: a series of settlements both
enabling and protecting access to the mountain, such as major castles ofSusedgrad, guarding the western tip of the mountain and an important ''port" on the Sava, and Medvcdgrad,
along the key mule and cart track over the mountain (via Miner's Gap lo Bistra, the "capital"
of the mountain's first major owners, the Aca family of the 11 •h century), and parishes often
with some elements of fortification: Gornje Vrapce, Gornji Stenjevcc, Poljanica Bistranska,
Donja and Gornja Stubica, Matej, Kasina, Vugrovec (fig 155), Cucerje. Markusevcc. It is an
image of a fortress (the mountain} surrounded by towers (villages and castles). The mountain is, of course, the most precious asset. It provides food, water, clothing, fuel, building
materials, ore, medication, fresh air, and esthetic experience and, not the least, il can be a
fall-bac:k shelter in case of an unexpected invasion. So it is worth fighting over as indeed the
local powers did ever since the l11h century- the Aca family, the Bishop and the Canons of
Zagreb, the free borough of Zagreb, all the way to the Zrinskis.s4
Only al its outskirts where this dose<l syslem meets the factors of mobilily (major road and
river) does it develop a "city" and "cathedral" (please mark that the two are, in fact, dose but
separate} both of which would outgrow local significance and become major political, economic and cultural links with the outside world, breaking the static harmony of the syslem
ilself. However, this phenomenon was anticipated by a series of Roman settlements along
the major road from 1-'.mona to Sirmium (Neviodunum, Siscia, Incerum, Cibalac /Mursa/,
Sirmium), and the Sava river. Some of the traces of that system on the greater l,agreb territory were used however in the Middle Ages as an outer bailey to the chain of protective
points of the mountain: Donji Stenjevec where an earlier medieval church once watched
;i

;3

;,i

l express my gratiluck to Ms Dubravka Sokac:-Stimac for taking me to the wonderful site she hfls
identified as Odolja, surrounded by a wall built from huge ashlai· blocks, and definitely a lop priority for a thorough investigation.
After many year.~ of patient excavations, Ms Sokai:-Stimac seems to be on a verge of a major discovery at 'l'ekic.
As background material: Dob1·onic, Stari vijenac, and by the same author Po starom Moravcu, Zagreh, 1979. Klaic, op. cit., pp 2:SR, 283-28'1, attachment VI.
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155. Vugrovec, St.
Michael, 12'11 -nu· ct.

over an e.x.Lensive Bijelo Brdo cemetery, the lJpper Town of Zagreb, where traces of life were
documente<l in the 7,i. century, the Kaptol where a Bijelo Brdo cemetery was located in front
of the Cathedral and where a settlement existed already in the 8 11, century, and further cast,
parishes at Grandina and Sesvetc:'" As opposed to the Cismontana area of 7.agreb which
gained prominence thanks to the reuse of the old Roman road ("Via .M.agna") in the Middle
Ages, the outer area of the Pozega County remained a periphery to Lhe valley throughout
the period in question. The Sava flatlands seemed lo be more of a ha:,:ar<l than an asset, and
:,:i

f.denko Vinski, "Ranosrcdnjovjckovni arhcoloski nalazi u Zag!'cbu i njcgovoj okolid", Jz starog i
11ovog 7,agrebu '2. (1968): '17-65; Oubravka Balen-Letuni<': et al, 10 godina arheololkog istraiivn.njr'u sjeverozapadnoj Hrvatskoj, Koprivnica, 1986, pp 23, G4, 61; Katica Simoni, Starohrvatsko grobtje

Stenjevec, 7,agreb, 2001,; Zoran Greg!. Rimljani u Lagrehu, Zagreb, 1991, maps on pp 8, 9
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even the main Roman communication (and later the medieval one) ran through the valley,
as already described. The major Roman settlement, Marsonia, near Slavonski Brod, was in
the Middle Ages a fort of a mere local significance. s6
What about the two models appears inherently "Romanesque"? I think it is their additive,
cellular nature, in which units of similar importance are added just like bays or architectural masses in a Romanesque church. As opposed to this a "Gothic" - integrative, continuous,
unified model requires a stronger center of cohesion - in political, religious and economic
sense - briefly an active urban presence. In case of the Zagreb Mountain such a presence
emerged in the form of both the Bishopric/Cathedral, and county scat/commercial settlements. They may have fought each other during the Middle Ages (and even later) but they
both performed the role of regional integrators. All the roads now led to the "White City of
Zagreb'', rather than among the Bears of the Bear Mountain (Medvednica). Thanks to the
key communication, the high road from Hungary via Kopl'ivnica, Kriievci, and Zagreb, toward the so desirable and so much contested Dalmatian cities and the coastland and to the
growth of the just mentioned and other urban settlements along it, the process of "gothici:i:ation" of the territorial organization of Southwestern Pannonia was quite likely underway
already in the course of the 13'h century.s 7 In Central Slavonia, the Pozega Valley, it never
really occurred.

If our interpretation of the two models is correct, it would be an important step toward our
final goal of reconstructing the Romanesque cultural landscape between the Sava and the
Drava rivers and toward defining its place within the European medieval culture. One, however, has to bear in mind an extreme variety of the natural landscape, of its characteristics,
and ecological potentials. So while creating such models may be a well-warranted and useful research tool, we must remember that they are just that - models - not to be confused
with the reality. 58
One specific landscape phenomenon could be very helpful. This is the above mentioned
''gradiste", pl "gradista", medieval forts usually located on hills or within water protected areas. They were mostly surrounded by wooden fences - "palisades" - in some cases reinforced
with durable material - brick or stone. I do not want to eneter into the question of what is a
''gradiste" as opinuns wary widely. For me, it is a timber and mud fortress, a forerunner but
also a fellow traveler of the castle. The entire area between the Sava and Drava rivers is dotted with gradista, most of them unexplored, or just minimally explored (fig 156).
Whereas it is impossible to date a gradiste without a thorough archeological investigation going down to the lowermost layer - in some of the cases the logic of their positioning may
at least provide some indication as to their date. For example, the gradista on the northern
slopes of the Bilogora and on the hills along the Drava River had their logic before 1102, the
date of the personal union of Hungary and Croatia. Those on the southern slope of the same
mountain could be as late as the time of Turkish incursions starting in the 15'h century.
There, of course, may exist local conditions which would influence aby sheme.
A recent exemplary master thesis has brought at least some order to our view of the gradilta
in Northwestern Croatia.59 A careful reading of that study by Tatjana Tkalcec allows, in my
opinion, establishing links between them and earlier medieval settlements and parishes, a
phenomenon known from other parts of the Pannonian Basin.60 As my work is in progress
56

s,

ss

59
60

Zdenko Vinski and Ksenija Vinski-Gasparini, Gradiste u Mrsunjskom Lugu, Zagreb, n.d.
Klaic, op. cit., p 262.
Some other forms seem to be slowly emerging. One such is the system of lowland settlements in
Eastern Slavonia and in Podravina nestled within the meanders of rivers and creeks. This form is
especially difficult to follow, as the watercourses keep cha11ging theil' directions, a11d so the settlements follow, too. One thing is fairly certain: and that is that wherever there is a mountain, a
beam (ridge) or a hill, there is a settlement. Earlier medieval settlements in the medieval Slavonia
seem to have, wherever possible, looked for higher grounds, the lowlands being predominantly
marshlands and forests - a picture which can still be to some extant experienced today.
Tkallec, "Srednjevjekovna gradi.~ta".
See, for example, Fabini and Fabini, pp 155-157.
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156. Gradina, multiple

gradiste

I would just most cautiously suggest that some of them indeed seem to be lhe backbone of
old territorial units, bolh secular "fopas" (districts, ''counties"), and religious "fopas" (parishes). This may be especially lrue in the case of double ("No 8'') or multiple gradista, or series of gradista (O+O+O etc). 61
In a sludy published in 1967, Edith Ennen, a well-known historian of Lhe Middle Ages, and
a keen studenl of the city in history, notes that there is not just a great variely of models of
European medieval cities but also a stunning specificity of each individual example.62
What, from the point of view of a historian of arl, architecture, and urban forms causes that
unbelievable richness? I would like to suggest at least three areas:
l Landscape. One builds differently in the flatlands, differently in the hills, along the sea
coast, in a mountain valley, at a river crossing or a highland pass. The choice of the site is
quite indicative of the settlers' psychology. Those who choose to settle along the dynamic
elemenls such as roads or rivers or the sea, are more enterprising, willing to take risks, to
face dangers. Those who select hilltops or islands or protected areas in marshlands value security more than commerce, communication or worldly gain. People look at what is offered
and among choices they seek what best suits their character. Which is further reinforced (or
modified) once the choice has been made.
2 Tradition. Once people settle, they do not change lightly. If they choose to, or are forced
to move, they seek such locations as remind them of what their tradition demands. I vividly
remember reading, as a young boy, in a popular archeology book, that the Sumerians must
have come to Mesopotamia from a mountainous region as they imagined and honored their
gods on arlificial hills - the ziggurats.
3 Material. Those used to building in wood would encounter difficulties building in stone.
They would try to adjust the new material to their traditional forms, and in the process, also
adjust their tradition to the new materials and environmenls.
61
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Double or multiple gradi.{ta: Tkallec, op. cit., note 59, no. 7 (Ccpclovac), 19 (Gudovac), 57 (Puri{:ani).
60 (Rasinja-Opoj grad), 62 (Seliste-Kutinec grad), 63 (Severin), 71 (Stara Ploscica-Grcda), 78
(Sandrovac). They make about 12% of Ms Tkalcec's list. Adjacent gradma: 19 and 20 (Gudovac),
:2.6 and 27 (Kraljeva Velika), 29, 30, 31 (Kutina), 35 and 36 (Narta), 38 and 39 (Mikleuska), 52 (Pavlovac), 70 a11d 71 (Stara Ploscica), 78 and 79 (Sandrovac), 87 and 88 (Veliki Poganac). From personal olmirvation I would add Gradina, Gomjc Prcdrijcvo, and Turbina. to the east of the area
covcrc<l by Ms Tkalccc. Some fine initial work on gradistas in eastern Slavonia has been done hy
Zlatko and Vanda Karac. See also Tajana Sckclj-Ivancan, Catalogue of Medie11al Sites in Continental O·oatia, Oxford, 1995, pp 155, 22~. 224.
Edith Ennen, "'!'he Different Types of Formation of European Towns", in S. L. Thurp, ed., l::.arly
MedieJJat Society, New York, 1967, pp 174-182. An<ll'ic, Potonuli svijet, p 143 ff.
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I suspect that there may be more than three such broad areas involved. Yet, I believe that
even considering the three we would make a good step toward explaining both the models, i.
e. abstract constructs, and individual cases. As no two locations arc exactly the same, which
is also true of any two human beings, the student is faced indeed with the stunning variety
of individual examples even within models which, for scholarly purposes (e.g. classification)
he may have constructed.
The Slavs moved into Pannonia with the Avars, a Steppenvolk in Central Europe, in the 6l"
century. They may have been, and maybe not related to the current Slavic Croatian population.63 The Avars harshly ruled over the Slavs, but the Croats who helped Charlemagne
crush the Avar power around 800 were no mere farmers but an efficient military force. 61
There have been as many theories on ethnic background and the time and direction of
Croatian migration as there are scholars. However, it is quite certain that the Croatian
name was recorded since the 2;3,·d century AD on from the lower Don in Ukraine (Tanais) to the Elbe in Germany, and that they probably came to their new homeland sometime between 600 and 800 AD from the area of southern Poland, western Ukraine, and
Bohemia.65
Now let us admit that we know next to nothing about settlements built in the Southern Pannonia between 600 and 800. A number of Avar graveyards was discovered and studied, a
number of possibly Slavic sites too, and some place names such as "I<ruge", indicating a circular fort may record position of Avar and early Slavic settlcments.66
Before its collapse, the Roman order in the Pannonias was distinguished by a high degree of
urbanization - let us just list such cities as lovia, Aquae lasae, Aquae Balisae, Mursa, Cibalae
and, of course, the large, even metropolitan centers such as Petovium, Siscia or Sirmium.67
The new settlers, pronouncedly anti-urban, had very little use of the cities, or of numerous
smaller townships, forts, and villas which densely dotted the southern Pannonian landscape.
What they built must have been built from mud and timber. For the Avars, the people of a
tent, this must have already been a serious breach of tradition. For the Slavs, possibly not.
A serious breach of tradition occurs, however, within the context of three events, all occurring around 800 - Carolingian conquest of Pannonia and of a large portion of the Eastern
Adriatic, formation of the Croatian state in the Eastern Adriatic periodically also in control of Slavonia, and the Christianisation of the Croats. Other Slavic states appear in the 9th
century in the Central Pannonia, as well as on the territories of Slovakia and Bohemia. This
uninterrupted Slavic chain would be broken by 900 by the invasion of the Hungarians, and
their eventual settlement in the Central Pannonia by 1000, after which a new symbiosis occurs - with Hungarian clement dominant in the flat center of Pannonia, and Slavic or Romanian on its hilly rims.68

The breach we just mentioned is the revival of urban, if not exactly form, than at least location. Duke Ljudevit seems to have held his court at Sisak, the Roman Siscia, and when he
rebels against Chatlemange in 819, the Patriarch of Grado sends him the masons to fortify
his fortresses. The same masters may have built a church in Sisak judging from the remains
6"
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For basic information on Roman, late Antique and medieval Pannonia and Slavonia sec Branka
Migotti, Od nepobjedi,mgsunca do sunca pravde, Zagreh, 1994; Franjo Sanjek, ed., Povije.~t Hrvata
- Srednji vijek, Zagreb, 2003, pp 5-34.
The key reference for the Ava rs remains Walter Pohl, Die Avaren. Ein Steppenvolk in Mitteleuropa, 567-822 n. Ch., Milnchen, 1988; for Pannonian territory in particular Zdenko Vinski, "O
nalazima 6. i 7. stoljeca u Jugoslaviji s posebnim obzirnm na arheolosku ostavstinu iz vrcmena pr·
vog avarskog kaganata", Opu.~cula Archeologica 3 (1958): 13-68; on the Early Middle Ages itt general, Bale11-Letunic, Cetrdeset godina, pp 55-60 and 131-147. Also Sanjek, Povijest J-lrvata, p 58 ff.
For a relatively brief but comprehensive survey of the problem, Henryk l.owmianski, J-lrvatska
p,-adomovina, Rijeka, 2004; also Sanjek, Povijest Hrvata, pp 39-57.
Please see note 64.
Please see note 63.
Sanjek, Povije:;t Hrvata, p 63 ff.
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of interlace sculpture.69 At Lobor to the north of Zagreb, as we have already described in the
first section of this work, a major 9'h· 10th century Slavic center is being excavated, a fort with
wooden Carolingian church, a large Pre-Romanesque church built of stone comparable to
the best of the Early Croatian churches in Dalmatia, and to the Lower Pannonian church at
Zalavar and richly adorned by northern Italian type interlace sculpture built on the ruins of
a large Early Christian basilica with a baptistery (figs 70-73, 88). As in Dalmatia, Croatian
ruling class opted for durable material. And in such cases, at least some material traces
could be found, and will be found as we extend our investigations clsewhere. 70
The problem is, however, how to identify earlier smaller settlements, especially before the
ll'h century when both secular and religious order is defined by the personal union of Hungary and Croatia (1102), and the formation of the Bishopric of Zagreb by Hungarian king
Ladislav around 1094.
In looking for settlements one should, of course, search for the names in old documents and
match them to what we see in the landscape. As we have seen, the earliest lists of parishes
date from the first half of the 14'" century.7 1 Many of the names listed, still exist. The problem, as already stated, is that sometimes the place bearing an old name has absolutely no old
building. So we must search in the wider area for the old location.
The area under consideration is, as already noted, dotted by hundreds of "grad ista".72 For
Transylvania it has been shown how an early (12'1,_13,i. c) settlement can emerge as a refuge
for a rural community, as a "bauernburg" (a fortified village), a fort with a church, a fort with
a feudal keep; and how such keep may be in some cases integrated into a church or result in
a coexistence of the church and the palace.73
What about the secular authority? We know that the territory of the early Croatian state
was divided into "z.upas", originally territories of individual "gentes". Such small units existed in Slavonia - Moravce, Rovisce, Katnik, Komarnica. The Croatian word "zupa" signifies
both a secular unit (county) and a religious unit (parish), ruled over by a "iupan" (count) and
"iupnik" (parish priest). This in itself indicates that many such units were seats of uld parishes and also units of the earliest territorial organization. They had their religious and secular heads and, consequently, their churches and forts (palaces). As in Transylvania, some
of the gradista - there is still a long way to a more defin itve picture - would have been refuges, or church forts, or seats of secular power and of feudal lords or king's administrators
who were only too happy to replace gentile leaders. There is no way to foresee which hill
could grow a church, which a castle. However, there is a feature which seems to unite both
elements - complex gradista, double (or even more), in a perfect (or less perfect) number 8
form (fig 156). As already indicated they make 12% of the total and they were almost certainly centers of old "zupas" in both senses of the word. 71 In some of them there is still a church
(sometimes quite recent) within one of the circles, or traces of a building in durable material, most likely a religious building. as secular ones, with the exception of feudal castles,
were built of wood. Once this basic model is recognized, one can start searching, for example, for detached double gradista (two O), next to one another, next and above one another,
M
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Ibid, pp 65-69; Horvat, "O Sisku u starnhrvatsko doba", pp 9~-104.
Filipec, "Zastitno iskopavanje", pp 119-129; also public lecture "Arheoloska istrazivanja oko
svetista Majke Bozjc Gorskc u Loboru", Dec. 1, 2003. I am htdebted to Dr. Filipec for numerous
verbal communir.ations rnm:emi11g the progress of his investigations. On Zalavar, Takacs, ed.,
Paradisium Piantavit, pp 21-35, 322-328.
Buturac, "Popis fopa Zagrcbackc biskupije", pp 1-46; ibid, "Popis zupa Zagrcbackc biskupije 1334.
i 1501", pp 43-107.
Tkall:ec, "Srednjovjckovna gradista", pp 9-36.
Fabini and Fahini, Kirchenburgen in Siebenbi,i.rgcn, pp 156-157.
Tkalccc, "Srcdnjovjekovna gradista", pp 241-247. Among good examples of double or multiple gradi.{ta (already mentioned above) one may list Gradina, Gomje Predrijevo, Turhilta,
Spisic-Bukovica (Gradina), Opoj grad, Gudovec, Podrumaca, etc. They are all in Northern Croatia
along the Drava river or on the both sides of the Bilogora Mountain.
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etc. There are also cases of triple, or multiple gradista. Briefly, if you identify the church, the
palace may not be far away, and vice versa?~
This in itself is an extremely useful investigative tool, but what is its artistic and cultural relevance'! There is some, and not negligible.

I The tradition of using gradista (not an exclusively Slavic trait), of both highland and lowland type, seeking safe locations on hills, stretches of highlands ("Greda"/beam) or within
marshes ("wasserburgs") seems to be compatible with the tradition the Croats would have
brought along coming from their presumed homeland, especially the Trans-Carpathian area. This also applies to using earth and timber as key building materials, with an exception
of the church which is not infrequently in durable material. 76
2 This tradition is also extra-urban and no major Slavonian Croatian medieval city (Zagreb,
Varaidin, Krizevci, Virovitica, Koprivni<:a, Yukovar) follows the site of a major Roman settlement.
3 However, the No 8 principle of relationship between the secular and the religious power
seems to apply_ Most of important urban centers develop around our two foci - the fort (gentile, feudal, royal) and the parish church (Varaz<lin, Koprivnica). In some cases the zeroes
could be far apart (over ten kilometers!) as it is the case in Pozega-Grad and Pozcga-Kaptol,
as discussed above. So the principle rules the esthetics of the Slavonian medieval urban design, once we are allowed to talk of one.7 7
The case of Zagreb (figs 157, 158), the Slavonian medieval capital and the capital of modern
Croatia, is most telling. In the ll'h century there was a king's administrator's castle on the
steep hill of Gric, and then in 1094 a bishop's seat, with the accompanying cathedral, emerges on a smaller, Kaptol, the hill to its East.18 No early Hungarian cathedral is linked to an old
Roman site or to a key commercial center.79 The same i.s true of Zagreb, founded by a Hungarian king as an outpost for expansion toward the Adriatic and a bulwark against the Holy
Roman Empire, a mere 30 kilometers to the Northwest. The cathedral of Zagreb, a large (72
m Jong) Gothic church, most likely on foundations of an equally large 12/13'h ct. building,
could accommodate about ten times the population of the medieval Zagreb. Its function
was mostly symbolic, i. e. political. No wonder that the burghers of the king's free borough
on the higher hill tried for centuries to raise their parish church of St Mark's to bishopric,
to break the chains of the 8 tying them to the hated bishops on the Kaptol hill, and to create
their own 8 within the safety of their eagle's nest.
In some cases, traces of ruins in durable material have been confirmed (the double gradiste
at Gornje Predrijevo) and in some other, archeological investigations (Nijemci, Nova Raca)
,s

16
77

7"
79

For example double zeroes as at Kraljeva Velika, Rakovec, Sigetec l.udbreski, Sokolovac-Turnasica,
Stara Ploscica, Sandrnvec, Torcec, Velika Cresnjevica, Veliki Poganac; triple zeroes at Kutina and
Meduraca. However, only through archeological investigations could one prove if the "detached
zeroes" date from the same period of time and belong to the same cultu1·al layer, or settlement.
Early medieval settlements in Continental Croatia should not be seen as orderly one-center villages. Investigations here are at the very beginning but there are indications that a single ''settlement" could include a string of smaller units, even strings of parishes and forts, as may be the
case of the Komarnica valley near Koprivnica. Here the center of an old archdeaconship may
have coincided with an old secular "zupa", containing three (or more?) church parishes, several
(at least two) forts/gradista, and a cemetery possibly also on a gradiste. A recent church marks
one of the circles at Gradina, and remai11s of a building were found in one of the circles at Gornje
Predrijevo.
Tkalcec, "Srednjovjckovna gradista", pp 10-18.
Ivy Lentic-Kugly, Varazdin, Zagreb, 1977, pl 1, 2. lvanka Reberski. ed., l(oprivnica, grad i spomenici, Zagreb, 1986, fig 20.
Sedenko, Zagrebalki Gradec; Ana Deanovic ct al, Zagrebacka katedrala, Zagreb, 1988.
As already stated, see note 40 above.
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157

158

157. Zagreb, Kaptol;
158. Zagreb, Upper Town

have established early (fig 159), possibly Pre-Romanesque traces underneath a later church
on a single gradiste.80
At Komarnica (today's Novigrad Podravski area), as already noted, there is a string of
old sites along the Komarnica river - gradista of Poljangrad (fig 160) and Paveticev mlin,
an early medieval settlement at Poligacev mlin plus another fort-like entity, the Novigrad cemetery hill with a church the foundations of which may go to a fairly distant past.
Komarnica would claim a considerable distinction in the Later Middle Ages as a seat of
an extensive archdeanship of Zagreb Bishopric. The center of the archdcanship alone had
three or more parishes. All this may confirm that Komarnica was an old territorial unit,
an early Croatian "zupa" and, in terms of organization, a series of scattered villages. 81
A similar string can be seen somewhat to the northwest. Starting at Rasinja, the string
continues along the Gliboki potok toward the Drava with old parishes at Gorka (traces
of old moats), Kuzminec (church on a gradiste), Jmbrijovec, and Delekovec (a gradiste
80

i,

Goran Jakovljevic, and Mirko Slaus. "Raca i zupna crkva U.1.nesenja Blazene Djevice Marije u
Novoj Raci u svjctlu povijcsnih i areheolosko-topografskih istrazivanja", it1: lzdanja Hrvatskog
arheoloskog drustva, 21, Zagreb 2003, pp 121-144, with earlier references. I am indebted to Goran
Jakovljevic for our visit to Nova Raca, and to Ivana Iskra Janusic and Marko Dizdar for information on Nijemci.
Buturac, "Popis zupa zagrebacke biskupije", pp 76-77; Tkalcec, "Srednjovjekovna gradista", nos. 23
and 4·5.
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159. Nijemci. gradiste
with a medieval church

160. Poljangrad

nearby). 82 Another model for old nuclei seems to emerge in the Central Slavonian mountains,
where old cemeteries often still in use (Pavlovac on the Pozega Mountain; Oriovcic and Zdcnci on the Dilj) are found on a ridge overseeing at least two valleys. The fact that next to the
church and cemetery at Oriovcic one finds the place names such as "Gradina" and "Okrugljak",
point to old fortifications (let us recall that the names such as "Kruge", "Kruzi", "Okrugljak"
arc sometimes related to Avar settlements) an attractive idea which needs more research.~:;
82

83

Buturac, ibid, pp 75-76; Tkalcec, ibid, nos. 11, 32, 60.
Position of Oriovcic is especially interesting, although cannot be fully appreciated as the top of
the hill is nowadays heavily forested. However, the site should have had a view of at least three valleys, and that it was a dominant nucleus is also shown by the fact that the area to the south, along
the major l'Oad linking the Sava river valley and the Pozega area, is known as Podcrkavlje, i. e. land
below the church. On "Krugc" etc. Vinski, "Ranosrednjovjekovni arheoloski nalazi", pp 52-53.
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161

161. Lovcic, St. Martin, 12'h-13•hct., fa~ade;
162. Loveh:, St. Martin,
12,h_ 13,h ct., apse

A very interesting case is that of Lovcic (figs 160-163), on the Dilj as well, where an old cemetery with a well-preserved Romanesque church on a gradiste (more about the church later)
sits at a spot controlling/our valleys; the church may have been overseen by a fort 160-163)
on a slightly higher hill nearby and is still surrounded (at the bottom of the gradiste mound)
by traces of an old, almost cyclopean wall. Lovcic imposes itself as a center of an old parish (unfortunately we do not know which, as there are several parishes of St. Martin in the
Poiega archdeanship which cannot be securely located), as well as a center of an early territorial unit. 84
However, excavated cemeteries of the Bijelo Brdo culture, a fair number of which has been
explored in the Croatian part of Pannonia, have not provided much help to our picture.
They are either pre-Christian, and while providing valuable information on early settlements, they cannot tell us anything about church architecture or if they are Christian, and
accompanied by a building, we have that information independently of the cemeteries themselves (Zagreb, Lobor, Sisak).R5
&•
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For the visit and information my sincere tha11ks to josip Lozuk of the Museum of Slavonski Brod.
On Bijelo Brdo culture see copious contributions by .Zeljko Tomicic, e.g. "Neuere Erforschung dcr
Bijelo brdo-Kultur in Kroatien", Prilozi Jnstituta za arheologiju u Zagrehu 9 (1992): 113-130, and
"Istrazivanje krnnologije ranosrednjevjekovnog groblja u Mahovljanima kraj Banja Luke", ibid, 17
(2000): 25-66.1 thank Dr. Tomich\ for his continuous support and advice. Even in case of such sites
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Another form of territorial organization is based on the ''greda'' (beam). These are often
rather long stretches of higher grounds within essentially flat landscape (e. g. Denkovacka
greda, Dakoval:ka greda in Eastern Slavonia, or a greda that runs from the eastern outskirts
of Zagreb to the slopes of Bilogora and Kalnik). Old settlements recorded in documents or
crowned by medieval churches stand on those gredas which often also serve as directions of
both old and contemporary communications (Nustar, Borinci, Jarmina, Ivankovo, Vodinci,
Novi Mikanovci on the Denkovacka greda; Sesvete, Prozorje, Brckovljani, Vrbovec, Gradec
on the one near Zagreb; all of those places were parishes in the 14'i. or 15'h century, and
Nustar, Borinci, lvankovo, Novi Mikanovci, Prozorje, Brckovljani and Vrbovec have either
visible or recorded traces of medieval architecture or even preserved medieval churches).86

163. Lovcic, St. Martin,
12•h.13,h ct., frescoes;
164. Loveh:, St. Martin,
12•h.13th ct., view from
the church

I will not bore the reader with other possible forms of territorial organization as I must emphasize that the work is in progress and there is a long way to demonstrable results. Additionally,
some of the" demonstrable" results may be relative: in Podravina, along the Drava and its tributaries, or in the Eastern Slavonia among an incredible mess of small to medium size lowlands
water courses, the landscape and its pattern of settlement changes as the rivers change their
courses, which has happened throughout the recorded past. Still, I must also emphasize that
without a thorough study of territorial organization we will never fully understand what was
happening in the Medieval Slavonia. This is an area where interdisciplinary cooperation of all
disciplines involved is a must and the only way toward new discoveries and conclusions.
7 ROLE OF SCULPTURE

Works or fragments of stone sculpture found at or built into the walls are a secure way of
assigning dates to the sites. In museums and collections between the Sava and the Drava
river there are over 100 fragments of stone sculpture bearing decorative, floral, animal, or
human forms from Pre-Romanesque, Romanesque, and "Transitional'' style periods, as well

A6

where one would be fully justified to expect 1·emains of a church, e.g. at Stenjevec, systematic explo·
ration of an 11'"·121~ century cemetery failed to discover traces of architecture (Simoni, Stenjevec).
Goss, "Crkva S. Bartola", p 6 (on the positioning of St. Bartol in Novi Mikanovci).
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as numerous purely architectural fragments. 87 Once the investigations at Lobor are completed and published, the collection of decorated fragments would increase by about 50 or
more pieces. Staying with the Pre-Romanesque, it was a discovery of interlace fragments at
Sisak/Siscia that pointed to Pre-Romanesque architectural activity (figs 71, 72, 79) indicated by written sources.88 Two such fragments were a lead to the astonishing discoveries at
Lobor in recent years. 89 I believe we have been able to identify two pieces in the storage of
the Poiega Valley Museum as belonging to the lost parish church of St. Paul, confirming its
Romanesque dating. 90
Unfortunately, most of the fragments are not in situ and, even if they arc, their testimony may be ambiguous. There are simple, rustic portals (Martin, Koska, Lovcic, Zdcnci,
Krizovljan) (fig 165) which may be Romanesque, partly Romanesque, or much later inspired
by the Romanesque. In Glogovnica, five important figured fragments (figs 166-169) in the
walls of the parish church of St. Mary, the Parish Home, and the house at Gornja Glogovnica No 61, all part of a remarkable sculpted cycle can be at best tied to some church in the
area, as it is far from certain that they originally belonged to the repeatedly rebuilt S. Mary
usually associated with the Order of the Canons of the Holy Sepulchcr.91 The "Stone from
Belec" (fig 170) I recently published cannot be with absolute certainty related to the place
where it was found - the Church of Our Lady of the Snow.92
Still, stone sculpture is a great and irrefutable voice in favor of existence of the churches in
durable material and those which can be related to certain sites or monuments are precious
witnesses indeed. In the Historical Museum in Zagreb there is in the storage a badly mutilated (probably Gothic) architectural fragment from Zelina - a rare witness of existence
of a substantial medieval stone church in that important township of Croatia Cismontana
(Prigorje). It inspired a search at the Museum of Sv. Ivan Zetina, which yielded a number of
Gothic fragments and, in addition, a fragment of a Romanesque animal head (fig 171), possibly a part of an Agnus Dei portal such as those popular in the period of 1200-1250 in the
Western and Southwestern Hungary, and Slovenia.93
I hope that in a few years we may have at least a proto-corpus of the Romanesque sculpture
between the Sava and the Drava. The main problem is that what we have appears mostly
as membra disiecta. There is, for example, no similarity between the two largest Slavonian
Romanesque sculpture groups - Glogovnica and Rudina. And whereas Glogovnica could
be provisionally attached to some southern Hungarian trends, the style of Rudina is, in my
opinion, absolutely unique in the Carpathian Basin, which should lead to the conclusion that
it originated at Rudina (figs 172-175) from models (most likely portative) which still have to
be identified although I believe that some progress is being made on that front, too.94
67
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This material has never been studied as a group, and studies of individual pieces have been equally
lacking.
Goss. "Crkva Sv. Bartola"; Horvat, "O Sisku", 1951.
Tihomil Stahuljak, "Naucno istrazivacki rad Konzervatorskog zavoda Hrvatske, 1915-19", Historijski zbornik 3 (1950): 257-265; Filipec, "Zastitno arheolosko iskopavanje", 2002.
On a visit to the storage of the Museum of the Pozega Valley in Spring 2005, for which l am indebted to Dubravka Sokac-Stimac.
Dobronic, "Glogovnica", pp 79-8.S.
Goss, "Uvodno o 'Kamenu iz Beka"'. However, further research has made the chances of being so
more likely. More on it below.
My thanks to Lada Prister who drew my attention to that piece. The head in Zelina will be published in the Proceedings of the Scholarly Conference in Sv. Ivan Zelina, November 2006 (coauthored with Vjekoslav )ukil).
For Rudina, Glogovnica and most of the sculpture material that follows see most recently, Ante
Rendil, Editor-in-Chief, el al, One hundted stones of a lost paradise - Romanesque Sculpture in
Museums and Collections between the Sava and the Drava Rivers, Exhibition Catalogue, Zagreb,
Arheoloski muz.ej, 2007 (Introduction by Vladimir P. Goss). The reader is also referred t() the literature, and the bibliography following each of the exhibits. If a piece is not included in the catalogue, it will be here duly indicated by footnote.
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165. Koska, SS Peter
and Paul, portal, l3 1h ct.;
166. Krizevci, City Museum, head from Glogovnica, c 1200; 167. Glogovnica. parish house,
Canon of Holy Sepulcher, c 1200; 168. Glogovnica, parish house, Canon of Holy Sepulcher, c
1200; 169. Gornja Glogovnica, No. 61, Canon of Holy Sepulcher, c
1200; 170. Belec, St. Mary
Snezna, the "Stone from
Belec", 12 1~ ct.; 171. Sv.
Ivan Zelina, Museum, animal head, early 13th ct.
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Difficulties encountered by an investigator when dealing with the Medieval Slavonia and its
sculpture, are very often tied to the absence of context. Hence the frequent question: Which
style is this'? In the City Museum in Vara:f.din, there is a capital which has been dated between the Romanesque and the l81h century. Indeed, there is a striking difference between
the flat carving of the neck and the voluminous upper portion. In the same Museum there
is the "Head from Madarevo", which could be both provincial Roman or Medieval, a counterpart to the already mentioned "Stone from Belec". If we had more pieces our work would
be much easier. Or, take the "Bear from Nova Gradiska" (fig 176) Roman, Pre-Romanesque,
Romanesque. or a primitive work of the 15th century?
A very interesting holy water font (fig 177) from Daruvar in the Bjelovar City Museum where
it is accompanied by equally interesting duster column and a fragment of a relief with an elephant, also from Daruvar, has been considered as a work of Late Antiquity, the Pre-Romanesque and Romanesque, as a local work or import, and maybe even an ottocento fake.
We have said a few words on the interlace sculpture from Lobor, yet to be completely published, and the fragemnts from Sisak. At the other end of Slavonia, in Baranja and Srijem
(Sirmium), we have no evidence of such early works although historical sources tell us about
the activities of St. Methodius, one of the two "Apostles of the Slavs" and a 9rh century archbishop of Sirmium. In two of my studies about two decades apart, I have carefully suggested
that the site of the Romanesque church at Morovic (fig 90) may contain traces of the cathedral and tomb of St. Methodius, and that, therefore, Morovic was the Sirmium of the 9th century. In concrete terms, I am still bothered by that unusally formed and awkwardly attached
sacristy of the church. I expected lively debate and heaps of criticism. However, no comment
has ever been made about my, to say the least, daring suggestions.95 Nobody picked up the
shovel to see what is underneath those large floor bricks. Unfortunately, the buildings of the
Methodian period apparently fell victim to the Hungarian raids and settlement in the lQlh
century. They were replaced by new ones, once the Hungarians were baptized around 1000
and the traces of that layer exist.
Our Hungarian colleagues have identified quite a few fragments of the sculpture datable to
c 1000-1100 within the wider area of the Southeastern Pan nonia. Sources of our fragments
have been sought in Byzantium, the Northern Italy, as well as the rich production of Pre-Romanesque sculpture in Dalmatia.96
At any rate, the fragments from Baranja (fig 178) are a witness of early building in stone
(or brick) in the eastern part of Slavonia (St. Elias at Meraja in Vinl<ovci, fig 179, churches
at Borinci and Nijemci), and even more so in the area along the Danube across the border
in Serbia (Banostor, Rakovac). The pier with an Agnus Dei from llok (fig 180), a respectable
piece of architectural sculpture, belongs to the same group, but its date given the increased
volume of the figure as well as the appearance of an atrophied interlace is later, c 1150. It
could be compared to a similar piece from Szekesfehervar (c 1100-1150), but its format and
decor are strkingly similar to the wooden Romanesque pier from Windisch Matrei in the
Ferdinandeum in Innsbruck, as mentioned above.97
In the western part of Slavonia there is nothing comparable from the lQ•h or early 11th century, the time coinciding with the Hungarian raids and attempts to settle, and a more stable
time arrives also only after the Christianization of the Hungarians. If the capital today in the
Chapel of St. Stephen at the Archbishop Palace in Zagreb (fig 92) could be indeed dated to
the urh century (it is usually dated to its end and associated with the foundation of Zagreb
95
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Gvozdaoovic, "Crkva Majke Boz.je u Morovicu"; Gvozdanovic-Goss, "The Church of Our Lady at
Morovic".
Andela Horvat, "Die Skulpturen mil Flechtband aus Sirmien", Sudost-Forschungen 18 (1959):
249-264; Miklos Takacs, "Ornamentale Bczichungen zwischen der Steinmetzkunst von Ungarn
um\ Dalmalie11 in XI. Jahrhundert~ Hortus artium medievalium 3 (1997): 165-177; ibid, "Az eszak-adriai terseg es Magyarorszag 11-12. szazadi, korinthi1.al6 ozslopfiiinek levelornamcntikaja",
in: A kozepkori Del-Alfold es Szer; Szeged 2000, pp 523- 557; Sandor Toth, "Az aracsi kii rokonsa·
ga': ibid, 429-448.
Strzygowski, Starohrvatska umjetno.~t. p 20.
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'172. F·ofog,i, City 11/lusfiun ,, h t~dd f rorn f(uclinc1, 12 ·, ct.; 173. bqrP:b, Clasriovic Col k!ction, hc,jd frorn f\uclimi, 121 '

Ct.;

174. Pozega, City Museum, head from Rudina, 121h ct.; 175. Pozega, City Museum, head from Rudina, 12•h ct.;

176. Nova Gradiska, Museum, bear; 177. Bjelovar, City Museum, font from Daruvar; 178. Osijek, M useum of Sla/Oi· ia, fril9n1t?nt trorn fkli Mar1<.1~,i:ir. 11' 1 d.; ·1·19, \/inkovci, St. Fli,is (''fv'l,.~r,,ja"), 1'1'1' ci.; 180. Zagreb, Archeoloqical
·11 U3eu rn, /\gnus Dci frorn Ilol<, c 11 '.iO
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181. Zagreb, Museum of
Croatian History, capital,
late 12'11 ct.; 182. Esztergom, Royal Castle, capital, late 12'11 ct.; 183. Gora, Ascension of Our Lady, capital. early 13'" ct.

Bishopric in or around 1094) we would have at lest one piece marking the end of that long
lacuna. However, an independent study of the capital, regardless of the (dubious) historical
information has never been attempted.
Another lacuna is represented by the larger, earlier, portion of the ) 21h century, and it fully closes only with the splendid activity of two great historical figures and patrons of arts,
Bishop Stephen II of Zagreb (1225-1247), and Koloman, Herceg of Slavonia and nominal
King of Galicia (1226-1242), brother of Lhe future King Bela IV (1235-1270). Before becoming the bishop of Zagreb, Stephen was the chancellor to Bela's and Koloman's father, King
Andrew II (1204-1235). The period of activity of the two leaders coincides with the flowering of arts and culture in the Lands of the Crown of St Stephen, starting with Bela ITI's rebuilding of the Esztergom Cathedral (from 1180 on) until the Tartar invasion of 1242. That
shining moment of the Pannonian past will be dealt with in detail a little bit later. 98
The 121h century gap is so more strange as it was the time of, supposedly, building of the key
monument of the Pannonian Romanesque in general, the Cathedral of Zagreb. We have already seen how the founding of the bishopric was a conscious act of high politics, and the
Cathedral, consequently, should have been a monumental and sumptuous building. Some
initial excavations around the eastern end of the existing Gothic choir did not contribute
much to our knowledge of Lhe building. It appears that it was a three-aisled structure, and
some maintain that the present facade incorporates the remains of a Romanesque one. If
this were the case, the building, over 70 meters long, would have been among the biggest in
the realm of St. Stephen. It was, allegedly, consecrated in 1217 on the account of King Andrew's passage on his way to the Crusade, but the document is spurious and the dedication
in itself need not have marked the completions of the building/9

If we accept the above mentioned dimensions, and assume that the cathedral was finished
by the end of the l2'h century, the excavations of that key monument of mature Romanesque
in the Southeastern Europe would be one of the top priorities of European archeology. As
this is not going to happen any time soon, let us try to figure out what we may know about
the building.
In fact, nolhing. In the Museum of Croatian History in Zagreb there is a handsome late
Romanesque capital with fabulous beasts at corners, a twin brother of which can be seen
9H
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Goss, "Bishop Stjcpan II of Zagreb".
Antun Ivandija, Zagrehacka katedralr.t, Zagreb, 1967, pp 4-5; Ana Oeanovic cl al, Zagrebacka katedrala, pp 16-13.
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within the castle at Esztergom (figs 181-182). If the capital comes from the cathedral, it
would confirm that the building was a royal project. The capilal had been attributed to
Medvedgrad, but as more recently Medvedgrad was assigned a date of c 1250 on the basis
of historical sources which arc to say the least debatable, it was "transferred'' to the cathedral for which there is absolutely no evidence, except that a fine capital as ours should have
been used by a fine building. 10°Construction of exceptionally high quality was going on in
the Zagreb region around 1200 and later. At Gora, a fine Templar church with wonderfully
"French" decor came into being around 1200. At Topusko, the most recent excavations, still
in progress, brought to light extremely fine pieces of architectural sculpture from, possibly,
1220-1230 (figs 183-184}. Another handsome fragment of a pilaster capital, having numerous analogies in the Central Pannonian Plain, may also be attributed to the Cathedral, and
possibly also a fragment of a window frame with a rare heart-like decorations (fig 185). And
finally, there is a relief of St. Paul, possibly from the old sacristy of the cathedral, a part of
the old sacristy altar. This rather low relief with a large head, an oval face and wavy beard,
flat but not overly so may belong to the late Romanesque, maybe even announcing the approaching of a softer, Gothic style. These would be then, the dubious material witnesses of
the cathedral's greatness. 101

184. Topusko, Cistercian
Abbey, capital, c 1230;
185. Zagreb, Museum of
Croatian History, fragment from Cathedral,
late 12'11 ct.

Jfwe know so little, what can we possibly assume?
When in the baroque period it was noticed that the cathedral lacked a portal, Bishop
Vinkovic had one made on the image of the late Romanesque portal of the Cathedral al Jak.
1am not going to decalre the distinguished pastor of the Zagreb flock as being a first-dass
art historian, yet, 1would not totally rule out the idea that Jak was selected on purpose. And
this could give rise to a number of assumptions which I would chance to voice.
The cathedral as we know it today (fig 157, 186}, with three apses (polygonal) and a choir in
front of the central one, with a two tower facade on the other end (never completed in the
Middle Ages) belongs, in principle, to lhe type of building such as the Jak Cathedral. Next, if
you compare proportions of the two buildings (proportions, not dimensions, as :t,agreb is noticeably bigger) one quickly notices that they are basically the same. If the current plan of Zagreb reflects the pre-Gothic slate (a big it: of course), then the Romanesque Cathedral would
have been, and that would not be surprising, close to the lype of two-tower, three-aisles and
100
101

Goss, note 98, passim.
Zorislav Horvat, "Cistercitski samostan i crkva Sv. Marije u Topuskom", Glas 4 (2005): ll-10; Drago
Mile lie, "Zupna crkva Umescnja B.D.Marije u (-,ori", Godisnjak zastite spmenika kulture Hrvatske
22-23, (1996-97): 127-152.
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186. Zagreb, Cathedral,

plan

three apses buildings represented by such churches as Jak, Lebeny, Zsambek, Tiirje, in the
Western Hungary (which mostly survived the Turkish occupation, with the exception of
Zsambek}, 6csa in the Central Hungary, Gyulafehervar in Transylvania, and Araca in the
Southeastern Pannonia. The two bays next to the sancturay in Zagreb are longer than the
rest (the early as opposed to the late Gothic), and if one takes the early Gothic bay and carries
it down the nave toward the west, one can fit three more bays between the "early Gothic" section and the "westwork". Thus one may be able to establish where the supports of the Romanesque building stood (and were destroyed during the Tartar sack of Zagreb in winter 1242,
and the amount of damage is hard to asses - how do you estimate the damage to a building you do not know?), and these would be the spots where digging might provide us with
the so badly needed initial dues. Without it, the above lines remain merely a suggestion.102
The already mentioned "Stone from Belec", a fragment of a lunettc of a decent size church
with partially preserved two saintly figures (fig 170} in a fairly high relief but with details
incised in an (almosfO Pre-Romanesque manner, with dents marking the edge of the arch,
is the only other 121h c fragment from the west, and it may be yet another piece of evidence
(see the dents} of links with the world of the Northern Italian lagoons.103

If Zagreb had a 70-meter cathedral, Nustar in the Eastern Slavonia had a monastic church of
the same si7.e. The Benedictine abbey church still stood after the liberation from the Turks,
when it was demolished to use the stone for the building of a mansion of the Liberator. According to the descriptions it was a spacious aisled building with a westwork, rebuilt by the
powerful Gorjanski family in the 20s of the 15•h century as a church with a two tower facade,
when it was (again} decorated with frescoes. All that remains ar.e two bases of columns nowadays in the City Museum at Vinkovci, typical Romanesque works with corner leaves, frequent in the Pannonian Basin in the later 12'h and early 13th century.101 We also meet th.em
10'10~
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For Jak and related buildings, Marosi, Die Anfange, p 121 ff.
See note 92. Also Vladimir P. Goss, "Kamen iz Krizovljana nakon kamena iz Bclca", Prilozi Jnstituta za arheologiju 22 (2005): 187-198.
Vladimir P. Goss, "Gorjanskis and Horvats - Passage at Arms, Passage at Arts", in: Sigismund
von Luxemburg, Ein Kaiser in .T:uropa, Franc,:ois Reinert and Michael Pauly, eds, Mainz, 2006, pp
249-256 (with additional literature in footnotes).
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on a fragment from Vinica in the extreme west, on a small damaged base (or possibly capital?) of similar nature excavated at Ivanec nearby, and on a fragment at the City Museum in
Poiega whkh may have belonged to the lost parish church of St. Paul.
Mentioning the Henedictines brings to one's mind the key monument of the Romanesque
in Slavonia, the Abbey of St. Michael at Rudina.rns It grew on a fantaslic position overlooking the entire Vallis Aurea from the southern slope of the Psunj Mountain. For about one
century now fragments of figured. decorative and architectural sculpture have been aniving from Rudin a to various collections, mostly the City Museum of Pozcga. The best known
among them are the reliefs of 18 heads, a supreme example of high stylization, at the first
glance maybe rustic, but tremendously expressive in their strict linearity which, however,
docs not impose upon the vigor of the sculptural detail.
There arc no real analogies to the art of Rudina, be it in the Croatian basin, or elsewhere in
the Romanesque Europe, hence the logical conclusion that the style was locally generated at
Rudina. In format there are points of analogy with the head-brackets at the Cathedral Museum at Pees, but not in style and detail. The complex of Rudina sculpture has never been
monographically treated, so our statement is somewhat preliminary.
The dominant personality is the "Head Master", inventor of the Rudina style, who masterfully controls a very specific expressive vocabulary of straight and slanted grooves achieving
a surprising depth of expression, but also a certain, one is tempted to say, classical balance
and economy (figs 172-173).
The other clearly defined personality is the ''Master of Sharp Edges", displaying a virtuoso treatment of jagged outlines animated by a witty dynamic of inner vibration of form (fig
174). The third hand is that of a "Rounded Master'', who translates the dynamically balanced rectilincarity of the Head Master into dramatically bulging rounded forms (fig 175).
And there are also a few pieces which seem to oscillate between the main styles, a matter
for furlher investigation.
Yet, there is a striking unity of the whole.
Where should we look for its sources?
This question may be answered once the investigations of Rudina complex. are completed, and all of its phases, both proven and assumed, come completely to light. Rudina has
its Roman phase, its Early Christian period, not yet traced archcologically, but definitely established by a discovery of a 5th century consecration cross in stone relief, found by
myself in 2003. rt has been suggested that Rudina might have also been a fortified point
in the times of Justinian's re-conquest, possibly a Castrum along the limes between the
Ostrogoths and La.ngobards, Pannonia Savia and Pannonia Secunda. In front, to the west
of the aisled three-apsidal basilica with a Westwork (possibly a two-tower fac;:ade) and an
atrium, there is a smaller funerary aisleless chapel with a rounded apse. This building
may have even preceded the conslruction of the larger Romanesque church. Was there
also a Carolingian phase? After the Romanesque phase datable at the latest to Lhe second
half of the 12th century, the complex was somewhat extended in the Gothic, and it was also used by the Turks as a cemetery. In addition to the remains of the two churche1-, there
are, to the north, clear traces of a cloister and monastic buildings, and also of the fortification walls. The form of the plan links Rudina to such conlemporary Hungarian buildings as Somogyvar and Ellesmonostor. The Decorative elements include a fa<,:ade cross
made of interlace-like (but not a true interlace) bands, three fragments with palmettes
strikingly reminiscent of the Coptic textiles (they have at least one analogy in the Central
Pannonia, at Madocsa), blocks with diamond motif, and finely cut, typical Romanesque
"sausage" moldings. The above mentioned heads were brackets, be it in the church or in
the cloister.
Did the Late Antique Rudina contain a fresco cycle by an itinerant, Eastern Christian, possibly Coptic artist? Or, if there was a Justinian's Castrum, did some Egyptian soldier in the
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Byzantine army leave some small utilitarian
object (such as a comb) or a toy in day, woo<l
or bone - the similar ones have claimed a lot
of public attention al the Coptic exhibition in
Budapest in 2005? Coptic wares circulated in
Pannonia even during the Avar Kaganate, and
it is not impossible that in Rudina the Christian life continued even through the dark 7ti,
an<l 8'1, centuries.
Rudina remains an attractive site for further
exploration, but even now one seems justified in claiming that it is a good example of
how in a relative isolation one can create a
powerful local idiom of the common Romanesque language. tor one piece, however, we
have a dear precedent. ll is the famous "Cat"
with three faces, three noses, three mouths
and four eyes, a form typical of Celtic sculpture (e. g., Reims, 2"d ct.). On our territory
such models arc recalled hy three-face pearls
from the Iapodian tombs at Prozor and Kompolje (4-3u, ct. B.C.). They may also help explain the bulging eyes of some of the Rudina
heads.w 6

187. Novo Mesto Zelinsko, St. Peter, from the
fresco cycle of St. Ladislav, early 14t,, ct.

Another such example on a somewhat lower
level of originality and quality is the group of
sculptures from Glogovnica near Krizevci. It
will be dealt with in detail in a minute, when we consider the Crusaders Orders contribution to the art of Medieval Slavonia.
The Military Orders were, along with the colonists, another dynamic factor in the Medieval
Slavonia. \l(fe shall not reenter into an ongoing discussion to what extent the Orders created
their own "styles", or followed local customs. In the Continental Croatia we have a number
of Romanesque buildings which belong to the type of a single nave hall church with a flat
chevet (fig 188), rightly associated with the activity of the Orders. A real masterpiece of that
type of architecture is the church at Gora to the South of Sisak, a Templar seal dating from
c l l %, where the knights built their church on the foundations of an older, aisleless Romanesque building with a rounded apse, adorned, judging from fragmentary remains, with quality figured and decorative sculpture (fig. 18:~). The Gora church dedicated to the Virgin was
almost entirely ''wrapped up" in the Baroque. During the Homeland \'v'ar, local Serb forces
tr:ied to blow the church up, in which they only partially succeeded. The Baroque fell off,
revealing high quality masonry and superb "a crochet'' capitals. When Gora was retaken,
the ruin was carefully taken apart, and stored in a local shed - where, to the shame of the
entire country - it still awaits reassembling. As all clements have hecn preserved with the
exception of the portal, the rebuilding would result in one of the most beautiful and best
preserved Military Orders churches in the worl<l.107 The hall type is also present at Kelemen
and possibly at Krizovljan in the Drava river valley. Otherwise, the knights adopted the usual Romanesque forms of aislcless church with a rounded (Martin, Koprivna) Ol' square s,rnc;n~ Jovan Kovacevic, Avarski ka.g,mat, Bcograd, 1977, pp 152-153, L\szM 'foriik, et al, After the Pham·
os, Exhibition Catalogue, Budapest, Museum of Fine Arts, 200S, pp 246-248. For Celtic models:
Maciej Krawowski, "The Earliest Types of Eastern-Celtic Glass Ornaments", in Celt.~ on the 1\tfargin, H. Dobr:i:anska el al, eds, Krakow, 200.'i, pp 16:l-171; and Duhravka Balen·Letunii:, "Perle s tt•i
Iir.a prona<lene na podrui'ju Like", Vjesnik A1ofwoloskog muzeja. u Zagrebu, 3. s. 23 (1990): pp 4.1 ..s4.
I again thank .lvh Halen for her generous help with the Celtic matters.
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tuary (Novo Mesto Zelinsko, fig 188, Koska);
or the standard Gothic polygonal eastern end
(Brckovljani). Whereas in the civil fortification architecture the knights on one hand followed local customs (Caklovec, a fascinating
donjon of polygonal plan, a type well-known
from both Hungarian and Croatian Pannonia), on the other they were also instrumental in importing from the Holy Land the idea
of a developed medieval castle, offering more
comfort to the residents, and also practicing
the principle of active defense with rounded
towers standing out from the defense wall. A
fine example stood at one of the key Hospitallers seats, Pa krac, but the seven tower castle was totally taken apart and obliterated in
the course of the 2o•h ccntury.io8 At another
important scat of the same order, Ivanec, huge
ruins of a church or a fort (or both) arc being
excavated at the site of a destroyed Baroque
mansion. The already mentioned Romanesque capital/base allows us to provisionally
date the complex to the second half of the 12th
century.109
It may be premature, and probably wrong, to
assign to the colonists and crusaders the introduction of architecture in durable materials into the Carpathian Basin, yet their role in
that process was significant and merits more attention and study.
Although the military orders show a certain reticence in the use of figured sculpture and
painting, most of their sites in the Continental Croatia bear sculpted embellishment. In order to give them the credit they deserve, we may have to revert to some of the issues we reviewed in the second part of this book. 110

188. Novo Mesto Zelinsko, St. Peter, early 13'" ct.

There is, of course, hardly a section of the medieval studies that has attracted so much keen
public interest as the great epic of the Crusades. The images of Christian masses, inflamed
by the great propagandists from Urban II to St. Bernard of Clairvaux taking up crosses and
enduring unspeakable hardships to reach Jerusalem, and wrestle it by courage as well as by
miracle from the hands of heathen, the shadow of semi-mythical, larger-than-human heroes,
Raymond of Toulouse, Bohemond of Taranto, Richard Coeur de Lion, St. Louis and their
likes, looming both over Crusaders' hard won victories and noble defeats, have proven to be
the breeding ground for both acts and ideas ranging from the most highest display of bravery and sacrifice, to the most blatant apologies of colonialism. We have paid homage to that
great theme of the Medieval Europe in the second part of this book.
Central to that popular Crusading lol'e is the phenomenon of the Military Orders, of warrior monks, joining within one Christian body and soul the ideals of medieval chivalry and
the service to the Lord, and among those, the masses, ever dazzled by the superstitious and
superfluous, attached the foremost interest to the Templars, the knights of the Temple of
Solomon, a bunch of creatures veiled in dark mysteries, associated with the Assassins and
the hashish.
10
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Leija Dobrnnk, "Military Orders in Croatia", in The Meeting of Two Worlds, pp 431-440.
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At the peak of their popularity and influence, the military monks controlled enormous
both immovable and movable wealth, and a commensurate political and spiritual influence.
The territory of the Medieval Croatia was not an exception. From the moment when King
Geyza II (1142-1164) invited the first Templars, the Military Orders became a major landowner and economic, religious and social force.1' 1 Their leaders, from the Templar Pontius
de Cruce to the Hospitallers Ivan of Palizna and Petar Berislavic, determined, in more than
one occasion, the history of the Kingdom.in
It has been pointed out many a time, and not without the reason, that there is no such things
as a distinct "Crusader art". Even less so, the art of the Military Orders. Yet, as the great pioneers of the research of the art of Crusaders states - Camille Enlart or Paul Deschamps
- have shown, there is certainly more than a touch oflocal "differentia specifica" in the Romanesque and the Gothic of the Crusaders states in the Near East.' 13
Medieval Croatia, is again no exception. We have just seen how in the Croatian Pannonia
there are monuments that could be used as arguments for both specific Military orders initiatives, as well as for following the local custom. With the exception of some obvious cases
to which we will revert soon, no condusive attempts have been made to identify "the Crusader i;culpture in Croatia". We believe that this, however, could and should be done.
The foundation of our optimism relies on the research of a young Italian scholar, Gaetano
Curzi, a professor of art history at the Universita di Chieti. In his recent valuable book, la
pittura dei Templari, Curzi stops short of declaring that there is a specific Templar style or
repertoire of forms, but, at the same time, provides some, we believe, extremely important
insights as to the Templar "differentia specifica".u4 Three such insights prove to be of a great
value for this research. They are: 1. The notion that the Templars intend to show themselves
or their own deeds more often then other patrons; 2. That there is a certain bend toward the
non-iconic, maybe one could formulate this by saying that the Templars more than average
patrons welcome symbolic, non-iconic expression, bearing in mind that some of those forms
- lilies, crosses - are commonly shared by the patrons of medieval art; and 3. That those
two Templar propensities are shared and/or taken over by other orders, the Hospitallers in
particular.115 Curzi's book is, of course, dedicated to the Templar painting, but sculpted examples he lists show that there is really a little difference between painted and sculpted motifs. We will follow the pointers of Professor Curzi's path-finding research, starting with the
number two, as this seems to be a less explored and possibly more controversial issue. As the
array of symbolic forms is not limited to the art of the Military Orders, we will apply it as
the evidence only when it reinforces the other existing evidence and/or can be said to overwhelmingly dominate the work of art under consideration.
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Dobronic, "The Military Orders in Croatia", pp 431-115, 432.
Leija Dobronic, Templari i ivano,,ci u Hrvatskoj, Zagreh, 2002, pp 77-79, 203-204. In additioat to
the already cited, late Ms Dobronic has devoted several more works to the issue or the Military
Orders in Croatia: "Posjedi i sjedista templara, ivanovaca i sepulkralaca u Hrvatskoj". Rad JAZll
!J..06 (1984); Viteski redovi, Zagreb, 1984; "Glogovnica, regularni kanonici Sv. Groba Jeruzalem·
skog, glogovnicki prcpoziti i crkva Blazene Djevice Marijc". Tkalcic 2 (1998): pp 49-101.
u3 Camille F.nlart, Les monuments des croiscs dans le royaume de Jerusalem, Paris, 1926; ihid, Goth·
ic Art and the Renaissance in Oypru.~, traits!. David Hunt, London, 1987 Paul Deschamps, Terre
Sainte romane, La Pierre-qui-Vire, 1964.
114 Geatano Curzi, La pittura dei 1'emplari, Milano, 2002, especially pp 103-121.
m !hid, pp 91-101 A fascinating survey of symbolic forms which are often seen as purely "decorative"
is provided by Patrik Reutersward, The Forgotten Symbols o{God, Uppsala, 1986. For links of'femplar iconography with cosmographic represettlation (including St. Isidore's De natura rerum) sec
also Curzi, pp 108-109, fig.~ 68-71.
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a. St. Brcko (Brixius) in Brckovljani
The church 116 rises on a hill which stands out from a "beam" running in a Southeast Northwest direction from Sesvete to the East of Zagreb over the flatlands of the Upper
Lonja, the Upper Zelina, and the Kasina to the North, and the Lower Zetina and the Lower
Lonja to the South. It is cut from the promontories of the Zagreb Mountain by the Vugra,
and cut through by the Zetina and the Lonja, to the West and the East of Brckovljani respectively. Beyond Brckovljani the beam continues toward Vrbovec and by the way of Lovreska
Varos and Gornji Tkalec reaches the promontories of the Kalnik around Krizevci. It is an
ideal position for human settlements, especially of the prehistoric and the medieval type,
offering considerable security, but also the proximity to land in the valleys, and to the main
roads on both sides of the beam. 117 No wonder that the recorded medieval settlements exist all along the beam - Sesvete, Prozorje, Brckovljani, Vrbovec - Lovreska Varos, Gradec,
Gornji Tkalec, some of them the centers of parishes already in the 14th century and most
likely much earlier. As the section of the northwestern slope of Brckovljani bears the name
of "Gracec" (fort), the hill must have been protected also by the work of human hands, not
just nature.
The present-day church which embodies elements from possibly late J3th century through
today is an aislcless building preceded by a tower, with a two-bay, polygonal sanctuary. It
was recently thoroughly refurbished, and in the course of the works some of the medieval clements, including fragments of very valuable and possibly rather early wall-paintings in the
sanctuary, have been obscured. We refer the reader to a rather copious literature concerning
the church's architecture, which continues to baffle the students. 11 R
The foundations of the "Gothic" sanctuary (as well as of the "Baroque" nave) are most likely
quite early, and they may have determined the current format of the building, including the
sanctuary which is of primary interest here. Namely, the ribs of the sanctuary are supported
by attached semi-columns carrying decorative capitals, whereas as key-stones there appear
two rounded pieces, displaying stylized lilies (figs 189-190).
The supports are single with the exception of those between the two bays which consist of
three upright shafts. The entire construction, ribs included, is probably a result of several rebuilding campaigns, but the capitals, shafts and bases seem to be original, and forming one
systematic decorative, and as we will show in a minute, symbolic unit.119
The capitals of single-shaft supports carry circular rosettes with four leaves each, surmounted by a frieze of saw teeth. The lilies of the key stone are an obvious reference to the Military
Orders, not necessarily Hospitallers, as the lily is an almost obsessive sign of the Templars.
.Equally obsessive are numernus rosettes, wheels, multi-petal, multi-spoke, often within circular or polylobed frames. Their symbolic, cosmographic function has been well-demonstrated and documented. They may share spaces and surfaces with human figured elements
- eastern end of the Templar chapel at Cressac - or dominate them - sanctuary of the
church at Montsaunes - where the vault shows an almost encyclopedic display of those floral and geometric wheeled forms representing, judging from the appearance of the Sun and
the Moon (also highly stylized) on the lower registers of the barrel vault, a cosmographic
vision.120 The slim crosses between the high windows on the eastern end introduce an obvious Christian dimension. So under the vault of the Montsauncs sanctuary we raise our
hearts to the Lord under the broad image of Heaven. Just as in the t.tse of our capitals, at
m
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St. Rrcko stands on the large estate called Bozjakovina whic:h the Templars received in 1209.
For the history of the estate and the vicissitudes of the church itself (with additional literature),
see Belaj, "Arheolosko naslijede", pp 150-156, and Dobronic, "Posjedi", pp 66-67, Viteski rcdovi, pp
126-129, Templari i ivanovci, pp 219-221.
Please see note 117.
Please see note 117.
Curzi, op. cit.; Cressac (third quarter of the 12"' ct.), figs 2, 4, 6, 9, pp 23-30; Montsaunes (before
1150), figs 12-14, 19-21, pp 30-39; Reulerswar<l, op. cit., pp 102-123.
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189. Brckovljani, St.
Brcko, details of sanctuary, 13l" ct. c1nd later; 190. Brckovtjani, St.
Brcko, details of sanctuary, 13,h ct. and later

Montsaunes there is a "decorative" band of smaller such discs, above whic.:h runs a frie:te
of saw teeth!rn Bearing in mind that the sanctuary wall,; at Brckovljani were 011ce covered
by paintings, one can assume that our decorative/symbolic clements were once a part of a
more complex program involving also figured elements, the ones such as appear in lower
and secondary sections of the sanctuary at Montsaunes, or, in a more prominent role at another Templar sanctuary, San Bevignate in Perugia, or in the mosaic floors at Saint-Paul-Trois-Chateaux (a vision of Heavenly Jerusalem), and Die. 122 Something of that nature may
well have existed at Brckovljani, overseen by the two key-stones (most likely reused, but at
or close to the original position) bearing a sort of a double lily such as we see exactly at the
just mentioned mosaic floor of Saint-Paul-Trois-Chateaux.123 Attempts have been made to
link the lilies to various 1411, century Hospitaller seals; this is however not ne<:essary as lilies are, as already mentioned, o. hallmark of Templars' monuments, and were taken over by
the Hospilallers. 124 Close cooperation between the Military Orders and the Cistercio.ns, re·
member St. Bernard and his De laudibus novae militiae, easily explains the omnipresence
of Our Lady's symbol, as the Templars shared with t heir Cistercian sponsors their adoration
of Her. One should just take a look at the famous Templar fresc oes at Cressac to notice how
frequently the lily acts as a surface filler, even in the well-known battle scenes, almost to the
111

Curzi, op. cjt., figs 16, 19, 21.

ir, Curzi, op. cit.: San Bevignate {c 1256-1266), pp 39-51; fig~ 23, 29; Saint-Paul-Trois-Chatcaux, pp
34-35, fig 17; Die, p 38, fig 22.
m Cur7.i, op. cit., fig 17.
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point of hormr vacui. 125 Her presence may thus be detected in the two keystones from the
Brckovljani vault, with an additional possible message, namely, that er most fervent servants,
Christian knights, look over and protect the world below servings as the agents of Her Love.
We still need to account for the capitals of the triple supports. These are much simpler than
the rest, but they are obviously carved from the same stone, the body of the capital tapers
in exactly the same way, and the moldings are also of the same type. The surfaces of the
capitals are however left uncarved (we may only try to imagine what they would have carried if they had been painted), and relief appears only in the upper, rather tall zone in a form
of elongated dents topped by a simple straight strip. One of the triple supports shows obvious damage to that upper section, so it is not impossible that this area was at some time
re-carved. Still, even as they are, they formally harmonize with the rest.
The sanctuary of St. Brcko appears to be the most completely preserved example of Crusaders' interior decoration in the Continental Croatia. Albeit incomplete, it shows that the artists working for the knights-monks were quite aware of what was proper for a Military Order sanctuary, be it Templar or Hospitaller. In our still very limited knowledge of the medieval art of the Continental Croatia, it is hard to suggest a date with any certainty. The forms
of the capitals, in particular of the single supports especially their polygonal plan and yet
rather restricted moldings, might indicate exactly the phase at the end of the Tcmplar period. Could it be that a church damaged in the Tartar invasion was repaired in the second
halfof the B'h century'?126

b. St. Martin, Martin near Nasice
The church of St. Martin (fig 191) is situated within a gradiste (hillfort, burgwall) on a steep
hill northwest of NasiceY'' The hill itself is a part of a "beam" that runs roughly East - West
above an important communication following roughly the same direction. The hill fort with
the church stands almost exactly above an intersection. There is a fairly wide plateau on the
top of the beam from which there is a commanding view of the Eastern Slavonia and Southern Hungary. The hillfort with the church has an eye contact with Nasicc, itself an important medieval fortified settlement, and the castle of Bcdemgrad, some ten kilometers to the
Southwest. Nowadays the wide plateau is occupied by the village of Martin, and the fields
belong lo the villagers. The situation was most likely the same in the 13u, century when the
Tcmplars were for the first time recorded in the area.
The church is among the best preserved Romanesque buildings in Slavonia. lt is an aisleless
structure with an elongated apse. The nave is covered by an open timberwork construction, the
apse is vaulted. Such solutions are frequent in the neighboring Hungary; a similar structure also stands at Koprivna to the southeast ofNasice, on a land belonging to the Military Orders.128
Two sculptural fragments of explicitly Military Order character are linked to the church.
They are a shield/coat-of-arms in the collection of the Franciscan monastery at Nasice
(height 58 cm), and a fragment of a lily (radius 29 cm) built into the western facade of the
church, a cast of which is displayed at the Nasice Regional Museum. The shield carries a
cross, with a smaller cross within a shield carved at its center. Both pieces are rather damaged.
The relationship of the two pieces is unknown but lilies and shields arc frequent companions in the iconography of the military orders. One might just refer again to the frescoes at
m Curzi, op. cit., pp 10-11; figs 2, 6.
Although simpler, the moldings of the bases and capitals, as well as the form of the capitals are
not unlike those at Stephen's Chapel at Zagreb Cathedral (and even the Cathedral's sacristy), and
at the chapel at Medvedgrad. I am aware of recent tendencies to date Stephen's Chapel to the 14'~
century. with which I simply do not agree. Stephen's Chapel is, in my opinion, a "notkirche" put
together in the aftermath of the Tartar iltvasion of 1242. It requires a careful study as some of its
pieces may have been made for some other place, a11d some may indeed be later than mid-13'h century. For now please see, Deanovic, :t,agrebacka katedrala, pp 24-39, figs 102, 104-106, 137.
m Templars came to Na.~ice between 1221 and 1230 according to Dobronic, Viteski redovi, p 67.
128 Walter, Arpad-kori teglatemplomok: Als6ujlak (fig 28), Balagunyom (fig 32). Bucuu (fig 40).
Dobronic, Templari i ivanovci, p 236.
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Crcssac, where lilies do not occur only as the space fillers
between mounted knights carrying shields with crosses on
them, but also appear on the shields of some knights displaying crosses on their clothing. Crosses and lilies are also
associated on the sanctuary vault and the walls of Montsauncs.129
The crosses of the shield at Nasice are rather simple Latin
crosses, with just a slightly longer lower upright arm. Such
cross is not unknown in the Templar milieu, it is born by
two images of Templars represented by Leija Dobronic,
and should lead us into at least brief discussion of the form
of the cross associated with the Templars and the Hospitallers.110

191. Nasice, Franciscan
monastery. shield from
Martin, 12'"/1311' ct.

As opposed to the traditional wisdom, it seems that there
are in fact no firm formulas. Going back to Dobronic's work,
the Templar on the cover of her 2002 book bears a cross
on his mantle which could be described as a "flat cross",
whereas the one on the staff he holds is in fact a "Maltese
cross". rn The knights at Cressac bear crosses which are similar to that at Martin, but with a slight widening at the ends
of the arms recalling what is known as "crux ancorata" and
"crux patibulata''.m The well-known central figure wears an
obvious "crux ancorata" on his shield, while his banner displays something dose to the Maltese cross, but with an extended lower upright arm! 133 Four
different crosses of the varieties described i;o far can be seen in a fragment of the fresco from
San Bevignate in Perugia reproduced by Curzi! 131 The form of the shield with the cross and
its proportions are extremely close to the shields painted as the main decor on the vault of
the Crypt of the Crucifix at Ugento, leaving no doubt that the two fragments from Martin
belong to some program unequivocally defining the church as belonging to the Crusader
knights, more precisely the Templars.135
We also note that the motif of a cross within a cross appears on a Crusader knight's sword
found in the river Bednja, where a little cross is inscribed below the intersection of the blade
and the handle. 136
c. SS. Peter and Paul, Koska
Another church attributed to the Crui;aderi; is SS Peter and Paul at Koska, northeast of
Nasice along the main road toward Osijek.137 The church is in the plain surrounded by a
system of lowland hillforts, the traces of which are still quite visible especially to the southwest of the building. It is an aisleless Romanesque building with a rectangular sanctuary,
extended westwards in the Gothic, and with an l8u, century tower along the southern flank.
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Curii, op. cit., figs 5. 6; 19, 20.
Dobrnnic, Viteski redovi, p 17, Templari i ivanovci, p 10.
131 Dobronic, Templari i ivanovci, cover and p 10.
132 Cur:d, op. cit., figs l, 5 On the forms of the crosses here and hereafter: An<lelko Badurina ct als,
Leksikon ikonografije, pp 358-359.
m Curzi, op. cit., fig 1.
10
~
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Curzi, op. cit., fig 33.

Curzi, op. cit., fig 57, pp 74-76 (Ugento 11ear Leccc is datable to the 13'" century and some attribute
it to the Teutonic Knights).
ia~ The sword is dated to the 14th ce11tury. Bclaj,Arheolosko naslijede, p 58, fig 12; Dobronic, Templari
i ivanovci, p 202.
rn On the i.~sue of the presence of the Military Orders in Koska, Dobronic, 'J'emplari i ivanovci,
pp 233-234. Also. Rozica Valenti<: i Tone Papic, 2upna crkva Sv. Petra i Pavla u Koski, Koska,
m

1992, p 8.
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Elements of the Romanesque phase were moved westwards when the church was extended
in the Gothic. They are a complete Romanesque portal with a round-headed lunette, and a
small rosette above.13 8
The lunette (fig 165) features a cross with small discs ("the apple cross") at the end of the
horizontal and the upper arm, and planted on a podium consisting of three steps narrowing toward the top. Such a podium is found in versions of the so-called "Archangel's
Cross" (three steps) and "The Four Evangelist Cross" (four steps). The cross is flanked by
two large eight-lobed rosettes almost touching the cross arms. The lunette at Koska recalls
the wall-painting in a lunette in the eastern wall of the square chancel of San Bevignate
in Perugia, where the cross, a Latin cross on the top of a narrow holder, is flanked by two
cross-shaped "suns" (the cross with widening ends, not unlike the Maltese cross, inscribed
within a circle), and smaller "stars". 'fhe arms of the central cross also widen toward the
ends which bear small pointed notches. The crosses again bear witness to the inconsistency
in the use of the forms of the cross by the Military Orders.139
The Koska cross is undoubtedly a representation of a Triumphal Cross surrounded by
the celestial bodies, briefly an image of the Christian Universe, just like its more complex painted counterpart at Perugia. One should also list here the Triumphal Cross at
Montsaunes, where, however, the cosmic elements appear as the base of the cross. The
quadrifoil rosette which can also be read as a cross, high above the portal at Koska, another element of the cosmic triumph, fits well with the entire program. 110
A composition quite similar in spirit to that of Koska is represented on two
coats-of-arms above the entrance and at the top to the staircase turret at the church of
the Assmuption of Our Lady in Nova Raca. 141 However, as there are uncertainties as to
its being a part of the Military Orders file, we will not treat it as a separate unit. The
almost identical coats-of-arms bear a Latin cross with widening arms, a "flat cross"
such, as we have already seen, is compatible with Templar imagery. To the sides and
above the cross there are a star (a sun) and a moon, one might say, an abridged, symbolic image of the Crucifixion, and the cosmic triumph of the cross. The imagery is
temptingly Templar, so the letters F and R which flank the cross were already in the
18'h century interpreted as "fratres rubri", and associated with the Templars, which is
far from certain. In particular as the form of the coat-of-arms is compatible with a late
date of c 1500.1'12
The church itself stands within a spacious gradiste at an important intersection of old roads,
in an area very rich in mostly unexplored history. Its present-day form is that of the Baroque
period, but late Gothic as well as possibly "post-Gothic" elements are dearly visible. Goran
Jakovljevic has discovered a whole series of layers of earlier architecture underneath and
along the sanctuary, going back at least as far as the 13'" century.143
The second segment of our catalogue is represented by two sites bearing images which are,
or could be, those of the members of Crusader communities.

m Valenlic and Papic. Zupna crkva, passim.
Cur1.i, op. dt., figs 23, 25.
140 Valentic and Papic, op. cit., p 8; Curzi, op. cit., fig 23, and fig18. We would also like lo draw attention to the fa~ade at Strii (Sweden) showing a quatrefoil rosette above a cross (close to Maltese)
inscribed in a drcle. Reutersward, op. cit., fig 8.
141
According to Belaj, op. dt., p 106, the Templars acquired Nova Raca by 1230. A very complex issue oflocation and chronology is discussed ibid, pp 106-113.
142 See the previous note. Dobronic, "Posjetli i sjedista templara", pp 129-132; and, Dobronic, Vite.W
redovi, pp 72-74. Belaj, op. cit., pp 110-111.
14a Goran Jakovljevic, "Raca i :htpna crkva Uznesenja Blazene Djevice Marije u svjetlu povijesnih i
arheoloskih istra:iivanja", MA Thesis, Zagreb, Filozofski fakultet, 1998 (with additional bibliography of the author's works on the same site). Special tha11ks to Mr Jakovljevic for his photos, and
permission to reproduce them.
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d . Holy Cross, Kriiovljan
The church stands at an important intersection where the main East-West thoroughfare of
the Drava river valley meets a side road coming from the Varazdinske Toplice, the famous
ancient Aquae lassae, which have retained some of its glory in the Middle Ages as an important possession of the Bishops of Zagreb.H• The church stands to the north of the main
road, slightly raised above the rest of the landscape which abruptly falls at the northern side
of the building toward the Drava's alluvial plain. The church is Romanesque with a polygonal Gothic sanctuary.
The western facade has several elements of interest, the central one being a relief of
seven male heads within a, roughly, low, trape?:oidal frame (fig 192). The relief has been
written about several times, seen as either the Roman provincial work, or Romanesque.
In a recent special study we have considered all options which seem open, and while
leaning toward, seeing the relief as a Romanesque piece modeled on earlier styles, we
have concluded that at this point there is no context which would allow us to propose a
definite solutionY15 However, even those who see the work as a honaftde Roman work,
agree that it was "resematkised" in the Middle Ages, and, in our opinion, it could easily
represent the military knights which had their "domus" atin Krifovljan, another controlling point on a key East-West road. We refor the reader to our recent study, noting
that the figures are not Saints (no haloes), and could hardly represent a family of donors, as they arc all male, which would be compatible with a religious order house; and
also with the noted proclivity of the members of the Military Orders to show themselves and their feats (Cressac, Perugia, Artins, Hautout-sur-Scine, Alaiza, Lugaut, Novara, etc.).146
The church is entered through a Romanesque portal, considerably rearranged and incomplete. It may have been narrowed in the process to accommodate a slab with a Latin
cross inserted as a lunette, a slab which, according to some, was originally a part of the
interior decor. 147 The cross, covered by a heavy layer of whitewash, is potentially quite
interesting. Namely, the lower arm bears towards its bottom something that looks like
irregular dents and slight protrusions. Could one sec here traces of an outline of the
body of the Crucified? Some preliminary research indicates that this is not impossible,
and that such forms may be compatible with the world of the Military Orders in the
Eastern Europe. However, nothing can be concluded without a thorough cleaning of the
cross, and more extensive study of comparative materials.14~
e. Our Lady, Glogovnica
Glogovnica is a stretch of hilly land around the Glogovoica creek to the north of Krizevci.
Fertile and fairly well sheltered, backed by the southern slope of the Kalnik Mountain, and
yet very dose to one of the key thoroughfares of the area (Pannonia - Koprivnica - Krizcvci
- Zagreb - the Adriatic), and to a major medieval settlement (Krizevci), it has been densely
populated since the prehistoric times. The entire southern slope of the Katnik with Glogovnica represents, potentially, one of the largest archeological museums sub divo in Croatia_
No wonder Glogovnica was coveted by many, and so also by the Crusader orders as well, so
here we encounter, in addition to the Templars and Hospitallers, also a non-military order,
,.. On controversies surrounding the question of the presence of the Military Orders at Krifovljan,
Belaj, op. cit., pp 80-82; Dohronic, Viteski redovi, pp 41-44; Katarina Horvat-Levaj, "Krifovljan",
in: Umjetnicka topografija J-lrvatske - Ludbreg, Zagreb, 1997, pp 277-279.
1
''" Goss, "Stone from Krifovljan", pp 187-198, with relevant bibliography; Josip Sto~ic, "Sre<l11jovjekovna umjetnicka svjedocanstva o zagrebackoj biskupiji", in Sveti trag, Zeljka Corak, ed., Zagreb,
1994, p 123.
146
Goss, "Kamen iz l<rifovljana", p 195; Cur7.i, op. cit.. figs 1, 5-11 (Cressac); 32, 33 (Perugia), 40 (Artins, stained glass), 49 (Hautout-sur-Seine), 53-55 (Alaiza), 61. 63 (Lugaut), 73 (Novara).
7
1-1
Horvat-Levaj, op. cit, 279.
1
•• I owe the information to my young colleagues, Ms Nikolina Marakovic and Mr Tin Turkovic, who
are hereby encouraged lo continue research in that direction.
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192. Krizovljan, Holy
Cross, fa~ade relief, Roman, Romanesque, or...?

which nonetheless came into being within the context of the early Crusades - the Canons of
the Holy Sepulcher of Jerusalem. Their church of Our Lady and its surroundings feature the
second largest group of Romanesque figured sculpture between the Sava and the Drava. 149
This is not the place to enter into extensive controversies of both historical, archeological,
and art historical nature concerning Glogovnica. We may stay forever at the stage of conjec·
tures unless extensive archeological investigations are carried out. The fact is that whereas
we arc reasonably sure that the present church of Our Lady, positioned within a well-pro·
tected hill fort, was the seat of the Cannons, we have no idea about the locations of the hous·
es of the other two orders, or of many other medieval sites which are either mentioned or
suspected within the area.
Here we should not enter into extensive discussion of the church architecture either. How·
ever, initial excavations by Zoran Homen have revealed a semicircular apse along the northern wall of the present sanctuary. 150 This may be a northern side apse of a rather large aisled
church underneath the present one which received its form mostly in the late and post-Gothic times. The three composite piers (in my opinion Romanesque) which today separate the
aisles of a two-aisled nave may mark the division between the northern and the central nave
of the Romanesque church. The existence of such, whatever its form turns eventually out
to be, reinforces the accepted opinion that five figured pieces of sculpture (six fragments, as
one figure is horizontally cut into two) nowadays divided between the interior of the church,
the 19ci, century tower, the 1911' century parish home, the undercroft of the house at Gornja
Glogovnica, no. 61, and the City Museum at Krizevci, indeed formed a part of the decor of
the church (figs 166-169).151
14
?

t~u

1~1

The most thorough research on the Canons of the Holy Sepulcher is that by Leija Dobronic'., "Glogovnica" passim; "Posjedi i sjedista templara", pp 132-138; Templari i ivanovci, pp 91 ·92, 2J 6-218.
Belaj, op. cit., pp J31·140; A fine summary of art historical problems with additional literature is
Andclko Badurina, Glogov11ica, in: llmjetnicka topografija Hrvat,~ke, Krizevci - grad i okolica, pp
309-:H2, A pioneering hut nhsolete study is Andela Horvat, "Prilozi povijesno-umjetnickim problemima u nckoc templarskoj Glogovnici kod Kri:tevaca", Peristil 1· (1961): pp 29-1,5.
:Loran Homen, "Rezultati prve etape arheoloskih istra:7.ivanja u Glogovnici pokraj Kri1.evaca",
Vijcsti muzealaca i konzcrvatora 3·4 (1998): pp 22-26; ibid, ''Glogovnica pokraj Krizcvaca - rczultati areholoskih islrazivanja lijekom 1998 i 1999", Obavijesti Hrvatskog arheolo.{kog dru.frva 1
(2000): pp 80-86.
Please see wol'ks by Dobronic, Horvat, and Badurina quoted in the note 249,
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There is also no problem about their identifications. By wearing a "aux gemina" and a purse
(the Cannons were known for their financial activities) they are identified as members of
the Order of the Canons of the Holy Sepulcher, whereas the head in the Krizevci Museum
(most likely a bracket) clearly belongs to the same group. Three of the figures, in high relief
and powerfully modeled, represent the members of the order in various poses. Two of them
are far from the ground, and therefore difficult to precisely describe and evaluate. On the
front of the tower (consecrated in 1871) there is an apparently squatting {kneeling) figure
with hands crossed over his chest holding a crux gemina. A like figure crossing, however, its
hands over its stomach is high on the wall of the southern aisle next to the triumphal arch.
The third figure cut crosswise in two is built into the wall of the parish house built in 1861.
The proximity of the figure allows for a close inspection which reveals a large cylindrical
head with cars as if pasted and seen frontally, bulging eyes encircled by another ellipse, a
long powerful nose widening toward its tip, and a small slightly open mouth with pouting
lips. There is a powerful slightly tapering cylindrical neck; the upper part of the body and
the arms form also a series of cylindrical forms. Hands are clasped in the manner of the figure on the tower, and behind them there is also a crux gemina. The figure was cut somewhat above the waist, so its lower portion - a cubic trunk and two narrow tube-like legs with
slightly protruding feet - must be viewed separately. The figure wears the belt on which several objects hang - one can recognize a purse and a key, possibly a weapon, and yet another
object. The figure is in principle shown frontally but as it is cut out of a prismatic piece of
stone its axis coincides with one of the edges of the block, giving impression that the figure was meant to mark an edge of the wall. The style is very consistent (a sort of naive proto-Fernand Leger!), so that it can be recognized also in the other two figures in spite of their
distance from the ground. The same style is revealed by the head-bracket in the Museum
in Krizcvci, only the detail is more emphasized while at the same time being more supple large bulging eyes, and fleshy pouting lips.15i
The fifth member of the group hides in a muddy undercroft of a storage house within the
family farm at Gornja Glogovnica, no. 61, and is accessible only by crawling down through a
narrow hole. But those who undertake this trip to the netherworld will be rewarded by the
presence of one of the most impressive Romanesque figures in the entire Southeastern Europe. It is a regal apparition placed within the frame of a throne, in a pose of subtly varied
frontality, holding a crux gemina. Unfortunately the surface of this large relief {c 70 x 45) is
rather damaged, and a detail is hard to read. Yet the style which is physically that of the other Glogovnica fragments, is elevated here to a higher level of spiritual dignity. Leija Dobronic
made an excellent suggestion when she proposed to see in that regal figure the presumed
founder of the Canons of the Holy Sepulcher, Godefroi de Bouillon, the liberator of Jerusalem, a suggestion which would probably prove hard to substantiate, but which should not be
discarded lightly. 153 It is a truly amazing demonstration of how the same stylistic vocabulary
can be spoken on two different levels, of a somewhat naive albeit not unattractive populism,
and of aristocratic serenity. Ms Dobronic has also correctly pointed out that the Glogovnica
figures were a portion of a church decor, but their place and the role cannot be established
until we definitely establish of which church, and what it was like.
The style of the Glogovnica pieces may be seen as typical Romanesque - large, powerful,
clearly delineated forms bearing, however, linear detail and obeying "The Law of Block'', and
"The Law of Cadre". It should not be too difficult to find parallels elsewhere in the Pannonian basin, and, indeed, there are analogous pieces within the 12'h output of the workshop of
Pees Cathedral (the brackets and capitals in the Lapidarium with heads and mythical crea152

13
'

The best analysis of the Glogovnica sculptures so far is in Dobronic, "Glogovnica", pp 79-86. Her
comparative material is also well-chosen but needs to be supplemented. The 19•h century tower
was repaired in winter 2005. which gave an opportunity to Mr Vladimir Palosika to take a cast of
the figure, making a dose inspection of its form possible.
Dobronic, "Glogovnica", p 84. Mr Palosika is to be credited with the discovery. See, Vladimir

Palosika, "Otkrice srednjovjekovne arhitektonske plaslike u Glogov1,ici kraj Kriz.evaca", Muzejski
vjesnik 11 (1988): 46-47. Also, ibid, "Glogovnica kraj Kri7,evaca - jos jedno otkrice srednjovjekovne arhitcktonske plastike", ibid, 13 (1990): pp 50-53.
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tures - sirens, centaurs, etc.), as well as at Madosca (the capital from c 1180-1200), and So·
mogyvar (the capitals, 1210-1220).154 We again find clearly cut and firmly outlined "cubist"
forms with softened rounded edges, linear detail - very similar treatment of eyes, nose, and
mouth - and the general sense of bulk. This would confirm the date of our sculptures as co·
inciding with the arrival of the Canons at Glogovnica around the turn of the century.155
There are three more sites where recent discoveries have revealed stonework related to the
Military Orders. They are as yet unpublished and will certainly be published by their discov·
erers, so we here just note them as items which may be added to this list in the future.
The first such item is a wall-niche (sacrarium) discovered at St. Mary Gorska at Lobor by
Kresimir Filipec. The piece bears a "repeated cross", exactly the same as a Templar shown
by Ms. Dobronic,156 and relatable to a number of crosses we have dealt with above (the apple
cross, crux patibulata, crux ancorata). Underneath the cross there arc two birds, making the
entire composition very similar to that of one of the shields in the frescoes at Cressac (an ea·
gle spreading its wings underneath a "crux ancorata").157
The other item is a fragmentary tomb plaque from St. Martin at Prozorje (now at the parish
house at Dugo Seto) discovered by Juraj Belaj. Strictly speaking it is not a work of art, but a
competent work of stonecutting bearing an engraved shield and a sword. The motives are
compatible with any medieval nobleman's tomb, but they also fit well with the context of the
Military Orders well-established at the site. 158
To the same category of carvings belongs a square panel bearing an engraving of a flat cross,
now part of the pavement of the chapel of St. Peter at Apatovac (Abbot's Village), on a steep
hill (and a hillfort) to the northeast of Glogovnica. Its function is not dear, its format is not
compatible with a tomb plaque, but it certainly belongs to the world of the Military Orders
(the Templars?). The small aisleless church was rebuilt several times (last time in 1984),
and, except for its position and the traces of the hillfort, shows no medieval features. The
slab and the name of the place make a good case for the presence of the knights-monks at
Apatovac or nearby. The slab was shown to the author by Mr Vladimir Palosika, an ama·
teur-archeologist from I<rizevci, for which we express our gratitude with expectations that
he would publish a more detailed report.
To conclude, the works of Crusaders sculpture indicate that the Military Orders in the area
between the Sava and the Drava rivers of the Continental Croatia used the same formal, nar·
rativc, and symbolic elements as elsewhere. This, in our opinion, represents another impor·
tant link of Croatia, and Pannonia in general, with the society and culture of the Medieval
Europe. Our examples either fully confirm results of other historical sciences (Brdmvljani,
Martin, Gloguvnica, Prozorje), provide important evidence to ascribe to the Military Orders
some places where such evidence was relatively scarce or ambiguous (I<rizovljan, Koska, Ap·
atovac), or open totally new possibilities (Lobor); in one case (Nova Raca), the interpretation
of an apparently Crusader relief within a known Crusader context remains dubious.

8.

THE ROLE OF WALL-PAINTING

A Romanesque painting on a wall, definitely makes the wall Romanesque. ln the Continental Croatia there are, according to my latest estimates, around 50 groups of medieval
wall-painting - reasonably preserved, fragmentary, relegated to museum collection, known
from records or descriptions. A fraction uf those are pre-Gothic (Zagreb, Lovcic, Dolac, Ru·
dina, Medvedgrad, Hrascina - the list does not pretend tu be complete). Serious investigaTakacs, Paradisium plantavit, fig V.39 (Madocsa); Arp:id Mik6 a11d lmre Takacs, eds, Pannonia
regia, Exhibition Cataloi;ue, Budapest, National Gallery, 1994, figs 1-65 (Pec:s), IV-15 (Somogyvar);
also, Virgil Vata~ianu, Arhitectura 1~i sculptura romanica in Panonia medicvala, Bucure~ti, 1966,
figs 16, 18, 19, 23 (Pees).
m Dobronic, "Glogovnica", p 83.
1.:.c. DobroniC, op. cit., p 16.
157 Curzi, op. cit., fig 11.
is. Belaj, op. cit., pp 145·149 with additional literature.
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tion of that entire segment of our cultural heritage has barely begun, and I see it as one of
the top desiderata of the Croatian medieval studies. The fragments from Rudina and Dolac
in the Museum of Pozega Valley, reconfirm the Romanesque date of the buildings. The stunning and fairly copious fragments at Lovcic (fig 163), two high quality layers (Romanesque
and Gothic) indicate what we have lost by losing the wall-decoration of medieval churches. If a small chapel lost deep in the wilderness of the Dilj could afford such painted luxury,
what about big parish or monastery churches, to say nothing of the Cathedrals (the Zagreb
Cathedral luckily has substantial remains of both late Romanesque and Gothic frescoes). It
is also stunning that Lovcic is still waiting for a representative monograph. Nowadays we
are aware of what role the color played in the medieval art. Fa<,:ades and walls, architectural
members of the interior were lavishly painted. The floors were covered by mosaics, hangings
competed with wall paintings and the architectural member decor, furniture and utensils
shimmered with the light and color of precious metals and stones. llluminated books made
their appearance at the altars, and the painted content of some of them, such as the Apulian
Exultet rolls, were meant for public display. 159
Very little of that can be seen nowadays in the Croatian Pannonia. Yet, visit the small but
harmonious church of St. Peter at Novo Mesto Zelinsko (figs 187-188). It shines white on
a ''gradiste" safe behind a protective moat, greeting us with its harmonious proportions
of a simple rectangular nave and a like sanctuary, a type of a building used in the European architecture in wood since the dawn of Christianity. Enter that miniature and "humble" interior, and if you have any imagination fill in the lacunae left by the time, tempered quite successfully by skillful restorers; and you will realize that you arc inside a, yes,
small - for whom would in that marshy plain between the ridges of the Zagreb Mountain
and the "beam" separating that plain from the Lonja river valley build a cathedral, and for
whom - but perfectly finished work of art, with finely carved capital zones of the sanctuary vault in the best "Pannonian" style of the early 13u, century, with several layers of
wall-paintings, embellishing the entire surface of the walls. Enter, and you will reali7;e the
magnitude of that desire for beauty, for perfection, for expression in those marshes and
jungles of long gone times.160
Here the great patron and connoisseur, Bishop Stephen II of Zagreb, about whom more below, possibly left his imprint. Here the Templars addressed their prayers to the Lord from
the empora on the western wall, here the Hospitallers who succeeded them, painted immediately after the take-over, as Hungarian colleagues have suggested, maybe the earliest
known cycle of the holy king, proto-Crusader, and the protector of the new Anjou dynasty,
St. Ladislas. 161
Visit the already several times mentioned church of St. Martin at Caput Montis, nowadays
Lovcic in the Dilj Mountain (figs 161-163), hiding behind the circle of a cyclopean wall built
by some ancient nation which here, in that apparent wilderness, worshiped some old Pannonian Gods. Or a somewhat later Early Gothic church of St. Dimitri at Brodski Drenovac.
All those "small" and "humble" dwellings of the Lord were perfectly finished monuments of
and for a flock which, in a not too friendly reality, could experience in its little church the
paradise which had descended upon its harsh and sinful world.
Great exhibitions such as "Pannonia Rregia" (1994), and "Paradisium plantavit" (2001) organized by Hungarian scholars, primarily the indefatigable Imre Takacs, have revealed the
beauty and quality of the Romanesque art of the Danube river plain, the central part of the
Carpathian Basin. Unfortunately, due to the two centuries of Turkish invasions and rule,
what we have are mere fragments of what once must have been an incredibly vibrant civilization. The sheer number of Romanesque village churches in the Southwestern Hungary
which was never occupied, may indicate what has been lost in terms of major monuments
further east. Yet still today we can admire fine fragments of sculpture from the great cathe159
160
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Barral i Altel, Contre l'art roman?, p 102 ff.
Ivan Srsa, "I<apela Sv. Petra u Novom Mjestu", Kaj 31 (1998); pp 61-96; Ana Azinovic, "Novo Mjesto - Kapela Sv. Petra", Obavijesti 34 (2002): pp 130-141.
We thank Bela Zsolt 51.akacs for his information.
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193. Pees. Cathedral Mu-

seum, Samson, second
half of the 12•h ct.

dral and monastic buildings of the 12th century at Pees, Szekesfehervar, Somogyvar, Szeksard. The new Cathedral Museum in Pees, containing some 1000 pieces of sculpture from
the cathedral and spanning the period between the early lllh and the early 13th century, is a
showcase of the development of the Romanesque, and not just in the Pannonia. One could
practically write a history of Romanesque sculpture, from decorative, still interlace-like fragments to the early Gothic "a crochet" capitals. One could also write a tentative history of the
Pannonia's links with the West, tentative, as "foreign influences", and there must have been
such, seem so elusive. I would just point out the monumental relief panels (fig 193) lined
along the crypt additi, in a style which looks like a Wiligelmo made half a century later!
The Southern Pannonia and Slavonia underwent an even more ferocious degradation, yet
we still have the fragments from Rudina. ln the rim lands, such as Slavonia, the Upper Hungary or Transylvania, the building activity, given lesser population density, may have been
somewhat less frantic, but in Transylvania and the Upper Hungary (Slovakia) thanks to better protection from the incursions from abroad, the number of preserved monuments may
be relatively higher.
Still this fine mature Romanesque phase pales in comparison with what was created in the
Pannonian basin, as we have already hinted at, in the last quarter of the 12t1• and the first
half of the 13th century. The art of that period is a crown and apogee of the medieval culture
in the Lands of the Crown of St. Stephen, a phenomenon of the highest value, unimaginable without the Kingdom's opening up to the West, as it happened during the rule of Bela I fI
(1173-1196), but also impossible without a specific genius loci. This splendid chapter of art,
both cosmopolitan and local, fills the closing chapter of our effort. It was started, promoted
and developed by a number of outstanding patrons, some of which we have already mentioned and with which we are now going to deal with in some detail. 162
In the sphere of the arts, standards have always been set by minority elites searching for
forms and artists that would increase their standing and enhance their prestige within the
community. Of course this minority had a control of a vast majority of everything that matters - ideology, economy, means of enforcement. Art is an expensive activity, both in terms
of material and the cost of creativity, and much uf the art we admire today came into being
as an elite investment - from the pyramid or ziggurat, Kefren or Asurbanipal, to the Rockefeller Center - or Louis Kahn's Parliament in Dacca, as democratic governments with their
162

See note 154. Marosi, Anjange, p 74 ff.
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endless ability for taxation mimic despots and tycoons. The patrons kept asking for new
forms to outdo their competitors, and thus the art "developed" and "progressed", as so eloquently demonstrated by such art as we used to consider lacking in variety, for example, the
Romanesque, where, exactly for specific.: reasons that ruled decisions of the patrons, there
arc no two great portals that are the same. 1'; 3
Thanks to physical discoveries in the course of the last few decades we can at least have a
glimpse at the major monuments sponsored by a pair of extremely illustrious members of
the elite in the Medieval Slavonia, Bishop Stephen Ir of Zagreb from 1225-47 (believed by
some to be a Babonic), and Herceg Koloman, the viceroy of Croatia from 1226-41, and King
of Galicia, brother of the Hungarian reformer-king Bela IV (1235-1270).164
To reiterate, the Renaissance of the 12•1t century reached Hungary and Croatia fully by the
time ofBela lll (1173-1196), who definitely turned his country toward the West, opening the
door not only to numerous colonists, the process that would peak in the first half of the I31h
ct., but also to that wonderful culture of the major movers of the process, the Cistercians and
the related new orders, including the military ones.165 A vast new Europe of cleared woods
and dl'ied marshes, of new towns and news villages, appeared from the Northern Wales to
Transylvania, with sober and harmonious architecture, and beautiful and serene early Gothic architectural decoration primarily represented by a variety of capitals "a crochet", but also
by purified and poetically realistic images of"domestic flora". As the Cistercians and the related movements become by the first half of the 13th ct. the key building advisors and builders to such potentates as Emperor Frederic II himself; so also they should also be credited
with a major role in bringing the new style to the Carpathian basin.166
A few words about the key dramatis personae of our story. Bishop Stephen II (1225-1247),
was until his appointment to the bishop's throne of Zagreb, the ChanceJlor to King Andrew II (1204-35). A year later, the Ducatus of Slavonia received a political leader to match
- the younger son of King Andrew lJ, Herceg I<oloman (born in 1208), also nominally the
King of Galicia. The combined nomination was not a random event, but a planned political
move, which becomes clear if we take a look at the credentials of the two leaders: Koloman
was the Herceg of Slavonia, Croatia and Dalmatia (1226-1241), brother to the future King
Bela IV (1235-1270). In his Historia Salonitana, Thomas Archidiaconus of Split (12001268), describes the Herceg on his first visit to Split (1226) as a young boy who has not
yet achieved anything; in fact, Koloman was already in l 217 crowned the King of Galicia,
but his real rule over that land was limited to 1215-1216, and 1219-1221. In a later chapter of the Historia we meet I<oloman as a courageous and capable soldier, and finally, after
his death, he was described by Thomas as a religious and pious man, possibly the greatest
compliment a pious and strict churchman like Thomas could bcstow. 167 Modern historians
arc much more emphatic: Koloman was a very skilful ruler and great administrator, who
brought about prosperity in Slavonia relying on King's free boroughs. He and Bela IV were
a rare example of successful brotherly cooperation in running a country. Koloman's goal
163
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Vladimir. P. Goss, "Rural Romanesque in Central and Eastcm Europe - A Voice for a Silent Majority", suhmitted for publication for the Proceedings of the Conference: Jntegrazione, Assimilazione, Esclusione e Reazione Etnica, Venice, October. 22-26, 2006.
Neven Hudak, "Zagrehacki biskup Stjepan JI, savrcme11ik Tome Arhidakona", in TomaArhidakon
i njegovo doba, Mirjana Matijevic-Sokol and Olga Perie, eds, Split, 2004, pp 153-158; Ante Gulin,
"Uloga i cast Tome Arhidakona u splitskorn kaptolu", ibid, pp 29-39; and Slavko Kovacic, "Toma
Arhidakon, promicatelj crkvene obnovc i splilski nadbiskupi, osobito njegovi suvrcmcnici", ibid,
pp 41-69. Also Jva11 Basic, "O pokusaju ujedinjenja zagrebacke i splitskc crkve u XIII. st.", Pro 1empore 3 (2006): pp 25-44.
Goss, Renesansa 12. stoljeca i Hrvatska; Antonio Cadei, "Fossanova e Castel <lei Monte", in Federico II e l'arte del '.frecento Italiano (A. M. Romanini, ed.), 2 vols., vol. 1, pp 191-217; Carla Gislaberti, "l legami culturali e stilistici tra la scultura architettonica Federiciana dell'Italia mcridionale e il mondo cistercense", in intellectual Life at the Court of Frederick II Hohenstaufen, William.
Tronzo, ed., Washington, DC, 1994, pp 41-62.
Please sec the previous 11ole.
Thomas, Historia, pp 59, 74-81, 83, Basic, 0 pokusaju ujedinjenja, pp 36-37.
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was to create a powerful and prosperous political unit consisting of Slavonia, Croatia, Dalmatia, and Bosnia within the Hungarian-Croatian Commonwealth, tying together those
lands, or, in fact, regna, already parts of the Kingdom, by the rule of a single secular and a
single religious leader. 168
Koloman's partner, Bishop Stephen was described by Thomas Archidiaconus as a man very
rich in gold, silver and otherwise; worldly and pompous, but also courteous and kind. Ivan
Archidiaconus of Gorica (1334) calls him in the Statutes of the Chapter of Zagreb a "sollemnis homo" (a distinguished man), and a great builder of churches.169 Modern historians
paint a similar picture: a skilful administrator, a man of the court and a great supporter of
the dynasty, educated and cultured, who set new standards in the chancery of Zagreb Cathedral in both diplomatic, linguistic, and penmanship terms. His goal was complementary
to that of the Herceg: to raise Zagreb to Archbishopric, as the central seat of Herceg Koloman's kingdom. 110
Koloman as the Herceg had its seat in the capital, Zagreb, so the two leaders could plan their
moves on a daily basis. 171 The use of fine arts was not the least among the means the two
used in pursuing their common goal.
Between 1180 and 1196 two other remarkable men, a cleric, Archbishop Hiob, and a states·
man, King Bela 111, embarked on a project of massive building and rebuilding of the Cathe·
dral of St. Adalbcrt and the royal castle at Esztergom, in the course of which the nascent
Gothic was introduced to Hungary. As Ern6 Marosi abundantly demonstrated, introduction
of the Gothic, a "royal style" at Esztergom, and thence elsewhere, was a conscious political
decision. At the tympanum of the Porta Speciosa of the f.sztcrgom Cathedral, they appear
united, the regnum and the sacerdotium, respectively marked with "basilica" and "cast rum",
thus declaring their role in the affairs of the country.172
'l'hc appearance of the Gothic in the Continental Croatia is usually, and rightly, linked with
the Cisterdan monastery in Topusko and the Domus of the Templars at Gora - already described above - where the order had its seat by 11%, and where a new early Gothic building
was constructed over an earlier Romanesque one in the first decades of the 13,i. ct. The style
of the beautiful "a crochet" capitals (fig 183), of moldings, and of high quality ashlar is, as we
have seen, fully consistent with the current European standards. 173 At Topusko, the 19•1t ct,
excavations have revealed traces of a 121h ct. building, and more recent investigations have
ascribed the remains of the monumental fa<;ade to the late 13th century at the earliest. The
early Gothic phase is apparently missing, documented only by fragments of moldings, and
may be confirmed by the current restoration and excavations. The inspection from the scaffoldings of the late 13'" or 14ch c fayade reveals an extremely high quality of carvings and masonry and some "a crochet" capitals not inconsistent with an earlier phase - possibly reused.
The large capitals, discovered more recently, are not incompatible with the first half of the
century (as witnessed by Pannonhalma, 1224) (figs 184, 201). Moreover, they arc a witness
of an incredibly fast transfer of the decorative forms typical of the French Royal Domain (e.
g., the Cathedral of Reims) to the Medieval Slavonia via Pannonhalma. Gora and Topusko,
however, precede the activity of the Stephen-Koloman team.171
Nada I<lai<:, Medvedgrad i njegovigospodari, Zagreb, 1984, pp 37, 41.
Thomas, J-!istoria, p 88; lvan Krstitelj Tkalcic, Monumcnta Hi.~toriae Episcopatus Zal(l'abiensis, 2
vols, vol. 2, Zagreb, 1874, p 5; also Corak et als, Sveti trag, p 33.
no Klaic, Po11ijest Hrvata u razvijenom st·ednjem vijeku, pp 302-305; Klaic, Medvedgrad. pp :,8-41;
Budak, "Zagrcbacki biskup Sljepan II", p 156; Basic, ''O pokusaju uje<linjcnja", pp 33, 36-37.
m Klaic, Medvedgrad, pp 38-41.
172 .Marosi, Die Anfange, pp 78-89.
173 Miletic, "Zup1,a crkva", pp 127-152.
174 On Topusko, Zorislav Horvat, "Neke cinjcnice o cisterc.:itskom samostanu i crkvi u Topuskom",
Peristil 13-14 (1966-1967): pp 121-134, and most recently, Zorislav Horvat, "Cistercitski samostao i
crkva Sv. Marije u Topuskom", 8-10. My intuitions on the Pannonhalma - 'l'opusko link have been
confirmed by Dr Imre Takacs, Director of the Arts and Crafts Museum in Budapest when we dis·
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201. Pannonhalma,
Benedictine Archabbey,
detail of carving, c 1224

So our attentions should center on
Cazma, a new town without any shade
of doubt associated with Bishop Stephen
and Herceg Koloman. It was a unique
case of a high class bastide in the Medieval Slavonia. By 1232, the date of
Stephen's privilege to the Chaptet of
Cazma, it must have already been a livable place - with the necessary churches, of the Holy Spirit of the Chapter, the
palace of the Canons, the Bishop's Palace, the Palace of the Herceg, the fortress
and some kind of general fortifications.
The church of St. Mary Magdalene and
the Dominican monastery (figs 148, 194,)
also existed before the Tartar invasion
(1242), as Thomas Archidiaconus tells us
that Koloman was buried there in 1241.
There are other churches mentioned in
or dose to Cazma in the Midde Ages St. John, St. Andrew, St. Cathcrine. 175
The current town of Cazma is a showpiece of the worst early communist architecture grafted upon a small provincial hole that in the 161h and J7th centuries spent about a 100 years in no man's
land between the cross and the crescent.
The traces of previous glory were systematically wiped out by the Turks and the Baroque,
and it was quite a surprise when the remains of high quality architecture emerged at the
parish church, most likely St. Mary Magdalene. It takes some imagination to reconstruct at
least partially the medieval structure of the town, from the fortress (minimally explored) in
the west with, possibly its own church, another, still unidentified building between the fortress and the parish house, the Dominican monastery to the south of the church, and, presumably, the Holy Spirit at the graveyard, all lined up basically along the ridge of a hill and
one of the "magnae viae" inherited from the Roman Pannonia.
The building phases and the original form of the church are far from clear, and it is impossible to go into it hereY6 But the moldings, and architectural decor - of very high quality
- as well as unfortunately badly damaged capitals in the interior, indicate a workshop of
the first order. No doubt, King Andrew was ready to share his own artists with his former
chancellor, now a dose associate to his younger son Koloman in the major political project
we have just described, a policy certainly continued by Bela JV. Both Stephen and Koloman could have seen before coming to Slavonia the flowering of major worksites at Esztergom, Pannonhalma, Vertesszentkerest, Pilis, Jak, ctc. 177 The huge western wall rosette of
St. Mary Magdalene (fig 148) is close to the one on southern end of the western transept at
covered, while on a joint research trip in Northern Hungary, that we independently reached the

same conclusion. The final word rests, of course, with the excavators.
1
"
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Vjekoslav Strk, "Povijesna kronologija Cazme" itt Cazma u proslom mileniju, pp 21-50; Andela
Horvat, "Pogled na rnacenje C:azme i cazmanskog kraja u minulim vjekovima", ibid, pp 9-20 Thomas, Historia, p 83.
Josip Stosi<:, "Crkva Sv. Marije Magdalene u (:azmi", in Cazma u pm.{lom mileniju, pp 69-71. The

investigations at the church have been declared complete, and the restoration and presentation
is to follow. Yet, ma11y problems seem to remain ope11. Stosic's proposed plan has not been corroborated by excavations. Even upon the completion of excavation, the date and the chronology
177
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of the churc.:h remain unc.:lear. See also, Azinovic:-Bebek-Plese, "Arheoloska istraz.ivanja", passim.
For the chronology of the royal foundations around 1200, see Marosi, Die Anfii.nge, p l 25.
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195. Cazma Museum,
capital from the fortress,
early 13 1h ct.; 196. Cazma
Museum, warrior's head,
early 13th ct.

196

Bamberg, and the presence of masters from Bamberg has been demonstrated for Jak between 1225-50.178 The remains of smaller capitals "a crochet" of a more fleshy type, found
at the fortress, indicate a spectrum well-known to the above mentioned workshops, and the
fragment of a knight's head from the monastery area is comparable to contemporary works
in Hungary (figs 195, 196). 179
The workshop that did Cazma, also worked on the chapel and the palace of the castle of Medvedgrad near Zagreb, as the use of brick, the architectural decor, and moldings amply demonslrate.180 Medvedgrad (fig 197) is, of course, traditionally ascribed to Bishop Filip, and dated
after 1250, but well-founded objections to such a date have been raised, e.g., by Nada I<laic,
yet leaving the issue unresolved. 1~ 1 It indeed seems more logical to ascribe the building to a
Herceg before the Tartar invasion of 1241-42, or a King - Bela IV - a few years after the invasion, than to a bishop who had his hands full of rebuilding the cathedral damaged by the
Tartars.
Some features of the Medve<lgrad chapel deserve further attention. Cazma and Medvedgrad
are stylistically inseparable, but one cannot emphasize enough the appearance of figured
sculpture at the Mcdvedgrad chapel.181 Romanesque and Early Gothic sculpture in the Continental Croatia is, as we have seen, not all that abundant. By the sheer number of pieces,
counting here vegetal capitals of the chapel and the palas, Medvedgrad outnumbers Glogov' 78

Peter Ujvari, Die Apostel Figuren von Jdk, Budapest, 1999; P. Ujvari, ed., spec. pp 499-511, with a
rnmprehensive critical bibliography on Jak, pp 561-574.
,n Vjekoslav Strk, "O problcmu i vremena i mjesta ukopa .~lavon.~lcog hercega Kolomana u Cazmi",
Rusan, 1 (2006): pp 101-106. Also Vjekoslav Strk, "Arheoloska istrazivanja povijesnc urbane cjeline
Cwne u 1993. godini", Muzejski vjesnik, 16 (1993): pp 35-10.
180 This has been pointed out by the explorers and restorers of the chapel; please see Drago Miletic.
and Marina Valjato-Fahris, Kapela Sv. Filipa i Jakova na Medvedgradu, Zagreb, 1987, pp 51-53.
'"' Kiah:, Medvedgrad. pp 36-41. Whal follows is a striking case of how two respectable scholars
could (mis)use historic.:al sources in order to bring home their argument. Nada Klaic (ibid, p 41)
states, we paraphrase, that Medvedgrad must have existed before the Tartar invasion as King Bela
IV spent some time "a1·ound" Zagreb ("in partibus Zagrabiae", see al.~o Thomas Archidiaconus,
Historia Salonitana, p 81) in 1241-42, and where would he have stayed unless itt the royal castle
of Medvedgrad already in existence. Drago Mileti( (Miletic, and Valjato-Fabris, Kapela Sv. Filipa
i Jakova, p 54.) however c.:laims that Medvedgrad could not have existed, as Thomas never me11tioned it, and Thomas would have mentioned it if il had existed (nota hem:, Thomas did not mention many things whic.:h may seem important to c:ontP.mporary historians; on that issue also .~ce
Kovacic. "Toma Arhidakon, promicatclj crkvene obnove", p 64. Please note that both (opposing)
conclusions have been made "ex silentio"!
1 2
Vladimir P. Goss i Marina Vicelja, "Some Observations on the Chapel at Medvedgrad", Starohr~
vatska pros1,jeta, 3. ser. 35 (2006): pp 165-185.
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nica an<l comes close to Rudina - one more reason to wonder why the sculpture of Mcdvedgrad has never been a topic of a special study.

197. Medvedgrad. view

What do we have, or. more precisely, what we had, at the chapel'? (figs 198-200).
First, there was a Junette, no traces of which were found during the investigations an<l restoration. ll has been very correctly concluded that as a good and usable piece of stone, the
lunette was probably taken away from the ruins and still awaits rediscovery, built into some
wall, or lying in some basement in the Zagreb area. As to the possible topic of the lunettc,
we know nothing. Next, inside the chapel there are two alias figures in lieu of capitals on the
lop of the colonettcs on both sides of the entrance door. One of the atlantes is original, the
other one is a modern copy; there is, however, very little doubt that there was, originally, a
symmetrical pair. Facing them, on the lop of the two colonettes behind the altar, there are
two lion heads sinking their sharp teeth into the body of the column. fi11ally, there is the
key stone, unfortunately damaged to such an extenl that it is impossible lo reconstruct its
original content. It may have contained some figure<l elements. hut. unfortunately we will
never know for surc.;~i
The architecture of the chapel has heen thoroughly studied. Here are just the most salient
points. The chapel is octagonal with a polygonal apse. It is completely vaulted by rib vaults,
the moldings of which are consistent with other key monuments of the earlier 13'" century
in the area (Gora, Topusko, Cazma). The same is true of the molding of the triumphal arch.
'l'hc chapel is built offrom brick with stone being reserved for architectural and decorative detail (portal, capitals, supports, ribs). The technique of building and the size of brick
1~3

Milclic, and Valjato-Fabris, Kapeta Sv. Filipa i Jakova, pp '.lS-26, :34-16.
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198. Medvedgrad, chapel portal, c 1230-40;
199. Medvedgrad, Chapel, atlas, c 1230-40;
200. Medvedgrad, Chapel, column-eating lion,

1230-40

are close to that of the church of St. Mary Magdalene at C:azma discussed above, as well as
most of the architectural detail. In general, the chapel displays a mix of the Romanesque and
Gothic elements not unusual for its place and period. 184
The surviving original atlas figure is a nicely rounded chubby guy (fig. 199) with a long
incised beard covering also his neck. By raising his arms, bent at the elbows, he supports
the abacus above his head the top of which is at the same level as the fists. The figure,
strictly frontal and symmetric, is executed in simple, bold strokes, by a skilful artist capable of reconciling the plasticity of the whole and the engraved detail. In those terms,
it can be compared to a number of figured examples from elsewhere in the Carpathian
basin, e. g., Vertesszenkereszt, Pecsvarad, Zalavar, all datable to early decades of the 1:r
century.185 The motif of an atlas is of course ubiquitous but in the Carpathain basin not
all that frequent, and none of the examples is in terms of the basic concept or pose quite
comparable to Medvedgrad (Beny, Kalocsa, Aracs); 1~6 a reduced version of the motif in
terms of a head supporting a bracket or a corner of a capital occurs too, at Janoshida, and,
in particular, Esztergom, where some of the pieces recall the plastic vigor and graphic
detail of the Medvedgrad piece. 187 As another comparison, one should list a badly damaged head of a warrior {fig 196) in the Museum in Cazma, which Mr Strk has carefully, but in our opinion quite convincingly, linked with the lost tomb of Herceg Koloman
from the Dominican cloister at Caz.ma.188 It would be a head of a small figure such asappear along the sides of the tomb of Queen Get rude the fragments of which were found at
Pilisszentkereszt.
The Caz.ma fragment however seems to convey a deeper expression than the Medvedgrad
piece, and a hand of a more accomplished artist, although such a judgment should be taken with a grain of salt given the poor state of preservation of the piece. A hand of a more
Miletic:, and Valjato-Fabris, Kapela Sv. Filipa i Jakova., p 41 ff.
'"; Takacs, Pannonia Regia, pp 177, 242; Takacs, Paradisium plantavit, pp 440, 450, 452; Marosi, Die
!lnjunge, p 352.
186
Marosi, Die Anfange, p 355.
107
Ibid, pp 335, 340.
iso Strk, "O problemu", passim. The task of reconstruc.:ting the presumed monument may seem daunting but not quite impossible. as lmre Takacs's reconstruction of the tomb of Queen Gertrude from
Pilisszcnlkereszt demonstrates. ror the newest on that is.~ue, Imre Takacs, "Fragmente des Grabmals der Konigin Gertrudis". in Die Andechs Meranier in Franken, Mainz, 1998, pp 104-109; and
''The French Con11cclion", KiJ.nstleriche Wechselwirkungen in Mitteleuropa, Jii'-i Fajt and Markus
Hi.irsch, eds, Stuttgart, 2006, pp 11-26.
184
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accomplished artist is also revealed by the two column-caters (fig 200). Although the surface has been rather damaged, one can still feel the energy and the power of their iron
grip at the body of the column, very successfully combined with an almost dreamy expression, and a beautifully ornamental outline of the face. Detail naturally flows, the carving of the surface is highly sensitive and the result is an accomplished interplay of recessions and protrusions, of lights and shadows. Even in their damaged state, the Medvedgrad
column-eaters rank among the masterpieces of the period in the Carpathian basin - and
beyond.
The column-eaters arc not unknown in the Romanesque art. There are examples from
Spain, France, and England where in addition to sculpture they enjoyed considerable
popularity with illuminators of the most prominent English l 2'h century books such as
the Winchester and Lambeth Bibles. In the Carpathian basin we know of only one example, a fragment from Somogyvar datable to the later 12'h century, nowadays in the
lapidarium of the Hungarian National Gallery in Budapest. Presence of insular or insular style illuminated books in Hungary has been established by Erno Marosi, and by
Natasa Golob in Slovenia.L89 However, there is another comparison which seems to be
fully warranted. The wonderfully floral outline of the Medvedgrad lions and their refined sense for undulating surface brings to one's mind the leafy faces from the sketchbook of Villard de Honnecourt, whose Hungarian episode has been recently given more
weight in an article by lmre Takacs.t9 o
This, of course, opens up a whole world of new associations, and one should be careful not
too be carried too far. Yet one should note the thematic uniqueness of the Medvedgrad
sculptures within the Carpathian basin, as well as their artistic quality. In as much as it
may appear impertinent, we would recall the splendid, both classical and "Villardian" key
stones and brackets of the Castel del Monte under construction in the 124,0s. The I mperial Mezzogiorno was a promised land of the atlas figure - just recall the simple, sinuous
atlantes at Santa Maria de Ripalta, and, of course, the supreme achievements at, again, the
Castel <lei Monte}9 LWe want to make abundantly clear that these are not direct comparison, but, rather, a search of a general context within which one might try to place the Medvedgrad masters. Before we try to carefully offer some additional remarks, we need to say
a few words about another work traditionally associated with Bishop Stjepan, St. Stjepan's
Chapel within the archbishop's palace in Zagreb (fig 202), attributed to the Bishop's patronage, and dated 1242-1247.in
With the two preceding monuments, St. Mary Magdalene atin Cazma and the Medvedgrad
Chapel, it shares brick construction (yet the brick is smaller and less well baked), a rose,
and a number of other architectural features, such as some of the bases, but the rib section
is strikingly advanced. The type of pear-shaped ribs we find in the chapel is, according to
the most recent information from our Hungarian colleagues, datable to the second half of
ts9 Marosi, Die Anjange, p 65. Natasa Golob, "Srednjeveski rukopisi in fragmenti iz slovenskih
prnvenienc v tujilti (1) trojni psalter iz Zic", Zbornik za umetnostno zgodovino, n.s. 35 (1999): pp
147-170.
Takacs, The French Connection, passim. For a picture of a leafy face from the sketchbook of Villard de Honnecourt, please see Maria Stella Calo Maria11i, L'arte del duecento in Puglia, Torino,
1984, p 134. To the same world of forms belongs the "Green Man",~ 1-.: u<:ket to the Bamberg
Rider.
l?t Ghisalberti, "I legami culturali e stili.~tic:i tra la scultura architettcmica federic:iana dell'ltalia meri<lionale e ii mo11do cisterccnsc", pp 41-62, especially pp 52, 58; Valentino Pace, "Scultura 'federiciana' in Italia meridicmale e scultura dell'ltalia meri<lonale di eta federiciana'~ ibid, pp 151-158,
especially pp 160-162; Wilibald Sauerlander, "The Presence and Ahsence of Frederick II in the Art
of the Empire; The Court Art of Frederick II and the opus francigenum", ibid, pp 189-213, especially pp 203-206. Calo Mariani, L'arte del duecento in Puglia, pp 64-84, 120-135, and figs on p 64,
p 133, p 135.
m Ana Deanovic, "Zagrebacka katedrala u svjetlu prvih iskapanja", lz .~tarog i novog Zagreba 3(1960):
pp 13-30; Oeanovic, a1,d Corak, Zagrebacka katedala, pp 24-39.
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St. Stephen's Chapel,
key-stone, later 13 111 ct. (?)
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the B"' century. 19~ This is, in Zagreb itself, compatible with the
appearance of similar forms at the Sacristy of the Cathedral of c
1275. 1~4 However, carvings with figured and vcgetal motifs (or at
least some) belong apparently to a different world - that of the
"domestic flora", which already makes its appearance on the large
capitals at Topusko, and which also appears in a shy way in some
of the Medvedgrad capitalsY'5 The mixture of the two approaches
on one monument or even one single piece is not unusual. What
has never been explicitly affirmed is that the chapel, squeezed in
hetwcen two huge buttresses of the damaged cathedral, is a typical "notkirchc'', and as such compatible with the time just after
the Tartar invasion, and not with the 14"' century, to which some
have tried to ascribe the building of the chapcl. 196 I have always
had a strong feeling that al least some of the carved clements were
brought from the damaged or unfinished parts of the cathedral
and reused here when a worship space had to be conjured up in a
hurry while the cathedral was being repaired. However, given an
opportunity to explore the ribs and the vaults from scaffolding
in the summer of 2006, it became obvious that the "earlier" key
stone (the lioness breathing life into her cubs) was carved from
the same piece of stone as the "later" rib. Inside a post-Tartar "notkirche!?" All that indicates a thorough reappraisal of the Chapel,
as well as a thorough investigation of what is underneath, the entire cathedral. As this is not likely to happen any time soon, an attribution of St. Stephen's
chapel to the circle of Bishop Stephen 11 remains under a fairly big question-mark.
The Hungarian royal workshops were fully aware of what was going on at the great building sites of the Central and Western Europe. Therefore I would very cautiously suggest another presence at Medvedgrad. Let us remember that the goal of the ruling elites of the Medieval Slavonia, both secular and religious, was incorporation of Croatia and Dalmatia, and
the transfer of the archbishopric to Zagreb. In 1241-42, Hungary and Croatia were exposed
to a brief but devastating invasion of the Tartars. Bela IV and his court, with the majority
of high nobles and prelates, sought refuge in Dalmatia, in Split, Trogir, and Klis. 197 While
Split was under the siege, archbishop Gunccl, himself a Hungarian, died, but Stephen II and
Herceg Koloman had started the process of Guncel's removal already in 1240. Stephen was
duly elected archbishop of Split in spring 1242, having already received an encouragement
in principle from Gregory IX before the latter's death in summer 1241. After a brief papacy
of Celestin IV, Innocent IV was elected only in summer 1243, and he refused to recognize
Stephen's claims. Stephen was never confirmed, and in January 1244 a new archbishop, Hugrin, praepositus of Cazma, an extremely learned man, and a man of the court, was elected.
Had Gregory IX lived for another year, the Battle of the Cathedrals may have ended with the
victory of Zagreb, moving the center of both political and church jurisdiction in the southern portion of the Hungarian-Croatian Commonwealth away from the sea.198
The city and the church of Split, just read Thomas, had extremely close ties with the royal
court in the 13111 cl., an intense love-and-hate relationship in which the Hungarians, Croats,
Bosnians, and other "Goths" may have been looked down upon by the "Romans" of Split,
lnformation kindly provided by Dr Takacs.
Dcanovic, and Corak, Zagrebacka katedrala, pp 41-42.
1~~ Horvat, "Cisten:itski samostan and crkva Sv. Marije u 'fopuskom", fig on p 8; 0. Miletic, and
M. Valjato-Fabris, "Kapela Sv. Filipa i Jakova na Medvedgradu", fig 43. Also, Andela Horvat, ''O
domacoj flori na ra11ogolickoj plaslici sjeveme Hrvalskc", i11 Gunjacin zbornik (I. Herceg et al,
eds.), Zagreb, 1980, pp 181-188.
,?O 7... Corak et als, Sveti trag, p 123.
19'/ Thon1as, Historia, pp 84-87.
198
Thomas, Hi.~toria, pp 88, 97-102; Budak, "Zagr.ebacki biskup Stjepan II", pp 156-157; Basil, "O
pokusaju ujedinjcnja", pp 31·-38; also Corak el als, Sveli trag, p 33.
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203

but also respected and feared. Archbishop Bernard from Perugia (1200-1218) was an advisor to King Bela Ill (1173-1196), and tutor to his son Emerik. He was also a close adviser to
Emerik {1196-1204), and crowned Emerik's son, Ladislas III. Bernard was the host to King
Andrew II {1204-1235) in Split during Andrew's Crusade in 1217. Gunccl (1220-1242), a
Hungarian nobleman, was the host to Bela IV (1235-1270) during his flight from the Tartars. Thomas Archidiaconus himself was elected in 1242, and withdrew under pressure. We
have seen what happened to Stephen the same year. The already mentioned Hugrin ruled
from 1244 to 1248. John was elected in 1248, but never confirmed. And finally there was
Rogerius of Apulia (1250-1266), a man known to the Hungarian court who had spent two
years as Tartar captive. 199

203. Split Cathedral,
King's group, restored;
204. Split, City Museum,
King's group, c 1240-50

On the lion backs at the entrance of the tower of Split Cathedral, now replaced mostly by
the early 20'h ct. copies, stand two groups, traditionally seen as King Bela IV and Queen
Mary Lascaris, with their court. 200 That the topic was taken seriously by later Venetian
rulers of Split shows the obliteration of the "King's image'', replaced by a masqueron {figs
203-205). 201
As we have seen, Split was full of high clergy devoted to the ruling dynasty. Bela and Queen
Mary were particulady present inat Split. Also, two of their little daughters died there during the Tartar siege, and were buried in tiny stone coffins placed above the entrance of the
cathedral, one of the most touching witnesses of Croatia's turbulent history:ioz The tower
was apparently under construction in 1257,203 but the master of its entrance arch (mark the
triumphal arch motif of the lower story when viewed within the framework of the Peristilc,
(fig 206), a certain Otto (figs 126, 127) made, we believe, capitals at J:-'.rederic H's castle at
19
~
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For some other (unsuccessful) candidates, Basic, "O pokusaju ujedinjenja", pp 30-31. Please also
see the previous note.
The tower itself is a fascinating monument, one of the finest late Romanes4ue towers in existence.
Surprisingly, it has attrac.:ted very little scholarly interest. There is no monograph study. Besides
two seminal artic:les hy Dusko Keckemct (D. Kec:kemet, "Figuralna skulptura :cvonika splitske katedrale", Prilozi povijesti umjetnosti u Dalmaciji 9(1955): pp 92-135; and "Dekorativna skulptura
zvonika splilske katedrale", Starohrvatska prosvjeta, .~er. ~. 8-9 (1963); pp 203-216, one rnn quote
~elamaric (p 66) and Nik.sic (Goran Niksic, "Obnova prczbitcrija l<atedrale Sv. Dujma u doba
Tome Arhidakona", in 'foma Arhidakon i njegovo doba, p 255).
Keckernet, "Figuralna skulptura", pp 91--98.
Thomas Archidiaconus, Hi,~toria Salonitana, p 87.
Belamaric:, Studije, p 66; Niksic, "Obnova prezbiterija", p 256.
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205

205. Split, City Museum,
Queen's group, c 124050; 206. Split, Cathedral

tower, entrance

Trani in 1230s.204 The two royal groups, to be enjoyed today in the Museum of the City of
Split, even in their damaged slate, reveal a hand of a superb master, who may have matured
in the Capuan workshop in the thirties. Although the damage lo lhe surfaces have decreased
the sharpness and precision of the cut, it is remarkable to what extent the author was familiar with representing the powerful bodily forms underneath tautly stretched draperies,
with classical poses, and a classical spirit of serenity. Compared to the fragments from the
Capuan arch they, of course, appear as miniatures, but even as such they retain a sense of
monumentality.
After many excellent Frederidan studies over the last l wo decades, we know that Sicilian and
Southern Italian sites of Frederic II brought together masters from all over the West. 205 So
also did the royal workshops of the Kingdom of Hungary and Croatia as well. The link Esztergom - Zagreb is amply demonstrated by the two late 12'h ct. capitals, one from the Esz.tergom castle, the other allegedly from Medvedgrnd, and nowadays in the Historical Museum
of Croatia in Zagreb (figs 181, 182).206 As we have already seen, they are simply the same. Nor
the link Zagreb - Split needs to he rejected out of hand. One of the capita Is of the ambo of
the Cathedral of Split shares the "domestic flora'' style evident also in the Stjcpan-Koloman
cirde. 207 As the new style, which one may see also as "the style of the Empire", was embraced
by the top ruling elite and its closest assodates, primarily among the prelates, il could have
had more than one entry point. After all, in 1235, while the great southern workshops at
Trani, Capua, and Ripalta were in full sway, and L.agopcsolc and Castel dcl Monte in preparation, Frederic gave a large donation to the Cathedral of Bamberg/08
If we accept the identification of the two groups as indeed representing the King and lhe
Queen and their retinues, an interesting question remains: were they commissioned by one
of the pro-royal prelales of mid-13'h century (Guncel, Hugrin), to underline the royal power
over the Dalmatian city, or were they in fact commissioned by the opposing "Roman" party
to placate the king and the queen the city had a lot of friction with in the aftermath of the
10•
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On Trani, Cal<'i Mariani, L'arte del duecento in Puglia, p 115.
Such as Federico JI e l'arte del duecento Italiano; Intellectual l.ife at the Court of Frederick 1l Hohenstaufen; Federico II - immagine e potere, Maria Stella Calo Mariani and Raffaella Cassano,
eds, Vene1.ia, 1995.
Marosi, Die J\rifange, figs 103, 104, 105, 107, pp 136-137; Mirko Valentic. and Lada Prister~ 7.hirka
kamenih spomenika, Zagreb, 2002, p 48.
Bclamaric, Studije, figs 84-85.
Cale'> Mariani, L'arte del duecento in Pul(lia, p 125.
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Tartar invasion. In either case the sculptures seem to be an indication that there was indeed
a strong pro-royal feeling in Split, and that the patrons whoever they may be looked for the
finest artists which given close ties of Split and Southern Italy is no surprise. 209 The master
of the Medvedgrad column-eaters (fig 200), unique in the entire Carpathian basin, belongs
to the same level of art quality. Regardless of whether he reached Medvedgrad from some
great site in Apulia via Dalmatia, or from some great northern site like Bamberg via Hungary, he testifies to the quality the patrons like Koloman and Stephen requil'ed from their
masters.
However, by the time of Stephen's election and failure, the entire project had much less
chance of succeeding. The invasion of the Tartars, brief but terrifying, changed for ever the
policies of the Kingdom. The major task became building of new fortresses in case the Tartars should reappear, which of course meant less central power and more freedom for the
local nobility. 210 And the primary mover of the project, Herceg Koloman, wounded in the
catastrophic battle against the Tartars on the Saj River, died in Cazma, and was buried under a slab of red marble with his image in the Dominican Monastery. The slab was still in
existence in the 19rh century when it disappeared, apparently stolen by Croatian "patriots",
a poor repayment to a man who Croatia should remember as one of its best rulers ever. 211 In
1247 Koloman's companion, Bishop Stephen was also buried in Cazma. The dream of the
two great men was over. What has remained, however, is the heritage of two exceptional patrons of arts. May we be allowed to pose a question: what kind of art?
There is no doubt that the period of roughly a century between the beginning of the rebuilding at Esztergom, and the Bishop Timotheus phase of the Cathedral of Zagreb, is a
great phase of the art in the Carpathian basin. We have already recalled Marosi's words on
the introduction of the Gothic into the Lands of the Crown of St. Stephen as a conscious
political decision. If there b something which might be called "The Arpadian Art", 01· "The
Golden Age of the Art of the Arpad Dynasty", I would sec it in the complex which had
developed in Ezstergom by joint efforts of King Bela III and Archbishop Hiob in the last
quarter of the 12•h century, and was then exported in all directions by royal foundations
throughout the Lands of the Crown of St. Stephen. It is a fascinating late Romanesque, or
early Gothic, based on an amalgam of various internationally available trends, never ceasing to be Romanesque, never becoming truly Gothic, a blend, one may even say, of "inner
109

Thomas, Historia, pp 66 ff, 89-90, 102-107.
nu Josip A. Soldo, "Provala Tatara u Hrvatsku", Historijski zbornik 21-22 (1968-1969), pp 371-388.
111
Strk, "O problemu", pp 102-103; Ivan Kukuljcvic-Sakcinski, Nadpisi sredovjecni i novovijeki. Za~reb, 1891. Another interesting aspect of the Koloman - Stephen partnership was hrought up
by Basic (Basic, "O poku.;aju ujedinjenja". pp 136-138). Namely, it seems that Koloman planned
to relinquish his grip over Slavonia, Croatia, and Dalmatia, and invest Stephen with the power of Herceg. Koloman would have then concentrated on another rim area that he had already
briefly controlled, i.e. Galicia (Halie, Ukraine). This raises the possibility noted by Budak that
Stephen may have been related lo the ruling dynasty. Also, it opens another possibility, that is
of seeking parallels between the Early Gothic in Croatia with works in Slovakia (the Spg area, Koloman's jump off point for opel'alions in Galicia), and at Halie itself where Marosi had
already noted links between St. Panteleimon and the royal workshops at Esztergom. For additional Slovak sources .~ee Basic,"O pokusaju ujedinjenja", pp 36-37, with additional bibliography
in the footnotes and literature. Also, Marosi, Die Anfdnge, pp 137-138. My assistant-research
fellow Vjekoslav Jukic and myself continue working on the Cazma-Spis connection, with the
help of Slovak colleagues, notably Bibiana Pomfyova, whose help is acknowledged with gratitude. Please sec, Bibiana Pomfyova, "Vaclav Mencl a spisska sakralna architectura 13. storocia",
in Zivot a dielo Vdclava Mencia na Slovensku, Bratsilava, 1999, pp 89-98; "K niektol'ym otazkam
hodnotenia stredovekej architektury na Slovensku", Ars 1-3 (2000): 33-60; "Vybrane problemy k
dejinam Spisskej stredovekej architektury", Terra SepulcensiH, Levoc:a, 2003, pp 177-189; "Gotika", in Dusan Buran, ed., Dejiny slovenskeho vytvarneho umenia, Bratislava, 2003. Also, Natasa
Prochazkova, "Postave11ie kalicskeho krala a slav6nskeho knefata Kolomana 1. rodu Arpadovcov v uhorskej vnutornej a zahranicnej politike v prvej polovici 13. storocia", Medea 2 (1998):
M-75 "Koloma11 Halicsky na Spisi pred rokom 1241", Terra Sepulcensis, Levoc:a, 2003, pp 243-250;
and Marek Klaty, "Uhri, Uhorsko a Spis v halicskej kronikarskej tradfcii", ibid, pp 251-255.
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contradictions'', yet extremely satisfying, pleasing, and appropriate to its time, place, and the
landscape. 212
The monuments of that art never quite give up
the massive Romanesque wall, or the massing of
clear geometric forms of both the body and the
space of the building. In some ways, particularly in terms of towers, and their position {e.g., al
the transept and the choir, or at both ends of the
building), one suspects even distant reflections
of the old Carolingian and Ottonian imperial architecture. Architectural members, such as portal and window frames, only slowly and gradually expand beyond the surface of the wall. The
mix of elements goes so far that at the Premonstratcnsian church at Ocsa one finds a pointed arch in the northern crossing arcade, and a
semicircular in the southern! The church with
its absolutely Romanesque massing and three
strangely separate polygonal apses, is in general
a handbook of unusual combinations, and yet, in
general, an interesting, satisfying work of architecture.21J While the Cisterdan purity in sculptural decor may have been admired and influential, the art of "formosa deformitas" had never been given up. \Xi'hereas the architecture of
the Benedictine complex at Vertesszentkereszt
seems to breathe a certain "Cistercian" serenity, what a profusion of snakes and dragons on
its capitals and other architectural details preserved in various museums and collections (figs
207, 208)!21'1

207. Vertesszentkereszt,
church, Benedictine abbey, c 1200-1230

With an extreme erndition and knowledge, Erno
Marosi has tried to establish influences. But as
one reads his book, there is hardly a topos which
is not mentioned. Of course, some links as the one between Bamberg and Jak, or Reims and
Pannonhalma, arc more demonstrable than othcrs. 21 :; A similar attitude toward the recep·
tion of the "Gothic" tendencies l'ules also over the Germanic section of the Empire, and as
Hungary opened up toward the West by the end of the 12'h century, it experienced a masIn a recent book Xavier Barra[ i Altet (Contre l'urt romun) has proposed the existence of "a double
civilization", in Northwestern Europe and in the Mediterranean, "with different realities, linguis·
tic and cultural", that is the Gothic and a continuing Romanesque, noting also that the Gothic.: in
the South would follow its own development (pp 292-294). This refusal of the Gothic was nol at all
due to ignorance. We wholeheartedly agree adding however, that for the author, as for almo.~t any·
one in the "West" writing on the art of the Middle Ages, Europe still ends at the Adriatic, Eastern
Alps, the Upper Danube a11d the lower Rhine and l'risia, leaving out about one half of the Medieval
Europe. In fact, the Banal i Altet has, one might say, unknowingly, described quite well the situation in the Pannonian Basin, where the Gothic was well-known, and both integrated am! rejected.
21 > See Maro:.;i, Die Anfi:inge., pp 23~28, pl. VII; on 6c:.:sa (before 1234), ibid, p 122, For my recent visit
to the site I owe gratitude to Dr Imre Takacs, Director of the Arts and Crafts Musuem in Buda·
pest.
211 Marosi, DieAnfiinge, pp 121, figs 253, 299, 302, 308, 309, etc. Oo the success of the "Cisterda11
model'', Xavier Barra! i Altct, Contre ['art romun, pp '.2.09-215.
215 Takacs "Fragmente des Grabmals der l<iinigin (.,ertrudis", pp 104-109: and Takacs. "The French
Connection", pp il-26 Ujvari, A faki apostol swhorok, pp 419-511.
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208. Vertesszentkereszt,
church, Benedictine abbey, c 1200-1230., capital
in the Museum at Tata

sive inflow of the "hospites" from the Lower Rhenish and German areas in general, both in
terms of the city dwellers and the countryside. We have seen how these ''Saxons'' played an
important role in the formation of the rural Romanesque in the Carpathian basin. 216 Recently, lmrc Takacs has used the term "The First International Gothic" when des<.:ribing the phenomenon of the reception of the west European "modern art" in the late 12L" and early 13,h
century Central F.uropc.'m Even more recently, Xavier Barra! i Altet has voiced a somewhat
similar opinion when describing the persistence of the Romanesque in the Mediterranean
area. He calls it ''The Third Romanesque Art", a phenomenon which in the Mediterranean
is also considerably tinted by an experience of the Antiquity, not absent but certainly much
less noticeable in the Carpathian basin. 218 "Frederician Art" could be seen as the most powerful 13,h century expression of those tendencies. 21 ~
It should be noted that on the small territory of the Kingdom of Croatia, Slavonia and Dalmatia, within the Lands of the Crown of St. Stephen, the first half of the B'h century does
not mark an apogee just in the Continent, but also at the coast with such phenomena as Buvina, Radovan, the Cathedral of Trogir, the tower of Split Cathedral. Should one conclude
that we arc at the end of two long receiving lines running th rough the imperial lands of the
South and the North, into the Eastern Adriatic, and into the Eastern Central Europe? Or did
the circle close itself exactly between Split and Zagreb? I believe that we should have more
material evidence and more theoretical discussion before any far-reaching conclusions are
made, but following the steps of Bishop Stephen and Herceg I<oloman helps us gain a keener
understanding of the art of the Croatian lands at one of the most brilliant moments of its
history.
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Please see my studies quoted in notes 263 and 265, with ample additional bibliography in footnotes.
Please see note 215.
Please see note 2B.
Please see 11ote 205.
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e have noticed in the first two sections of this book how a view from the Southeast could shed additional light on some features of the \X'cstern European art
between c 800 and c 1200. To make it absolutely dear, I do not advocate studying parts in order to study a whole; but the whole can be better understood and appreciated by studying all the parts, and in such a process each part sheds more light on the others while at the same time being better elucidated itself. The problems and dilemmas one
encounters in the matter of Croatian westworks, and of interlace sculpture in general, has
brought up the useful distinction between "Carolingian" and ''Anti-Carolingian", leading
to a better understanding of the art of the Carolingian period and highlighting its creative, future-oriented, innovatio, aspects, those which arc truly Pre-Romanesque (before the
Romanesque but already sharing some of its essence) by announcing and preparing materials for the Romanesque synthesis. In those terms, the four centuries of Western art under consideration form indeed a whole: a dynamic whole of currents, undercurrents and
countercurrents, not infrequently clashing, or contradictory, but illustrative of a lively atmosphere of searching, and not always finding, on the way toward the first monumental
style of Western art.

W

Observing this process we have concluded that our picture would greatly profit from a
better knowledge and understanding of the art of "barbarian" settlers, and also, as a corollary, of the art and architecture in wood. Without this our picture is sadly incomplete, and
while there is no chance it would ever be complete, there is no reason we should not try to
fill in as many gaps as possible.
In the second part, we submitted what we believe to be the evidence for the public character of the Romanesque, and of its facade sculpture in particular, for which the Southeast
has provided, again, some good underpinning. In an area where "great monuments'' are not
numerous - simply because there are fewer consumers, and consequently, a more limited
economic base - the effort to both embellish and communicate seems to concentrate on
the few key works, leading to some really original aspects of the programs - Buvina's sequence of Christ public activity, including the rare scenes such as Christ crying over Jerusalem and the Mission of72 apostles, Radovan's imaginative reworking of an old Byzantine
scheme, to say nothing of the intellectual and formal virtuosity of the program designer
and the sculptor of the Annunciation panel from Split. As if the patrons and the program
designers had been aware thal they have only a rare chance to speak up, and as they designed original contents, they were lucky enough to find artists capable of presenting them
in most suitable forms. Buvina's version of Byzantine models may be simplified and populist, but for that very reason it is clearer, more expressive and more communicative than its
source. Radovan and the Master of Annunciation successfully merged a whole spectrum of
stylistic elements into a surprisingly harmonious and powerful formal language, in spite of
225
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209. Budapest. National Gallery, Capital from
Dbmos. 11'" ct.; 210. Budapest. National Gallery.
relief from Somogyvar,

12,h ct.

complexity and sophisticated nature of the images required by the patrons. As elsewhere
in the West, an individual setting, individual patrons with their own important messages,
resulted in new individual renderings of the key Christian message of the victory of the
Good and of a promise of Salvation.
What about the third section?
The view of the Medieval Pannonia before mi<l-12'" century is obscured by the disappearance or incomplete state of the monuments. Yet, as new discoveries or interpretation make
the picture less incomplete, we can study how the new nations, Slavic and Asiatic by origin,
joining the European Christian brotherhood, embrace a foreign art and how they domesticate it by grafting in some cases - the giant capitals from D<imos (11'h c), some of the reliefs from Somogyvar (second half of the 12'~ ct.) - dim memories of much older forms of
which we can merely speculate (figs 209-210). Or how, some ancestral Pannonian forms,
dreamed up by the Celts or the Romanized lllyrians (Krifovljan, fig 192, Somgyvar - the
lunette with eleven heads, both probably mid 12'" ct., Rudina) recur through the mist of
history; or, finally, how that world of ancient dreams merges with the serene formal language of the Mediterranean Romanesque classicism in the sculptures of Pees Cathedral, as
briefly discussed a moment ago. Or how isolation produces totally unique responses to the
Romanesque /wine as at Rudina (figs 172-175, 19:~). The spread of the rural Romanesque
forms from the Lower Rhine to the Carpathian Basin with the immigrants of the late 12'"
and the early 13rh century is another extremely interesting phenomenon which needs much
more study. Its message is also that the small need not be ugly or primitive. To repeat, a
village of some fifty wooden homes does not need a palace or a cathedral. But in its midst
there may rise a harmonious little church resplendent with whitewash, its strategic spots
adorned with quality sculpted ornament, its inner soul singing with a brilliant color.
The golden period of the Pannonian culture, 1180-1242, brings into focus that incredible
interplay of the native and the foreign. We have already tried to define that art, and will
not do it again. But as we say ''native", and ''foreign", do we exactly know what we mean
by it, what forms we associate with it? Are the attempts at statue columns at the portal at
Vertesszentkereszt a native or a foreign work? If native, how much they owe to advice by a
visiting foreign ma std? If foreign, how much was that foreign itinerant persuaded to conform to the native environment? An<l if so, where did he come from? Erno Marosi has in
his wonderful book painted a picture of a flowering of art in the royal circle of Esztergom
and some two dozen other monuments of c 1200, an art which, one might say, obviously
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The Big Circle, the Missing Link, and the Moral ofthe Story

owes a lot to foreign models, if one could identify them with any precision. But one can't,
or rather, the best eyes and minds seem to disagree.
ls a capital "a crochet" wonderful examples of which we find throughout the
Pannonian/Carpathian Basin a domestic or foreign form? How about the wonderful "do·
mestic flora" decor? What is the meaning of these imports once they become a matter for
everyday use? Why arc they recognized as beautiful, and applied with so much consistency
and love (figs 183, 184, 195)'?
That ''Third Romanesque" Pannonia is certainly a part of a great early thirteenth century
effort involving a large segment of Europe from the Imperial lands of the Central Mediterranean and the Central Europe, to the Central/Southeastern domain of the Lands of the
Crown of St. Stephen. We can easily identify the southern point of that circle in the Imperial Mezzogiorno and trace it across the Alps to Bamberg, and then again down the Dan·
ube to the Pannonian Plain. But do the ends meet'? We can follow the Mezzogiorno end of
the circle across the Adriatic, to Dubrovnik, Split, Trogir; we can trace the northern arm
to Zagreb, Medvedgrad and Topusko. ls it possible that, that short distance between Split
and Zagreb, some 200 kilometers as the crow flies, remained unbridgeable'?
From the brilliant shores of the Adriatic steeply rise the mountains of Croatian Highlands
and Bosnia, They rise up to some 2000 meters, here and there a little more. A mere half of
the altitude of the Alpine giants. It takes two days on a good horse from Buda to Zagreb. It
could not take much more from Zagreb to Split, on a good King Koloman's road via Bihac
and Knin. Would the mountain chains and forests have been such an impassable cultural
barrier?
Admittedly, there may be a psychological barrier. A narrow strip of cities and islands of the
early Medieval Byzantine Dalmatia was all that was left of the spacious Roman province
(in the Roman time there was no barrier, be it physical or psychic between Dalmatia and
Pannonia!). Protected by the city walls and the sea, the Romans survived the onslaughts of
the Slavic and the Avar invaders. But it is exactly in the Eastern Adriatic that the newcomers, the Slovenes, the Croats, and the Docleans (the Montenegrins) imposed their language
on the old Roman population. There and nowhere else in the Mediterranean!
In the period we are dealing with Croatia is still on the southern side of the mountain
chains. The Kingdom of Croatia with its capitals in Nin and Knin begins immediately
where the Province of Dalmatia ends, that is on the outskirts of the Dalmatian cities, and
runs inland to the Ducat us (or Kingdom) of Slavonia, the land between the Drava and the
northern slopes of the Highland divider. Croatia may be a triune kingdom, but from the
shores of the sea to the cold waters of the Drava, one language predominates. And it did so
already in the l l'h century!
This does not mean that there were no pockets of the Romance speakers in Dalmatia, and
Hungarians in Slavonia as late as the 19•h century. Hungarian minority is still today one
of the assets of the multiethnic web of Slavonia. In !stria there are, allegedly, still some
minute pockets oflstrian Romance speakers, in addition to the Italian minority.
One of the greatest dreams of any ruler in the hinterland of the Adriatic was to obtain
a foothold at the wonderful sea, to raise his flag over the old urban centers of Dalmatia.
Croatian Kings managed to do so by the I11h century, followed by their Arpadian succes·
sors. Serbian Grand Dukes, and kings, coveted the shore of what is today Montenegro and
Albania. They succeeded in their drive to the sea by the end of the J2•h century, although
Doclea (Montenegro) never lost the sense of its separateness, even when the majority of
the people embraced Orthodoxy.
The clash, the barrier, between "Dalmatia" and "Pannonia" is neither physical nor so much
ethnic; it is a clash between the Mediterranean and the Hinterland, the sea and the vast
woods, mountains and plains; a clash between an old urban tradition, and the new, medieval power of the countryside. So al most every power in the hinterland had to, again, make
its march to the sea, to lure or to conquer the Mediterranean. Every king of Croatia, and
later on of Hungary and Croatia, took the words of ''King of Dalmatia" in his title most se227
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riously. Thomas Archidiaconus, an elite member of the Split society does not spare words
of scorn for those "Goths" (the Croats, the Hungarians, the Bosnians) whose rule the Roman city of Split must endure; yet Thomas was of Croatian origin.
During 'l'homas's lifetime, Bishop Stephen II and Herceg Koloman saw no obstacles, no
barrier of either physical or psychological character, standing on their way to create a powerful, unified kingdom of Croatia, Dalmatia, Slavonia, and Bosnia. But for the Tartar episode, they might have succeeded. It seems to me quite incredible that the great international chain missed a link between Zagreb and Split.
I do not claim that I have found that link. I do not even claim that it exists. It seems to me,
though, that it might have existed, and that it is worth searching for. Zagreb and Split were
linked by a fast highway only a few years ago. Since the 16'h century every power ruling
over the remains of the Lands of the Crown of St. Stephen, did its best to separate Dalmatia and Slavonia. Between the beginning of the lS1h and the end of the 18'h century, these
two lands were in different hands, Dalmatia was ruled by Venice, Turkish rule replaced
the Croats at the gates of Dalmatian cities, and separated Dalmatia from Croatia, i. e. Slavonia which took over the name as the old, Medieval Croatia was overrun by the Turks,
who also reduced Slavonia to about a quarter of its former size. Once the Habsburgs, in
the I9'h century, established their role over Dalmatia, now much a larger entity embodying
also the former Croatia to the South of the mountains, they kept it separate from Croatia
(Slavonia) until their downfall in 1918. The new rulers, both Serbian monarchs and Later
communists, did their best to create an artificial "Dalmatian" nationality. It is quite a miracle that they failed.

Thus the barriers, as I see them are not so much in history, but in our heads, as we have
learned to see differences rather than points in common. And l believe they existed. In order to provide some substance to that belief of mine I will finish this section with a story
of two towers. As you will notice, the story is an unfinished one, but it is worth telling as
partial conclusions, and also as a possible step toward future research.
In a recent praiseworthy article, Ms Ana Marinkovic has established a reliable framework
for investigation of the formal, iconographic and functional elements of the complex of the
tower and chapter hall of the female Benedictine monastery of St. Mary in Zadar, a key monument of mature Romanesque on the territory of Croatia (around 1105) (figs 40, 212, 213). 220
To paraphrase her conclusion, the complex came into being as an endowment of the Hungarian and Croatian king Koloman to mark his triumphal entry into the capital of Dalmatia, the establishing of close relations with the local elite, in particular the leading family
of the Madii, and the assumption of the role of the ruler of Dalmatia and Croatia as a le·
gitimate successor to the native Croatian dynasty. In that project Koloman's closest ally
was the female monastery of St. Mary, and its abbess, Vekenega of the Madii family, who,
by that alliance, replayed the role of her mother, Cicha, also Abbess of St. Mary's, helping
King Petar Kresimir IV fifty years earlier, establish his rule over the Dalmatian cities. 221
The tower contained a chapel on the first story giving onto the chapter hall, wherefrom
Koloman, not a member of the monastic community, could participate in sacred orders,
which is fully compatible with the idea of reserving upper sections of the westworks western massifs - for a person of distinction, a custom well known both in Hungary and
Croatia. The royal function is further underlined by the frescoes, of a strangely western
Romanesque flavor, showing the Maiestas Domini, related to the laudes that used to be
sung to the King. Decoration of the tower and the chapter hall, the friezes of palmettes,
were a direct borrowing from the Contarinian intervention into the church of St. Mark's in
Venice (gallery, crypt). The author has ably followed the dissemination of the motif in Dalno Ana Marinkovic, "Funkcija, forma, tradicija - kraljcvska kapcla Kolomana Uccnog u samostanu
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Sv. Marije u Zadru", Prilozi povijesti umjetnosti u Dalmaciji 40 (2003-2004): 43-76; there is also
an English version: "The Royal Chapel of King Coloman in the Complex of St. Mary in 7.adar",
Annual of Medieval Studie.~ at CEU 8 (2002): pp 37-64. Hereafter, Marittkovic 2003-2004.
Marinkovic 2003-2004, pp 74-76.
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211. Zadar, Tower of St.
Mary, 1105-11, Petricioli's
reconstruction; 212. zadar, panorama with Tower of St. Mary. 1105-11;
213. Zadar, Tower of St.
Mary, 1105-11
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matia, Croatia, Slavonia, and Hungary, a form which in some yet inexplicable form seems
to have been related to the royalty. Koloman's royal chapel was a result of a successful cooperation based on mutual interest: for Koloman, acquiring a powerful ally in the Dalmatian capital, for the monastery of St. Mary, the prestigious role of a royal endowment, concludes the author.m
As any good piece of scholarship, the study raises new questions and opens up new avenues of research. We shall try to follow one of them, i. e. the question of a stylistic nature
and sources of the tower of St. Mary, and within the framework offered by Ms Marinkovic,
of the style and function of the other great tower of Dalmatia, that of the Cathedral in
Split. To emphasize, we shall concentrate on the two lowers as objects of art historical research; we shall not at this point deal with the vault on the first story of the chapel of St.
Mary, the chapter hall, and the sculptural and painted decor, all successfully handled by
Ms Marinkovic.
The key problem with the tower of St. Mary in Zadar is that it is not a "Lombard" tower;
of course, such a statement assumes a definition of a Lombard tower as a ratl1er slim, most
often brick (or partially dressed stone) structure, with a not too high pyramidal roof; the
corners are marked by pilaster strips, the stories are divided by arched corbel tables acting as string courses forming recessions within which we find round headed windows Lhe
numbers of opening increasing from the bottom to the top (or, to put it differently, opening
up toward the top). The briefest look at the material shows that such an ideal "Lombard"
tower in fact does not exist. Here is a brief and incomplete overview.
Closest to the ideal, on a large scale, is the splendid campanile of the Abbey of Pomposa (fig 214), systematically opening up, but with some repetition (four ever smaller single slits, a bifora, a trifora, a larger trifora, a quadrifora, a larger quadrifora).m Eastern
towers of Speyer Cathedral are another good example on monumental scale (six slits,
two, three, three), and also at Altenstadt (two, three); similar but on a smaller scale is
the tower al San Fedele at Como (2, 3), and at Santa Maria degli Scalzi in Pisa (1, 2, 3).22 '
The "classical" Lombard tower at Giornico (Ticino) shows a sequence one, larger one,
two, two, and equally classical San Clemente in Tahull (the Pyrenees) a sequence of
one, two, three, and then three more biforas the uppermost being somewhat larger. 225
At the Cathedral at Anagni the sequence runs l, 2, 3, 3, 3. At Loppia de Bellagio (1, 1,
2), and Trecallo (l, 2, 2) there are no horizontal string courses; at San Primo e Feliciano
at Leggiuno (L l, 2) there arc no string courses or pilaster st rips. The body of the tower
is one solid rectangular mass. So it seems to have been the case also at Voltorre (upper
stories missing), San Benedetto in Val Perlana (apparently with the horizontal division,
m Ibid, pp 46-47, 18-51, 54-58, 60-62, 62- 68, 74, with additional references in accompanying footttoles. However, the motif is ubiquitous in the Lombard architecture zone, e.g., in Emilia al the
Cathedral of Parma, and this is where il probably came from lo Venice. See Quintavalle, La Cattedmle di Parma, figs, 67, 401, 404, 418, 432, 433, 434, etc.
m To avoid making this text overly cumbersome by endless footnotes relating tu generally rather
well-known objects and facts, we refer the reader, for further visual evidence to the relevant volumes in the 7.odiaque (Abbeye La Pierre-qui-Vire) series on the Romanesque in Europe by region (e.g., Lombardie romane, Bourgogne roman, Corse roman, etc.), and/or the "L'arl roman" series published by Hraun and Cie (Paris), e.g., L'art roman en ltalie, L'art roman en F.spagne, etc.;
and/or the Encyclopedia detl'art medievale, An,;iola Maria Romanini, ed. Milano, 1991-2002,
sub voce (hereafter EDAM); also on lnlernet, sub voce, especially for less known sites. However
we will make necessary references to the most important among our comparative material, thus
Pomposa, by 1063, f,DAM, vol. 9, p 625.
m By 1125, EDAM, vol. 5, p 805; Harald Busch, L'art roman du Saint Empire, Paris, 1%3 (hereafter Busch), p 47, around 1200; EDAM, vol. 5, p 210, 1111' ct., and rebuilt; EDAM, vol. 9, p 423, late
12'" ct.
n~ Pierre Boffrand, et als, Suisse Romane, La Pierre-qui-Vire, 1%8 (hereafter Suisse Romane), P
166, c 1163-1175 Giornico); Gustav Ki.instler, ed., Romanesque Art in Europe, New York, 1973
(hereafter Ki.instler), p 101, consecrated 1123 (Tahull); f,DAM, vol. 1, p 546, finished 1141 (Anagni).
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214. Pomposa. Abbey,

tower, 11th ct.

though; windows position is not dear), SS Nazzaro e Celso in Val d'Intelvc (1, 2)/1 & and
also at Tour St Jean near Breil-sur-Roya, and Saint-Didier-en-Devoluy (both with biforas at the top), Curbans (with a single opening at the top); Saint-Thyrse in Robion has
a very original solution of two superimposed small biforas within two large recessed
panels crowned with a double arch (all four in the Alpcs maritimes). 227 Repeated biforas seem to be a very popular solution. Next to the complex San Clemente in Tahull
there is St Maria (the same date) with three stories of biforas (1, 2, 2, 2, biforas are of the
same size), almost exactly as at SS Cosma e Damiano at Rczzago (2, 2, 2, 2; the top bifora slightly larger), at San Pietro in Tiglio (slit, 2, 2, 2; again with a slight enlargement
of openings toward the top but without the horizontal division). At Negrcntino, close to
Giornico, we find a tower without any horizontal or vertical strips, with three rows ofbiforas getting slightly larger toward the top. 228 Agliate has a tower with biforas on the top,
whereas the sides arc occupied by two recessed panels with arched corbel tables and tiny
one-bay windows. This solution comes somewhat dose to another "classic", the northern tower of San Ambrogio in Milan, yet the latter has a trifora on the top, and the sides
are, consequently, divided into three vertical seclions. 229 San Ab!:.:---..:io at Como is also
a rather closed mass (2, 3) without the vertical articulation in the lower portion where
there is just a small single opening. lJo Almost totally closed is the body of the tower of
.F.DAM, vol. 4, p 305, ll/ 12'h ct. (Voltorre).
zi: Jacques Thirion, Nomanik der Cote d'Azur. La Pierre-qui-Vire (hereafter Thirion), 1980, p 105
(early J2'h ct.), p 388 (12''' ct.), p 270 (12'1'ct.), p ~9:=; (possibly much later).

n<,

ns Suisse Romane, p 190, later 12'h c:t.
EDAM, vol. 5, pp 237-238, 1013-95, rebuilt in the 19'h ct.
m Ki.i11sller, p 132, c 1063-95.

m
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San Sigismondo at Rivolla d'Adda (the
upper section certainly rebuilt). 231 The
wonderful tower of the St Orso of Aosta (3, :3, 3, 4) has no horizontal division or corner strips. The Cathedral of
Aosta has two different eastern towers, the southern having Lwo stories of
biforas at the top, whereas the northern one shows three and also four
rows of paired or single biforas. 232 In
Genova, Sanlo Stefano has an unusual
sequence of 1, 4, 5! Wonderful towers
of Lucca, San Frediano and San Martino show rich sequences, L 2, 3, 3, 4,
4 and 1, 2, 3, 4, 4 respectively, the latter being articulated by string courses of arched corbel tables, the for.mer
standing without them! 233 The powerful tower of the Calhedral of Embrun
(fig 215) is lopped by a five or, on the
southern side, six bay window above a
five bay opening (originally most likely 2, 2, 5, 6).2~·1 The handsome tower
of Concordia Saggitaria, with a larger
and a smaller distinctly lower bifora
(due to rebuilding'?) features two lower zones of round headed blind niches,
an idea we will meet again soon.
The "classical Lombard tower" thus
has many variants in the Northern and
Central Italy, in the Alps, and in the
Pyrenees. As it is always true, especially
of the high quality monument, no two
buildings arc exactly alike.

215. Embrun, Cathedral,
tower, 121~-nth ct.

The tower with solid walls up to the
top story dominates in the Northeastern Italy. It seems to be related to the San Ambrogio type (also San Babita in Milan, or
Pontida without horizontal and vertical articulation). 235 A marvelous example among
preserved monuments is the tower of the Cathedral of Torcello (probably later ll'h ct.,
fig 216), with a quadrifora on the top, the walls being articulated by two enormous, tall
recessed panels with double corbel tables. Murano Cathedral has a trifora on the top
and three stories of blind arches (3, 2, 2) from the bottom toward the top. A similar idea
we have seen already at Concordia Saggitaria and it is reflected at the famous Venetian
church of the Frari.n6
m EDAM, vol. 8, p 384, c.:o11.sccrated 1096, but mostly early 12•h ct.
F.DAM, vol. 2, pp 145-147, 12'" cl., u•i. ct. with later rebuilding.
' 33 EDAM, vol. 6, pp 502-509 (Genova), vol. 8, p 12, ]]12-1147, 1170-c 1200.
2:i. Thirion, p41J, by 1238.
ns F.DAM, vol. 4, p 705, 11'"112'h d. (Pontida).
1
lJ6 EDAM, ll, p 545, second half of the 121" cl. (Murano), p Sl 9, 12' ' ct. (Concordia). For a complete survey of the Venetian campanili, Dori go, Venezia Romanica, vol. l, 259-266, including the
Frari (1361-1396). As a typical well-preserved example see San Nicolo <lei Mendicanti, vol. J, P
92, early second half of the 12•1o ct. I thank Professor Fulvio 7.uliani for confirming some of the
above.
232
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If we now take another look at our tower of St. Mary (figs 40, 212, 213), or, rather, at Petricioli's reconstruction, we will notice that it has very little to do with the "Lombard" model.217 It is built of beautifully cut ashlar. Its proportions are less elongated than those of a
standard "Lombard" tower, without appearing squatty (height: 24,.80 without, and 30.30
with the pyramid; width: 570/580). They arc close to the archaic Doric ratio of 1:5 (or, exactly, 1:4.5 without, and 1:5.3 with the pyramid). The frame for display of the openings is
provided by a tall recessed panel consisting of the powerful corner pilaster strips linked at
the top by a straight termination. There is a quadrifora at the top and its central support
rises above another plastically powerful member, a central pilaster strip dividing the surface underneath the quadrifora lodge into two narrow fields within which the architect
has inscribed four stories of double biforas standing on simple, straight string courses.
The vertical sequence of opening up is minimal, each story having four window bays, the
only difference being that at the top all four arc contiguous. There are no arched corbel
tables or blind arches. The tower is ruled by a system of horizontals and verticals which
one may without much hesitation call classical. This is not to claim that the "Lombard"
type had no Dalmatian offspring. The small 11'" century towers such as Our Lady of the
Bell Tower in Split, and its Istrian kin (Bale, Gajana) (figs 219, 220), the lost towers over
the Baptistery of Split, and at Stomorica and St. Nedeljica in Zadur, as well as lhe later
tower of St. Yid near Dobrinj could be related to one or another of the "Lombard" versions we tried to sketch out above, while at the same time showing a certain reticence in
the use of some favorite Lombard elements such as the arched corbel tablesY 8 The partly destroyed tower of St. Peter at Supetarska Draga on Rab (fig 37), of a later 12'1> century

216. Torcello, Cathedral,
tower, 11th_12th ct.

Marinkovic, 2003-2004, p 52.
m Tomislav Marasovic:, "'l'ipologija predrnmanickih i romanickih zvonika u Dalmaciji", in Rapski
zhornik, J\ndrija Mohorovicic, ed., Zagreb, 1987, pp 289-296; Romanesque towers are dealt with

w

on pp 289-292. Hereafter, Marasovic, 1987.
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217. Biella, Tower of
St. Stefano, 12'" ct.;
218. Split, Our Lady of
Belltower, ll 1h ct.

vintage, belongs to the same group (the sequence of L 2, 3, but no corner strips or arched
corbel tables). 239
The pleasingly decorative effect of Lombard towers, their warm brick (when used, and not
covered with plaster), the liveliness of their gradual opening, and the fine graphic effect of
arched rnrbel tables and blind arches, is foreign to the Zadar tower architect. He was also a
master of balance between the horizontals and verticals, in that the strong but short horizontals keep in check the powerful long verticals. The four openings system on each story
was one of the key elements of that achievement. One may best describe him ai; a sober
and serious artist with a sense of the monumental not depending on the i;ize of the building but on its proportioni;, and a sense of surface relief which appears more prominent
than in fact it is. Briefly, our artist is not a painter but a sculptor, and as such works hand
in hand with masons who know how to cut and dress stone. In that he is a lone stranger in
the Adriatic, even, one may say, in the Central Mediterranean. Thus we must look for his
roots elsewhere.
Before we do this I would also like to briefly reassess the form of the Pre-Romanesque towers in Croatia. The only reasonably well preserved tower is that of St. Savior's Church at Cetina (fig 22), most likely from the i;econd half of the 9•h century. It is
a five story tapering mass articulated just by its openings, single bay on the lower stories, with a bifora at the top. While this form may recall some simple "Lombard" towers to start appearing more than a century later, it had little to offer to the builder of St.
Mary. Single towers combined with a western annex stood at St. Cecilia at Biskupija,
and at the poorly known church at Zaivic; at St. Martha in Bijaci, the Cathedral of Biograd, and possibly at the church at Koljani there was just an axial tower. A wider western mai;sif covering the entire fa~ade stood at Lopuska glavica at Biskupija, at St. Mary
at Blizna, St. Michael at Ston, and, maybe, in front of the smaller church in the complex
of the monastery of St. Michael at Lim, and the small church within the complex of St.
Mary the Greater near Bale in [i;tria. A wider mass but not covering the entire facade
stood in front of SS Peter and Moses at Solin, and complex western annexes appear at
SS Mary and Stephen (Crkvina) at Biskupija, and the church at Osljc. There are no elements which would allow us to more than guess at the elevation of those buildings.
239
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Ibid, p 292.
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219. Gajana, tower, ll'h
ct.; 220. Dobrinj. St. Vici,
1100

They stood around 1100 but, judging by the Savior's Church, had little to offer in terms
of form to our architect, cither. 240
However, they document a continuing tradition of axial western towers in the Eastern
Adriatic from the 9,h century on. As opposed to Hungary, where the preferred form of
western massive seems to have been a two-tower facade already in the nrh century/'11 the
examples of the Croatian "Royal Group'' of the 9'" century were a clear indication to the
builder of the tower of St. Mary concerning the question of what the local tradition re·
quired in terms of western massifs. That tradition, elaboraLed on Croatian territory and
representing, as we have several times pointed out, the most significant contribution of
the Pre-Romanesque architecture in Croatia to the general history of the Pre-Roman·
csque, standardized, basically, two solutions. One, as already stated, being a form close to
the "vollwestwerk" - a tall multistory tower in front of a two-story structure with a sec·
ond story empora opening onto a nave. This arrangement can still be seen at the Savior's
Church at Cetina. There is an agreement that the church was the central building of the
county and that the second story offered the place to the "zupan" when he participaled in
liturgy or addressed the people. We even know the names of the founders, Zupan Gastiha
and his mother Nemira. If we add that the upper story was accessible by the means of a
staircase reaching an outside platform in front of the entrance in the western wall of the
second story of the tower, we encounter at Cetina most of the ingredients applied again at
St. Mary's - the outer staircase, the tower and the lodge for the person of distinction, in
Za<lar, of course, on a scale and in a style never seen before. As the dedication to the Savior
recalls the original function (or one of the original functions) of the westworks as churches
of Christ and his liturgy (Easter, Christmas), so is this point brought forward in Zadar by
240

?.·J'

Ibid, pp 289·292. For a survey of the material, see Goss, "The South-Eastern Border of Carol·
ingian Architecture"; idem, Early Croatian Architecture, pp 71-95; idem, Pre·Romane.~que Architecture in Croatia, Zagreb, 1996, pp 127-174, expanded by Jurkovic, "Crkve s westwerkom na
istocnom Jadranu", and "L'eglise et I'ctat en Croatie au IXeme sicclc - le prohlem du massif occidental Carolingien"; also, ibid, "l.e complex monastique de S. Maria Alta pres de Bale en lstrie
(Croatie)", pp 1103-1012 as well.
Bela Zsolt S:iakacs, ''Western Complexes of Hungarian Churches of the Early XI Century", Hort us artium mcdievalium 3 (1997): pp 149-16~, and "Town and cathedral in medieval Hungary'',
ibid, 12 (2006): pp 207·221, with extensive bibliography of Hungarian works in the footnotes.
Also Mr. Szakacs's e-mail communication of August 18, 2006.
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the fresco of the Maiestas Domini in King Koloman royal lodge. 242 As there is a tomb along
the northern wall of the ground floor of the westwork of the Savior's, this fulfilled yet another standard feature of western annexes, that of a mausoleum, just as it did, on a larger
scale at Cl'kvina, at Biskupija and the church on the Island at Solin, both dedicated to SS
Mary and Stephen.2'13 These were spacious annexes, the one at Biskupija may have had a
central section raised, whereas the church at Sulin appeared most likely as one solid block.
Burials also occurred in the westworks at Zaivic and SS Peter and Moses at Solin. Zadar
itself had two earlier axial towers, at the hexaconchal church of the Stomorica, and above
the two story west work of St Lawrence, the church which belonged to the Mad ii. Neither
of the towers is particularly well known.m
All the monuments of early Croatian "Royal Group" are linked to the rulers or other highest members of the society. This tradition established by such notables as Gastiha and the
Madii was taken over by lesser gentry, too, in what is in German known as "eigenkirchen",
foundations by local gentry which had the right to act as patrons of the church. One such
case is documented for !stria in the 9•h century, and is graphically attested to by the church
of St. Yid near Dobrinj documented as founded by a local nobleman, "the famous Dragoslav" in 1100 (fig 220). The church features a bulky western tower. 24;; This tradition is carried on by numerous churches in rural areas of continental Croatia well into the Baroque
Marinkovic 2003-2004, pp 56-57.
'-'~ For the first lime l dealt in a major way with the problem of the westwork, a1,d, in particular
with the the problem ofwestworks in Croatia in my Ph.D. thesis "Pre-Romanesque an<l Early
Romanesque Architectme in Crnatia", Cornell University, 1972. Here is the list of books and articles that followed (Vladimir P. Goss 01· Vladimir Gvozdanovic): Starohrvatska arhitektura, Zagreb, 1969; Early Croatian Architecture, London, 1987; Predromanicka urhitektura u Hrvatskoj
- Pre-Romanesque Architecture in Croatia, Zagreb, 1996; "Znacaj starohrvatske arhitckture za
upcu povijest evropske predromanike", u Prilozi proucavanju starohrvutske arhitekture, 'l'omislav Marasovic, ed., Split, 1978, pp 133-147; "Two Early Croatian Royal Mausolea", "The Beginnings of the Romanesque Architecture in Croatia",Journal ofCroatian Studies I8-19 (1977-78):
pp 3-73; "The South-Eastern Border of Carolingian Architecture;" "Moravia's History Reconsidered, the Tomb of St. Methodius and the Church of Our La<ly at Marovic;" "Is there a Pre-Romanesque Style in Architecture", "Croatian Art an<l the West: A Venerable Witness Recalled",
in European Integration for the 21" Century, Symposium Proceedings, Vlado Sakic'., and Ljiljana
I<aliterna Lipovcan, eds, Zagreb, 2001, pp 151-156; "Lobor - Klokoc - Mornvic".
To this list please add Mr. JurkoviCs works listed in the footnote 240. The pioneel'ing study in
the field remains Marasovic, "Carolingian Influences in the f.arly Medieval Architecture in Dalmatia". For a recent view: Miljenko Jurkovic, "Arhitektura karolinskog doha", in Hrvati i Karolinzi, Exhibition Catalogue, vol. 2, Rasprave i vrela, pp 164-191.
100 Milosevic 2001, pp 284-285, Goss 1987, pp 160-161. Jn my opinion, Carol Heit:t's profou11d
study, Les recherches sur {es rapport.~ entre ['architecture et la liturgie a l'epoque carolingienne,
expanded by the same author's book L'architecture carolingienne, Abbeville, 1980, remains the
crucial hasis for any study of the west work issue. As I have pointed out in 1987, and thereafter, Hcitz's reasoning (i.e., in a nutshell, west work"' area reserved for the liturgy of the Savior,
the model being the Holy Sepulcher at Jerusalem), Heit:t., 1963, pp 77 ff, 91 ff, 102-106 ff, 121 ff,
is best applicable to the central lands of the Empire (Goss, 1987, pp 74-75). Germanic scholars
pai<l more attention to the westwork as the Kaiserki1·che, claiming that the frequent dedication
to the Savior is a consequence of the merging of the cult.~ of the Savior and the Emperor. The
contentions are not mutually exclusive as Heitl- allows foir the role of the ruler in the west work
iconography, whereas the German thesis recognizes the importance of the liturgy of the Savior
(Goss 1987, loc. cit.). In those terms especiallly useful is Alois Fuchs, Die Karolingischen We.~twerke und Andere Fragen det l<urolingischen Baukunst, Paderborn: Bonifa<:ius Druckerei, 1929;
also, by the same author, "Enstehung und Zweckbestimmu11g der Westwerke", Westfaltische
Zeitschrift 100 (l 950): 227-291; and, "Zurn Problem der Westwerke", in Karolingische und Ottonische Kunst, A. Alfoldi, et al, eds, Wiesbaden, 1957, pp 109-127. In particular see, Fuchs l 950,
pp 227, 253-255, 259-274. The old classic by Wilhelm F.ffman, Centula, Munster, 1912, is still
recommended reading, especially in terms of Effman's discussion of the defensive functions of
the westwork.
m See note 243 above.
2• 2
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period, and the appearance of emporas is also tied to the buildings constructed by the
military orders (Koska, I<oprivna, Martin, Novo Mesto Zelinsko). A very fine example of
a Pannonian Eigenkirche on a major scale is the monastery church (later cathedral) at Jak
(mid 13,h ct.) where the empora still contains stone scats for members of the noble family
which endowed the church, albeit within a two-tower far,:ade solution.i16
The westwork, or the axial tower as its final reduction, did not act only as a spiritual
shield but also as a physical defense of the church. It is an all-European development,
especially frequent in rural or border regions. In Dalmatia fortified churches develop
their own, often monumental forms, and the solution with the axial tower is not frequent
(Petrcani, Miranje, Stari Grad), but churches with an axial tower provided with slits or
loopholes for defense fire continued to be constructed in the Continent, especially in
Northwestern Croatia exposed to potential Turkish danger practically up until 1800, well
into the 18"' century. Some Romanesque buildings of that kind are fine examples of war
techniques applied to a limited scale structures, such as the rounded tower of the church
of St. Bartol at Novi Mikanovci (Horvati) from the early J3'h century, inaccessible from
the outside, or the western tower of Our Lady at Morovic (late nrh century) where the
octagonal upper portion contains elongated cross-shaped openings weJI adapted to the
use of bow and arrow (figs 141, 144).m The tower of St. Mary in Zadar is thus an august
member of an already well-established local tradition, which would, in some of its forms,
continue for centuries.
What should the key factors in our attempt to classify the tower of St. Mary be'?
In addition to building technique itself, the determining factor in our search should be, in
my opinion, the disposition and number of openings, and the organization of the fo;:a<les,
primarily in terms of their vertical division.
So what a typical "non-Lombard" tower would be like'? It would be characterized by an
equal number of openings on all floors, by a vertical divider of fa,;:ades, and by absence of
"Lombard" decoration, i.e. the arched corbel tables, recessed wall panels, and blind arches.
Needless to say there are few towers that come close to that ideal. There is contamination
especially in the area of decor, but also of sequendng of openings. In some cases the vertical divider is merely implied or plainly non-existent. If we now take a look at our Zadar
tower, we will conclude that it would actually pass the test with flying colors! The tower of
St. Mary has an equal number of openings on all the floors, it has a marked vertical divider, albeit it is cut by the top story quadrifora, which is in itself a deviation from a two plus
two four times repeated sequence. One may claim that this quadrifora is the only obvious
concession to the "Lombard" model (e.g. Pomposa, Torcello).
A group of important buildings in Eastern Pyrenees should serve as our starting point.
All those towers (St. Miguel de Cuxa, St. Martin de Canigou, Ripoll, Elne Cathedral, San
Pedro de Roda) are solid, well-proportioned prismatic bodies (Cuxa, Roda, and Ripoll are
closest in proportions to Zadar) with an obvious vertical divider (figs 221, 222, 223). 24R At
Cuxa the sequence of openings runs as follows: l + 1, l + l, 2 + 2, 2 + 2, 2 + 2 (oculi). Both
in decoration, and as we just saw, in the sequence of openings there are considerable concessions to the "Lombard" model. Yet the vertical division is clear (even more consistent
than in Zadar), and the biforae act very much as they do in Zadar. Canigou (1 + l, 2 + 2)
116
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Vladimir P. Goss, "The Rccmcrgit1g World". I am extremely grateful to Ms Alice Mczci, the key
scholar on Jak, for our joint visit in the fall 2003.
Sena Sekulic-Gvozdanovic, Crkve tvrdave u Hrvatskoj, Zagreb, 1994. Zdenlw Balog, "Potkalnicka
grupa crkva-utvrda", Peristil 1·6 (2003): pp 13-28. Goss, "Crkva Sv. Bartola u Novim Mikanovcima". An important study on the defensive fu11ction is Edmund E. Stengel, "Ueber Ursprung,
Zwei:k und Bedeutung dcr Karolingisc.:hen Westwerkc", in Festschrift A.dolf Hofmeister, Ursula
ScheiL ed., pp 283-311.
EDAM, 10, pp 244-246, 1008-1040 (Cuxa, the church), 10. p 184-, and IGinstler, upper church
dedicated 1026, much rebuilt (Canigou), F.DAM, vol. 10, p 27, dedicated 1032, rebuilt in the 19'h
ct. (Ripoll); Elne, dedicated 1069; p 329, 11'" d. and later (Roda).
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221. San Miguel de Cuxa,
tower, 12'h ct.; 222. Elne.
Cathedral, fac;:ade, 12'" ct.

is just a shorter version of Cuxa, whereas Ripoll is a more accomplished and consistent
version of the same (3 x 1 + l, 2 x 2 + 2) with a clear divider, albeit also with concessions to
the "Lombard" model in terms of decor. At Roda the sequence is 1 + 1 twice, and 2 + 2, the
vertical division being expressed mostly by the position of the openings. The sort of attic above the top story features three oculi, the form we have seen at Cuxa. The southern
tower of Elne Cathedral has openings only on the one but last and the last story; they are
biforas flanked by blind arches of the same size (thus, an implied quadrifora), whereas the
articulation of the two stories below consists ofrows of four blind arches, in a way of blind
quadriforas. The vertical division is less evident, although the central positioning of the
biforas draws our sight toward the vertical axis. The village church of Unac may be seen
as a reduced version: there is a very rapid succession of l, 2, 2, 2 without any decor, and
the almost continuous line of the bifora columns clearly marks the vertical axis. Cuxa,
Canigou, Roda and Ripoll arc all important Benedictine abbeys, as well as Farfa where we
find a tower of a similar format with four rows of triforas with horizontal courses in between recalling Zadar.i11•
The Eastern Pyrenees towers emphasize the importance of biforas, or biforas appearing
in pairs on the same level. We have seen that using biforas alone was not unusual in the
Lombard sphere (Negrentino, St. Maria at Tahull). The doubling of the system is very successfully carried out at Santa Francesca Romana (slit + slit, and then 3 x 2 + 2) with strong
horizontals but also a strong albeit mostly implied vertical divider. Santa Maria dclla Pieve
in Arez.z.o is a fascinating example of five stories of2 + 2, all around the body of the tower,
with rather de-emphasized horizontals and no marked vertical. Sao Ruffino at Assisi has
two biforas at the top level, while the three stories underneath al'e further subdivided into
four square areas richly decorated with blind arches and arched corbel tables. The vertical divider stands below the pier dividing the two biforas, just as it does in Zadar acting as
a visual support for the central column of the quadrifora. ln principle a similar approach
we encounter at St. Gereon in Cologne - a 2 + 2 at the top, then, descending, two stories
of blind biforas with a strong vertical divider running all the way from the bottom of the
249
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Farfo (dedicated in 1060) hat! originally two towers at the eastern end with five stories of triforae, four surviving, F.DAM, vol. 6, pp 87-89. In this context it is worth noting that the Desidcrian phase at Monte Cassino (1066-71) had only a short tower at the atrium with a bifora, EDAM,
vol.~. pp 343-344.
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223. Chapaize, tower,
11 ,h ct.

fourth floor (third floor counting downwards, that is) to the roof, with a different albeit
fascinatingly compatible pattern being applied to the three lowermost stories: each of them
consists of three tall blind arches, the central ones having single-bay openings. As they, of
course, stand exactly below the vertical divider (a markedly projecting pilaster strip), they
assume the role of marking the vertical division! Thus from a solid to a series of voids with
the same purpose!2 50
Finally at Chapaize, at Burgundy (fig 224), we have a tower of rectangular plan having on
the two top stories on its wider sides two biforas (2 + 2, 2+ 2), whereas the lower portion of
the tower is articulated by three tall recessed panels with arched corbel tables (the shorter sides have just one bifora on each of the top stories and the three recessed panels at the
bottom are narrower). The central panel contains a single bay window, which as at St Gereon's assumes the role of marking the vertical divider (something similar seems to have existed at another Burgundian church at Uchizy before the top of the tower was rebuilt). As
the church at Chapaize is one of those which appear to be influenced by the forms of the
Cluny II, we may have here the source of the 2 + 2 system. Even at the Cluny III, and here
one may judge by the preserved tower of the southern transept (its octagonal plan need
not disturb us, fig 42) we have biforas on each side of the tower flanked by blind arches,
thus implied quadriforas. Two quadriforas seem to have stood at the top level of the square
crossing tower. Here we have in a way the codification of the bifora, the 2 + 2, the quadrifora, and even the 4 + 4 system at the very heart of the reformed western monasticism.zsi
2

vol. 2, p 850; vol. 2, p 427 (tower before 1216?), EDAM, vol. 2, p 626 (church around
1040), vol. 5, pp 173-174, afler 1219. Three towers to the East of Zagreb display a somewhat

so !:::DAM,

similar solution from solid-to-void idea. They are at the parish churches at Ivanic K!ostar, Kri1.,
and Dubrava. In their case the regular lall "Lombard'' niches at the lower portions of the towers change lo a sort of a negative of that form in the upper section. The three tower.~. obviously based on Romanesque precedents and aesthetics, are considered late Medieval. See Zorislav Horvat, "Nove spo:t.naje o iupnim crkvama L\ Klostar Jvanicu, Krizu i Dubravi", Godisnjak
zafate .~pomenika kulture Hrvatske 23 (1997): pp 95-110.
7 1
s EDAivl, vol. 3, p 643, ll'h ct. (Chapaize); vol. 3, p 341, and vol. 5, p 133, Cluny, Cluny II
955/60-980. ln this context also the crossing tower at Romainm6tier, c 1080 (double biforas at
the top), Suisse Romane, pp 30-31. Please also note similarities between the short stumpy towers
at the western end of Cluny Ill, and the crossing tower at St. Trophime al Aries. Also, in terms of
dissemination of Cluniac forms it is worth quoting EDAM, vol. 3, p 341: "Cluniacs develop new
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To appear at Cluny the bifora based syslem must
have ha<l equally august ancestors. We suspect they
should be looked among the imperial structures of
the Carolingians and Ottonians, and their architectural progeny, primarily of the wcstworks, such as
the model wcstwerk of St. Riquier al Centula where
the western fac;:ade of the central tower shows two
rows of three openings (biforas?) wilh oculi (remember Cuxa and Roda!) in betwecn!m A wcstwcrk with a double bifora al the top occurs at Mittelzell in Reichenau.~;i '!'he biforas arc separated bv
a thick pier acting as a verlical dividel'. The lowc~
portion of the fac;:ade is divided into three panels,
vertical strips visually connecting to the bifora columns. The central one features a single bay window in its lower story, an oculus both beneath and
above it, whereas the side panels have a sequence
of four small one-bay windows each lined on top
of one another. The upper, shorter story shows an
oculus in the middle and single-bay windows in
the side panels. The fine Romanesque westwork at
J'vlarmoutier also has a two bifora system at its top,
whereas lhe Romanesque west work at Freckenhorst
has paired biforas standing signifkantly apart at
thl'ee lop stories. Freckenhorst is a true mine ofbiforas! 'fhey run around the staircase turrets on the
west, and the eastern tunets next to the sanctuary,
and in this latter case they are topped by an oculus. The 12'h century towers added to the famous
Carolingian westwork at Corvey bear two stories
of contiguous biforas, clearly conceived as a pair
and not as a quadrifora. Four such double openings
appear in the middle of the facade, above the Carolingian westwork, and still six more just above, at
the top of the facade. 254 Biforas also run around the
three lowermost (Romanesque) floors of the octagonal crossing tower of another august monastic
building of the West- St. Scrnin in 'foulouse (fig224).
224. Toulouse, St. Sernin

"Lombard" decoration appears, as we have seen, also in the Cluniac foundations, even
in the great church itself. This is no surprise as Cluny and Burgundy is exactly the place
where the synthesis between spatial monumentality of the imperial architecture, and the
engineering and esthetic innovations of the ''First Romanesque Art" of the Mediterranean
area was accomplished. The latter component provided the ideas of vaulting, functional
decor accompanying the main lines of architectme, and, as the mosl imporlant consequence, a building in which the interior spaces correspond to the exterior masses, and the
organization of the wall surfaces announces the organization of lhe interior spatial units.'m
The opening up sequences, such as 1, 2, J, 4 is quite compatible with the structural thinking of the architects of the First Romanesque Art. As the organization of the wall surface

r)i

ideas without establishing mies, and often adopting local customs", which seems to be quite applicable to th~ 7.adar tower.
Heitz 1980, p 61.

m

Ibid, p 149.

Busch, p 61, later 12"' ct. p 29, 1096-1129; p 32, 873-885 and mid-J2 1h ct.
>.s; Goss 1982, passim.
1
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clearly tells us: there is something corresponding inside, as well as the opening up which
informs us that the building should be experienced as lighter as we move toward the top.

225. Paray-le-Menial

[n the Cluniac context a new type of tower developed gradually freeing itself of the "Lombard" decor, and consisting of several clearly defined cubic units usually with biforas, or,
to be exact, two single-bay openings clearly standing apart (just like combinations of two
separate but close hiforas we have already seen) on the top of a high and mostly solid mass.
The northern fa<;:ade tower at Paray-le-Monial (fig 225), choir towers at Morienval, towers
of the Cathedral at Autun, choir tower at St. Madeleine at Vezelay exemplify that type. At
St. Leu-d'Esserant there are double biforas on the top, and double one-bay windows underneath; the two lowermost, taller stories, carry the same motif. At Guebwiller the two towers of the fa<;ade have double biforas in both top stories. In all of the cases there is a vertical divider, or it is al least dearly implied, while the slightly projecting corner buttresses
assume the visual role of corner pilaster strips. This overall popular and handsome solution is however strictly based on the Romanesque principle of addition of the units (cubic
masses), clearly defined by horizontals and verticals (St. Leu being an almost paradigmatic example). At Ve7.elay, additionally, the corners are marked by a duster pier announcing
complex corner solutions of the Gothic. The next step, also in the direction of the Gothic, is the concentration on both the size and the decor of the two top single-bay windows
whereas the lower stories arc mostly blind and articulated by the complex blind arches
(Auxerre, Vend6me, fig 226). A paradigmatic solution of this type are the western towers
at Chartres (fig '.2.27), both, in spite of differences, essentially multistory units (the stories
being rather tall) with two rows of two single-bay windows each, a clearly marked and plastically powerful vertical divider, and equally strong vertical corner pilasters-buttresses. As
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226

226. belltower, Saint-Germain, Auxerre;

227. Chartres, Cathedral,
fac;:ade, 12"' ct., ,rnd later

al St. Leu, this organization is ruled by a system of straight horiz.ontals and verticals, wilh
the latter definilely winning the upper hand. One cannot avoid the feeling thal the rigorous division of surfaces of the tower of St. Mary in Zadar, its clear verticals of corner pilasters and the central <livider pilaster, its system of paired biforas topped by a quadrifora.
anticipates the Chartres-type solutions by several decades. In other words, that the master
of the tower, just like the master of the frescoes (quite unique among the Dalmatian creations of the time) came from the Burgundian zone exactly at the moment when it was generating the Cluniac version of Mature Romanesque. 256 He was certainly familiar wilh the
'"' Marinkovic. 2003-20().1., pp S6-!l8 with accompanying fool notes. EDAM, vol. 3, p 648, early 12•h
d. (Paray), vol. i, p :319, c l.l30 (Moricnval), vol. I, p SOO, c 1J 30 (Autun), vol. 2, p 739, c: 1112-:30
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arl of the Central Mediterranean of his time too, or worked with somebody who was, as
the sculpture of the tower (as well as of the chapter hall) shows a clear Venetian, Contarinian, connection. 257 St. Mary in Zadar was among reformed Benedictine monasteries, and
the tower and the accompanying works should be seen as yet another artistic intervention
of those reformed circles in the Adriatic area. 258
F.ven a brief survey such as offered here shows the complexity of the issue of the genesis
and filiation of the medieval church towers. We make absolutely no claim to have come
even close to exhausting the question, but we believe to have touched upon some important aspects of the problem, which bear on the features of the Zadar tower.
Before moving on to the other tower, let me as a kind of a memento list two more towers, both from the Alpes Maritimes area. The thin, elegant tower at Isola features a narrow recessed panel with a straight upper termination (sequence l, 2, 2) which recalls on
a more limited scale the arrangement in Zadar (the tower is probably post-Romanesque);
the other is that at Moustieres-Sainte-Marie, the top stories of which date probably from
the last third of the 12'h century. Those three stories are conceived as three clearly separate cubic units, each, as we progress toward the top, narrower than the preceding one.
The top story features a bifota within a four-headed blind arch, the one below two separate one-bay windows within their own two-headed blind arch, and the one still further
below, a bifora within a four-headed arch again. 259 Arched corbel tables are an obvious
"Lombard" motif, biforas and paired single-bay windows belong to the "Burgundian" tradition, but the receding cubes are an element we have not dealt with so far. It is however
very well-known, and represents, possibly, a third type of tower, in principle rather reminiscent of the stacked cubes organization of some North African minarets. This type of
tower, a series of receding cubes with, not infrequently a circular or polygonal story at the
very top (we have seen something of that nature at Auxerre, Vendbme, Chartres), is quite
frequent among the finest architectural Cl'eations of the southern, central and southwestern France, the areas which have maintained close contacts with the Iberian peninsula
and bcyond. 260 A splendid example is the tower at Brantome in Perigord (fig 228) in which
all the floors are square and the two top ones feature paired biforas. The diminishing of
the cubes is quite visible. One should also list wonderful towers such as that of St. Front
at Perigueux (fig 45), St. Leonard de Noblat, of the Cathedral and St. Michel at Le Puy.
They appear in Southern ftaly (Caserta Vecchia, Salerno, Trani, Bari, Amalfi, fig 229), in
Sicily (Cefalu, Monreale, San Giovanni degli Eremiti in Palermo); the Sicilian examples,
solid cubic masses topped by another smaller cube (Cefalu, Monreale), or by a plain hemisphere (San Giovanni degli Eremiti in Palermo), recall more than any other the North African examples (Kairouan, Sousa, Cairo). The silhouette of the minaret of the Al-Jujushi
mosque in Cairo (1085) could easily be mistaken for a Southern Italian or Occitan campanile. Let us not forget that the destroyed minaret of the Great Mosque at Cordova used
to be universally admired! 261
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(Wzelay), vol. 5, 128, mid-12'h ct. (St. Leu); vol. 8, p 118, after 1182, tower tops 1287 (Guebviller),
vol. 2, 746, 12'h ct. (Auxenc), vol. 11, p 516, first quarter of the 12'h ct. (Vend6me), Richard Branner, ed. Chartres Cathedral, New York: Norton, 1969, p XIV, northern tower base begun 1131,
southern tower 1144, facade completed by 1155.
Ibid) pp 59 . . 68 with accoanpanying footnotes. Also Miljenko Domijan, Rah u ,'>rednjem vijeku,
Split, 2004, pp 14-22.
Jurkovic, "L'architecture du premier age roman en Croatic", idem, "Crkvena reforma i romanicka
arhitcktura na istoc:nom Jadranu", Starohrvatska pro.wjeta, llI, 20 (1990): pp 191-213.
Thirion, pp 92-93.
Vladimir P. Goss, "Western Architecture and the Wol'l<l oflslam in the Twelfth Century", in The
Meeting of Two Worlds, pp 361-377.
Ibid, p 371. EDAM, vol. 10, p 299, u•h ct.; vol. 9, pp 302, after 1121; vol. 10, p 352., u•h ct.; vol. 9,
pp 820-821, 12'h ct.; vol. 4, p 372, 1234; vol. 10, p 258, 1137-1152; vol. 11, pp 413-414, mid-131h mid-14'h ct.; vol. 3, p 86, late ll'h/early 12'h ct. (S. Nicola), 1034, and 1171-88 (Cathedral); vol. 8,
pp 521-525, 1176-1189; V()l. 10, p 589, 1130-54,
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228. Brantome, tower, 12111 ct.; 229. Amalfi,

Sant'Andrea

~efore moving onto a tower which splendidly unites all of the three traditions, one may ask
the question: did the tower of St. Mary have any progeny in Croatia? Well, yes, and no!
The two smaller and later campanili on the island of Rab, of the monasteries of St. Andrew and St. John Evangelist recall the cubic mass of the Zadar tower, the corner accentuation, even the rectangular en framing of the openings (St. John). But without the vertical
divider, without horizontal string course, with an essentially Lombard sequencing of the
openings, and without the vigor of the wonderfully dressed stone members of the tower
of St. Mary (both Rab towers are built of semi-dressed stone), they fall way short of their
presumed model. 262
The truly splendid tower at Rab Cathedral (late J21h century, fig 230) takes over some of
the clements of Zadar successfully combining them with the Lombard model. There are
horizontal dividers as well as a vertical one running up to the fourth story quadrifora enclosed within a tectangular frame. The stories below feature, in ascending order, paired
one-bay windows, paired biforas, and paired triforas. Biforas and triforas appear within
large blind arches, one-bay windows within a re<.:essed panel topped by a triple arched corbel table. ln spite of perfectly cut stone and multiple layering of the fa<;:ades, the Rab tower
lacks the sculptural vigor of the Zadar one. It is a fine example of improved Lombard model, light. gracious, and airy, captivating the viewer's attention with its fine painterly, rather
than sculptural, detait.i 63
In as much as it may not appear at the first glance, the true Dalmatian successor of the
tower of St_ Mary is the tower of the Cathedral of St. Domnius in Split. We have already
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230. Rab, Cathedral tower, l2 1h ct.

dealt with some of its sculpture, and here we shall add a few words on its architectural
history and significance. The context within which it was created was certainly much different, but substantially, not overly so. Ms Marinkovic has proposed that Koloman visited Dalmatia every three years, and suggested that King Bela IV (1235-70) did likewise. 2c. 4
Certainly, by reading Thomas Archidiaconus, one becomes aware of frequent visits of
the royal couple, Bela and his wife, Mary Lascaris, be it under duress, as it was the case
of saving one's life and crown in Split and its surroundings during the Tartar invasion of
1242, be it as more regular administrative appearances. 26'' Within the Arpadian kingdom
Split throughout the 131" century held a position similar to that of Zadar at the beginning of the 121h. As Zadar was in the 13•h century mostly under the Venetian control, Split
was, in fact, the capital of what Dalmatia remained in the Arpadian hands. There were
no great and intelligent single patrons there on the scale of Vecenega of the Madii and
her entourage, and the memory of the Croatian kings was certainly quite vague. As there
was no great single patron such as the Benedictine monastery of St. Mary, the expression of fidelity on the part of the people of Split was expressed in their most public, most
communal monument, the Cathedral.266 And in the 13u, century, it wi1s presided over by
164
'
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Marinkovic, 2003-2004, p 295.
Thomas, Kronika, pp 83-87, 104-107.
It is rather surprising that the tower of Split has never been a topic of a systen1.atic in-depth
study. Besides three worthy a1td pioneering articles by Dusko KP.ckemet, "Figuralna skulptura
zvonika splitske kate<lrale", Prilozi povijesli umjetnosti u Dalmaciji 9 (1955): pp 92-135; ''Restauracija zvonika splitske katcdrale", Zhornik zastite spomenika kulture 6-6 (1957): pp ~7-78;
and "Dekorativna skulpturn zvonika splitske katedrale", Starohrvatska prowjeta 8-9 (1963): pp
203-216, the tower has attracted lillle interest. Maybe its dubious restoration (1882-190/l) made.
it repugnant to schola1·s! On the King and Queen, Kec:kemet 1955. pp 93-99.
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a series of archbishops either of Hungarian origin, or
close and friendly to the royal court. Zadar receive(\
its "royal vertical" at the beginning of the 12th century as an expression of acceptance of the Arpadian
rule on the part of the local establishment. By building its own "royal vertical", the people of Split also
expressed the fact that Split was now the center of
the ''royal Dalmatia", as opposed to Zadar, which, be
it free or in Venetian hands, did not seem lo generate a lot of good feeling on the part of the Spalatcnses
(figs 68, 206, 231, 232)/67
The position of the tower is eminently "royal". lt is a
western tower in the old tradition going back to the
9,1, century.ic.3 ft is idle to speculate if the position of
the tower was also determined by the form of the cathedral, and the location of previous structures. It
could have been built as a free standing campanile
anywhere in the vicinity of the cathedral. The burial of the two little princesses above the entrance to
the Cathedral shows dearly that it was known in Split
that the west is reserved for royalty.

The tower of Split was rebuilt between )882 and 1908

231. Split Cathedral, tower, mid-13'h ct. and later

with much less care than the tower of St Mary's in
the 15'" century. The silhouette is still close to the
original, the most notable exception being the re··
placement of the 16'" century octagonal top with a
"medieval" one. Old photographs indicate that the
tower was a series of (slightly) diminishing cubes, its
stories being clearly defined by powerful horizonta.l
string courses, and, at the corners, by attached columns.26!' The disposition of the openings provides
also a clear sense of vertical division. Lombard clements are found even at the third and fourth floor
usually dated to the 14th century, reconfirming the supposition that the tower was executed according to an original plan. 270
Looking at the western fac,:ade we have noticed the motif of a triumphal arch at the ground
floor level, cleverly enclosed within the arcades of the eastern colonnade of the Peristil. 271
Next there is a quadrifora with a stronger central support, then a pair ofbiforas under an
arch and enclosed within a recessed panel with a double arched corbel table. Biforas are
separated by powerful attached columns, as well as the mark of the corners of the tower.
The third and fourth floor feature pairs of biforas separated by attached columns. There
is no continuous vertical divider, but the vertical division is obvious throughout all the
four stories.
2"

268
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On Split and its Archhishops in the 13"' century, Basic, "O pokusaju ujedinjcnja zagrebackc i

splitske crkve".
See notes 340, 343.
The tower in Zadar was rebuilt between 14,38 and 1'1·53. Sec Enciklopedija hrvatske umjetnosti, 2. vols. 7.arko Oomljan, editor-in-chief, Zagreb 1996, ad vocem "Romanika", vol. 2, p 178.
For old photographs see Milojc Vasi<:, Arhitektura i skulptura u Dalmaciji, Beograd, 1922. pp
225-235.
Keckcmct 1955, pp 105-114; and Keckemet 1963, pp 203-204.
As already noticed by Relamaric, see Studije, p 6~. On pp 63-66 Belamaric briefly but i11telligently sums up the problems involving the tower of Split.
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Even as it stands today, the Tower of Split is one of
the most beauliful, but also the most clever, Romanesque lowers at all. ll incorporates the reminiscences of the Lombard decor, the Burgundian stacking of
clearly defined stories, and the Occitan idea of gradually diminishing cubes. The use of corner columns is
in harmony with the practice we have seen at Ve7.elay.
It would blossom out at Lann, wherefrom it would be
transferred to Bamberg. In lhe use of columnar elements, Split has only one competitor - lhe splendid
tower of St. Front at Pcrigueux (fig 45), unfortunately also heavily rebuilt. Thus Split is indeed a tower of
all Romanesque lowers. To design it, it took an accomplished and sophisticated architect well-aware of
what was currently "in", and what was required by the
tradition.
It would seem highly unlikely that Master Otto (figs
126, 127}, the artist of lhe entrance arch, would have
worked at the tower as late as 1257, the date of the first
mention of the tower in the records. 21'' More likely, the
tower was under construction around 1240. Given the
competitive nature of relationship between Split and
Trogir, as they kept fighting throughout the century over the Salonitan field, as well as over King Bela's
and Queen Mary's favor, it is not inconceivable that
the idea of the tower was generated as a Spalaline answer to the building ofTrogir Cathedral which exactly in 1240 received a portal by ''Thc-Hest-in-his-Art"
Master Radovan.m It may be even seen as a gift to the
King, as a token, a champion, of Split's fidelity. Thomas relates how the citizens of Split were taken aback
when Bela and Mary chose the despised Trogir as the
place to weather the Tartar siege!274 The royal groups
were an explicit expression of Split's ardent desire to
attract Their Majesties favor.

Trogir had Master Radovan, so Split needed someone more modern and better than quite
a capable but lraditional Otto. The Master of the King and Queen was certainly so. Indeed, as the architect of the tower (unless we are talking of one and the same person) was
familiar with the best in the mid-century architecture, so was, even to a larger extent, the
sculptor as well.1 7~

232. Split Cathedral, tower, mid-13'h ct. and later

So the Romanesque in Croatia opens up and closes with wonderful towers, each linked to
a powerful member of the royal dynasl y. In Split, conceivably, the tower may have been ordered, if not by the commune, then by one of the pro-dynasty archbishops, such as Guncel who died in 1242, or Hugrin, a very learned and sophisticated man who rnled from
1244-48, or maybe even by that rich man Stephen II, the bishop of Zagreb who even before
Guncel's death made an attempt to capture also the Split sea, in whi1..,'.: ;,c was prevented, as
m

Bclamaric, 2001. p 66.

73
'-

'foma, pp 85-102. There is, of <.:ourse, extensive literature on Master Radovan, mosl up to date
and best gathered from footnotes in Bclamaric 2001. pp 40-142. Radovan si~ned his name on the
Junette as: "... pP.r Raduanum euncti~ hat: arte preclarum..."
Toma, pp 84-85.

m
1

;;

For the Ar<.:h of Capua, Jill Meredith, "The A1°<.:h of Capua: Strategic Use of Spolia and references
to the Antique", in Intellectual L~fe at the Court ofFrederick /1 Hohenstaufen, pp 109-129, fig., 15,
and Pace, "S<.:ultma 'federiciana' in Italia meridonale", ibid, pp 151-177, figs 1, 6.
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we have seen, by the Tartars and an untimely death of a favorablv
inclined PopcY~ In Za<lar, Kolornan, as we know, explicitly "han~
turrim Sanctae Mariae Ungariae Dalmatiae Croaliae construi ct
erigi iussit i:ex Collomannus". Koloman certainly acled as a donor
and financier of the project (fig 233), as he is recorded as having
endowed some other Zadar churches. 2 ; 7 It docs not seem likely that
either of the rulers handpicked the artists, albeit that may be more
likely in the case of Koloman and his French connections. As in political matters, as ably demonstrated by Ms Marinkovic, Koloman
must have also relied on the local connoisseurs, both the church
and the lay. of the city of Zadar. 218 They were surely in a position to
indicate what was the most "in" in the Adriatic, what was in harmony with the local royal tradition (which would legitimize Koloman's accession also by using art), and what was compatible with
the art of the reform movement. The detail of using Contarinian vocabulary of forms in inner decor may have been a nice little trick played upon the major competitor in the A<lrialic. By the
entire complex of the lower, the chapter hall, the sculptures, and
the painting Koloman has shown that he was a legitimate ruler of Croatia and Dalmatia,
the supreme lord of the Adriatic, and a staunch supporter of the reform. Thus, to repeat
what we have already said, the tower of St. Mary is a "reform" tower adapted to local and
regional trends and traditions. 279 It is also a link between "Dalmatia" and ''Pannonia" if not
in terms of form, then in terms of patronage - a symbol of their union.
The possible role of Bela IV in the building of the tower of Split would be pure speculation.
However, the rule of ''the best one could find" seems to have been applied at both Zada 1:
and Split, which in the case of the former meant Burgundy and the Lagoons, and in the
case of the latter, the imperial art of lhe Italian Mezzogiorno.m

:Fe. BasiC 2006,

pp 31-.J9.

r: Marinkovic, 2003-2004, p 45, 61.
1.:s Ibid, pp 71, 74.
i,9

2• 0

ll may appear strange that this paper docs nol deal with the vault of the towe1· chapel, and wilh
the architecture an<l decor of the chapter hall, especially as those might provide additional evidence for the conclusion we have just stated. However, thi.~ is, first of all, a slory of the two towers, and the just listed additional elements woul<l require another vast research effort, which we
intend to pursue in the future, but which, as useful as it mi~ht be, would also detrar.t front the
rnrc thrust and argument of this texl. Also. I understand that Mr Sandor T<ilh, one of the finest
scholars in the Romanesque. is ahout to publish a study on the vault of St. Mary. So one should
await his words, rather than duplicate the efforts.
As l<oloman used the forms of his Venetian competitors, so also Bela might have liked the idea
of using the forms ol the imperial art given his territorial ambitions toward lands of the Empire.
i. c., Austria and Styria, and the war for the Babenherg patrimony. See Klai<;, Pol'ijest Hrvata u
razvijenom sred11jem 1'ijeku, p 129, and Sisic, Pregled po11ijesti hrvatskoga naroda, p 193. Sisic
also briefly hut succindly summarizes the gist of the conflic.:t bet ween Split and Trogir leading
lo the fol'mcr's defeat and de facto occupation by Ban (Viceroy) Dionisius in 1211'1. As Split was
forced to agree to elect the King's candidates as city rectors, deliver six hostage..s, and renew the
oath of allegiance, this might have been the appropriate moment for the creation of the King and
Queen sculptures. Especially in the light that the archbishop's throne was ocr.upied from 1214
to 1218 by Hugrin, an energetic.: anc.l lt~arncd prelate and a man of th\! Coui·t. Sisic, ibid, loc. cit.
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CONCLUSION: BORDERS OF
ART HISTORY IN EUROPE
WITHOUT BORDERS

n February 2007 I was inv ited to a symposium "Borders of Art History in Central Europe" organized in Bratislava by t he Slovak Academ y. T here l delivered a paper bearing
the same title as that of those concluding lines.l a m not going to reprint it here. However, certain points, l'einforced by some other contributions to the gathering, appear as an
apt conclusion to our venturc. 281

I

The intent of the organizer was to explore to what extent the concept of a New Europe
without borders may be reflected in current art historical research, with a particular reference to "Central Europe", an entity which was never precisely defined, I believe, rightly
so and on purpose. Namely, if we use such geographic terms as Western Europe, Northern Europe, Central Europe, Southeastern Europe, Eastern Europe, the Mediterranean,
we immediately start thinking about their geographic extension, i. e. we try to establish
their borders. Yet, it seems to me, we should deny ourselves that expedient. And if we do
so, we may realize that the Cultural Landscape or Cultural Ecology do not coincide with
geographic or political schemes.
In the Middle Ages, the free man was the one who "potest ire ubi velit". This docs not
mean that there were no separation lines cutting the paths treaded by his feet. There were
- of Empires, Kingdoms, Duchies, Counties; of various possessions, fiefs, free cities, and
villages; of lines between fields, of fences between courtyardi; and gardens. If we take a
look at the wider cultural picture we will, however, notice a striking unity of "The West".
One Catholic faith, one church presided by the Pope, one (in principle) Empire; one social
system - feudalism, one language of official and scholarly discourse. A Hermann of Dalmatia did not need to study "foreign languages'' to be understood in Paris, Toledo, London, or Vienna.
l was told in High School that borders were introduced along with the nation-state in order
to secure certain vital political and commercial interests. These are the borders which we
are currently dismantling in Europe. In fact, they have mostly disappeared from Ireland to
the Carpathian Mountains, and from the Baltic to the Adriatic.
Dealing with the issue of borders, and mobility - of people, forms, ideas - in a world inhabited also by those who "possunt ire ubi velint", I used examples from the 12'h and the
13'11 century, which, for Central Europe means the Romanesque, the Early Gothic, or, more
precisely, that fascinating amalgam of the Romanesque and Gothic forms we have tried
to describe above. l did so both because it is the material I know best, and because I think
it illustrates the issue in a clear and satisfactory manner. Someone else may have opted
for some other material. Thinking about this in retrospect, it seems to me that one might
'"' l thank Professor Ivan Great, Director of the Art History of the Slovak Academy, for having in·
vited me to speak at his truly challenging symposium.
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profitably talk about cultural landscapes which cut across political and property lines also in the Roman period, Lo some extent under the Carolingians, and maybe even within a
framework of the Celtic Europe. Of course, any cultural landscape would have had its local variants, but even so, it is much more extensive than individual territorial units over
which it has spread.

If we look at the rural Romanesque art of a huge area from Scandinavia to Kosovo, and
from the Rhine to Halidj. we notice the recurrence of certain types and models to such
an extent that this rnuld not have been accidental. As forms do not travel, but the people
who spread them do, the creation of this enormous cultural landscape should be credited to the colonization movement of the "Renaissance of the 1211, century". In order to understand specific local variants, we must be familiar with the essential common characteristics. The surprisingly fast appearance of High Gothic forms in the Carpathian Basin,
which we also discussed above, is yet another example of a specific cultural landscape being quickly adopted, and, in fact, grafted on the forms more compatible with a repertoire
of an earlier layer. One might claim that the Royal Portal at Chartres was possible only
in France, whereas the Bamberg sculptures could have been made only in Germany. No
doubt, there is that elusive factor of the geniuR loci. But this is exactly what provides for
that fantastic variety within a basic model, as it itself keeps changing, and growing new
models in the process.
Cultural landscape is never finished. It can never be preserved. But we must learn how to
recognize the ingredients of various cultural ecologies conLained within the contemporary situation to be able to add new qualities to our physical and spiritual environments.
In a small way, I believe we have made a few very good steps within the Carpathian Basin
where, in a little more than a decade from the collapse of some very firm borders ("The
Iron Curtain"!) we have, thanks Lo Lhe realizations that the borders are no more, gained
some new insights into our past cultural landscapes which I would dare call revolutionary.
The abolition of borders has led Lo what seems to be much more difficult - abolition of intellectual and emotional barriers.
In Bratislava, I expressed hopes that our profession, concerned with the most evident case
of the embodiment of the spirit in inert matter. may be well positioned to take a lead in
the intellectual and spiritual growth of the New Europe. As I was the first speaker, r did
not have the advantage to adjust my words to thoughts expressed in later contributions,
and I am glad that I tempered my enthusiasm, expressing my anxiety over the fact that for
the "official" art history of the "West", the "West", or Europe, still much too often ends on
the Rhine, the Upper Danube, and the western shores of the Adriatic. A number of papers
bore out my contention that it is up to us, the "Central Europeans", to make the necessary
moves to remedy the situation. I hope that this brief summary of my life research may help
toward a more balanced picture.z82
The political and other "horizontal" borders are not the only ones, though. We should also
work on breaking through the "vertical" borders between the layers of civilizations that
preceded us on our European soil. Recently I have been in particular drawn to the phenomenon of the Celts, and the survival of the Celtic heritage throughout the Roman Europe. The students of Antiquity may be quite aware of the phenomenon, yet it seems to me
that as far as medieval studies arc concerned, this is almost a "terra incognita". This is possibly even more true of our (mis)understanding of the "barbarian" component in European
art. In the South Eastern Europe, thanks to what I see as a happy symbiosis of the Roman
and pre-Roman elements in a serenely provincial late Roman and late Antique civilization,
the chances to penetrate the ''horizons" may be greater than in the most of cosmopolitan
milieus. Here, we might also grow to start abolishing the borders between the art in "permanent" materials, and that in wood.
2 2
H
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For example, Maria Orsikova, "Re-writing history. re-drawing maps: Central Europe ill the Global Story of Art".

The Big Circle, the Missing Link, and the Moral ofthe Story

We should also review the borders between "High" and "Low'', cosmopolitan and provincial, courtly and rural. A nicely proportioned village church, standing out in the landscape,
on a hill, natural or artificial, behind a moat and a palisade, resplendent with whitewash,
with simple and tasty architectural decor, finely sculpted details, and singing with myriads of colors in its frescoed interior, could be a finished, highest class work of art, just as a
cathedral in a proud and rich city; either of them, on the other hand, can be rustic, boorish, an example uf kitsch! Understanding the role of a monument within its cultural landscape (both physically and spiritually) may provide us with additional and significant materials for its evaluation.
In order to preserve the art heritage of the mankind and hand it over better understood
and better protected to our heirs, we must learn how to study it, appreciate it, and protect
it better. As already said, this is what I consider to be the main task of an art historian, and
of art history as a profession. Thus it is not irrelevant to understand the make-up and the
extension of a cultural landscape, as our methods of study and protection of monuments
in our neighbourhood may depend on understanding something quite distant in terms of
space.
This is not just a scholarly contention. Understanding the advantages, but also dangers
and pitfalls of a New Europe, may be a question of life and death for our Total Ecology, i. c.
a sum of Physical and Cultural Ecology. This very practical question boils down to what
kind of Europe, what kind uf the World, we want for ourselves and for the generations to
come.
In a United Europe there are no "greater" or "lesser" Europeans. The same is true of culture. In such a Europe, views from any single focal point become obsolete, including the
View from the Southeast.
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